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 "Sc"B%###.0 J =�&K$ "HK_0< «(6/�&' �###O�L'» (]« f0D�e###�' p6B =>"@v& (/>"###?&' (w6H CY ($"6N U&V< =(###-_gl' �1###-[&'
 \-/ C0 "SnD_c W###c de&'< = R"6*'%S&' �FD###7e0 (/D&' (###6&"Y (Y%PE0 :u7e###�' XY Q%_8 rG&' (GPR) Q"###aN (###6*"8�6h%6E&'

 .�.oN Q"7&' K8K_c J (OIo0 �>%I$ �e?/"g0 f^< =Q2016 Q"7&' J !"SeN�' XY �_&' 'GH ,6_gc UT<4
.(Overlaet, De Prez & Pinc’e, 2018 :KaN')

 ,6_gc C0 !"###SeN�' Wc  "e&"$< =Q2017 Q"###7&' (OPB :`� t>L' �M###� f)c �ehK�&' �###$ \x"o&' >'DE&' (###&';j f###^
 fP]'Kc D###/ fN"] =W###� 80 �'%B "Se]u###� O-c ,###�'<K&' C0 (_-� XY XYL' >'D###E&' �_8 .(O0"] �>%###I$ C###hD&' yK###2
 �%$"M&' C0 3 "###ox 11 C0 (o&¢0 ,###�'<K&' C0 (Y%PE0 �%###h >'DE&' Z%[e8 .�K###0 :<L ,Sg&'< 10DeO& �###_&' tK7c Z4 D###7$
 Q'D�e###�' Z"] =Z�' beB< �t>L' �M###� �%h �D6###?l' (8�*"gE&' ¨"###-l' C0 =<D-8 "###0 XY =�6OY :%I)&' W###c rG&' r1###E&'
 \/4 dg6� ¦%� (M###�'%$ "H·"g$ Weh �K�L' (###Á'D&' ¨"-l' q6P+ "###04 =(8�*"gE&' ¨"-l' X###Y 3 '�e_0 ()6O0 J r1###E&' ¦%###M&'
 =(W###� 10/12 Â 35/39 Â 35/39) Xo###.&' R"_-M&' !"g$ J QD�e###�' =\[###?&' q$K0 �%$"� XY r1E&' ¦%M&' �%eB' .(###0%nF
 XY4 (2) \[###?&' KaN4) "6O7&' y%###oI&' XY �>%###.[0 R"+�>D0 \[###T XY �%$"M& (h"ij =WE)&' �Ig$ \6Me###.0 �%###$"�<
 Wc =>'DE&' 'G###H C0 !�+ \xL' J %###H =F̀ 6l' \-/ p###&"m&' ZK_&' K###�'<4 J ¡>¢l' =(�O&' {"###g@ �"e[&' 5###_g&' Z"] =(>"###.6&'
 �i'< %)N X###Y =(R"+>Dl' q0) 5###_g&' 1###?8< � u###?&' ,N"E&' XY ¦%M&' � �I¹N �+'%8 p###6)$  =,_Y X###Y 3 "###�4> �7i<
 f/< J t>L' �M###� �%h �D6###?l' 9"7l' (&"B :%B R�·"###.c 1m8 'GH< =(###8�*"g+ �Z"-0 C###0 "HF'F�###�' Wc !"g-&' F'%###0 Z4

.(w6###� (&"B �j ¯'GNA f&A "§> =t>L' �M###� �%h ¨"-l' Z4 �j 1###?8 u]  =(PIR C) ��###h J r4 ="S0'D�e###�' �F"###Yj

1

2
3

«F ,?-9;» ,$@A; :+ :.'#-; )")$<
,-=->95&' ,")21' ,345&'

 (F ,?-9;) :+ 2017 B/4& ,-=->95&' ,")21' T/5-$A%&'
.B.C.e - ,P]/E&'

dOe#_ .f  |  dO@? .T.D  |  gOh@iL+ .D
Aj& - X0H k0i .l  |  m0R0& .c

 (7/'%&' ~�"gl' J 3 "7###�'< 3 'V<G###T zGH �###.l' (6OPY RKS�4 .W8"HDN<Kc J ("6+%&%g[e&'< Q%O7O& (###6E8<Ã&' (70"E&' �###)e0)
 .3 '>%-/ <4 R"g�%e###.0 Z%[c Z4 C[Pl' C###0 de&' =>%-_&' (_Mg0 C###0 ¦%gE&'< :u###?&' �j

 "Sg0 (@`@ =(###6h"ij �F"g� (7$>4 �###eh Wc u] =(FA-5) �###_&' ¦%g+ (7/'%&' (###_Mgl' XY =Q2017 Q"###7&' p)$ �###]Kc
 :uY4 C0 !"###SeN�' Wc =U&V X###Y �<`Y .(GPR) {"###8�6h%6E&' �###.l' R"6OPY =U###&V XY f&F u] =�V"###T R�"B f###g �P�c

.(FE �Dg�&'<  (FA-5�###_&' ,6_gc

 ,##6_gc J =>"##@v& (/>"##?&' (##w6H C##0 =�##�%8 Ä##6Y< =W##�"+ Å"##-x .F  q##0 ~##6@%&' Z<"##7e&"$ \##.]<K$ J �##8>"e&'< C##oO& (##6[Ol' �##B"el' (##m7$ f##OPY .1
 ~##8K� C##Y =(##m7-&' :u##Y4 R©##6c D##_& .Q2017 Q"##7&' J FK, FJ, FH , FG)) �F"##g�&' ,##6_gc W##c �##B J =Q2017< Q2016 �P##�%l' R`##PB :`##� (FE) �D##g�&'
 �##ew6$ !"##g$ �F"##Yj :W##aYL' C##8Dh'K&' rF'< (IAP VII Belspo) s####0"NK$ \####-/ C##0 rF"##l' Æ##6EO-&' W####YD&'< =>"#####@v& (/>"####?&' (##w6H �##e0D/ rG##&' d�##.&' W##YD&'

 .(2017Q) (Flanders (FWO – p##)-&' (##.�¢0< =(Q2016) �##�8>"c<

1 YN4*+ FK , FJ , FH , FG) >%-_&'< W��&'  (FA) �/ KoB Wc .()6O0 J (F) (_Mgl' C0 �%gE&' !�E&' z"Ec|$ ��&' C0 V%��0 Kag0
 ª>"� "N"[h  (FE)< (FK) �/Dg�&' "04 .Q2016 Q"7&' J WHKoB Wc  (FB)< (FC) �/Dg�&' .Q2017 ,6_ge&' (OPB :`� =(, FE

.GPR #&' ;"S+ "S6M�8 de&' (_Mgl'
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2 YN4*+ �$ KPl' ~O�}c r1E&' ¦%M&' C0 (_-� 11 >".6&' (S+ XY KSa8 .Q2017 Q"7&' R"-6_gc D7$ (FA-5) 1-[&' �_O& (8 �%+ �>%x
.(�>%I&' �j fo6i4< "S�"6/ Wc p6B =>'DE&' 'GH C0 !�+ dH de&' 5_g&' (Oe]) ChD&' yK2

2 YN4*+ =Ç>L' �%e##.l') yK##��0 C##)x C##0 �©##]
 �##_O& Q"##Y ½##M�0< (C##hD&' yK##2 �##$ K##P0

.FA-5)) 1##-[&'

 Overlaet,) :K##aN')  C##hD&' (##hK�& (##6OxL' (##6i>L' �%##h =Q2016 Q"##7&' �j ¡G##-$ yK##��l' r�##N<�&' !"##Y%&' y"##?e]' W##c
 F%##78 �##N4 D##_e7}8 %##)g&' 'G##H X##Y< =r1##E&' ¦%##M&' >'D##+ \o##�4 ,##�'<K&"$ �"##M�l' (De Prez & Pincé, 2018: Èg. 12, 16-24
 (##$%O_0 (##67i< J �Z"##@ !"##Y< ¯"##gH D##+}< .F̀ ##6l' \##-/ p##&"m&' ZK##_&' J (##6OxL' C##hD&' (##6OP7& (##8�*"gE&' "##8'DS&' (##Y%PE0 �j
 ½##8« X##Y !"##Y%&' r%##e)8 .(2 \[##?&') Q"##7&' 'G##H "Sh"##?e]' W##c d##e&' (##$%O_l' (##h")&' �©##] C##0 �##�e8 u##] =3"##0"^ z>'%##+ �j
 y>"##�; X##Y yK##7e&' W##e8 9 C##[& =(##6+>"�&' (##SE&' :%##� X##Y (##M À_g }0 K##*'<F \[##T X##Y (##6hK�; É"##gY C##0 Z%##[e8 yK##��0

 (##hK2 J "##S6OY �##Y d##e&'< =F%##�L' s##6+�e&' R'V '>%##o0L' �ÀK##+ X##Y (##N"6I&'< �##6age&' (##6OPY C##0 D##8�0 !'K##+j W##c "##ºj =�K##�4
 =(4 \[##?&') (##7/%el' 1##2 \##6x"oe&' �##7$ U##&G& (##E6eN K##S� D##/< =Q2016 Q"##7O&  <L' K##8K_e&' G##g0 (FA-5) (##6$%gE&' C##hD&'
 (##Ec"g&' (##6_hL' ¶%##M�&' �##7$ (##8·> C##[n u##] =3"h%##?[0 £##xL' >"##�o&' �M##� �̄##}8 =ZD##-&' X##Y s##+�0 1##2 p##Om0 ¯"##gH
 p##Oml' 'G##H ¹̄ ¿K##}c u##g6$ =�;>"##$ (##o6o� (##0̀ Y (##]>"c =(##E+�l' (##_-M&' f##)c "H>'KPe##�'< =q##gI&' (##6OPY !"##g@4 !"##Y%&' Z'><F C##0
 (##E+�l' (##_-M&' Z4 p##6B< =ZK##o&' \##�'F !"##Y%&' q##i< W##e8 Z4 \##-/ =y"##E&' s##6+�e&' (##&';j< ½##?] �##Y W##c �##N4 D##$ �< =3"h%##?[0
 �##$"_l' C##0 r%##O7&' !�##E&' X##Y :"##)&' %##H u##] =U6P##.&' s##6+�e&' C##0 Z`6##� ¯"##gH D##+%8 `##h =p##Oml' y'%##B %##)N �##Eec
 ="##Se6M�e$ s##6+�e&' C##0 "##Se8uB �K##+ D##/ (##_Mgl' f##N"] 'Vj =p##Oml' (##_Mg0 J zF%##+< t�##o}8 rG##&' !Ê##&' %##H< =(##h")&'<
  f##]K}c =�##6o)c R"##0̀ Y �##e7c zG##H =�1##-]< =\[##?&' (##8<"�6$ s##6+�e&' J R"##0̀ Y ¸`##@ '>%##o0L' �D##Y"/ C##0 ¦K##_&"$ D##+%c U##&G]
 �K##+ D##/ �##N4 3 "##)i'< Z�' <D##-8 =U##&V �j (##h"i�"$ =s##6+�e&' �K##B (##6OPY :`##� ZK##o&' J W##*"YD&' X##Y '>%##o0L' RK_e##�' p##6B
 rG##&' Z"[##l' �##?[c< =D##B'< ,##N"+ X##Y �K##H"� \##60;�' >"##@A <D##-c Vj =�K##E&' �j s##6+�e&' (##h"ij D##7$ =�De##.l' yK##M&' (##&';j
 !�##E&' 'G##H Z4 �K##[h W##YD8 u##0 =(##8K*'D&' �K##E&' �D##Y"/ C##0 =(s##+�l' – �De##.l' !�##E&' ©##]) tK##�& �%##_&' :u7e##�' �##6h W##c

. s##6+�e&' D##7$ W##c �##NL =(##)6O0 q##/%0 J �##e&';j f##^ "##§>
.(Overlaet, De Prez & Pincé 2018: Èg. 9)Z>"/

2 YN4*+ yK##M&'< (�##6o)e&') �##�g&' R"##0̀ Y q##0 ="##ScDY"/ \##6x"oc< =F%##�L' s##6+�e&' R'V (6##.8F<K&' '>%##o0L'
.(�##n) ZD##-&' X##Y s##+�l' 1##2 p##Oml' u##g6$ (>"##.8) :'�##}l'

FE f#66666AO&'

 R4D##$ .(##O6O_&' \##6�g&' �c"##.$ D##B4 C##0 ¦K##_&"$ =(FA) �##_&' C##0 �K##�&' ¦%##gE&' �j Q 280 D##7$ X##Y = (FE)�D##g�&' q##_8
.(5 \[##?&') .Q2017 Q"##7&' J �##-6_gc y"gwe##�' W##c u##g6$ �D##B'< �##/ X##Y >%##m7&' W##c p##6B =Q2016 Q"##7&' J ,##6_ge&' R"##6OPY

 Q1.75 Â 3 "##iKY Q1.25  '%##B (##�"6/ ##O-8 �##B J =W##� 80  '%##B Z"] �##6h C##hD&' �K##oB ~##PY< �3"6-##.N K#####6�x K####-_&'
 �K##o })&' �%##h (##7/'%&' (##_Mgl' "##04 .(##�%o)0 :'�##c �  =C##hD&' �K##EB d##M�c d##e&' (6-##?�&' t>'%##7&' C##0 !'�##+4 �D##Y ¯"##gH .3�%##�
 ¯"##gH 3 "##�84 =(6-##?�&' t>'%##7&' �%##h 3 'F%##+%0 Z"] "##0 :%##B K##�A !Ë r4 :%##/ =�##�Ì& =3"##g[P0 �##6&< =3'D##+ (##T�%?Ph "##S&%B<
 "##SM$> C##[n � C##[& =C##hD&' �K##EB �%##h (##g*"[&' (##_Mgl' J < �%##?)&' J �F%##+%0 d##g6M&' ¦%##M&' ©##]< >"##EBL' C##0 D##8D7&'

4
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 \[##?$ 3 "##2%-I0 3 '!"##Y< "##HDB4 Z"] =�>%##.[0 "##SPa70 =R"##8>"�o&' �##7$ X##Y 3 "##�84 >%##m7&' W##c =�##_&' !"##g$ q##0 %##)g&' 'G##H X##Y
 J< =�K##o)&' (##6i>4 �%##h Z"[##h d##/"-&' "##04 =�##_&' �K##oB (##h"B F'D##e0' X##Y �##g0 !'�##+4 X##Y ¹ ¿�## }Y =(6 \[##?&' ->%##.[0) \##0"]

.,##Sg&' (##6OPY !"##g@4 ©##[O& tK##7c D##/ !"##Y%&' 'G##H Z|##h = R�u##eB�' q##6P+

5 YN4*+ f##N"] d##e&' (6-##?�&' t>'%##7&' "##8"_$ .,##6_ge&' D##7$ =( FE-1) �##_&' q##0 (FE) �D##g�&'
.("##6O7&' �>%##I&') �K##o)O& (##6$%gE&' (##h")&' X##Y �K##H"� C##hD&' �K##oB d##M�c

6 YN4*+.(>"@v& (/>"?&' (w6S$ ¦"60"] \-/ C0 FE.P.013 �>%x) (FE) �Dg�&' C0 R"8>"�h

]/66666Og&'

 �##_&' 'G##H q##0 ¶"##-c>�' Z|##h  "##e&"$<  =(##6_6_)&' C##hD&' (##hK2 �%##h =¥%##IO&' �K##oB Q"]> J >"##�o&' X##Y >%##m7&' W##c
 =d##PM&"$ 3 "##6*�+ �##e6M�c f##^< f##N"] (##a)& r4 J �K##o)&' \##�'F ½##-H D##/ Z%##[8 "##§> >"##�o&' 'G##H ZL =D##]¢0 1##2 %##H FD## �)l'
 �##-_0 C##0 !�##+ C##Y �>"##-Y :<L' �\[] (##_Mgl' zG##H Q'D�e##�' X##Y 3 "##6-8K_c 3 "##6g0; 3 '«¢##0 K##h%c :'�##c � D##/ "##SN|h U##&V q##0<
 K##�'<4 C##0 ¡>¢##c =(##)6O0 �##]K0 J �K##�4 (6##.8F<> '>%##o04 ~##6@%c W##@ =(EP.P.011) ²##)&' !%##.& Q%##e�0 1##2 =(6##.8F<> '>%##o04

.(##)6O0 J (##_�@%0 F̀ ##6l' \##-/ :<L' ZK##_&' C##0 :<L' �##Ig&' �j .F̀ ##6l' \##-/ p##&"m&' ZK##_&' \##*'<4/q$'K&' ZK##_&'
 J (6##.8F<K&' '>%##o0L' 1##?c =Q"##Y \[##?$ =(Monsieur et al. 2013;  Haerinck & Overlaet 2016: 52-53, pl. 12)
 =F̀ ##6l' \##-/ :<L' ZK##_&' C##0 :<L' �##Ig&' �j F̀ ##6l' \##-/ p##&"m&' ZK##_&' \##*'<4 /q##$'K&' ZK##_&' K##�'<4 C##0 ¡¹>¢##}c ��##h �j =(##)6O0

.(A/B) (##)6O0 ��##h <4
 ¦"##.g8 =ª>"##�&' C##0 C##]'F F%##�4-rF"0> Z%##O$ (##6OM0 (##8KH�0 C##0 1##-] !�##+ C##Y �>"##-Y d##H (##6N"m&' >"##�o&' �©##]
 (PIR  (A ��##o&' �%e##.0 J (##N>"_PO& \##$"/ Q"##Y >"##�h X##Y 3 "##�84 >%##m7&' W##c =!"##Y%&' C##0 £##�'D&' !�##E&' J W##aeg0 1##2 \[##?$

.(##)6Ol' J Z"M6e##��' (##_Mg0 J

5

.rD8D)&' �7&' R"8>"�h (Y"gx D6O_e& 3 "6O)0 3 '>'KPe�' \m^ "SN4 <D-8 =(Haerinck & Overlaet 2016: 52, pl. 7) 
.(6 \[?&') ³%-Il' !"Y%&"$ �M$Kc =(7O�l' �e-/> Z4 <D-8 u] =(Mouton 2008: 45-46) 

 q##0 =(##7O�l' (##-/K&' <V =(##)6O0 C##0 (PIR  (A ��##o&' C##0 K##PBL' !`##M&' rV !"##Y%&"$ =3"##_6@< 3 "##�"-c>' £##Ml' !"##Y%&' ½##-cK8
 .(Mouton 2008: 45, Èg. 17: 1, pl.7) K## �oI0  "##_cK$ ½##8« X##Y Z"##�KoO& rK##8%Ie&' DS##?l'

 R'V (##_O7l' 15 ###&' R"##mOml'< =rD##8D)&' �##7&' J 3 "##6O7h �F%##+%0 f##N"] d##e&' (##6O)l' D##6&"_e&' q##0 R"##mOml' WE##.gc
 (##ox (##_O7l' R"##mOml' �##e7c u##] =\##�'D&' J ¶"##_N ¸`##@ �j �D##B'< (##M_N X##Y 3 "##�84 "##Sg0 8 r%##e)8 d##e&' (##6_hL' ¶%##M�&'

. (PIR (C ��##o&' J �F%##+%l' 1##2 d##H u##g6$ =(PIR  (A ��##oO& ��##6P0
 K##�A Í�##Oe�0 Í\[##T ¯"##gH U##&G] =(Mouton 2008: 42, Èg. 11 nr. 14-20; Haerinck & Overlaet 2016: 52, pl. 8)
 >"##�h» ###$ yK##78 "##0 %##H<) (R"##�%M�0) ,##&'%O$ "##SM$>< �##c"mOm0 s##0F W##e8 C##[& =(PIR (D ��##o&' J K##Sa8 (##_O7l' R"##mOml' C##0

:K##aN4 =(«K##��el' (##)6O0
 (Benoist, Mouton & Schietecatte 2003: 65-66, Èg. 8 nr. 7; Attaelmanan & Yousif 2012)

 C##[Pl' C##0 rG##&'< =�##.oN !"##Y%&' �j Z'F%##7c u##SN4 u##S& K##ag8 =(FE. P. 014 and 017) �##e8K�4 �##c©] ¯"##gH Z4 <D##-8
 (h%####&�0 D##8F"�L' zG##H \##m0 Z|##h =U##&V q##0 =3"##2%-I0 Z%##[8 Z4 r><Î##&' C##0 �##6&< =³%##-Il' !"##Y%O& �$"##?0 \[##T 'V Z%##[8 Z4

.(Mouton 2008: 44, Èg. 16, 6-7 :KaN4) .(PIR (A  ��###o&' d####h ½6##.-&' q*"##?&' >"�o&' C####0  3 "�84
 F"7-e##�' QD##Y C##0 W##2K&' X##Y =(FE-1)�##_&"$ ~##O7e8 u##6h =(PIR (A  ��##oO& F%##78 �##8>"c �j (##8>"�o&' (##Y%PEl' 1##?c
 Haerinck & Overlaet) �##i'%&' D##8D)e&' (O[##?0 C##0 ¨"##7c \##ac ��##o&' zG##H ZL U##&V< = (PIR (B��##o&' C##0 3`##6O/ �##]4 �##8>"c
 U##&V< =(F) (##_Mgl' C##0 �%##gE&' !�##E&' J r4 =(##_Mgl' zG##H J ,##6_ge&' R"##6OPY C##0 D##8�l' !'K##+� (##+"B ¯"##gH =(.2016: 42

.��##_P] (##)6O0 C##0 !�##E&' 'G##H Q'D�e##�' D##gY  ~##6/D&' d##g0�&' >"##��' ~##66�e&
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7 YN4*+=(¦K�&' C0 �K}8) =Q2016 Q"7O&  (FC) �Dg�&'< =(>".8) ( FA-5)1-[&' �_&' bg-0 �$ (FG-1) �Dg�&'
.�P6&' XY (D7$ �-6_gc \Pe[8 9) (FG-2) �_&'< =>".6&' XY %Sh (FG-1) �_&' "04

FG f#AO&'

FG-1 )5$&'

 �##.l' :u##Y4 s##*"eN R>"##T4 p##6B = �1##-[&' (##.P�&' K##$"_l' (##Y%PE0 C##0 �«"##-0 ¦%##gE&' �j (FG) �D##g�&' q##_8
 zG##H \##m0 C##0 ¦K##_&"$ >%##-_&' C##0 D##8�l' ,##6_gc q##/%el' C##0 Z4 p##6B =�V"##?&' R�"##)&' C##0 D##8D7&' F%##+< �j =(##6*"8�6h%6E&'
 W##c u##] =3"##7$K0 3 '�##0 62 "##H>D/ (B"##.0 d##M�6& 3 "##_B� �e7##�%c f##^ =Q10Â3 µ"##6_$ �D##g� �##eh W##c D##_h =�1##-[&' >%##-_&'
 �##]4 b##g-0 C##Y �>"##-Y %##H =(FG-2) �##_&' u##g6$ =3"6-##.N 1##�x< ½6##.$ �##/ %##H< =(FG-1) �##_&' u##H �C##8K�A C##8�/ y"##?e]'

.3 'D##6_7c �##]4< 3u##EB

 =,##SgO& �##_&' 'G##H t�K##7c  =Q 1.20 Â 2.10 "S##�"6/ ##O-8 =¦%##g+ -:u##T z"##Ec' J \[##?&' (O6Me##.0 �K##o ÍB C##Y �>"##-Y
 Z"[##0 (##aB`0 Å%##i%$ C##[n u##] =zF%##+%0 :'�##c � d##e&' =(##8D8D)&' "8"a##?&'< (##8>"�o&' ©##[&' C##0 \##6O_&' X##Y �%##� �##78 9<
 t>'%##7$ \##xL"$ (##_O�0 f##N"] C##hD&' �K##EB Z4 \##Pe)l' C##0< =(8 \[##?&') X##Y d##-N"E&' q##M_l' J �M##.&' C##0 ¥%##IO&' :%##�F
 f##P]'Kc p##6B =f##/%&' �##7-& 3 "##B%eo0 K̄##c W##@ =,##SN D##/ �##_&' Z4 <D##-8 U##&G] =(8 \[##?&') c 610 !�##E&' X##Y K_e##.c (6-##?�
 t'K##2L \P7e##.c �1##-] (##8>" ��h ��K##+ X##Y >%##m7&' W##c =�##_&' Ì##n rG##&' Q"]K##&' C##0 \o##�L' !�##E&' J< =�##O�'F t"##_NL'< :"##0K&'
 C##0 �K##�4 q##0 �;K##�&' (##N>"_0 C##[n p##6B .(9 \[##?&')  FG.F-038)) \[##?&' (##6�<K�0 (##6+"+; �;K##�< = (FG. P-021) Z�##�&'
 µ<·> C##0 D##8D7&' X##Y >%##m7&' W##c D##/ Z%##[8 �U##&V X##Y �<`##Y =(Yule 2001c: 231, pl. 26) Zu##}Y J Z"##?&' DP##� q##/%0 J �##/

.�##_&' �%##?B J �Ko##?&' "8"a##T< (##8D8D)&' Q"S##.&'

6

7

8 YN4*+.(FG �Dg�&') FG-1 �_O& ¦K2-�« q�"_0
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9 YN4*+ =(FG.F-038) (##6+"+; �;K##�< =(FG.P-022) Z�##�&' �ÀK##+ C##0 !'�##+4 =,##6_ge&' R"##6OPY :`##� (FG-1) �##_&'
.R"o##?e[l' �%##h (##6/�&' (6&u##?&' (##8<'�&' J 3 "##6O0> 3 "##�<K�0 d##M�c (##6IE&' R"##8"og&' C##0 (##_-� q##0

 3 "##6*�+ f0D�e##�' "##SN4 �##i'%&' C##0 Z"] =(##B%eo0 f##&';"0 (##$%Sgl' �K##o)&' �##6h f##N"] rG##&' f##/%&' C##0 "##0 (##a)& J
 'G##[H< =�K##o)O& (##6/�&' (6&u##?&' (##8<'�&' J £##0> ¶<K##�0 (##P/ �%##h ,##OIec< =\o##�4 �j :�##gc d##e&' =¤##E&' R"##8"oN !"##_&�

.(9 \[##?&') (##8>"�o&' ©##[&'< ;K## }�&"$ �%##?)&' C##0 3 '!�##+ d##M�c

FG-2 )5$&'

 =Q1.5Â2.5  '%##B =(##6i>L' �%e##.0 D##gY �##6h C##hD&' �K##oB (B"##.0 ##O-c Vj =3'D##6_7c �##]4< 3u##EB �##]4 b##g-0 �##_&' 'G##H
 q##$>4 C##0 b##g-PO& X##YL' !�##E&' Z%##[e8 �##B J �:K##l' J Q1.10  '%##B �##_&' �K##oB ~##PY ##O-6& =X##YL' !�##E&' %##)N 3`##6O/ q##.ec<
 =U##&V q##0 =�K##o)&' (##h"B F'D##e0' X##Y «Z'>D##+» \##m0 3 "##0"^ <D##-8 =R"##_-M&' zG##H C##0 b##_-c "##0< =d##g6M&' ¦%##M&' C##0 =R"##_-�
 zG##H Z�##$ K##Sa}8 rG##&' K##0L' =(##o6m] �>%##I$ =�##_&' �K##oB �%##h 3 "##h%oI0 = u##?&' ,##N"E&' X##Y =d##g6M&' ¦%##M&' 'G##H �##7$ Z"]

.�##_&' (##hK2 d##M�c f##N"] R"##_-� "##8"_$
 =(�1##�I&' >%##-_&' K##oB (##&"B J =>"E##T4 Z"##I24 FK##E0 f##N"] 3 "##N"6B4) (6-##?� t>'%##Y (M##�'%$ C##hD&' yK##2 �`##2j W##c
 =(##)6O0 J 3 'D##6+ ~##@%0 K##0L' 'G##H =d##g6M&' ¦%##M&' C##0 R"##_-� <4 =¤##E&' ½##6O� C##0 (##_-� "##S/%h q##i< D##/< =1##I)&"$ �"##M�0
 C##hD&' (##hK2 Z4 K##Sa}8 >%##.[l' d##g6M&' ¦%##M&' q##i< Z|##h =(6-##?�&' t>'%##7O& "##8"_$ r4 X##Y "##N>%mY QD##Y C##0 W##2K&' X##Y C##[&<

.¤##E&' (M##�'%$ (##e-m0< =d##g6M&' ¦%##M&' C##0 R"##_-� 4 C##Y \##_8 � "##§ �"##M�0 f##N"]
 zG##H J =(FA, AV, C, 5 &7) K##$"_l' ~##�"g0 J (##P��&' >%##-_&' ¨"##-0 �%##h �%##$"M&' C##0 (##O@u0 R"##_-� 3 "##�84 RD##+}<
 (##6g$ C##Y R'«¢##0 F%##+< QD##Y C##0 W##2K&' X##Y< =�K##o)&' �%##h W##*"_&' ,##I}gO& (##6i>4 (##$"m§ ¦%##M&' R"##_-� f##N"] R�"##)&'

8

 D##/ u##0 =(##_Mgl' �##8KEc X##Y r%##Mg8 \##6�gO& Z"e##.-] (##_Mgl' Q'D�e##�' Z4 Vj .3`##O�0 'G##H Z%##[8 D##_h =(FG-2) (##&"B J (##6/%h
 C##0 �##]4 <4 �##g@' Z4 %##H< =(FA) �><"##El' >%##-_&' ¨"##-0 q##0 J"##ij �;'%##0 3 "##�84  ¯"##gH =(##6/%o&' ¨"##-l' 1##0Dc J (�"##.-$ ,-##.e8
 D##I_&' Z"] "##gH .W##� 35 Â 90< =W##� 45 Â 100  '%##B "S##�"6/ ##O-6& �C##hD&' (##hK2 (##6i>4 J "##HKoB W##c =(8 \[##?&') J K##o)&'

.�K##�L' ,##N"+ �j u##H'DBj C##8��c ÏK##E$ ±"##oeBÐ& 3 "##N"[0 u##Sg0 \[##& Z%##[8 Z4 U##&V C##0

10 YN4*+ (##$ �K_0 (##M_&< =q##�M_0< ½##�M�0 =(FG-2) �##_&' \##6x"oc< =( FG) �D##g�&'
. u##?&' d##g6M&' ¦%##M&' !"##g-&
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11 YN4*+ =�##+>L' X##Y ¨"-##�4 \##x4 C##0 d##H =(FG-2 (FG.P.025 �##_&' C##0 '>%##o04
.UP##.&' (##IOx ²##o)& �F"##Y QD�e##.c f##N"]<

 (##)6O0 C##0 \] J (##O@u0 >%##-_$ 3 "##�84 = (F) (##_Mgl' J (##P��&' >%##-_&' C##0 5 C##0 4 J (##N>"_PO& (##O$"/ K##o }B ¯"##gH D##+%c
 Overlaet,) £##xL' "##S7i%0 J (6##.8F<> '>%##o04 �K##+ y"##?e]' :`##� C##0 "##Sg0 tK##�&' �## Ài%e8 "##gH .(AV (Z (##_Mgl'< =7< 5

.(De Prez & Pincé, 2018: Èg. 9
 '>%##o04 X##Y >%##m7&' W##c Vj =�F%##+%0 f##&';"0 (##8K@L' b##_O&' C##0 (##Y%PE0 Z4 �j =,##SgO& tK##7c D##/ Z"] �##_&' Z4 �K##N "##gH
 W##2K&' X##Y .(W##� 33 K##M/< �W##� 77.5 �"##oc>') (##6/�&' -(6&u##?&' (##8<'�&' %##)N \##6^ =,##_Y X##Y 3 "##�4> (##$%O_0 (##67i%$ (##O0"]
 :<L' ZK##_&' \##*'<4 <4 =F̀ ##6l' \##-/ :<L' ZK##_&' K##�'<4 �j ¡>¢##8 Z4 C##[n =(##Y"gI&' �%##N< ;'K##M&' Z4 �j =3'1## »)0 :'�##8� "##SOx4 Z4 C##0
 f##N"] =UP##.&' C##0 �K## ÀP�0 (##IOx d##H< =(garum) ###&' �>"##Ec t'K##24 J t�##o8 "##0 X##Y f0D�e##�' D##/ f##N"] p##6B =rF̀ ##6l'
 k"##)&' f##/%&' J  (mehyawa) q##0 :"##)&' %##H u##] =(P. Monsieur q##0 (6I�##T (##@F")0) �G##8GO&' (##6N"0<K&' (##P7�L' C##0 �##e7c

 .3u##�6/ 3 "##8>"Ec 3 "##Eeg0 f##N"] D##_h =s##6O�&' (##_Mg0 J

 (##$%O_0 (##67i%$ "##HF%+< Z4 <D##-8 p##6B =�##_&' (##6i>4 �%##h W##� 52 r4 =W##� 161 �"##oc>' X##Y '>%##o0L' (##)eh f##7i<
 ¦%##M&' !"##M2 ,##8K�c C##Y f##EeN d##e&' t"##_NL' �##7$ �%##h "##§> <4 =�##_&' ,##SN D##gY "##S2'Khj W##c �##N4 �j 1##?8 u##0 =3'V"##T Z"]

.C##hD&' (##hK�& d##g6M&'

 C##0 =C##hD&' (##hK2 J =�1##�L' W##� 20 ###&' �[P##� ##&"-&' 1##�L' %##?)&' !�##+ J R"o##?e[l' C##0 1##-] FD##Y X##Y >%##m7&' W##c
 "##gH (##aB`l"$ K##8DE&' C##0< =(12-15 \[##?&') (6I�##T (##g8; £## })& (##h"ij (##8�N<K$ (##6Y<4< (##8D8DB ()O##�4< (##8>"�h Z'<4 "##Sg6$
 (##hK2 (##6i>4 X##Y "##H©¿] f##Y;%c =(FG.P.44 and 45) (##hK��l' �##$"_l' R'V =�1##-[&' (##E+�l' (##6Y<L' C##0 �##g@' F%##+< %##H
 J =F̀ ##6l' \##-/ :<L'< ¨"##m&' �##NK_&' :`##� (##�>¢l' >%##-_&' C##0 D##8D7&' J D##6+ \[##?$ y<K##70 >'K##E&' C##0 �%##g&' 'G##H< =C##hD&'

 "SO6E##.c W##c d##e&' �K##�L' (##8>"�o&' ©##[&' C##0 y�A �D##Y �##$ C##0 �F%##+%0 f##N"] ½##_h (##O6O/ 3 '©##¿] ZL 3 'K##aN< .Zu##Y< (##)6O0
 =(Overlaet et al 2016a: 33-34, Èg. 7) rF̀ ##6l' :<L' ZK##_&' J f##SeN' D##/ f##N"] "Se6-7##T Z4 t'�##h�' C##[P6h =>< �D##&' q##/%0 J

.(##)6O0 q##/%0 J (##h<K7l' (##Om0L' �##]4 �##e7}c "##SN4 u##] =((FG.P.045 �W##� 39 K##M/< 3 "##-8K_c W##� 52 �"##oc>"$ d##H<
 R"##6OPY C##0 D##8�l' �j (##+")$ �##g[&< =3"##-8K_c \##0"] !"##Y%&"h =(##8>"�o&' ©##[&' C##0 3`##6O/ 3 'FD##Y ½##_h =(12\[##?&') K##Sa}8 
 d##e&' (##E+�l' R"##8>"�o&' W##a70 q##0 :"##)&' Z"] u##] =C##8Dh'K&' rF'< F̀ ##$ C##0 �F>%e##.0 (##6Y<L' zG##H f##N"] "##§> Vj =W##60�&'
 ½##_h 3 'D##B'< 3`##m0 Z|##h = Z�' b##eB< =(Haerinck & Overlaet 2016: 52, pl. 9 nr 9)>< �D##&'< (##)6O0 d##7/%0 J "##S6OY >%##m7&' W##c
 (%##�Oc) q##/%0 J �##6OY �##Y K## ��I }0 !"##Y< C##Y �>"##-Y %##H< =Zu##}Y �K##8�+ �-##T ª>"##� C##0 (##6Y<L' C##0 �%##g&' 'G##H C##0 yK##7}8

.�##8>"$ J K##h%O&' �##)e0 J t<K##70 Z�' %##H< Ç"##l' ZK##_&' R"##g6@`@ :`##� =p##8D)&' �'K##7&"$

12 YN4*+ (##E+�l' '>%##o0L' �K##+ ©##] K##Sac< =(FG-2) C##hD&' (##hK�& �K##�&' �%##gE&' yK##M&'
 C##0 K## ��I0 \##0"] !"##Y<< =(X##Y4) (45)< =(44) C##8!"Y%&' ©##] C##0 (##Y%PE0< =(\o##�4)

.�'K##7&"$ (%##�Oc) q##/%0 J �h"##?e]' W##c =�##.oN �%##g&'
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12 YN4*+ (##E+�l' '>%##o0L' �K##+ ©##] K##Sac< =(FG-2) C##hD&' (##hK�& �K##�&' �%##gE&' yK##M&'
 C##0 K## ��I0 \##0"] !"##Y<< =(X##Y4) (45)< =(44) C##8!"Y%&' ©##] C##0 (##Y%PE0< =(\o##�4)

.�'K##7&"$ (%##�Oc) q##/%0 J �h"##?e]' W##c =�##.oN �%##g&'

 =(Å"##0> <4 �]"[##�) �1##I/ :"##IN< y%6##� �D##Y "##Sg6$ C##0  =(##8D8D)&' ()O##�L' C##0 �1##-] (##6P] X##Y >%##m7&' W##c 3 "##�84
 f##N"] "##0j "##SN4 �j 1##?8 rG##&' K##0L' =Q'%##]4 (##w6H X##Y (##O]Ñe0 (##&"B J< =��##7-0 Q"S##.&' µ<·> RD##+}< u##] =Q"S##� µ<·><
 1##2< =©##[O& tK##7c D##/ "##Sg0 D##8D7&' ZL< .(13 \[##?&') (##-7+ \##�'F (##Y%i%0 f##N"] <4 =Q¹�## }B \[##T X##Y (8%##� (##�%$K0
 J �F%##+%0  =Q"S##.&' µ<·> C##0 110 C##Y \##_8 � "##0 ¯"##gH Z"] C##[& =(##_6/F �>%##I$ "##HFDY D##8D)c \6)e##.l' C##0 �##N|h =\##0"]
 Z4 u##] =y%##&�0 1##2< 1##-] FD##7&' 'G##H Z|##h =(##)6O0 >%##-/ J (7*"##T f##N"] Q"S##.&' µ<·> Z4 C##0 W##2K&' X##Y<  =(FG-2) �##_&'
 Fu##eY�' Z4 �j =(##g670 �'%##NL (##6g0�&' (##6O�hL' �##7$ F%##+< (##6&ueB' q##0 =�K##�4 (PIR) >%##-/ J 3 'D##6+ (##h<K70 �'%##NL' zG##H
 �%##g&' d##H< =Z%##c%0 �##6gIc ,##.B =(B, C and D) :d##H �'%##N4 �j F%##7c "##SN4< =3"##_6/F 3 "##6g0; 3 "##7$"ec QD##_8 � �F �D##)0 �'%##N4 X##Y

.(Mouton 1990) rF̀ ##6l' ¨"##m&' ZK##_&' �j F̀ ##6l' \##-/ ¨"##m&' ZK##_&' C##0 3 'D*"##� Z"] rG##&' =,##&"�&'

 �##7$ X##Y >%##m7&' W##c \##$ =\]Ñ##e&' (##6OP7& (##E6eN 1##.[e&' C##[8 9< �D##P7e0 \[##?$ ()O##�L' C##0 1##m[&' K## »0}F "##gH
 �##7$ Z4 C##0 W##2K&' X##Y< =C##hD&' (##hK2 (##6i>4 X##Y q##60"E0 J �K##�4 RD##+< u##] =�##_&' \##�'F Q"]K##&'< (##$KcL' q##0 ©##[&'
 Z4 u##] =F'%##l' zG##H C##0 �>"##e�0 (##Y%PE0 =(14 \[##?&') K##Sa}8< =F%##_o0 "##Sg0 D##8D7&' Z4 �j =K##��' "##S�7$ W##*`c ©##[&'
 =�##-_l' C##0 Ò"##�4 !�##E] =µ%##$F \[##T X##Y Z`6##� R'V K##+"g� <4 =�##+<F�0 C##8 �DB R'V y%6##� 6 C##Y \##_8 � "##0 ¯"##gH
Mouton 2008: 49- J :B< PIR A ��##o&' y%6##� Z>"##/) ..�##OeO& (##O$"_&' F'%##l' �##7$ C##0 <4 =,##?�&' C##0 (##Y%gI0 "##§><
 >%##m7&' W##c U##&G] =(X##Y4 �##n Fig. 14) 1##�x ¥K##/ <4 =�D##6_Y \[##T X##Y Z`6##.&' yK##� Z%##[8< =(50, 72-73, Èg. 22, 40
 (##8D8DB �##*"ox C##Y �>"##-Y d##H< =(14 \[##?&') £##xL' "##SN"[0 J �Ko##?&' yK##� q##0 "##S�7$ =D##P�&' y'K##�4 C##0 D##8D7&' X##Y

 \6E##.c W##c .�1##-] �> �<D##0 (##6O)$ d##Segc =(�K##�4 (##_6/> (##6�h (##)6oI$ �"##M�0 R�"##)&' �D##Bj J) yK##M&' (�/De##.0 (##8%M0
"##$F J d##YuE&' �##_&' C##0 U##&G]< =(Mouton 2008: Èg. 40) (##)6O0 >%##-/ C##0 FD##Y J =D##P�&' y'K##�4 C##0 �%##g&' 'G##H \##m0 

.(Jasim & Yousif 2014: Èg. 43 n°. 33)
 (FG-2) �##_&' J Q"##0L' �j (##�%_0 =(##h")&' (##8F"B4 R'Ko##T C##0 �̧ `##@ �j \##/L' X##Y F%##7c  "8"a##T X##Y ¿�## }Y 3 "##�84
  Q"Y Å`##Mx' %##H rG##&'< =«D##)&' �D##6B< (##h%_7l' y%6##.&'» ###$ Z"##6BL' �##7$ J "##Sox< C##0 W##2K&' X##Y =(\o##�L' J 14 \[##?&')
 =d##_8K2�' «�##6$%]» C##0  �£##)0 \##8D$ <4 =�%##N =3'D##8D)c �##]4 %##)N X##Y< "##SN4 �j  =(##$ �D)l' (##6/�&' y%6##.&' q##6P+ X##Y ~##OM8
 W##�i Å`##� %##H< =(##6_8K2�' (6e##.gOS&' (8K[##.7&' �K##o&' C##0 �##�"-e/' W##c D##/ Z%##[8 Z4 D##$ � �%##g&' 'G##H .¨"-##�L' «"##c"[Oh» <4
  =Q"##0Ì& (##6g)gl' �Ko##?&' C##0 £##�'D&' !�##E&' J q##M_&' (##h"B "##04 =X##YL' yK##M&' D##gY 3 "##$D)0< =�##-_l' D##gY 3 'K##7_0 Z%##[8 =\##6_@
 C##0 (##h")N �##]L' yK##M&' "##04 =y"##�M� \[##T X##Y �F"##7&' J �##e�-/ Z%##[c<  =«D##)&' �D##6B< (##h%_7l' y%6##.&'» C##Y z�##�6Peh
 X##Y4 14 \[##?&') �K##] \[##?$ (##6Segl' (##_6�&' D##P�&' y'K##�4 q##0 ~##h'%ec b##e&'< =(##h")&' (##+<F�0 y%6##.&' J F%##+%l' %##H U##&V
 \##m0 C##0 !�##E$ ²##oe)c =(�##P6&' \o##�4 14 \[##?&') J (R"##c"[Oh) ()O##�L' zG##H C##0 �D##B'< (##7M/ ¯"##gH :'�##c � u##] .(�##P6&'

.�Ko##?&' X##Y 3`]Ñ##e0 'G##H D##P�&' yK##�

14 YN4*+.FG-2 �_&' C0 ()O�4
 (8F"B4 =Q"##0Ì& (##$ �D)0 R'Ko##T R'V y%6##�< =(##6�O)0 �(##+<F�0 (##h"B R'V (P6_e##.0 R'Ko##T :>"##.6&' X##Y4
 =(~##6O7c) ½##$> (##_OB q##0 =(##h")&' (##+<F�l' R'Ko##?&' �##$"_l (##8�]K0 y'%##B :�##P6&' X##Y4 �(##h")&'

.Å`##.&' D##P2 y'K##�4<



3031 !"#$%&' #$() !*&+, | !*-*./0&' !12(3' !450&' «F !6*/7» !89:7 ;< ;='>*7 2128?!"#$%&' #$() !*&+, | !*-*./0&' !12(3' !450&' «F !6*/7» !89:7 ;< ;='>*7 2128?

 Mouton) J :B< A ��##o&' (##)6O0 J (##oOe�0< �D##8DY >%##-/ C##0 ("##c"[Oh) ()O##�L' C##0 �%##g&' 'G##H "8"a##T ~##6@%c W##c
 =(�##-_l' ¦K##/ K##7_0 !�##+ Z<D##$) Zu##}Y C##0 ,##8K/ 1##�e0 C##Y ³̀ ##$�' W##c (2008: 49-50, 72-73, Èg. 22 n° 4-6, 41 n° 4-7
 (##I/"ge0 3 'F'D##Y4 ¯"##gH Z4 Z%##c%0 ²##B� D##/< =(Yule 2001c: pl.303, 476) F̀ ##6l' \##-/ :<L' �j p##&"m&' ZK##_&' C##0 "##�84 �##�8>�c<
 (##-*"2 f##N"] "##SN4 "##§< =(B)  (Mouton 2008: 73, 106-107) ��##o&' �j (A) ��##o&' C##0 =(##)6O0 J (##h")&' (##8F"B4 R'Ko##T C##0

.F̀ ##6l' \##-/ :<L' ZK##_&' (##8"SN J �##e6PH4 f##&!"�c D##/ �%##g&' 'G##H Z4 �j 1##?8 U##&V Z|##h =(C) ��##o&' J >< �D##&' q##/%0 J 3 "##0"^

15 YN4*+ f##-m0 Z"##IB \[##T X##Y >< �D##&' q##/%0 C##0 �$"##?0 ,##Il W##�> q##0 =(FG-2) �##_&' C##0 (##8�N<K$ 1##$"gx
.(Haerinck 2001) �##*"Y< J

FG-�##_&')  J  (##8�*"gE&'  "##8'DS&'  �##$  =(##8�N<K$  �##*"ox  C##0  (##Y%gIl'  (##6Y<L'  C##0  1##-]  FD##Y  ¯"##gH  Z"]
 u##HDB4   =�##$%-I0  �##8�N<K$  C##8>%-gx   �j  (##h"i�"$  =(##6ND7l'  �##*"oI&'  ©##]  C##0  D##8D7&'  ¶"##_e&'  W##c  D##/<  =(2
 zG##H  \##m0  =(15 \[##?&')  \[##?&'  d##�<K�0  ¦%##-N4  �%##h  �##OE8  Z"##IB  \[##T  X##Y  K##��'<  =>%##@  µ4>  \[##T  X##Y
�D##)el'  (##6$K7&'  R'>"##0�'  J  >< �D##&'<  (##)6O0  J  "##S-6_gc  W##c  D##/  �Zu##}Y  �K##8�+  �-##T  J  3 'D##6+  (##h<K70  1##$"gI&' 

 DP##�< �"e##�K&' J Zu##}Y J< =(Jasim 1999: 83-85,92, Èg. 33; Mouton 2008: Èg. 91; Haerinck 2001: pl. 93, 116 - 117)
.Q'>%SP##�< d##n�&' /\8u##�<

 (##Y%gI0  Z%##[c  "##0  �F"##Y  zG##H  =(Yule 2001c: Taf. 240, 447, 533 & 534; Avanzini 2007: Èg. 5)  
 W##e8  Z"]  �##B  J  =,##HG&"$  (##6OM0  (##�h  C##0  (##Y%gI0  f##N"]  (##)6O0  ªV"##º  C##0  �D##B'<  C##[&  =�##N<�&'  C##0
 <4  \##�g0  q##0  =q##M/  ¸`##@  C##0  Z%##[0  K##P�  W##_�  C##0  3 '!�##+  f##N"]  d##e&'  (##6Y<L'  ,##N'%+  X##Y  1##$"gI&'  ,##6]Kc
=!"##Y%&' (##)eh X##Y "H>'K_e##�' �##6ec =()M##.0 (##�8KY (##h"B R'V J"##I0 X##Y >< �D##&' q##/%0 J U##&G] �##}Y =�"##oI0 

 .(Haerinck 2001: pl.93, 116 & 117)

 d##H< =(FG-2) �##_&' C##0 =(W##� 1 "##SiKY) =(##O@u0 ()M##.0 (##h"B R'V (##6ND70 �##*"ox C##0 !"##Y%& �©##] 3 "##�84 ¯"##gH
 =�>%##o)0 \##6x"oe$ (##8K8%Ie&' 1##$"gI&' zG##H �##8�c W##e8 "##0 �F"##Y< =(FG.F.050) �"##oIl' zG##H \##m0 C##0 !�##+ \##Pe)8 "##0 X##Y

.y>"##��&' zG##H ;'K##$� �##6age&'< W##60�O& (##+")$ b##_-c "##Sg[&<
 D##8D7&' ¯"##gH Z4 yK##7N "##gNL =(##6g6P�c (##6OPY =(##8�*"g+ "##8'DH C##0 b##_-c "##0 X##Y Fu##eY�"$ ¦%##Sg0 �##/ �##8>�c �##-I8
 Q'D�e##��' �F"##Yj X##Y R'«¢##0 ¯"##gH D##+%c � =U##&V q##0 =(##MOe�0 R"##8%e)0 W##�c f##N"] ="S0'D�e##�' D##6Y4 D##/ d##e&' >%##-_&' C##0
 =F̀ ##6l' \##-/ :<L' ZK##_&' K##�'<4 J "##S+"eNj W##c D##_& �D##6+ d##g0; «¢##0 X##Y r%##Mg8 =(6N"-##�L' '>%##o0L' F%##+%h =(##&")&' zG##H J
 Z4 �j =>< �D##&' q##/%0 J =((PIR C ��##o&' >%##-/ C##0 3 'D##6+ (##_�@%0 d##Sh =(##8�N<�&' 1##$"gI&' "##04 =rF̀ ##6l' :<L' ZK##_&' \##*'<4 <4
 �j �K##BL"$ 1##?c (##8D8D)&' ()O##�L'< (##E+�l' '>%##o0L' >'K## ¿+ Z|##h =U##&V q##0< =zF"7-e##�' C##[n � K##04 =(_$"##� >'<F4 J "##HF%+<
 (##8>u7l' �##0̀ l' �##og$ (FG-2)�##_&' >̄"##?e8 Vj =�>u##7&' q##0 :"##)&' %##H u##] =(##)6O0 J F̀ ##6l' \##-/ :<L' < ¨"##m&' �##NK_&' >%##-/
 "##S*"M�$ Z�##�&' (##6Y<4 q##i%& (##6i>4 K##o }B Q'D�e##�' �K##H"� J =(PIR (B <  (PIR (A �##c�oO& (##P��&' (##)6O0 >%##-/ q##0 ��##6Pel'
 =(FG-2) C##[& =3'F<D##)0 \##6&D&' b##_-8 "##gH =q##$Kl' \[##?&' <V r%##O7&' !"##g-O& K##_eoc "##SN4 <D##-8 C##[& .d##g6M&' ¦%##M&' C##0 W##��&'
 Z"] 'Vj< =d)6##.l' �##7&' (##8'D$ �j "##S�8>"c �##+K8 d##e&'<  =(C) < (B) C##8><D&' �##$ :"##_eN�' ��##h �## �i%8 3 '�##/ Z%##[8 Z4 C##[n

. (FA) �><"##El' �1##-[&' K##$"_l' Q'D�e##�' �F"##Yj ><F �j =3"##-8K_c 3 'É"##70 Z%##[8 "##§Kh =U##&G] K##0L'

FH f#AO&'

 Z"[l' J =Q5 Â 3 µ"##6_$ �Dg� qi< Wc .(1 \[##?&') (FA-5) �_&' C0 �K�&' ¦%gE&' �j =Q50 D##7$ X##Y �D##g�&' 'G##H q##_8
 µ"6_$ \[##?&' (O6Me##.0 �1�x �/ �KoB >"Sae##�' Z"] W##@ C0< =V<G##T F%##+< �j (##6*"8�6h%6E&' �##.l' R"##6OPY �##6h R>"##T4 rG##&'
 rG&' D##6B%&' !Ê&' =�D##g�&' C##0 (##6$K�&' (6&u##?&' (##8<'�&' J G##og0 X##Y :%##I)O& �1##�x (##+>F "##SN4 <D##-8 "##0 q##0 .Q0.62 Â1.24
 (M##�'%$ �##7gx W##c =,##_m&' \##�'F µ"##)g&' ½##6O� C##0 µ%##$F q##0 =W##Y"N K##EB C##0 1##�x :�##�0 ¥K##/ %##H =C##hD&' �K##oB J d##_$
>< �D##&'< (##)6O0 J "##Sg0 D##8D7&' X##Y >%##m7&' W##c D##_& =3'D##+ (7*"##T :;"##�l' zG##H \##m0 =�K##H"� K##8<De&' R"##0̀ Y :'�##c�< =(##�K�0 

.(Haerinck et al. Forthcoming: pl. 49)

9

16 YN4*+ .(�##P6&' X##Y) ="##6O7&' (##6g6P6&' (##8<'�&' X##Y4 J Z'K##H"� �##_&' Z"[##0< �D##g�&' <D##-8 :\o##�4 >"##.8 .(FH) �D##g�&'
.�##_&' (##6i>4 X##Y D##+< W##Y"N K##EB C##0 :�##�0 ¥K##/ :X##Y4 >"##.8 .,##6_ge&' D##7$ �##_&' �K##oB :�##P6&'
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FJ f#AO&'

FK f#AO&'

 3 "##7$K0 3 '�##0 15 (B"##.§ �D##g� ½##6M�c W##c =(1 \[##?&') (FA-5) �##_&' ¦K##2 ¦%##g+ Q75 (h"##.0 X##Y �D##g�&' 'G##H q##_8
 (6&u##?&' (##8<'�&' J (##$�&' Z%##& R"##0̀ Y ,-##.$< =V<G##T F%##+< �j (##6*"8�6h%6E&' R"B%##.l' �##6h R>"##T4 rG##&' Z"[##l' J (Q 5 Â3)
 K##�xL' K##o)&' �##7$< �1##-] �K##oB C##0 !�##+ y"##?e]' W##c U##&G$< =�K##�4 3 "##7$K0 3 '�##0 13  '%##B (##_Mgl' D##8DPe$ "##gP/ =(##6/�&'

 .:K##l' J �>%##o)0 f##N"] "##S76P+ =3�%##� �##0 2.07< =3"##_PY W##� 6 �j 5 q##0 3 "##iKY W##� 14.5 :µ"##6_$ �"##g_& (##h"ij
 (##/̀ Y R'V "##SNL =�<L' �K##PO& f##B }�/' D##/ f##N"] �"##g_&' �-##?8 "##0< =(##aB`l"$ K##8D+ �K##�4 b##_& r4 <4 R"##8>"�o&' ¦"##62
 .�D##g�&' !'>< "##0 �j D##e^ �< =½##_h 3 '�##0 2.07 ##O-8 "##S&%� ZL U##&V =3`##Pe)0 <D##-8 � 'G##H C##[& =z"##6l' �>'Fj< 1##$De$ (##M-cK0
 p##6B =(##_Mg0 f##N"] "##§> Vj =3' »1##)0 3 'K##04 W##�79 "##S_PY ##O-8 d##e&'< =3"##-8K_c \[##?&' (O6Me##.l' �1##-[&' �K##o)&' K##04 <D##-8 U##&G]
 W##c .\##Pe[0 1##2 3 '�##/ 3 "##�84 Z%##[c "##§> <4 ��1##-[&' >%##-_&' !"##g$ (##6OPY J QD�e##.l' Ó##O[&' �%##$"M&' \##P7& :K##l' K##oB rK##E8
 J 3`##6O/ K##�xL' W##E)&' R'V C##hD&' �K##EB K##oB \##-/ =(10 \[##?&' K##aN4) (FG-2) �##_O& \##@u0 W##E)$ �K##�4 ��K##o }B 1##�)c

.�##]Kl'

 �##_&' C##0 �K##�&' ¦%##gE&' �j =Q115  '%##B D##7-8 =2017 Q"##7& {"##8�6h%6E&' �##.l' (##_Mg0 ª>"##� �D##g�&' 'G##H q##_8
 =(##676-M&' K##�"gl' J �1##-[&' (##8K@L' K##$"_l' q##/%0 �##66^ W##e8 "##0 3 "##-&"2 .>"E##T4 "##S$< 3`##6O/ (##7ocK0 (##_Mg0 (##h"B X##Y =(FA-5)
 (##&';j �j (##+")&' Z<F (##8K@L' K##$"_PO& {"##Sg&' F%##+%&' y"##?[e�� �D##g�&' q##i< W##c =�##6OY 3 '!"##g$ .(##7ocKl' ~##�"gl' zG##H \##m§
 (##$�&' R"##0̀ Y f##)-x4 "##0DgY =>"##e04 10 Â1.5 �##�"6/ ##&"-&'< =¦K##2-�« z"##Ec�' <V £##xL' �D##g�&' q6##�%c W##c U##&G] =>"E##TL'
 (S$"##?e0< 3 "##0"^ (##2>"h �1##-] �K##oB X##Y >%##m7&' W##eh �K##�&' yK##M&' J "##04 .\##0K&' C##0 "##6O7&' W##� 40 ###&' (h"##.0 f##)c �K##H"�

10

11

17 YN4*+.>".6&' XY Q 2.07 :%M$ �"g/< =\[?&' (8<"�6$ �1-] �KoB q0 (FJ) �Dg�&'

 C##0 "##8"_$ �##7$ X##Y >%##m7&' W##c =�D##g�&' C##0 d##/�&' yK##M&' J .(FJ) �D##g�&' J �K##�4 �K##oB q##0 ~##P7&'< W##E)&' p##6B C##0
 (##$�&' (##&';j f##^ =!"##SeN�' X##Y 2017 W##�%l' (##OPB fh>"##T u##g6$ .(##7$K0 >"##e04 10 (##h"i|$ �D##g�&' q6##�%c< =d##g6M&' ¦%##M&'

.\##-_l' W##�%l' J ,##6_ge&' R"##6OPY C##0 D##8�0 !'K##+j \##04 X##Y ½##_h (6)M##.&'
 !"##Y< C##0 �©##]< =(##Y%M_l' >%##Sa&' R'V =�F%##&' y'D##x4 C##0 (##7$>4 X##Y �##}Y "##ºj =(6I6�##?c R"##8>"�h X##Y �##78 9 

."##6O7&' (6)M##.&' (##$�&' J �##6OY �##Y yK##��0

 (##w6H) \##-/ C##0 (6g6##.&' (7##TL"$ "##HK8%Ic W##c D##_h =(##)i'< (##hK�; >"##@A "##8"_$ RK##S�4 D##/ =!"##Y%&' �©##] ZL 3 'K##aN
 D##7$ 'D##$ "##0 :<4 Z"[##h ."S##.oN >"##@�' (##w6H C##0 �##6N%N \##ENj \##6E60 D##8 X##Y "##SP60Kc< "##SeE&"70 W##@ C##0< =(>"##@v& (/>"##?&'
 (##�«4 R'V (##8�]K0 �K##H; \[##T C##0 Z%##[e8 �##N4 Vj =�É"##7l' (##6Y<L' X##Y F%##+%0 %##H "##l �$"##?0 (##hK��&' ªV%##º Z4 W##60�&'
 (##6N" }Ô R'V (##PEN \[##T) =((6e##.gOS&' (##mg/L') �'><4 ½##Pg& 3 "##oOe�0 3 "##Y%N \##mP6h r�##]Kl' !"##Y%&' ¥K##/ "##04 =\[##?&' (##8K*'F (##@`@
 f##N"] %##& u##] =(##M$'�0 "##Sg[& (##8FKh �'><�] "SP##�> W##e8 � d##e&' "##6O7&' �'><L' Z4 =y%##&�0< rF"##Y 1##2 %##H "##0 C##[& =(µ<·>
 �##Eec >%##6� q##.c C##0 ,##]%0 C##Y "##SOIoc (##- �_m }0 �1##�x K##*'<F C##0 Z%##[ec (##_OB ¯"##gH =(##-�$D0 �'><4 (##7$>�$ �D##B'< �K##H;
 Z"##go&' Z4< u6##�� =�1##�I&' R`##6mPe&' zG##H \##m0 :`##� C##0 =fP##�}> d##e&' �'%##NL' :%##B C##S[e&' (##$%7I&' C##0 "##gH .>"##.6&' %##)N
 3 'K##*"� �##N%] D-7e##.8 rG##&' K##0L' =3"##h%_70 �##6& 1##M&' >"##_g0 Z|##h U##&V q##0< =rK##*'F ½##8« F<D##B C##Pi "##S7i< 3 "##�84 �##6OY Z"]
 1##M& �##6Pel' (##&;"�l' tK##Y �j 1##?8 "##�84 "##§> �##g[& =(##0"7g&' K##*"� �j =¥%##xKl' \##8G&' 5##8> 1##?8 Z4 C##[n u##] =3"##��o0

.t'K##_N�' K##M�& tK## �70 Z�' �##g[& =3'D##+ �##Ô £##)0 K##*"� %##H rG##&' =�>"##-)&'
 (##@`@ =(19 \[##?&') J C##nL' �##Ig&' K##Sa}6& =zK##8%Ic !"##g$ �F"##Yj C##[n C##[& =3"##6*�+ F%##_o0 (##6N"m&' (##SE&' C##0 ½##8�&' 
 C##0 b## À_-e8 9 .(K##Pe&' ¶"##_e&� <4 =>"##H;L' ,##6I�c< ><G##-&' q##PE& ) (##O�N ~O##.e8 ¤�##T %##)N 1##.c =(\##xL' J (##7$>4) :u##+
 %##Sh ½##8�&' 'G##H C##0 ©##8L' �##Ig&' "##04 =�##6Pel' \##6�g&' �KE##T �G##+ C##0 !�##+< =\o##�L' �##oIN �%##� ~O##.el' ¤�##?&'
 ~##-� �>%##x Z"] DS##?l' Z4 u##S7i< Å�##_8 Vj =:u##E&' C##0 �##g@' X##Y yK##7e&' Z"[##0�"$ :'�##8� C##[& =3"##-8K_c \##0"] \[##?$ F%##_o0
 C##0 !Ë b## ¹_-8 9 .~O##.e0 ¤�##T q##0 �K##�4 �KE##T %##)N 1##.c :u##+ (##7$>4 <D##-c p##6B =�##P6&' X##Y �F%##+%l' U##Oe&  \##xL'

.�F%##+%0 :'�##c � ~O##.ePO& �D##B'< QD##/ ¯"##gH C##[& =�KE##?&'

18 YN4*+.(\o�4) dg6M&' ¦%M&' C0 "8"_$ KSa}c =�1-] �KoB q0 (FK) �Dg�&'



3435 !"#$%&' #$() !*&+, | !*-*./0&' !12(3' !450&' «F !6*/7» !89:7 ;< ;='>*7 2128?!"#$%&' #$() !*&+, | !*-*./0&' !12(3' !450&' «F !6*/7» !89:7 ;< ;='>*7 2128?

 =(##g6ES&' :u##EO& >%##x zG##H Z4 �j �%##_$ 1##?c =\##8%M&' Q"g##.&'< =�1##I_&' \##+>L' \##m0 =:u##E&' zG##H ¤##*"I� �##7$
 \##P)c "SeY"Me##�"$ ZL =(##nD_&' >%##I7&' J (##6&"Y (##P6/ (##g �ESl' R"##N'%6)&' zG##H \##ml Z"] D##_& =«d##e�$» W##�"$ 3 "##6O)0 (##h<K7l'
 X##Y :D##8 u##0 =(##)6O0 J :u##E&' ��##_0 J «d##e�-&'» >%##-/ C##0 7 F%##+< �j Z"##§K8' >"##T4< =£##)l' \##PE&' C##0 \##_@4 R�%##PB

.(Uerpmann 1999; Jasim, Uerpmann & Uerpmann 2016: 121-123)  =(##g �ESl' (&`##.&' zG##H (##P6/< (##6PH4

 Z"] p##6B =(##-_m }0 �1##�x K##*'<F C##0 ½##� (M##�'%$ 3 "##�84 \##Iogl' =p##&"m&' rK##8%Ie&' ½##8�&' C##0 !Ë r4 b##_-e8 D##[8 9
 (##O6)g&' \##+>L' �##7$ (##8·> 3 "##g[P0 :'�##8� =U##&V C##0 W##2K&"$< .�##oIN �j ½##8�&' W## À./ D##/ \##6�g&' >"E##T4 C##0 X##YL' W##._&'

.R"##N'%6)&' :"[##T4 C##0 p##&"@ ½##8« F%##+< �j 1##?8 u##0 =K##h'%)&' R'V
 !"##Y< q##0 = (FA) (##_Mgl"$ �1##-[&' (##8K@L' K##$"_l' J RD##+<  =�K##�4 (##hK��$ !"##Y%&' (##hK�; ½##$Kc �D##8DY É"##gY ¯"##gH
-)�##_&' :u##T �j =1988 Q"##7&' J (6##.NKo&' (##m7-&' d##-_g0 ~##8K� C##Y (FA  !"##Y< X##Y >%##m7&' W##c .Zu##}Y J (�D##8%o&') q##/%0 C##0)
 Z|##h =(##P��&' (##8K@L' >%##-_&' D##B�$ "##SM$> 3u6O##� <D##-8 �##B J< .t"##_NL"$ (##w6O0 ¥%##I& �K##oB "##SN4 'D##$ u##6h �«"##-0 (FA-2
  =U##&V q##0 =(##_B� R'�##h :`##� "S0'D�e##�' D##6Y4 D##/ Z"] (##P��&' >%##-_&' zG##H \##m0 ZL =(##$%7x X##Y r%##Mgc �##�8>�c (&�##.0
 !"##Y%&'< =3�%##_70 <D##-8 =F̀ ##6l' \##-/ ¨"##m&' - p##&"m&' ZK##_&' �j F%##78 3 "##�8>�c Z|##h =(FA-5) �##_&' C##0 !"##Y< q##0 "SS$"##?e& 3 'K##aN<
 �F>< X##Y !"##Y%&' 'G##H r%##e)8 u##] =(SM.1988-52) >"##@v& (/>"##?&' �##)e0 J tK##7&' D##6/ Z�' %##H 1988 Q"##7&' J �##?e[l'

.(8<"##.e0 Q"##./4 ¸`##@ �j p##&"m&'< ¨"##m&' �##M8�&' W## �._c =(~O##.e0 ¤�##T Z<D##$) \##6�g&' >"E##T4 C##0 (##@`@ �##6h< =(##O@u0
 J 4D##-8 \o##�L' J 3 "I�##T DH"##?N =�K##0 \] d##oh =3"##0"^ (FK) !"##Y< \##m0  =\##6�N "cKE##T �##6h (�D##8%o&') q##/%0 !"##Y<

.(inv. DA13363, Yule 2001b; 2001a: 267, 280-281, Èg. 6: 2016: 43-44, Èg. 6) :K##aN4 .uS_O##.c
 "##So6gIc �F"##Yj W##c (##Y%PE0 d##H< =«:u##?&' J Q̀ ##��' \##-/ "##0 �>"##�B» �##N�$ �##x}< �##/ J !"##Y%&' X##Y >%##m7&' W##c
 ¦%O##�4 J �$"##?e&' �##+<4 C##0 D##8�l' ¯"##gH Z4 Vj = Yule & Pariselle 2016: 161) PIR) ,## �_gl' \##-/ C##0 k"##)&' f##/%&' J
 R"##N%_8L' !'>< �̄##?0 b##g70 <4 (##I/ �j 3 "##�84 C##[&< = �̄##?0 J"##_@ >D##I0 �j ½##_h �##6& 1##?8 rG##&' K##0L' =R"##N%_8L'< G##6oge&'
 %##)N 1##.c :u##+ q##$>4 =:"##ml' \6-##� X##Y =�##6h  ¨"##m&'  ½##8�&' Z|##h = (FK)!"##Y< q##0 :"##)&' %##H u##]< =>%##I&' R"##Y%i%0 <4

.(##O$"_l' (##SE&' X##Y (½##_h D##B'< \##P+ F%##+< C##0 W##2K&' X##Y) �K##�4 R"##N'%6B q##$>4< =�KE##?&'

19 YN4*+. (FK) �Dg�&' C0 r�N<�&' !"Y%&' �©]

20 YN4*+ (##h"B �(X##Y4 �##n) (FK) !"##Y< �##Y \##6x"oc .K##8%IeO& �##6+>"�&' �##M8�&' �##Y \##6�g&' >"E##T4 "##S6h <D##-c (##6Y<4
 (\o##�4 >"##.8) (##)6O0 J (FA) (##_Mgl' J �1##-[&' >%##-_&' C##0 !"##Y< �(X##Y4 >"##.8) (6)M##� (##6_& =(##)6O0 C##0 �©##]

 ..(\o##�4 �##n) 3 'K##^ \##P)c \##6�N �KE##T q##0 Zu##}Y J (�D##8%o&') C##0 !"##Y<<
 v2016.12; al-Fuwaydah)  dY"7##Tj ¦`##?0 �##Oh q##0 F"##7$L' (##6@`@ ªV"##º C##0 R"##M_& :>"##.8 (##)6O0 (##6Y<4)

.(bowl: photo P.Yule
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.(PIR) (6Y<4 XY 3 '>K[e0 3 "Mº fN"] =(8K8%Ie&' (�«L' C0 �g@' �Y =\6�g&' >"ET4 Z4< D$ �
 K##Sac p##6B =>"##@v& (/>"##?&' (##w6H C##0 �##�%8 Ä##6Y \##-/ C##0 (6)M##� (##6_& =(##)6O0 C##0 �K##�4 (##h"B �©##] C##0 !�##+
 =PIR (##6Y<4 X##Y 3 '�##e_0 C##[8 9 !Ë %##Sh =U##&V q##0< =(X##Y4 >"##.8) =(20 \[##?&') r%##O7&' rK##8%Ie&' ½##8�&' J \##6�N �KE##T
 £##xL' "##ND6O_c C##0 �##e7c d##e&' d##H =F̀ ##6l' \##-/ q$"##.&' - C##0"m&' �##NK_&' :`##� Q"##?&' F̀ ##$ (##_Mg0 (##6Y<4 C##0 D##8D7&' ÀZ4 Vj

.(Markoe 1985) "S##.oN (##6x"�&' zG##H 3 "##6O7h tK##7c< =(##8K*'F (##�«�$ (##hK��l' (##8�N<�&' (##6Y<Ì&
 (##&< =>'D##E&' C##0 (]u##� �##]4 r�##]Kl' !�##E&"h =�K##�L' (##)6O0 (##6Y<4 q##0 (##6h"ij ½##$'<> =!"##Y%&' ª"##eNj (##6g_c K##h%c
 d##e&' =�K##�L' (##hK��l' (##6Y<L' \##m0 (##�K�0 X##Y �O6[##?c W##c D##/ Z"] �##N4 X##Y :D##8 u##0 =ª>"##�&'< \##�'D&' J (##8�]K0 ¶"##_N
 Maryon 1949:)K##aN4 (##�K�l' (##6g_c X##Y � Overlaet, De Prez & Pincé 2018) C##8K)-&'< >< �D##&'< (##)6O0 q##/'%0 J "##S6OY �##Y
 d##oO�&' �##*�E&' (21\[##?&') K##Sa}8 p##6B .Q"##0L' C##0 J"##ij \##PY q##0 =�##O�&' C##0 (##/<KM0 y>"##��&"h =(101-102, Èg. 14
 C##Y "SO6[##?c rK##E8 W##@ =�##O�&' C##0 3�<4 "##Se6O7c W##e8 Z"] (##�«L' FD##)c d##e&' K##*'<D&' b##eB .�##.oN !"##Y%&' !�##+ C##0 d##0"0L'<
 u##6h \##6x"oe&' (##h"ij q##0 =�##O�&' C##0 :u##E&' \##+>4 �K##�< ½##�i 3 "##�84 W##c u##] =Q"##0L' C##0 �1##�x K##*'<F ,##6_mc ~##8K�

.Q"##0L' C##0 D##7$

21 YN4*+.(N>"_l' \6S.e& doO�&' !�E&' CY \xL' ~-� �>%x .�O�&'< Q"0L' C0 !"Y%&' C0 yK��l' !�E&'

2017 !780&' _-$A< T/-90Y h9Y ,-i/*. T/jMd;

]k/L0&' ,0i/P

 q##/'%0 J D*"##.&' ¨"[##l' q##8;%e&' ½##º D##]¢8 =  (FA) (##P��&' >%##-_&' (##_Mg0 C##0 ¦%##gE&' �j �«"##-0 C##8�/ y"##?e]'
 tK##7c D##_& =�1##-[&' >%##-_&' :%##B q##_c (##PS0 (##6/%h \]"##6H r4 Z<D##$ K##oB (##w6H X##Y >%##-/ ¯"##gH  .(##)6O0 ��##_0 J �K##�4
  "##e&"$< =C##8K�&"$ Ì##e0' "##0DgY U##&V ¸D##B D##_& =(##�*"o&' ¤##E&' t"##_N4 d##0K& �K##o)] D##7$ u##6h QD�e##�'< =,##SgO& (FG-1) �##_&'
 (##$KcL' C##0 (##_-� \6[##?c D##7$ "S0'D�e##�' �F"##Yj W##c C##8GO&' =(F5) < (F2) �##8K@L' C##8�_&' Q'D�e##�' �F"##Yj C##0; �j ¡À>¢##8 "##§>
 (M##�'%$ "##S_O2 W##c d##e&' (FA-5) �##_O& \##�Dl' (##6$%gE&' (##hK�&' .t>L' �M##� f##)c �D�6##?l' u##ShK2 J W##� 80  '%##B UP##.$
 3 "##8�*"g+ 3 "##?_N \##P)8 rG##&'=�_O& 3 'DH"##T \##m^ �1##-] (##8KEB (##Oe]< (##+>Dl' R"##h�&' C##0 �>%##.[0 (##7M/ q##0 =Ó##O] ¦%##�

 .W##� 16 Â 52 Â 87 �##�"6/ ##O-8
  'G##H Z|##h =(##P��&' (##6/%o&' >%##-_&' \]"##6H !"##g$ J 3 "##8�B \P7e##.c f##N"] =r1##E&' ¦%##M&' (M##�'%$ !"##g-&' �F"##0 Z4 "##§  
 =U##&V �j (##h"i�"$ =(_$"##� ,##SN :u##YL (##E6eN "##§> <4 =:`##)Pi�' C##0 (##&"B J \##7o&"$ f##N"] "##§> =\]"##6S&' zG##H Z4 �j 1##?8
 �j 1##?c =(##S+'< <4 >'D##+ C##0 3 '!�##+ \##xL' J Z"] �##N4 D##$ � rG##&'< =�1##-] (##6*"g$ (##Oe[] 1##-] r�##*"g+ �##/ DH"##T Q'D�e##�' Z|##h

 .(##O*"7&' ,##.N J �"##M_N'
 (##6*'DY KY"##?0 C##Y W##g8< =�##_O& �##6NDc (##$"m§ %##H=>'DE&' \##$"_0 ¤##g&'< ¦%##O_0 \[##?$ �0'D�e##�' �F"##Yj< �##e&';j Zj

.�##8%N"m&' �60D�e##.0 �##$< =�##6OxL' �##_&' ¦"##)x4 �##$ (##6O-/ (##Ox <4 (##O*"Y %##)N
 "##8'DS&' "##8"_$< z·"##g$ "##04 =�0'D�e##�' �F"##Yj X##Y :D##c R"##0̀ Y K##Sac 9 C##[&< =3"##�84 ,##SgO& tK##7c D##/ Z"] (FG-2)�##_&'
 �##�8>"c Z4 �j 1##?8 rG##&' K##0L' =(PIR A/B & C) >'<FÌ##& (##8�*"gE&' "##8'DS&'< >%##-_&' ¤##*"I� C##0 3 "##E8�0 tK##7eh (##8�*"gE&'

."##N�Y (##8'D$ �j F%##78
  =�K##�&' ¦%##gE&'< ¦%##gE&' �j =Q 300 C##Y \##_8 "##0 D##e^ ��##_l' Z4 =(FA) �##_&' ¦%##g+ �j (##7/'%&' �F"##g�&' (##6_$ �##-c 
 =¤##E&' <4 r1##E&' ¦%##M&' (##Y"gI& F'%##0 ª'K�e##�� fOP7e##�' D##/ f##N"] "##§> =�1##-] K##oB F%##+< �F"##g�&' C##0 Z"##g@' K##S�4 D##_h

.(##-Seg0 1##2 3 '>%##-/ 3 "##�84 "##N%[8 D##/ u##SN�$ d##B%8 uSO[##T C##[&
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 W##�%§ =(/>"##?&' J \##PY rG##&'< =D##8>D0 J "##0%N%c<4 (##70"E& q##$"e&' rK##@L' ~##8Ko&' Q"##/ =(##B�_l' \##P7&' (##M�& 3 "##_h<
.(�D##)el' (##6$K7&' R'>"##0�' =(/>"##?&') Q'D##l' (##_Mg0 J D##8D+ rK##@4 ,##6_gc

 .."0%N%c<4 (70"+ C0 =µ>"g6& <1� \8F C0>"] �>%e]D&' �V"e�L' dH =(OP)&' zGS& dPO7&' K8Dl'
 J ¸"##)$L' W##./ �##6*> ,##*"N< =1¯�"##$ (##.�¢0 "##g& �##e0D/ rG##&' W##YD&' \##�o$ (##g[P0 =Q2018 Q"##Y (##OPB f##N"]
 (/>"##?&' (##w6H \##-/ C##0 (##P�6_&'< (##nK[&' �DY"##.l' p##6B =�D##)el' (##6$K7&' R'>"##0�' (##&<F J<  =2D##8>D§ "##0%N%c<4 (##70"+

 .3(SAA)>"##@v&
:C0 \] C0 (6N'D6l' :uYL' CY :·%.l' ~8Ko&' Z%[e8

.3 'K8D0 ="0%N%c<4 (70"+ J �V"e�4 =µ>"g6& <1� \8F C0>"] /.F �V"e�L'  •
."0%N%c<4 (70"+ J (8K@L' R"N'%6)&' WOY V"e�4 =�6N%0 �6&'>%0 '>%c>4 /.F V"e�L'  •
.ZD6& q0"+ J (8K@L' R"N'%6)&' WOY V"e�4 =µ%6E8>F<> deN>%6& '>%& /.F V"e�L'  •

."0%N%c<4 q0"+ J "6+%&%$<�NL' V"e�4 =Cc>"0 �6&'�N%+ <DN"0>4 /.F V"e�L'  •
.>"@A 9"Y =µ"h1H \6EN4 \6E60 /.F  •

.>"@v& (/>"?&' (w6H J >"@A d+%&%6+< Z"gh =>"@A W�0K0 ="h%N`6h�6N%N \EN4 \6E60 /D6.&'  •
."0%N%c<4 (70"+ J z'>%e]F ,&"� =µ%6E8>F<> ;DN"NKh µ%&>"] /D6.&'  •

."0%N%c<4 (70"+ J (-&"� =<D8>"+ �6$%& �>"� /(.N�'  •
 \##-+ J �##.0 R"##6OPY !'K##+|$ =!"##6BL' !u##OY ~##8Kh Q"##/ u##g6$ =(2) Q'D##l' q##/%§ �##e_Mg0 J rK##@L' ~##8Ko&' \##PY
.W##S$ (##x"�&' q##+'Kl' (##Y%PE0 q6##�%e& �##e�l' J Z%##OP78 '%##N"] u##] =Q'D##l' C##0 2< 1 �##Y"M_&' J< =(##8"o&' \##-+ =¤##6)-&'

 =�##e8"SN X##Y >%##m7&' \##+4 C##0 =�K##�&'  u##?&' z"##Ec�' %##)N (s##Oo&') z"##6l' q##6PEc �F%e##.0 J ,##6_ge&' :u##Y4 D##8D^ -4
 \##P7$ >'KPe##��'< =q##/%l' J "##ge0"/j !"##g@4 C##[P0 D##B ®##/4 �j R"7##�%e&' F'D##e0' X##Y =s##Oo&' >"##.0 (##7$"e0 "##g0�eY' D##/<

.2017 Q"##7O& F%##7c d##e&'< =S)< R) 3 '�##0 70 (##�&"-&' (##O8%M&' R'D##8DPe&'
 F%##+< :u##eB' p##6B =(##6$K�&' (6&u##?&' "##HF<DB �j (ICNA �'%##g&') "##H�]K0 C##0 (ICNA) ([-##T (##_Mg0 \[##6H ¤##)h -¦
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Table 1  Weight of major Ceramics from Fili west fort

Ceramics from Filli fort in Sharjah Emirates (kg, %) Inside fort 
& nearby

west house, 
outside 

fort
south house, 
outside fort

surface, 
outside

Total weight 
kg weight %

Earthenware, red/black fab., white+black+red inclusions,
white/gray/black slip exterior, UAE/Oman, large Jar/vase 5.8 18.231 24.791 1.35 50.172 71.80%

Earthenware, red fab., white+black+red inclusions, RAK/Oman, jar 0.335 0.067 0.402 0.58%

Earthenware, red fab., small white inclusion, black slip exterior,
UAE/Oman, Jar 0.068 0.068

Earthenware, yellow fabric, white+black inclusions, UAE/Oman, jar 0.4 0.4 0.57%

Earthenware, pink/red fab., white+black+red inclusions, gray slip 
exterior, RAK/Oman, vase/jar 0.123 0.306 3.005 0.274 3.708 5.31%

Earthenware, red fabric, RAK/Oman, vase 0.046 0.033 0.086 0.165 0.24%

Earthenware, red fabric, painted red, RAK/Oman, vase 0.061 0.061

Earthenware, red fabric, painted black on white/gray slip, RAK/Oman, 
vase 0.04 0.04

Earthenware, red fab., white+black+red inclusions, RAK/Oman, vase 0.096 0.091 0.95 1.137 1.63%

Earthenware, red fab., white+black+red inclusions, painted red on
gray slip exterior, incised, RAK/Oman, vase 0.62 0.62 0.89%

Earthenware, red/gray fab., white+black+red inclusions, gray slip
exterior, RAK/Oman, vase 0.047 0.047

Earthenware, pink/red fab., black+red inclusions,  RAK, vase 0.027 0.244 0.271 0.39%

Earthenware, pink fabric, vase 0.036 0.144 0.09 0.27 0.39%

Earthenware, black fab., white+black inclusions, Oman?, vase 0.3 0.071 0.371 0.53%

Earthenware, red fab., RAK/Oman, bowl 0.286 0.286 0.41%

Earthenware, red fab., painted red, RAK/Oman, bowl 0.005 0.005

Earthenware, red fab., painted red on white/gray slip, RAK/Oman, 
bowl 0.25 0.25 0.36%

Earthenware, pink/red fab., small white+black+red inclusions,  
painted red, RAK, bowl 0.126 0.126 0.18%

Earthenware, pink/red fabric, white+black+red inclusions, white/gray 
slip exterior, RAK/Oman, cooking pot lid 0.401 0.401 0.57%

Earthenware, red fab., gray slip exterior, RAK/Oman, cooking pot 0.025 0.129 0.154 0.22%

Earthenware, red fab., fine, Oman?, cooking pot 0.078 0.078 0.11%

Earthenware, red/black fab., white+black+red inclusions, UAE/Oman, 
cooking pot 0.09 0.047 0.305 0.023 0.465 0.67%

Earthenware, red/black fab., RAK/Oman, cooking pot 0.731 0.299 0.568 0.272 1.87 2.68%

Earthenware, red/black fab., black slip exterior, painted red, UAE/
Oman, cooking pot 0.15 0.029 0.179 0.26%

Earthenware, red/black fab., painted red, UAE/Oman, cooking pot 0.071 0.05 0.024 0.145 0.21%

Earthenware, black fab., small white+large black inclusions, painted 
black exterior, Oman?, cooking pot 0.54 0.54 0.77%

Earthenware, red/black fab., black slip exterior, painted black, UAE/
Oman, cooking pot 0.004 0.004

Earthenware, yellow fabric with big black inclusion, brown slip, UAE/
Oman, large basin 0.018 0.104 0.122 0.17%

Earthenware, pink/gray/black fabric with big black inclusion, UAE/
Oman, large basin 0.022 0.022
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Ceramics from Filli fort in Sharjah Emirates (kg, %) Inside fort 
& nearby

west house, 
outside 

fort
south house, 
outside fort

surface, 
outside

Total weight 
kg weight %

Earthenware, black fab., white+black inclusion, local/Oman, large 
bowl/basin 0.015 0.015

Earthenware, pink fab., white/yellow slip exterior, UAE/Oman, 
incense burner 0.102 0.102 0.15%

Earthenware, pink fab., white inclusion, local/Oman, incense burner 0.19 0.19 0.27%

Earthenware, black fab., small white inclusion, local/Oman?, incense 
burner 0.266 0.266 0.38%

Earthenware, yellow fabric, Iran, vase 0.007 0.254 0.014 0.275 0.39%

Earthenware, yellow/pink fabric, incised exterior, Iran, vase 0.056 0.013 0.02 0.089 0.13%

Earthenware, yellow/pink fabric, Iran, vase 0.4 0.4 0.57%

Earthenware, pink fabric, white/yellow slip and incised exterior, Iran,
vase 0.204 0.273 1.03 0.113 1.62 2.32%

Earthenware, pink fabric, black slip exterior, vase 0.076 0.076 0.11%

Pale blue glazed ware, yellow fab., painted, Iran, bowl 0.025 0.289 0.066 0.38 0.54%

Pale blue glazed ware, yellow fab., painted, Iran, dish 0.023 0.18 0.203 0.29%

White glazed ware, yellow fab., Iran, bowl 0.084 0.084 0.12%

White glazed ware, yellow fab., red glaze interior and carve design, 
Iran, bowl 0.055 0.055

White glazed ware, yellow fab., Iran, vase 0.061 0.061

Yellow glazed ware, yellow fab., Iran, bowl 0.206 0.014 0.029 0.249 0.36%

Yellow glazed ware, yellow fab., painted black, Iran, bowl 0.013 0.013

Yellow glazed ware, yellow fab., Iran, vase 0.166 0.135 0.301 0.43%

Green glazed ware, yellow fab., painted black, Iran, bowl/large bowl 0.017 0.056 0.073 0.10%

Green glazed ware, yellow fab., Iran, bowl 0.01 0.01

transparent glazed ware, quarz fabric, Iran, blue-and-white bowl 0.025 0.025

Green/yellow glazed ware, pink fab., Oman, bowl 0.019 0.011 0.066 0.096 0.14%

Green/yellow/brown glazed ware, pink/gray fab., Oman, vase 0.061 1.515 0.135 1.711 2.45%

Brown glazed, pink fab., Oman, bowl 0.15 0.045 0.086 0.014 0.295 0.42%

Brown glazed, pink/gray fabric, Oman, vase 0.268 0.013 0.071 0.016 0.368 0.53%

Black glazed ware, black fine fab., small jar 0.087 0.012 0.099 0.14%

Chinese ceramics, blue-and-white, bowl 0.032 0.036 0.068

Chinese ceramics, red enamelled porcelain, bowl 0.011 0.011

Chinese ceramics, white porcelain, cup 0.043 0.043

Chinese ceramics, red glazed porcelain, cup 0.007 0.007

Chinese ceramics, red+blue enamelled porcelain, cup 0.017 0.017

Japanese, European ceramics 0 0 0 0 0

White glaze stoneware (modern) 0.3 0.3 0.43%

Ceramics, total weight, kg 10.154 20.801 36.444 2.482 69.88

Table 2  Ceramic types & producing areas from Fili west fort

Ceramics from Filli fort in al-
Madam

plain (kg, %)
weitht kg weight % produced area weight 

kg weight % 1 piece 
weight

pieces 
x25 pieces pieces %

Earthenware jars, UAE/Oman 51.042 73.04%

Local earthenware 62.952 90.09%

15

5.5

0.25

0.5

1.1

? 4.5

0.32

85

30

67

20

78

1

44

325

64.4%

Earthenware vase, UAE/Oman 6.69 9.57%

Earthenware bowl, UAE/Oman 0.667 0.95%

Earthenware lid of cooking pot,
UAE/Oman

0.401 0.57%

Earthenware cooking pot, UAE/
Oman

3.435 4.92%

Earthenware basin, UAE/Oman 0.159 0.23%

Earthenware incense burner, UAE/
Oman

0.558 0.80%

Earthenware vase, Iran 2.46 3.52% Iranian earthenware 2.46 3.52% 2.25 27 27 5.3%

Pale blue glazed bowl, Iran 0.38 0.54%

Iranian glazed ware 1.274 1.82%

0.5

0.6

? 0.5

? 1.5

0.65

2

? 0.5

? 0.4

19

48 9.5%

Pale blue glazed dish, Iran 0.023 1

White glazed bowl, Iran 0.139 0.20% 7

White glazed vase, Iran 0.061 1

Yellow glazed bowl, Iran 0.262 0.37% 10

Yellow glazed vase, Iran 0.301 0.43% 4

Green glazed bowl, Iran 0.083 0.12% 4

Blue-and-white bowl, Iran 0.025 2

Green/yellow/brown glazed bowl, 
Oman

0.391 0.56%

Omani glazed ware 2.569 3.68%

? 0.8

1.2

0.18

12

43

14

69 13.7%
Green/yellow/brown glazed vase, 
Oman

2.079 2.98%

Black glazed small jar, Oman? 0.099 0.14%

Chinese blue-and-white bowl 0.068

Chinese porcelain 0.146 0.21%

? 0.28

? 0.28

0.057

6

1

29 36 7.1%

Chinese red enamelled bowl 0.011

Chinese porcelain cup 0.067

Japanese, European ceramics 0 ? 0.28 0

White glaze stoneware (modern) 0.3 0.43%

Ceramics, total weight, kg 69.88 505
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Table 3 Weight of major Ceramics, glass, iron and bones from Dibba

Ceramics, glass, iron, bones from
Dibba (kg, %)

Surfac 
e+L.1 L.1 L.1+ 

L.2a,b L.2 L2a L2b L.2ab L.2bc L.2c L.2d1 L.2d2 L.3
Total 

weight 
kg %

Earthenware, red fabric, coarse,
local 51.5 24.3 113.05 21.6 50.3 15.89 37.4 43.54 357.48 22.1

Earthenware, red fabric, small sand 
inclusion, local 2.97 2.97 0.18

Earthenware, pink fabric, local 0.24 51.5 3.73 103.41 10.35 0.07 0.8 0.52 0.85 171.44 10.6

Earthenware, pink/yellow fabric,
local 0.17 0.17 0.01

Earthenware, pink/gray fabric,
local 14,53 0.07 0.07 0

Earthenware, pink/black fabric,
local 3.45 3.45 0.21

Earthenware, pink/red fabric, local 51.5 0.33 0.3 1.01 53.11 3.28

Earthenware, black fabric, coarse, 
local 1.15 1.74 2.21 4.64 31.45 30.1 1.47 20.2 5.24 98.16 6.06

Earthenware, black/gray fabric, 
coarse, local 2.08 0.1 2.18 0.13

Earthenware, black/red fabric, 
coarse, local 0.7 75.52 32.1 124 5.27 24.55 71.3 27.8 361.44 22.3

Earthenware, yellow fabric, local 0.2 0.02 0.16 0.38 0.02

Earthenware, yellow hard fabric,
Iran 0.02 0.02 0

Earthenware, black fabric, black 
sand inclusion, local 0.46 0.46 0.03

Earthenware, pink fabric, black 
sand inclusion, local 2.15 2.15 0.13

Earthenware, pink fabric, black and 
white sand inclusions, local 0.15 0.15 0.01

Earthenware, black fabric, sandy,
local 0.09 0.09 0.01

Earthenware, pink fabric, sandy,
local 0.09 0.4 0.03 0.52 0.03

Earthenware, pink fabric, red
posished 0.09 0.45 0.54 0.03

Earthenware, black fabric,
polished 0.09 0.01 0.45 0.55 0.03

Earthenware, yellow fabric, local 0.16 0.09 1.17 1.42 0.09

Earthenware, pink fabric, painted 
red, local 8.6 2.3 0.35 0.4 2.22 13.87 0.86

Earthenware, pink/gray fabric, 
painted red, local 0.26 0.26 0.02

Earthenware, red fabric, painted 
red, slip, without slip, local 1.35 1.46 19.53 8.57 9.99 7.35 50.6 4.8 103.64 6.39

Earthenware, red/black fabric, 
painted red, local 6.54 3.37 0.86 10.77 0.66

Earthenware, black fabric, painted 
red, local 0.43 0.23 0.66 0.04

Earthenware, pink fabric, painted 
black on red slip, Pakistan or India 0.26 0.26 0.02

Earthenware, yellow fabric with 
small black inclusion, local 10.2 0.17 10.39 0.64

Earthenware, yellow fabric with big 
red inclusion, local 10.2 0.06 0.17 10.45 0.64

Earthenware, yellow fabric with big 
black inclusion, local 0.8 10.2 4.63 20.76 3.25 10.9 0.3 1.42 2.97 0.29 55.55 3.43

Ceramics, glass, iron, bones 
from

Dibba (kg, %)

Surfac 
e+L.1 L.1 L.1+ 

L.2a,b L.2 L2a L2b L.2ab L.2bc L.2c L.2d1 L.2d2 L.3
Total 

weight 
kg %

Earthenware, yellow/gray fabric 
with big black inclusion, local 0.82 7.4 8.22 0.51

Earthenware, pale pink/yellow
fabric with big black inclusion, 
local 0.12 10.2 0.05 0.7 7.28 7.75 0.07 0.12 6.51 0.54 33.36 2.06

Earthenware, gray fabric with 
big black inclusion, local 10.2 0.13 0.37 10.72 6.61

Earthenware, sandy yellow 
fabric 0.3 1.85 0.07 2.22 0.14

Earthenware, sandy yellow/pink
fabric 0.07 0.07 0

Earthenware, sandy pink fabric 0.94 0.25 1.19 0.07

Earthenware, yellow fabric, Iran 0.19 0.15 2.3 2.3 3.03 5.75 0.07 2.73 0.02 2.64 19.18 1.18

Earthenware, yellow fabric
incised, Iran 0.01 2.12 2 8.69 14.1 0.43 27.37 1.69

Earthenware, yellow soft fabric 0.15 0.1 0.06 0.31 0.02

Earthenware, slip, pink fabric, 
Iran 0.26 9.8 20.56 3.36 17.5 0.56 5 24.6 12.07 93.74 5.78

Earthenware, slip, pink fabric, 
moulded decoration, Iran 9.8 5.2 0.26 3.26 18.52 1.14

Earthenware, pink fabric, 
moulded decoration, Iran 0.02 0.02 0.04 0

Earthenware, slip, pink/yellow 
fabric, Iran 1.35 6.75 7.9 7.67 23.67 1.46

Earthenware, slip, pink/black 
fabric, Iran 1.46 0.2 1.66 0.12

Earthenware, without slip, pink 
fabric, Iran 2.1 8.34 10.44 0.64

Pale blue glazed ware, painted 
black, yellow fabric, Iran 0.57 2.35 3.47 0.45 13.2 0.26 1.89 7.81 11.44 41.39 2.55

Pale blue glazed ware, painted 
black, pink fabric, Iran 0.59 0.01 6.78 0.06 7.44 0.46

Pale blue glazed ware, red 
fabric,
Iran

White glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.36 0.52 0.32 0.25 5.03 0.01 0.12 0.6 0.45 7.66 0.47

White glazed ware, hard yellow
fabric, Iran 0.03 0.03 0.06 0

White glazed ware, yellow sand 
fabric, Iran 0.25 0.52 1.1 0.72 0.08 0.98 0.13 3.78 0.23

White glazed ware, painted 
black, pink fabric, Iran 0.03 0.03 0

Yellow glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.1 0.12 0.09 0.2 0.02 0.15 0.08 0.13 4.81 2.38 8.08 0.5

Yellow glazed ware, painted 
black, pink fabric, Iran 0.02 0.2 0.22 0.01

Purple glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.02 0.02 0

Green glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.02 0.1 0.09 0.15 0.02 0.27 0.02 0.08 2.77 0.31 3.83 0.24

Green glazed ware painted 
black, yellow fabric, Iran 0.02 0.02 0

Blue glazed ware, yellow fabric,
Iran 0.03 0.02 0.11 0.04 0.07 0.1 0.01 0.38 0.02

Red glazed ware, yellow fabric,
Iran

Black glazed ware, yellow fabric,
Iran 0.04 0.01 0.05 0
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Ceramics, glass, iron, bones 
from

Dibba (kg, %)

Surfac 
e+L.1 L.1 L.1+ 

L.2a,b L.2 L2a L2b L.2ab L.2bc L.2c L.2d1 L.2d2 L.3
Total 

weight 
kg %

Ceramics, glass, iron, bones 
from

Dibba (kg, %)

Surfac 
e+L.1 L.1 L.1+ 

L.2a,b L.2 L2a L2b L.2ab L.2bc L.2c L.2d1 L.2d2 L.3
Total 

weight 
kg %

Black glazed ware, pink fabric,
Iran 3 3 0.19

Black glazed ware, pink/yellow 
fabric, Iran 0.02 3 3.02 0.19

Green glazed ware, hard yellow
fabric 0.05 0.05 0

Green glazed ware, hard pink
fabric 0.1 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.03 0.48 0.03

Green/purple glazed ware, hard 
pink fabric 0.01 0.01 0

Yellow glazed ware, hard pink/
yellow fabric 0.1 0.02 0.12 0.01

Green glazed ware, pink fabric,
sgrafito 0.1 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.14 0.01

Brown glazed, yellow fabric,
Oman 0.53 2.15 2.68 0.17

Brown glazed, yellow/pink 
fabric, Oman 0.05 0.01 0.06 0

Brown glazed, pink/gray fabric,
Oman 0.32 0.17 0.49 0.03

Brown glazed, pink fabric, 
Oman 0.46 0.13 1.33 1.74 1.52 0.01 0.57 3.1 1.18 10.04 0.62

yellow/Brown glazed, pink 
fabric, Oman 0.16 0.02 0.18 0.01

Green glazed, pink fabric, Oman 0.13 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.44 0.34 0.97 0.06

Blue glazed, pink fabric, Oman 0.2 0.16 0.22 0.58 0.04

Black glazed, pink fabric, Oman 0.2 0.16 0.02 0.75 0.58 0.17 2.53 4.41 0.27

quartz fabric (stone paste), Iran 0.01 0.03 0.01 1 0.06 0.15 1.26 0.08

Myanmar green glazed, dish 0.02 0.07 0.1 0.19 0.01

Chinese ceramics 0.32 0.55 0.01 0.43 0.04 1.43 0.02 0.05 0.96 0.16 3.97 0.24

Chinese ceramics  Guanzhou Jar 0.55 0.55 0.03

European ceramics 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.42 0.07 1.4 0.02 0.01 0.13 0.02 2.13 0.13

RAK ceramics 0.16 0.16 0.01

Total weight of ceramics 1620.8 106

Glass 0.91 3.69 0.15 2.9 0.22 2.38 0.01 0.02 0.24 0.98 0.18 11.68

Iron 0.41 3.52 0.38 8.07 0.51 15.7 0.02 2.33 1.9 1.69 34.53

Bronze 0.05 0.7 0.02 0.26 0.04 0.24 0.01 0.23 0.68 2.23

Lead 0.03 0.01 0.04

Bones (mix) 0.25 0.41 0.45 1.71 0.23 3.35 0.08 1.19 4.25 1.83 13.75

Shell 1.94 2.75 8.68 16.52 2.17 36.6 2.4 6.68 34.1 19.69 131.53

Ceramics, glass, iron, bones 
from

Dibba (kg, %)

Surfac 
e+L.1 L.1 L.1+ 

L.2a,b L.2 L2a L2b L.2ab L.2bc L.2c L.2d1 L.2d2 L.3
Total 

weight 
kg %

Earthenware, yellow/gray fabric 
with big black inclusion, local 0.82 7.4 8.22 0.51

Earthenware, pale pink/yellow
fabric with big black inclusion, 
local 0.12 10.2 0.05 0.7 7.28 7.75 0.07 0.12 6.51 0.54 33.36 2.06

Earthenware, gray fabric with 
big black inclusion, local 10.2 0.13 0.37 10.72 6.61

Earthenware, sandy yellow 
fabric 0.3 1.85 0.07 2.22 0.14

Earthenware, sandy yellow/pink
fabric 0.07 0.07 0

Earthenware, sandy pink fabric 0.94 0.25 1.19 0.07

Earthenware, yellow fabric, Iran 0.19 0.15 2.3 2.3 3.03 5.75 0.07 2.73 0.02 2.64 19.18 1.18

Earthenware, yellow fabric
incised, Iran 0.01 2.12 2 8.69 14.1 0.43 27.37 1.69

Earthenware, yellow soft fabric 0.15 0.1 0.06 0.31 0.02

Earthenware, slip, pink fabric, 
Iran 0.26 9.8 20.56 3.36 17.5 0.56 5 24.6 12.07 93.74 5.78

Earthenware, slip, pink fabric, 
moulded decoration, Iran 9.8 5.2 0.26 3.26 18.52 1.14

Earthenware, pink fabric, 
moulded decoration, Iran 0.02 0.02 0.04 0

Earthenware, slip, pink/yellow 
fabric, Iran 1.35 6.75 7.9 7.67 23.67 1.46

Earthenware, slip, pink/black 
fabric, Iran 1.46 0.2 1.66 0.12

Earthenware, without slip, pink 
fabric, Iran 2.1 8.34 10.44 0.64

Pale blue glazed ware, painted 
black, yellow fabric, Iran 0.57 2.35 3.47 0.45 13.2 0.26 1.89 7.81 11.44 41.39 2.55

Pale blue glazed ware, painted 
black, pink fabric, Iran 0.59 0.01 6.78 0.06 7.44 0.46

Pale blue glazed ware, red 
fabric,
Iran

White glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.36 0.52 0.32 0.25 5.03 0.01 0.12 0.6 0.45 7.66 0.47

White glazed ware, hard yellow
fabric, Iran 0.03 0.03 0.06 0

White glazed ware, yellow sand 
fabric, Iran 0.25 0.52 1.1 0.72 0.08 0.98 0.13 3.78 0.23

White glazed ware, painted 
black, pink fabric, Iran 0.03 0.03 0

Yellow glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.1 0.12 0.09 0.2 0.02 0.15 0.08 0.13 4.81 2.38 8.08 0.5

Yellow glazed ware, painted 
black, pink fabric, Iran 0.02 0.2 0.22 0.01

Purple glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.02 0.02 0

Green glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.02 0.1 0.09 0.15 0.02 0.27 0.02 0.08 2.77 0.31 3.83 0.24

Green glazed ware painted 
black, yellow fabric, Iran 0.02 0.02 0

Blue glazed ware, yellow fabric,
Iran 0.03 0.02 0.11 0.04 0.07 0.1 0.01 0.38 0.02

Red glazed ware, yellow fabric,
Iran

Black glazed ware, yellow fabric,
Iran 0.04 0.01 0.05 0

 - Loca, Iran, Oman and others are estimated producing areas. Local included UAE and Oman. 

Oman included UAE and Saudi Arabia. Bones included goat, camel, fish, cuttlefish shell, and 

chicken.

Table 4  Weight of Chinese and European ceramics from Dibba excavation

Chinese and European ceramics from 
Dibba (kg, %)

Surfac 
e L.1 Level 1 Level

2a,2b
L.1+L.
2a,2b

Level
2

Level
2a

Level
2b

Level
2c

Level
2d1

Level
2d2

Level
3

Total
weight kg

%

Chinese ceramics 7.94 56.23

blue-and-white, bowl 0.11 0.08 0.45 0.39 0.11 0.44 0.12 1.7 12.04

blue-and-whte, large bowl 0.08 0.45 0.04 0.57 4.036

blue-and-white, dish 0.05 0.26 0.58 0.47 0.57 0.44 0.01 2.38 16.86

blue-and-white, dish 17th century 0.02 0.02 0.141

blue-and-white, cup 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.566

blue-and-white, small jar 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.354

blue-and-white, spoon 0.01 0.01 0.07

enamel ware, bowl 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.14 0.991

enamel ware, dish 0.17 0.04 0.21 1.487

white glaze, bowl 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.141

white glaze, dish 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.11 0.779

white glaze, cup 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.354

white glaze, cup with handle 0.01 0.01 0.07

white glaze, spoon 0.02 0.02 0.141

green painted, dish 0.01 0.01 0.07

enamel ware, bowl 0.1 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.16 1.133

enamel ware, dish 0.7 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.77 5.453

enamel ware, cup 0.05 0.47 0.38 0.1 0.09 0.26 0.01 1.36 9.631

enamel ware, cup with handle 0.02 0.02 0.141

enamel print ware, bowl 0.02 0.02 0.141

brown glaze ware, cup 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.283

cobalt blue glaze ware, cup 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.09 0.637

cobalt blue glaze ware, small jar 0.01 0.01 0.07

green ware, bowl 0.08 0.08 0.566

green ware, bowl 0.01 0.01 0.07

Japanese ceramics 0.14 0.991

Japan, blue-and-white, print bowl 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.212

Japan, enamel ware, bowl 0.04 0.04 0.283

Japan, white glaze ware, dish 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.354

Japan, white glaze ware, cup & saucer 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.141

European ware 6.04 42.77

blue print ware, bowl 0.08 0.02 0.1 0.708

blue print ware, large bowl 0.15 0.15 1.062

blue print ware, dish 0.15 0.05 0.09 0.24 0.53 3.753

green print ware, bowl 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.212

green print ware, dish 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.212

red print ware, dish 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.13 0.92

blue-and-white, bowl 0.01 0.02 0.11 0.14 0.991

blue-and-white, dish 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.11 0.19 1.345

blue print ware, dish 0.26 0.26 1.841

green stamped ware, dish 0.02 0.02 0.141

white glaze, bowl 0.21 0.21 1.487

white glaze, cup 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.141

white glaze, dish 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.09 0.637

enamel ware, bowl 0.04 0.15 0.32 0.56 0.23 1.26 0.02 2.58 18.27

enamel ware, dish 0.02 0.2 0.31 0.09 0.13 0.51 0.02 1.28 9.065

enamel ware, cup 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.424

enamel ware, stamp, bowl 0.03 0.03 0.212

enamel ware, stamp, dish 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.212

enamel ware, cup with handle 0.08 0.06 0.14 0.991

brown glazed, jarh 0.02 0.02 0.141

Total weight of Chinese,
Japanese and European ceramics 14.12
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Table 5  Weight of major Ceramics, glass, iron and bones from AL Hهsn 

Avenue excavation, Sharjah

 - More than 23/ of iron was thrown without weight. Unknown layer of Chinese and European 

ceramics 3.85kg

Ceramics, glass, iron, bones from Sharjah (kg, %) L.1,
1a+1b+2a+2b

L.2,
1a+1b+2a+2b

L.3, 
1a+2b

L.4, 
1a+2b

Total
weight kg

ceramic
weight 

%

Earthenware, red (+black) fabric, coarse, RAK or Oman 1030.96 558 182.64 146.42 1918.02 37.13%

Earthenware, red fabric, painted red, RAK or Oman 40.6 15.23 3.6 2.18 61.61 1.19%

Earthenware, yellow fabric with big black inclusion, UAE or Oman 787.06 189.23 25.41 15.8 1017.5 19.70%

Earthenware, pink/gray/black fabric with big black inclusion, UAE/Oman 2.17 8.63 4.9 15.7 0.30%

Earthenware, sandy yellow fabric (Iran) 8.32 8.32 0.16%

Earthenware, sandy pink fabric 36.77 10.87 1.72 3.5 52.86 1.02%

Earthenware, yellow fabric (Iran) 119.68 54.66 12.35 11.6 198.29 3.84%

Earthenware, yellow fabric, red painted (Iran) 0.05 0.05

Earthenware, pink fabric (Iran) 617.07 130.64 25.27 41.14 814.12 15.76%

Earthenware, pink fabric (Iran) water tabako pipes 0.4 0.4

Earthenware, pink fabric, red painted (Iran) 0.03 0.5 0.53

Pale blue glazed ware, yellow fab.(Iran) 284.33 253.85 88.16 79.32 705.66 13.66%

Pale blue glazed ware, sandy pink fab.(Iran) 0.02 0.02

Pale blue glazed ware, small dotted yellow fab.(Iran) 0.03 0.03

Pale blue glazed ware, red fabric (Iran) 0.02 0.5 0.52

Pale blue glazed ware, black fabric (Iran) 0.02 0.02

White glazed ware, yellow fab. (Iran) 21.78 9.02 3.75 2.37 36.92 0.71%

White glazed ware, white fab. (Iran) 0.01 0.01

Yellow glazed ware, yellow fab. (Iran) 1.86 2.23 1.96 4.41 10.46 0.20%

Green glazed ware, yellow fab. (Iran) 2.72 10.36 0.4 1.56 15.04 0.29%

Green glazed ware, pink fab. (Oman) 0.02 0.03 0.05

Green glazed ware, blue-white fab. 0.01 0.01

Red glazed ware, yellow fab. (Iran) 0.03 0.11 0.12 0.47 0.73

Black glazed ware, yellow fab. (Iran) 1.28 0.01 0.28 1.57

Brown glazed, pink fabric (Oman) 13.83 9.52 2.47 3.1 28.92 0.56%

other glazed ware (RAK) 2.47 2.47

quarz fabric (Iran) 0.1 0.15 0.05 0.3 0.3

Chinese ceramics 73.42 35.78 7.15 3.64 119.99 2.32%

Japanese ceramics 1.71 0.04 1.75

European ceramics 109.48 36.96 5.13 1.29 152.86 2.96%

Ceramics, total weight, kg 3155.73 1317.04 368.82 323.44 5,165.03

Glass, kg 155.69 16.35 1.43 0.25 173.72

Iron (including small quantity of bronze) +?, kg 167.23 129.02 3.25 2.81 302.31

Bones (mix), kg 307.92 43.27 1.39 1.16 353.74

animal bones (goat, etc),kg 15.16 30.4 10.43 14.76 70.75

camel bones, kg 23.74 2.75 1.25 1.95 29.69

turtle bones 1.38 1.38

fish bones, kg 9.84 68.68 17.95 11.14 107.61

cuttlefish shell (bone), kg 0.35 3.96 0 0.14 4.45

bird bones (chicken), kg 10.58 0.46 0.07 0.14 11.25

Shell mix, kg 7485 18960 2342 2792 31579

Table 6 Producing areas of ceramics from AL Hisn Avenue 
excavation, Sharjah )%(

Table 7 Weight of Chinese, Japanese and European ceramics 
from Sharjah excavation

L1 L2 L3 4 % %

Earthenware, UAE or Oman

Earthenware, Iran

58.97% 57.89% 59.72% 52.35% 58.33%
79.14%

24.75% 14.93% 12.16 17.56 20.80%

Pale blue glazed ware, Iran

White glazed ware, Iran

Green glazed ware, Iran

total glazed ware, Iran

9.01% 19.27% 27.26 24.69 13.67%

14.93%

0.69 0.68 1.02 7.36 0.72%

0.79 0.11 4.85 0.29%

9.89 20.93 25.61 1.46

Brown glazed ware, Oman 0.44 0.72 0.67 0.96 0.56% 0.56%

Chinese ceramics

Japanese ceramics

European ceramics

2.33 2.72 1.94 1.13 2.32%

5.32%
3.47 2.81 1.39 0.4 2.96%

Chinese ceramics (kg, %)

L.1,
1a+1b+
2a+2b

L.2,
1a+1b+2 

a+2b
L.3,

1a+2b
L.4,

1a+2b

Total 
weight, 

kg

種類・器 
種%

種類％ L.1内％ L.2内％ L.3内％ L.4内％

blue-and-white, bowl 15.96 13.03 2.78 1.1 32.87 12.00% 8.65% 17.91% 22.64% 22.13%

blue-and-white, dish 17.33 13.15 2.28 1.17 33.93 12.39% 9.39% 18.08% 18.57% 23.54%

blue-and-white, small dish 0.02 0.13 0.15

blue-and-white, cup 0.61 0.21 0.13 0.1 1.05 0.38% 0.33% 0.29% 1.06% 2.01%

blue-and-white, cup with stem 0.02 0.01 0.03

blue-and-white, small jar 0.08 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.17

blue-and-white, jar 0.06 0.02 0.08

blue-and-white, pot 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white, covered box 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white, small 筒形 0.01 0.01

blue-and-white, basn 0.04 0.04

blue-and-white, spoon 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.08

blue-and-white, printed, bowl 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white 34.17 26.65 5.26 2.39 68.47 25.00% 18.51% 36.64% 42.83% 48.09%

white glaze, vase 0.23 0.23

white glaze, bowl 0.33 0.29 0.11 0.22 0.95 0.35% 0.18% 0.40% 0.90% 4.44%

white glaze, dish 1.47 0.16 0.05 0.11 1.79 0.65% 0.80% 0.22% 0.41% 2.22%

white glaze, cup 1.68 0.91 0.24 0.26 3.09 1.11% 0.91% 1.25% 1.95% 5.23%

white glaze, cup with handle 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.09

white glaze, tea pot 0.02 0.02

white glaze, spoon 0.01 0.01

white glaze, small vase 0.04 0.01 0.05

white glaze, figurin 0.01 0.01

white glaze 3.82 1.37 0.43 0.62 6.24 2.28% 2.07% 1.88% 3.50% 12.47%

green painted, vase 0.09 0.09

enamel ware, bowl 7.56 1.93 0.51 0.19 10.19 3.72% 4.10% 2.65% 4.15% 3.82%

enamel ware, dish 7.75 0.85 0.11 0.07 8.78 3.21% 4.20% 1.17% 0.90% 1.41%

enamel ware, cup 18.35 3.87 0.58 0.19 22.99 8.39% 9.94% 5.32% 4.72% 3.82%

enamel ware, mag cup 0.04 0.04 0.08

enamel ware, vase 0.06 0.02 0.08

enamel print ware, dish 0.24 0.02 0.26

enamel ware, small jar 0.12 0.01 0.13

enamel ware, jar 0.04 0.03 0.07

enamel ware, cup with stem 0.02 0.02

enamel ware, tea pot 0.02 0.02

enamel ware, lid 0.04 0.04

enamel ware 34.24 6.77 1.2 0.45 42.66 15.58% 18.55% 9.31% 9.77% 9.05%

brown glaze ware, cup 0.37 0.63 0.19 0.13 1.32 0.48% 0.20% 0.87% 1.55% 2.62%

brown glaze ware, bowl 0.02 0.02 0.04

brown glaze ware 0.37 0.65 0.21 0.13 1.36 0.50% 0.20% 0.89% 1.71% 2.62%

cobalt blue glaze ware, bowl 0.1 0.1

cobalt blue glaze ware, cup 0.2 0.12 0.03 0.05 0.4

cobalt blue glaze ware, dish 0.01 0.14 0.15

cobalt blue glaze ware, small jar 0.03 0.02 0.05

cobalt blue glaze ware 0.34 0.28 0.03 0.05 0.7 0.26% 0.18% 0.38% 0.24% 1.01%

pale green glaze ware, jar 0.02 0.02

brown glaze ware, jar 0.26 0.26

Chinese, others 0.13 0.04 0.02 0.19

Chinese ceramics, Total kg 73.42 35.78 7.15 3.64 119.99 43.81% 39.77% 49.19% 58.22% 73.24%
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Chinese ceramics (kg, %)

L.1,
1a+1b+
2a+2b

L.2,
1a+1b+2 

a+2b
L.3,

1a+2b
L.4,

1a+2b

Total 
weight, 

kg

種類・器 
種%

種類％ L.1内％ L.2内％ L.3内％ L.4内％

enamel ware, jar 0.04 0.03 0.07

enamel ware, cup with stem 0.02 0.02

enamel ware, tea pot 0.02 0.02

enamel ware, lid 0.04 0.04

enamel ware 34.24 6.77 1.2 0.45 42.66 15.58% 18.55% 9.31% 9.77% 9.05%

brown glaze ware, cup 0.37 0.63 0.19 0.13 1.32 0.48% 0.20% 0.87% 1.55% 2.62%

brown glaze ware, bowl 0.02 0.02 0.04

brown glaze ware 0.37 0.65 0.21 0.13 1.36 0.50% 0.20% 0.89% 1.71% 2.62%

cobalt blue glaze ware, bowl 0.1 0.1

cobalt blue glaze ware, cup 0.2 0.12 0.03 0.05 0.4

cobalt blue glaze ware, dish 0.01 0.14 0.15

cobalt blue glaze ware, small jar 0.03 0.02 0.05

cobalt blue glaze ware 0.34 0.28 0.03 0.05 0.7 0.26% 0.18% 0.38% 0.24% 1.01%

pale green glaze ware, jar 0.02 0.02

brown glaze ware, jar 0.26 0.26

Chinese, others 0.13 0.04 0.02 0.19

Chinese ceramics, Total kg 73.42 35.78 7.15 3.64 119.99 43.81% 39.77% 49.19% 58.22% 73.24%

enamel ware, jar 0.04 0.03 0.07

enamel ware, cup with stem 0.02 0.02

enamel ware, tea pot 0.02 0.02

enamel ware, lid 0.04 0.04

enamel ware 34.24 6.77 1.2 0.45 42.66 15.58% 18.55% 9.31% 9.77% 9.05%

brown glaze ware, cup 0.37 0.63 0.19 0.13 1.32 0.48% 0.20% 0.87% 1.55% 2.62%

brown glaze ware, bowl 0.02 0.02 0.04

brown glaze ware 0.37 0.65 0.21 0.13 1.36 0.50% 0.20% 0.89% 1.71% 2.62%

cobalt blue glaze ware, bowl 0.1 0.1

cobalt blue glaze ware, cup 0.2 0.12 0.03 0.05 0.4

cobalt blue glaze ware, dish 0.01 0.14 0.15

cobalt blue glaze ware, small jar 0.03 0.02 0.05

cobalt blue glaze ware 0.34 0.28 0.03 0.05 0.7 0.26% 0.18% 0.38% 0.24% 1.01%

pale green glaze ware, jar 0.02 0.02

brown glaze ware, jar 0.26 0.26

Chinese, others 0.13 0.04 0.02 0.19

Chinese ceramics, Total kg 73.42 35.78 7.15 3.64 119.99 43.81% 39.77% 49.19% 58.22% 73.24%

white glaze, cup 0.06 0.06

white glaze, dish 0.02 0.02

blue print, bowl 0.05 0.02 0.07

enamel print ware, dish 1.6 1.6

Japanese ceramics, Total kg 1.71 0.04 1.75 0.64% 0.92 0.80%

European ceramics (kg, %)

L.1,
1a+1b+
2a+2b

L.2,
1a+1b+2 

a+2b
L.3,

1a+2b
L.4,

1a+2b
Total 

weight
種類・器 
種%

種類％ L.1内％ L.2内％ L.3内％ L.4内％

blue print ware, dish 15.1 4.06 1.49 0.12 20.77 7.58% 8.18% 5.58% 12.13% 2.41%

blue print ware, bowl 0.97 0.04 1.01 0.37%

blue print ware, cup 0.01 0.03 0.04

blue print ware 16.08 4.13 1.49 0.12 21.82 7.97% 8.71% 5.68% 12.13% 2.41%

green print ware, dish 1.88 0.8 0.04 2.72 0.99% 1.02% 1.10% 0.80%

green print ware, bowl 0.2 0.02 0.02 0.24

green print ware, cup 0.06 0.02 0.08

green print ware 2.14 0.84 0.02 0.04 3.04 1.11% 1.16% 1.15% 0.16% 0.80%

red print ware, dish 4.89 0.83 0.02 0.01 5.75 2.10% 2.65% 1.14% 0.16% 0.20%

red print ware, bowl 1.3 0.04 1.34 0.22% 0.70%

red print ware, cup 0.01 0.01 0.02

red print ware 6.19 0.88 0.03 0.01 7.11 2.60% 3.35% 1.21% 0.24% 0.20%

black print ware, dish 0.32 0.12 0.01 0.45 0.16% 0.17% 0.16% 0.20%

blue-and-whie, cup 0.02 0.01 0.03

blue-and-white, bowl 0.48 0.17 0.13 0.78 0.28% 0.26% 0.23% 1.06

blue-and-white, dish 1.44 0.24 0.02 1.7 0.62% 0.78% 0.33% 0.40%

blue-and-white, vase with 
handle 0.12 0.12

blue-and-white 2.06 0.42 0.13 0.02 2.63 0.96% 1.12% 0.58% 1.06% 0.40%

print ware, dish 0.65 0.24% 0.35%

white glaze, bowl 8.95 2.43 0.11 0.32 11.81 4.31% 4.85% 3.34% 0.90% 6.44%

white glaze, cup 0.1 0.01 0.11

white glaze, cup with handle 0.11 0.01 0.12

white glaze, cup with stem 0.02 0.02

white glaze, dish 7.31 2.67 0.61 10.59 3.87% 3.96% 3.67% 4.97%

Chinese ceramics (kg, %)

L.1,
1a+1b+
2a+2b

L.2,
1a+1b+2 

a+2b
L.3,

1a+2b
L.4,

1a+2b

Total 
weight, 

kg

種類・器 
種%

種類％ L.1内％ L.2内％ L.3内％ L.4内％

white glaze, jar 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.1

white glaze, jug 0.06 0.06

white glaze, bottle 0.15 0.15

white glaze ware 16.74 5.14 0.72 0.36 22.96 8.38% 9.07% 7.07% 5.86% 7.24%

green glazed, dish 0.01 0.04

enamel ware, bowl 24.86 7.36 1.93 0.19 34.34 12.54% 13.47% 10.12% 15.72% 3.82%

enamel ware, cup 0.09 0.09 0.18

enamel ware, large cup 0.04 0.04

enamel ware, large bowl 0.41 0.41

enamel ware, dish 37.19 10.52 0.69 0.47 48.87 17.84% 20.15% 14.46% 5.62% 9.46%

enamel ware, small dish 0.06 0.06

enamel ware, stamp, dish 0.03 0.03

enamel ware, bowl with handle 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.07

enamel ware, cup with handle 0.35 0.11 0.09 0.55 0.20% 0.19% 0.15% 0.73%

enamel ware, red, dish 0.01 0.01 0.02

enamel ware 63.08 18.11 2.72 0.66 84.57 30.88% 34.17% 25.90% 22.15% 13.28%

brown glazed, bowl 0.05 0.02 0.07

brown glazed, dish 0.01 0.01

brown glazed, vase 0.11 0.04 0.01 0.16

brown glazed 0.17 0.06 0.01 0.24

green & blue glazed, cup 0.02 0.01 0.03

cobalt blue glazed, bowl 0.54 0.54 0.20%

cobalt blue glazed, dish 0.02 0.02

cobalt blue glazed ware 0.56 0.56 0.20% 0.30%

luster brown glazed ware, cup 0.7 0.14 0.01 0.85 0.31% 0.38% 0.19%

luster brown glazed ware, jug 0.35 0.04 0.01 0.4 0.15% 0.19% 0.2

luster brown glazed ware, cup 
with
handle

0.21 7 7.21 2.63% 0.11 9.62

luster brown glazed ware 1.26 7.18 0.01 0.01 8.46 3.09% 0.68% 9.87% 0.20%

white/yellow glazed ware, basn 0.05 0.05

European, others 0.15 0.04 0.05 0.24 1.01

European ceramics, Total kg 109.48 36.96 5.13 1.29 152.16 55.56% 59.95% 50.70% 41.78% 25.96%

Chinese, Japanese and 
European ceramics  (kg, %) 184.61 72.74 12,28 4,97 273,9 100%

Chinese ceramics, Total kg 73.42 35.78 7.15 3.64 119.99 43.81% 39.77% 49.19% 58.22% 73.24%

Japanese ceramics, Total kg 1.71 0 0 0.04 1.75 0.64% 0.93% 0% 0% 0.80%

European ceramics, Total kg 109.48 36.96 5.13 1.29 152.16 55.56% 59.30% 50.81% 41.78% 25.96%
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 (###7/'%&' ="###0D/ �###]L' �K###�L' !'�###+L' "###04 =(/>"###?&' �>"###0j J ¯u###�L' D###6x  �K###/ QD###/4 C###0 "###SN�$ Z"###�&' (###8K/ yK###7}c
 < 3�'%###N (/>"###?&' ,###O/ (###_Mg0 f###)-x4 �###Y q###�"e&' ZK###_&' J r4 = U###&V D###7$ .(/>"###?&' ,###O/< (###�6O&' d###Sh =\B"###.&' X###Y
 �###0"7&' J (###6N"$"6&' (###8K@L' (###m7-&' "###S$ f###0"/ R"###-6_gc C###I)&' �>"###T %###H< "###Sg0 !�###+ DS###T p###6B =(/>"###?&' (###g8Dl 3 'K###H%+
 =Z"###�&' (###8K/ J (###8K@4 R"B%###.0 f###8K+}4 D###/ f###N"] "###§> C###[& =(###�6O&' (###_Mg0 J (###8K@4 R"###-6_gc �K###E}c 9 u###g6$ .2013< =2012

.:"###El' 'G###H J R';"###ENj C###0 W###c "###0 X###Y �̀ ###��' (###xKh "###g& �###ec 9 �###B J =R'K###0 �D###Y "###S-6_gc W###c<

 =(###_Mgl' �###oN J (6B"6###� �F"###gh D66###?c< =d###l"7&' ¸'�###&' (###Á"_& =(###nD_&' Z"###�&' (###_Mg0 �6###T�& ½###M� ¯"###gH f###N"]
 u###] =Z"###�&' (###8K/ (###6PH�$ (###8'>F �>"###0�' J ½###6M�e&' �K###*'F �D###& C###[8 9 u###g6$ .(/>"###?&' �>"###0j J (###oOe�0 R"###w6H \###-/ C###0

 ."###Sc"MM�0 C###Pi rK###@L' p###)-&' C###[8 9
 3 'FD###Y W###i �u###e+' :`###� U###&V< Z"###�&' (###_Mg0 J rK###@L' F%###+%&' (###6&ueB' �j �>"###T�' f###^ =2017 %###8"0 KS###T J
 J ,###6_geO& (###M� q###i%$ =“�<«” K###8%Me&'< >ume###�̀ & (/>"###?&' (###w6H "###HD7$ f###0"/ .d###l"7&' ¸'�###&' (###gE& J �###6g7l' C###0
 ,###.B =�Pe-###�/:%O84 KS###T (###8"SN J zG###H ,###6_ge&' R"###6OPY C###0 !"###SeN�' W###e8 Z4 X###Y =Q"###7&' �###oN C###0 Z'K###8�B/%6N%8 KS###T
 F%###7c p###6B =(###nD_&' Z"###�&' (###_Mg0 C###0 3 '!�###+ \P###?c =(###6h'K2%-� (###M8K� F'D###Yj W###c %###6&%8/;%^ KS###T J< =(0%###�Kl' (###M�&'

 .«�<«» �j "###S6h t>L' (###6[O0 Z�'
 �M###.24/¦A J (###nD_&' Z"###�&' C###0 (6&u###?&' !'�###+L' J ¨"###$"6&' ~###8Ko&' \###-/ C###0 rK###@L' �###.l' R"###6OPY R4D###$

.2017 Q"###7&' C###0
 (###8K@4 R"###N"6$ (###84 K###h%c QD###Y C###0 W###2K&' X###Y< =\B"###.&' X###Y q###_c (###nD/ (###8K/ "###SN4 Z"###�&' C###Y µ"###g&' :%###_8  
 �j "###SPa70 F%###78 d###e&' =¤###E&"$ (###6OMl' (###6N"+Kl' \###e[&'< (###8KE)&'< (6N"###�K�&' ¨"###-l' �K###H"� �%###�="HKPY �j 1###?c
 =�6###?&' f###6$ \###m0 =�###Y q###�"e&' ZK###_&' �j F%###7c ¨"###-l' U###Oc �###7$ Z4 3 "###�84 :"###_8 .C###8�7&' ZK###_&' C###0 ¨"###m&' �###Ig&'
 �D###g� K###oB !D###$ \###-/ =t>L' f###)c C###0 rK###@4 \###6&F r4 "###g8D& C###[8 9 "###ºj=!"g6l' (###_Mg0 C###0 ¦K###_&"$ q###/'%&' q###$Kl' ª�###&'<

.2017 Q"###7&' J ,###6_ge&'
 d###e&' (###8K@L' R"###_-M&' d###H "###0 (###hK70 :Ï�"] %###H =2017 Q"###Y ,###6_ge&' �D###g� �###.0 :u###Y4 C###0 yD###S&'< tK###�&' Z"]
 "###S6OY >%###m7&' W###e8 y%###� (###8K@4 F'%###0< �Z"###-0 r4< =(B"###.l' p###6B C###0 (###8K_&' RD###e0' �###6]< =¯"###gH "###S6OY >%###m7&' C###[n
 C###8�7&' ZK###_&' \###-/ Z"###�&' (###8K/ C###Y (###8K@4 R"###0%O70 X###Y :%###I)&' �j �%###eN< q###/%eN "###gN4 W###2> #t>L' �M###� f###)c

.R"###-6_ge&' zG###H :u###YL (###E6eN

 >"###?e.l' =Z%###.]"+ �###6$ \###-/ C###0 =(###nD_&' (/>"###?&'< Z"###�&"$ (###_O7el' (###6h'K2%c%o&' >%###I&' < ½###*'K�&' �###6SEc W###c
 (###8K@L' q###/'%l'< ,###6_ge&' �>'Fj K###8D0 =�###�%8 Ä###6Y D6###.&' "NDY"###� u###] =(/>"###?&' W###]"B %P###.&' ,###B"x ,###e[0 J r>u###7l'

.(###�'>D&' >F"###I0 q###6PEc (###6OPY J =>"###@v& (/>"###?&' (###w6H J

1587.. )الشارقة(

 %###H< =«d###-&"$ <1-###�"+ » \###-/ C###0 =Q1587 Q"###7&' �j F%###78 =(/>"###?&' (###_Mg0 ¤###�8 =¦%###e[0 d###�8>"c >D###I0 QD###/4
 X###Y >D###Il' 'G###H r%###e)8 .Viaggio dell’Indie Orientali  J RF>< .(###6/�&' D###gS&' >�###+ �j (###6/Dg-&' C###0 Kh"###.l' (###&"BK&'
 (###6e/< R"g�%e###.0 ¯"###gH f###N"] p###6B< =¢###&¢O&' X###Y "###S6h >%###m7&' W###c d###e&' =½_###.0< K###M/ �###$ (###7/'%&' C###]"0L"$ (###Á"/
 QDg###.0 \B"###� X###Y (###6PH4 ZD###l'< %###N'%l' �###]4 "###SN%[& (###h"ij =�###6I&' \###Ih J ¢###&¢O&' D###6x W###�%0 :`###� ((6P###�%0)

.(>"###oO+< 1###x) ####$ "### 3�84 y<K###7l' �K###�&'

1756.. )الشارقة(

 J rD###g&%H K###8K_c J K###S� u###] =d###0"ge0 �###g[& (>"###oO+< 1###x) ####$ 3 "###�84 =1###�x r>"###Ec �###]KP] (/>"###?&' (###&"B tK###Y
 =((###P6�&' µ4>) 1###x< - ((8F%7###.&' (###6$K7&') �###6M_&' �###$ �ªK###� �K###8�+ J �###P6_l' !`]%###&' \###-/ C###0 ¦%###e[0< =1756 Q"###7&'
 f###N"] p###6B =R%###6$ (###7�$ X###Y r%###e)8 "###Sg0 \] .(/>"###?&'< K###M/  =1###x :d###H< =\B"###.&' X###Y C###]"04 (###@`@ ¯"###gH Z4 u###]
 (###g8D0 d###H< =><; J W###�'%_&' �6###T C[###.0 Z"] ...¢###&¢O&' rD###*"x< !'K###)I&' ¦K###Y �j "###S76-& ��###-&' C###0 ;K###&'< >%###Pe&' Ï�###c

."###gH Z"###�&' K###]V Ï�###8 9< =(###8KEB R%###6$ R'V �>�%###.0

1765.. خريطة ووصف من قبل نيبور )الشارقة(

 �-###T �###x<» =1765 Q"###7&' J =«>%###-6N +###�>"]» \###-/ C###0 (###Y%i%l' s###6O�&' (###M8K� d###H =«µ%[6###�K$ µ%g6###�»
 .�K###8�E] (/>"###?&'< W###�'%_&' ¤###�c d###e&' R"###0%O7l' �<4 X###Y r%###e)c =(Q1772 =�<L' (###6N"lL' (###7-M&') «(###6$K7&' �K###8�E&'
 ((###8DgS&' - (###6N"M8�&')  s###6O�&' �###.0 (###6OPY 4D###$ b###eB "###S7i< W###c d###e&' =(###_6/D&' ~###*"@%&' W###H4 C###0 zG###H �###eM8K� f###N"]

N/O&' :+ #-L&' ,")P

2017 N/O&' T/5-$A<

,P]/E&'D N/O&' `Y ,-O"]/< T/;894;

2017 N/666O&' ,66")P :+ :.'#-; )")$<
,-./J/-&' ,")21' ,345&'

k0?06*+ - t0R0R #^G0G :Q{-?

1

2

3

 zG###H .>%###�&' F'D###e0' X###Y !"###g6l' (###_Mg0< (_$"###.&' (R"7_ge###.l') >'%###HL' (###_Mg§ ~###O7ec R"B%###.0 (###8�$ W###_N 9 
."gc"B%###.0 ~###�"g0 C###Pi C###[c 9< =(_$"###.&' R'!"###?N�' :u###YL (###E6eN 1###0DeO& f###iK7c D###/ f###N"] ~###�"gl'

 �D###g�&' D###8D^ W###c u###] = '%###e&' X###Y Q120< =Q150 =Q150 µ"###6_$ =C< B =A :d###H< =(###O8%� �F"###g� (###@`@ ½###6M�c W###c
 r>%###eN%[&' b###g)gl' ½###� �###Y 3 "###Y"oc>' �###]4 ~###�"g0 �%###h uH·"###?Nj W###c C###8GO&' =“B < A” �###/Dg�&' ½###6M�c< =D###7$ u###6h “C”
 ½###6M�c W###c U###&G] =3"###Y"oc>' \###/L' (###_Mgl' J “C” �D###g�&' q###i}< �###B J =K###)-&' �M###� �%e###.0 �%###h =Q4 (###&%� ###O-8 rG###&'

.“C” �D###g�&' F'D###e0' �'V"###)§ =¦K###2 – ¦%###g+ z"###Ec"$ "###HKoB< =“4 – 1” �###/4 �F"###g�
 b###eB rK###@L' ,###6_ge&' \###PY KPe###�'< =!"###g6l' (###_Mg0 ¦K###/ q###$Kl' ª�###&' ,###N"+ �j u###HKoB W###c =“-6 5” Z"###/Dg�&' 
 (/>"###?&' (###w6H< =(Ë%###.e60 �###+< =°"###�"� r"###gH =°"###�"� %###.c"c) ¨"###$"6&' ~###8Ko&' �###$ Z<"###7e&"$ =�Pe-###�/:%O84 (###8"SN

.\###P7&' 'G###S& \###0"[&' W###YD&' C###0 “�<«” �###e0D/ "###l (###h"ij =>"###@v&
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1932.. )الخان(

 u###] ="###Sg0 �D###67$ (h"###.0 X###Y Z"###�&'< =(###�6O&' =>%###�&' K###Sa}c = 1932 Q"###7&' J "###S�"_e&' W###c (/>"###?&' �###Y (###8%+ �>%###x
.f###/%&' U###&V J Z"###�&' C###0 3u###EB �###]4 (/>"###?&' f###N"] �###B J =Kenneth McKay)) �F "###SoO� K###Sac

ة، والشارقة(
ّ
1933.. )الخان، اللي

 (###h%&�0 1###2 ��###60 f###N"] d###e&' =(�>"###g0) (###NGwl'< \###6�g&' �c"###.$ q###0 Z"###�&' (###6N"M8�&' (###8K)-&' :<D###+ K###Sa}8
 \###$"_l' d###/�&' yK###M&' X###Y �><"###El' (###�6O&' (###8K/ K###Sac u###] =1950 Q"###7&' \###-/ (6OB"###.&' (###_Mgl' J D+"###.PO& (-###.g&"$

 .1933 ="###H!'>< (/>"###?&'< =(###6O0K&' (###7_-O&
 .(Sourced from the UK. Hydrographic O,ce (www. ukho.gov.uk)

1968.. صورة جوية لقرية الخان

 ¶`###l' <4 ¤###E&"$ (###6OM0) �>"###E)&"$ 3�D6###?0 3 '>'F 160 C###0 \###/4 C###0 Z%###[ec ¨"###-0 K###Sa}c (###6h'K2%c%h (###8%+ �>%###x
.�>%###I&' zG###H J (###O6O/ =\###6�g&' Z"###I24 C###0 Z%###[ec d###e&' =5###8K7&' R%###6$< =(d###g6M&'

 d###e_Mg0 Z|###h =¯'G###NA �K###8�+ (/>"###?&' f###N"] "###0 'Vj< =(###M8K�&' U###Oc X###Y Z"###�&' (###8K_& K###]V r4 D###+%8 � "###ºj =Q1820-1822
.�###)&' U###&V J �F%###+%0 1###2 Z"###�&' Z%###[c Z4 <4 =�###6$<><Ì& (-###.g&"$ (/>"###?&' (###_Mg0 C###Pi "###N%[c D###/ =(###�6O&'< Z"###�&'

 .(1 R"aB`l')

1822.. الخان والشارقة

=Q1822  Q"###7&'  J  =(/>"###?&'  ,###N"+  �j  (###8K_]  Z"###�&'  K###Sac  D###6&"$  (0%###�K0  (###8K)$  (###M8K�  ¯"###gH 
 ZK###_&' \###*'<4 J (###oOe�0 (###g8D0 /(###8K/ C###Y �>"###-Y Z"###�&'< (/>"###?&' f###N"] .(Lieutenants G. B. Brucks and R. Cogan)
 Z"###�&' Z|###h �###6OY< =¯"###gH ,###6_ge&' �D###g� J �###Y C###0"m&' ZK###_&' C###0 (###8K@4 F'%###0 X###Y >%###m7&' qMe###.N 9 Vj =�###Y q###�"e&'

.(###m8D)&' (/>"###?&' (###g8Dl (###7$"c 3`###x4 d###H C###[c 9

1831.. )الخان(

 750 �###Y%PE0 "###0 r4 =\###o�< ¦"###T 400< =�4K###0' 200 =3`###+>150 :W###�c Z"###�&' f###N"] �###Y q###�"e&' ZK###_&' ½###�'<4
 D###+%8 Z"] \###$ =�>"###EeO& "Buggalows and Buteels" �< =D###6IO& ¦>'%###/ ¯"###gH �###6& ="SN"[###.&  u###+�' FD###7&' %###H =(P###.N

.(###8KEB R%###6$ ¯"###gH C###[8 9< =3"###?8KY 150 ½###_h "###S6h
Observations on the Past Policy of the British Government Towards the Persian Gulf, by Lt. A. B. Kem-  )

.(100-101 ¥ Arabian Gulf Intelligence) J �###7-� �F"###Yj W###c . ((ball, 1844

1837.. )الخان(

1908.. )الخان(

 =�###M&' <4 =(###E&' ¶`###l' (M###�'%$ "###SPa70 f###6-mc W###c >"###EB�$ �D6###?0 =(6g[###� >'F 200  '%###B C###0 Z"###�&' Z%###[ec
 Z%###[Oen< =¯u###�4 rF"###6x< ¢###&¢& -'%###�] Z%###OP78 '%###N"[h "SN"[###� "###04 =\###6�g&' Z"###I24 C###0 ¡'%###]4 C###Y �>"###-Y Z"] d###/"-&'<
 W###S8D&< =40 W###HDgY D###6I&' ¦>'%###/ FD###Y ###O-8 u###g6$ .�K###�4 (###8K)$ Co###� W###S8D& �###6& C###[&< =¢###&¢O&' D###6I& 3 "###$>"/ 74  '%###B
  '%###B ¯'G###NA (/>"###?&' Z"[###� FD###Y Z"] �###B J =3'�###Y"0 170 �j (###h"ij =(6###T"l' C###0 35< =3'>u###B 85< =3̀ ###P+ 115 : '%###B 3 "###�84

.(P###.N 15000
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42 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' =B �Dg�&' C0 b_&43 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' =B �Dg�&' C0 b_&

B�Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =(6h�� qM/B �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q 110-120 =(6h�� qM/

B �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Ko ¹B=Q 115 =(6h�� qM/B �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Ko ¹B=Q 115 =(6h�� qM/

B �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =140-130 =(6h�� qM/B �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =140-130 =(6h�� qM/

B �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q20-10 =y'Dx4B �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =y'Dx4

B �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q 100 =(6h�� qM/B �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q55 =(6h�� qM/ B �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q 125 -120 =(6h�� qM/B �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q 125 -120 =(6h�� qM/
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44 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' = C�Dg�&' C0 b_&45 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' =C �Dg�&' C0 b_}&

 C �Dg�&' =1/2 (_-M&' =Q 20-10 =y'Dx4< (8D8DB =(6h�� qM/

C  �Dg�&' =1 (_-M&' =Q20-10 =1 >%�gcC �Dg�&' =1 (_-M&' =Q20-10 =1 >%�gc

C �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q 30 -20 =C)� KEB

C  �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&'=Q 40-30 =(6h�� qM/

C �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&'=Q 2< 20 >%�gc C �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q30 - 20 =(6h�� qM/C �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q 20-10 =D/%0 =y'Dx4= (8D8DB =(6h�� qM/
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C �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =yDx< =ª"+; =(6h�� qM/C �Dg�&' = 2 (_-M&' =Q 10-20 =3 >%gc ¦K/ ="8%]4 ¢&¢& y'Dx4

46 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' =C �Dg�&' C0 b_}&47 YN4*+.2017 Z"�&' =C �Dg�&' C0 b_}&

5 �Dg�&' =1 (_-M&' =(6h�� qM/

5 �Dg�&' =1 (_-M&' =(6h�� qM/

5 �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =(6O0> (_-� =�>%o)0 =(6h�� qM/

.C �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q40-30 =R"]%[.0

.C �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q70-60 =R"]%[.0

(1982 =WH>F 1) -C �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =R"]%[.0

C �Dg�&' =2 >%ge&' ¦K/ =2 (_-M&' =R"]%[.0

((6$K7&' R'>"0�' �Oh C. (50 �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =R"]%[.0  

.C �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q40-30 =R"]%[.0

.C �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q70-60 =R"]%[.0

(1982 =WH>F 1) -C �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =R"]%[.0

C �Dg�&' =2 >%ge&' ¦K/ =2 (_-M&' =R"]%[.0

((6$K7&' R'>"0�' �Oh C. (50 �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =R"]%[.0  

.C �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q40-30 =R"]%[.0

.C �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =Q70-60 =R"]%[.0

(1982 =WH>F 1) -C �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =R"]%[.0

C �Dg�&' =2 >%ge&' ¦K/ =2 (_-M&' =R"]%[.0

((6$K7&' R'>"0�' �Oh C. (50 �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =R"]%[.0  
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48 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' =6 �Dg�&' C0 b_Í&

49 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' =q$Kl' ª�&' C0 b_}&

6 �Dg�&' =1 (_-M&' =(6h�� qM/q$Kl' ª�&' \�'F =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =R"8>"�h

q$Kl' ª�&' ª>"� =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =R"8>"�h

q$Kl' ª�&' ª>"� =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =R"8>"�h

6 �Dg�&' =2 (_-M&' =(6h�� qM/
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51 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' =�6?&' f6$ C0 b_}& 50 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' =�6?&' f6$ C0 b_}&

�6?&' f6$ \�'F =(6h�� qM/ �6?&' f6$ \�'F =(6h�� qM/

�6?&' f6$ \�'F =(6h�� qM/ �6?&' f6$ \�'F =(6h�� qM/

�6?&' f6$ \�'F =(6h�� qM/ �6?&' f6$ \�'F =(6h�� qM/
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53 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' =2 (_Mgl' C0 b_}& 52 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' =�6?&' f6$ C0 b_}&

2 (_Mgl' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/ �6?&' f6$ \�'F =¯u�'< R"N'%6B Q"aY�6?&' f6$ \�'F =(6h�� qM/

2 (_Mgl' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/2 (_Mgl' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/ �6?&' f6$ \�'F =>%�gc

2 (_Mgl' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/

�6?&' f6$ \�'F =>%�gc
1988 �D)el' (6$K7&' R'>"0�' =µ%Oh 10 =2 (_Mgl' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(]%[.0
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55 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' =5 (_Mgl' C0 b_}& 54 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' =4 (_Mgl' C0 b_}&

قطع خزفية، ملتقطات سطحية، المنطقة 5 4 (_Mgl' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/

قطع خزفية، ملتقطات سطحية، المنطقة 5 4 (_Mgl' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/

قطع خزفية، ملتقطات سطحية، المنطقة 5 4 (_Mgl' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/
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57 YN4*+Z"�&' =6 (_Mgl' C0 b_}&

56 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' =5 (_Mgl' C0 b_&

6 (_-M&' =(6)M� R"M_eO0=(6h�� qM/ 5 (_Mgl' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/

6 (_-M&' =(6)M� R"M_eO0=(6h�� qM/ 5 (_Mgl' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/

5 (_Mgl' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/
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58 YN4*+2017 Z"�&' =2 < 1 �e6-&' C0 b_&59 YN4*+(# 02  °"�"�) (6g0�&' R'�o&'< t>�' �M� f)c F'%0 KSac de&' =Z"[h >%� J (6)M.&' R"M_eOl' R"g6Y

1 f6-&' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/

1 f6-&' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/ 2 f6-&' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/

1 f6-&' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/

1 f6-&' =(6)M� R"M_eO0 =(6h�� qM/
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陶磁貿易の産地競合」（佐々木達夫 編『中近世陶磁器の考古学』第２巻、雄山閣） 281-
310. 
(Tatsuo Sasaki & Hanae Sasaki 2015) 佐々木達夫・ 佐々木花江, 2015「シャルジャ港町の発
掘」『金沢大学考古学紀要』36: 103-119. 
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Fig 15 Ceramics from Al Arsa excavation.

mosque floors 3-4

Under lower wall of mosque, sand layer

Under lower wall of mosque, sand layer

Under lower wall of mosque, sand layer

Warehouse B, room 2, level 1

warehouse B, room 2

South of Banyan store, Levels 1-2

mosque floors 3-4

Under lower wall of mosque, sand layer

Under lower wall of mosque, sand layer

Under lower wall of mosque, sand layer

warehouse B, room 2

warehouse B, room 2

Surface
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Fig 13 Ceramics from Al Arsa excavation.

Banyan store room 1, floors 3-4

Banyan store room 1, floors 5-6

Banyan store room 1, floors 5-6

Banyan store room 1, between floor 6
of madbbasa room and building base

Fig. Banyan store room 2, floors 3-4

Banyan store room 2, floors 5-6

Banyan store room 2, floors 5-6

Banyan store room 1, floors 3-4

Banyan store room 1, floors 5-6

Banyan store room 1, between floor 6 of madb-
basa room and building base

Banyan store room 1, between floor 6
of madbbasa room and building base

Banyan store room 2, floors 5-6

Banyan store room 2, floors 5-6

Banyan store room 2, floors 5-6

219218

Banyan store room 2, floors 5-6

mosque floor 2

mosque floor 2

mosque floors 2-3

mosque floors 2-3

mosque floors 2-3

mosque floors 3

mosque floors 1-2

mosque floor 2

mosque floors 2-3

mosque floors 2-3

mosque floors 2-3

mosque floors 3

mosque floors 3-4

Fig 14 Ceramics from Al Arsa excavation.
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Fig 11 Warehouse B.

Madbassa in room 1, warehouse B, eastside of Banyan store building.

Warehouse B eastside of Banyan store building.

Rooms 3 and 2, warehouse B eastside of Banyan store building.
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TEN CENTS EDWARD VS VIII REX ET IND: IMP: 
EAST AFRICA 1936, found on the floor 2 of 

room 1, Banyan store.

VICTORIA, found on the floor of Madbassa, 
room 1, warehouse B.

ANNA, found on the wall of room 2,
warehouse B.

found in the trench, black layer or level 2,
south outside of well 1. Depth is 118cm from surface.

1/4 ANNA 1330AH (1912) ??? AND OMAN 
FESSUL BIN TURKEY, found inside deposite of 

room 1, black layer under yellow layer,
warehouse B.

found inside deposite of room 1,
black layer under yellow layer, warehouse B.

found in the west-east trench, at the border 
of pit dug from floor 2 and just bellow floor 

6, room 2, Banyan store.

Fig 12 Coins from Al Arsa excavation area.
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Fig 8 Floors of rooms 1 and 2, Banyan store building.

Floors 3 and 4 in room 1.

Floors 3, 4, 5 and 6 in toom 1

Floor 6 of Madbassa, room 1.

Floors 1 and 2 in room 2.

Floors 3 and 4 in room 1.

Floors 3 and 4 with black charcoal, room 1.

The first wall of the building.

Floors 3, 4 and 5 in toom 1

Piller foundations, floor 2, room 1.

215214

Floor 2 in room 2.

Wooden pillars, Floor 2 in room 2.

Deposits under floor 1 and floor 2. West-east trench in the room 2, Banyan store.

West-east trench in room 2, Banyan store building.

Square cement pillar bases and wooden pillars, floor 2 in room 2.

Drains, west-east trench east outside 
room 2 of Banyan store building.

Drains, west-east trench eastoutside room 2 of 
Banyan store building.

Fig 10 A west-east trench inside and outside of room 2, Banyan store building.

Fig 9 Floors in room 1, Banyan store building
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Fig 6 Al Midfa Mosque and north outside area.

Layers of floors.

A Drain and wells.

Well 1. A deep sounding between Al Midfa mosque and Banyan store.

Walls.

Well 1.

213212

Banyan store building and warehouse.

A trench and 6 floors in room 1, Banyan store building.

Fig 7 Banyan store building and 6 floors in room 1.
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Fig 4 Three stages of plans, Al Midfa mosque.

211210

Fig 5 Al Midfa mosque after the excavation.

Fig 3 The excavated plan and sections of Al Midfa mosque, Banyan store (Silversmith building) and
warehouse nearby Souq Al Arsa, Sharjah.
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Fig 2 Historical maps and photos of Sharjah, Al Midfa mosque and store buildings.

Sharjah on the 1820 maps, showing the excavated
area at the time..

1960 airphoto of central parts of Sharjah city.

Enlarged view of Al Midfa mosque and 
Banyan store building, showing the port 

with ships and port facility, from 1960 
airphoto of Sharjah city.

Enlarged photo of 1968 view of Al Midfa mosque and Banyan 
store (silversmith building). This shows the street between 
buildings and mosque is available for cars. 1968 airphoto of 

Sharjah city. South wall of the building is the second stage of 
the excavated wall, which stood on floor 6 and cured floor 5. 

This shows Floor 5 was made before 1968.

view of Al Midfa mosque and Banyan store, from 
1944 airphoto of Sharjah city.

The excavated buildings and Al Midfa mosque, 17 May 2018.

The view of the excavated buildings at Al Arsa 
area, showing the former excavated point at Al 

Hsin avenue in 2012/13 and Souque Al Synashiya,

Al Midfa mosque and Banyan store nearby Souq 
Al Arsa. 2015 google.

Fig 1 The second excavations at the Heart of Sharjah, 2018
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Assessment of the Excavation19
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This excavation in combination with aerial photographs and the memory of local people, has 
revealed much of the history of the site. The Banyan store wall was repaired recently and needs to 
be restored again to its original form. 

Archaeological objects were collected by layers and areas, in order to understand something 
of the lives of the people who lived in and used these buildings. There are no archaeological struc-
tures to be found north of the excavated buildings, because it was simply a beach at the time. 
There is little possibility of finding further masonry structures on the sandy beach.   

Further excavation and preservation is recommended at the Banyan store and Al Midfa 
mosque. There are six floors in Banyan store. We will dig floors (1) to (6) and preserve floor (6) or 
the lowest madbassa floor level for exhibition to the public. This might offer us the remains of the 
oldest trading unit so far found in the town, together with more detailed archaeological data of 
the building. They should give us information about Arabian sea trade in the 19th and 20th cen-
turies, and its built environment. We found four floors at Al Midfa mosque. After digging parts of 
upper mosque, the smaller and oldest mosque will be preserved on view for the public. Its later 
extensions can also be partly preserved where these do not overlay the earliest floors, such as the 
mihrab.  

This is the second excavation within what is known to be a central and early area of the 
town, and it would be invaluable if we were able to shed more light on the nature of the urban 
fabric, between the period of the British East India Company town plans from 1820/22 and the 
earliest aerial photographs that we have from the mid-20th century.
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including anything. If there were fire in the room, the carbon should include other burnt materi-
als. This building was used as warehouse including the madbassa rooms, a silversmith and living 
quarters for a brief period. 

The mosque was remembered by elderly local people, as being the family mosque of Al 
Midfa family. We found two phases of walls, upper and lower. This means that there were two 
mosques constructed there. The lower mosque has one thin floor on sand. It shows the lower 
mosque was used only over a brief time. There were possibly two plans in both the lower mosque 
and in the later upper mosque. Walls of the upper mosque are built in contact with each other at 
the west. This shows there was repair/reconstruction of the walls. The upper mosque has three 
plastered floors that cover the lower walls at several places. This shows that the upper mosque 
was slightly enlarged, and used over a longer time than the lower mosque. 

Floor 1. Concrete floor, which was used after 1958 in this region.  

Floor 2. One coin of “TEN CENTS EDWARD VS VIII REX ET IND: IMP: EAST AFRICA 1936” was found 
on the floor. 

Floor 3. 

Floor 4. One coin of “1/4 ANNA 1313AH (1895-1896AD) FESSUL BIN TURKEY”. One coin of “VICTORIA”. 

Floor 5. This floor was cut by a cement block wall. The south cement wall aligns with the East build-
ing (warehouse B) in the 1968 photo. This means that the street was widened for cars before 1968, 
or around 1960. So, floor (5) was made before 1968, or around 1960. 

Floor 6. This building is seen in 1944 photo. This means floor (6) was made before 1944.

Beach sand. Ceramics of the 16th and 17th centuries are not found in this excavation. Euro-
pean and Chinses ceramics are found, showing the date between the 18th to 20th centuries. No 
artificial materials found from natural sand layers. These tell us the living age of the people who 
had lived on the beach sand.

We can use aerial photographs of the city to assist us define the age of buildings, but the oldest 
photo we have is from 1944. The most useful finds to estimate the age of the excavated site before 
1944 is ceramics. Almost all the collected ceramics belong to the 20th century. But there are excavat-
ed ceramics of the 19th century or the early half of the 19th century, such as Chinese blue-and-white 
dishes found at the Banyan storeroom (2) of floors (5-6), and mosque floor (3). Dishes made in Fujian 
or Guangdong, which fabric is grey-white and painted roughly by pale-greyish-blue bold lines, were 
found under the lower wall of the mosque in the sand layer, are from the 19th century.

We usually specify the date when ceramics were produced. Excavated ceramics were disposed 
of at later date. They were broken and thrown away at a different times. If we were to date the floor 
as being of the age of ceramic production, this would not incorrect. Ceramics are usually used over 
several decades. A combination of as many different datable ceramics as possible is needed for more 
precise dating of a level. The top layer (level 1) of this area is white/yellow sand with shells, which 
includes Iron Age period shells from sand brought from the beach. Level (1) is not Iron Age, but 20th 
century. Older materials can be included in later layers.  

Al Midfa Mosque. The mosque is seen in 1944, 1960 and 1968 aerial photos. 

Floor 1. Latter half of the 20th century.

Floor 2. Middle of the 20th century.

Floor 3. Early half of the 20th century.

Floor 4. Unclear.

Banyan Store. The Banyan store is seen in 1944, 1960 and 1968 aerial photos.

Estimation of the Age of the Building Floors by 
Ceramics

Dating of Buildings

15

16

Al Hisn Avenue was the only excavation conducted in the Heart of Sharjah area, prior to this 
Al Arsa excavation. No masonry buildings from the 19th century were found in Al Hisn Avenue, 
only areesh on the beach from before the 20th century. Al Midfa mosque might be a sequence 
of historic buildings, even though it only the foundation of walls remain from the 19th and 20th 
centuries, as excavated in Al Arsa area. 

The recently discovered foundations of Al Midfa mosque and the madbassa within the two 
warehouses, are very well located at a point for tourists in front of the newly built Al Bait Hotel. 
It is therefore intended that these should be preserved and visible to the public as a part of the 
historic memory of the Heart of Sharjah. 

After our April to May excavation, we covered the site with wooden boards and thick cotton 
sheets for its preservation. It will be desirable to continue the excavation at the same site in the 
near future, to decide which layers should be exposed for exhibition. 

The southern extent of the mosque is not clear. We need to dig the southern area of the 
mosque to find those parts of the lower mosque walls, which seem to be covered by upper mosque 
floors. The relation of the Banyan store warehouse (A) and warehouse (B) is not clear. We need 
to excavate the E-W section deeper, which connects two warehouses, and below room (3) of the 
warehouse (B). This is an important waterfront location and we should get information and data 
from the sandy beach usages for the 18th and the 19th centuries. People might have lived in areesh 
houses on the beach during the 18th or the 19th century. 

Preservation and opening of the site to public

Continuation of Archaeological Work at the Site
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The warehouse rooms are of large dimensions with intermediate square pillar bases in the 
floor. Three rooms were revealed by our excavations, rooms (1), (2) and (3). Room 3 faced toward the 
creek and its floor showed serious subsidence. Similar subsidence is seen at floor (2) of room (2) 
in the Banyan store. A madbassa is revealed in room (1) in a well-preserved condition. One square 
pillar base, contemporary with the pillar bases in rooms (2 and 3), was constructed over the mad-
bassa floor.

A north-south trench was set in warehouse (B). During this excavation we ceased digging 
of the trench at the level of 2.60m. The average floor level of room (3) is 3.40m with subsidence 
in some parts. The floor is of a deposited yellow soil with a crushed stone aggregate, with a dirty 
black layer with ceramic shards and debris deposited under it, inclining down to the creek. It will 
not be possible to find any masonry building under room (3). One wall was found at the north end. 
This may be the north wall of warehouse (B). The height of the broken wall is 2.94m. 

European enamelware dishes dominated. Chinese blue-and-white dishes, and an enamel-
ware cup were scarce. Iranian pale-blue glazed ware underglaze painted black and earthenware 
were found. Local earthenware, shell, animal bones, and coins were found. Earthenware shards 
were abundant. 2 coins were found in the deposit of room (1). Bellow the surface, there are two 
layers, one of yellow sand and another of black sand. The coins were found in upper parts of the 
black layer.  

The mosque and warehouses were built directly on the beach sand. Before these buildings 
were constructed, people were living on the beach.

Akoya pearl shells from pearling, together with clams and other edible shells are commonly 
found. According to the finds these were fishermen and pearlers. 

Ceramic shards were collected. Earthenware is extensive, and Iranian, European and Chinese 
wares were also found.  

Warehouse (B) Located to the East
of the Banyan store

Materials From the Area of Warehouse (B) 

Buildings on the Beach 

Materials from Beach Sand Layers
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In 2012/13, with support and assistance from the Ruler’s Office, we excavated a part of Al 
Hisn Avenue, at its nearest point to the creek (Tatsuo Sasaki 2016). The Al Hisn Avenue excavation 
revealed that areesh houses were densely built directly on the sandy beach, with many fish bones 
and pearl shells being deposited in Levels (2-4) (Hanae Sasaki & Tatsuo Sasaki 2016, Tatsuo Sasaki 
& Hanae Sasaki 2015). People who lived on the beach were fishing and pearling during the 18th 
and 19th centuries. In the same area, along the sand beach, Souq Sinasiya was built at the begin-
ning of the 20th century, as seen from the age of coins and other excavated materials, and from 
old photos of the city. This date was determined by excavation as well as from historical fact.

Al Khan village, now part of Sharjah city, was excavated by us in 2017 with the support and 
help of Shurooq and the Sharjah Archaeology Authority (Tatsuo Sasaki 2018). Coral wall buildings 
and areesh houses were found in layers of the 19th and 20th centuries fishing village. 

A comparison of houses and materials from these sites will assist clarify the history of the area. 

The excavated area is one of the places where Sharjah developed as a town. There are no 
excavated masonry buildings remaining in this area. There are two early town maps, made by the 
British in 1820 and in 1822, that indicate that there were masonry buildings along Sharjah creek. 
Our first aim for the excavation has been to document the excavated remains of the Banyan store 
and Al Midfa family mosque. We have two other objectives. One is to find material for comparison 
with the excavation at Al Hisn Avenue excavation. The other is to find the early 19th century ma-
sonry buildings. 

The Banyan store (silversmith) building is remembered by old people who lived in the area. 
The former owner came from Baniyane (Uttar Pradesh, India) and his descendants continue to 
live in Sharjah and Dubai. One lady who came from India, lived here during the period of floor (2), 
occupying a small room on a mezzanine floor above the ground floor (floor 2).

Excavation revealed that the building entrance was twice shortened. At least, three entrance 
walls existed at its south end. A wider street for car access was probably made in the 1960-70’s, 
when the south end of the building was demolished and shortened. Upper layers between the 
building and the mosque were compacted and hardened, showing it to have been a vehicular 
street. Top layer (level 1) of this area is white/yellow sand with shell, the most common being 
clams. This indicates the sand having been brought from the beach. The second and third layers 
(level 2) are black soil with debris such as pottery shards and shell. Sand deposited under the black 
soil is (level 3), including pottery shards. The lowest layer is natural sand, and water appears at a 
level of 2.25m. 

There were six floors inside rooms of Banyan store, with madbassas being found in floors (4 
and 6). Soft fine carbon was deposited thickly on floors (3 and 4). This is solely burnt wood ash, not 

Nearest Excavated Sites for Comparison

Discussion
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Surface and Level 1: Prior to our excavation, deposits over the central parts of floor (1) had been 
removed without collecting any materials. 

Mosque floors 1-2: Earthenware shards were excavated. 

Mosque floor 2: Earthenware cooking pots, and jugs painted red on white slip were found. One 
Chinese blue-and-white bowl and brown glazed pottery were found. 

Mosque floors 2-3: Chinese blue-and-white and enamel ware and European enamel ware were 
found. Iranian ware of pale-blue glazed ware underglaze painted black, yellow glazed ware, and 
earthenware were found. Local earthenware and jugs painted red on white slip were found. 

Mosque floor 3: One Chinese blue-and-white bowl, Iranian ware of pale-blue glazed ware under-
glaze painted black, yellow glazed ware, and earthenware were found. One black glazed ware was 
found. 

Mosque floors 3-4: Iranian ware of pale-blue glazed ware underglaze painted black, yellow glazed 
ware, green glazed ware, and earthenware, were found. Local earthenware and earthenware 
painted red on white slip were found.  

Mosque below lower wall, sand layer: Chinese blue-and-white large bowls were found. Iranian 
ware of pale-blue glazed ware underglaze painted black, yellow glazed ware, green glazed ware, 
and earthenware, were found. Local earthenware was found. European ware bowls were found.    

Finds from the upper layers of Dibba (Tatsuo Sasaki & Hanae Sasaki 2017) and level 1 of Al Hisn av-
enue excavations (Hanae Sasaki & Tatsuo Sasaki 2016) have provided similar earthenware, Iranian 
glazed ware, European and Chinese ware.

Natural sand layer under mosque: No man-made material was found. 

Outer dimensions of the Banyan store building (silversmith building) at the level of surface 
are 7.13 x 19.43 m, and it is divided into two rooms. There are no remains of the southern parts 
of the original building wall above the surface, except at the base of a concrete wall. The south 
wall was found after excavating a trench, and the outer dimensions of Banyan Store became 7.13 
x 23.03m. The thickness of the coral wall is 0.5m. The levels of each wall base are 3.10m at its east 
side, and 2.40m at the west side respectively, each wall being founded at a different level. 

Finds from Al Midfa Mosque

Plan of the Banyan Store Building
(Silversmith Building/Warehouse (A)

5

6

Two short section trenches, (N-S) trench and (E-W) trench were cut across the floors of the 
Banyan store to identify the number of floors. 

There are two rooms in the Banyan store. We named the south room as room (1), and the 
north room as room (2). Room (1) has 6 floors. Floor (1) is the latest and made of concrete. Floor 
(2) is made of hard mud-lime mortar. Floor (3) is hard mud-lime mortar with black wood charcoal 
thickly deposited on the floor. Thickness of the charcoal is 20 cm. This might be due to a destructive 
fire, or from firing of a furnace within the silversmith workshop. There remains only of carbonized 
charcoal, so this was not caused by a fire inside the room. A thick charcoal layer was again found 
on floor (4). This room was a madbassa (mad.1, Bs). Floor (5) is made of the same hard mud-lime 
mortar floor. Floor 6 is a madbassa (mad.2, Bs) room and demonstrates the building was to have 
been built as warehouse. Under floor (6), there is natural ground, being the surface at the time 
when the building was made. 

Room (2) has 6 floors. Floor (1) is the same concrete floor as room (1). Floor (2) is the same 
floor as room (1). It is not sure, but both rooms may have a common floor below floor (2). This 
should be confirmed by future excavation. 

The lowest level of the eastern wall is 3.10m and of the western wall, 2.40m. The level differ-
ence is 0.70m. 

Two drains, one lower and the other above in the same location, were found between the 
Banyan store and warehouse (B). Drainwater flowed into the sea and they are believed to have 
served the mosque.

Surface and floors (1) and (2): By the time of our excavation no material remained except for 
iron chips. One coin was collected by former digging on the surface of floor (2) of room (1). TEN 
CENTS EDWARD VS VIII REX ET IND: IMP: EAST AFRICA 1936.

Room (1), floors (3-4): Iranian and local earthenware, and Chinese blue-and-white were found. 

Room (1), floors (5-6): European, Chinese, Iranian and local ceramics, shell, animal bones, and two coins 
were found. 

Earthenware shards, European and Chinese ceramics, glass bottles, coins, irons, animal bones, shells 
were found. Shells include the Akoya pearl shell and edible shells, found commonly in the Arabian Gulf 
region.

Banyan Store Building Floor Levels

Materials from the Trench Excavation of the 
Banyan Store Building
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is (w1), and the wall of lower mosque is (w3). Wall of (w1-2) may belong to a middle mosque.

The upper mosque has 3 floors (floors 1-3) that were thickly plastered with gypsum in some 
parts, and coral walls stood beside or on the same level of floor 3, which is the lowest floor of the 
upper mosque. A mihrab was found projecting outside of the west wall of the mosque. 

The lower mosque has one floor (floor 4) of sand, un-plastered by gypsum. Coral walls of the 
lower mosque stood on beach sand and were partly covered by the upper mosque floors. Sand under 
the mosque building included many shells and ceramic shards, which shows this area to have been 
directly on the beach, where people lived directly on the sand. 

The lower mosque plan is a little smaller than that of the upper mosque. There are three plas-
tered lined coral walls that stood at almost the same level. The lower mosque seemed to have been 
renewed after a brief time. 

Several coral walls of both mosques stood at almost the same position, but with the upper 
mosque a little enlarged. Walls of the mosque were constructed of coral and a lime-mud mortar. 
There is no coral along the Sharjah coast, this traditionally being sourced from Abu Musa Island. 

199198

Al Midfa Mosque and Banyan Store
Sharjah - U.A.E.
Tatsuo Sasaki & Hanae Sasaki, Japan

The early city center area of Sharjah, known as Heart of Sharjah, contains candidate buildings 
within a World Heritage Nomination. Traces of Al Midfa mosque were discovered during the new ho-
tel construction works in the area of Souq Al Arsa, next to the Banyan store building (or silversmith’s 
building) in January 2018. By then, the Sharjah Institute for Heritage (SIH) had briefly cleaned parts 
of the mosque floors and dug on the seaward side outside of the mosque stone walls of the mosque. 
Concrete from the first-floor layer of the Banyan store building was partly removed, to reveal a sec-
ond floor, with a trench showing several floors below it. These might show the historical importance 
of the site in regard to its construction sequence, but require more archaeological research for assess-
ment and understanding of the site’s archaeological significance for future conservation planning.

The Banyan store, located beside the former creek beach, had been both a warehouse and a 
residence. There is a large room containing pillar bases, in which people originally from India lived 
and worked until recent times. The East side of the Banyan store was dug in February and March by 
SIH, and one floor and several pillar bases were exposed in one room beside the former beach. 

We started our excavation of Al Midfa mosque site, the Banyan store and a part of warehouse 
B (The Banyan store is also a warehouse which we named as warehouse A) in the area of Souq Al 
Arsa in April and May 2018. Deposited layers above the mosque floors and one room of warehouse 
B floor had already been removed. There are also many modern excavations trenches and pits for 
electric cables and garbage over the area. We set up several narrow trenches on the floors of both the 
mosque and the Banyan store, and a long north-south trench across warehouse B and the mosque. 
Several floors were found inside the mosque and Banyan store, and materials were collected by area 
in layers from both buildings.

There remains no trace of the mosque building on the surface, where is now flattened and 
covered by concrete paving. The excavated mosque was constructed by Al Midfa family and accord-
ing to memory was built to the west of Al Midfa house. 1960 and 1968 aerial photos of Sharjah city 
show this rectangular mosque building with a terrace clearly beside the Banyan store, which fronted 
the creek front. The Banyan store is clearly visible, but the shape of the mosque is unclear in the 1944 
aerial photograph.  

Excavation revealed at least two stages of mosque buildings, which we call the upper mosque 
and lower mosque. It is possible to divide the mosque structure into three stages. Walls can be divid-
ed into wall 1 (w1), wall 1-2 (w1-2) and wall 3 (w3) according their level. The wall of the upper mosque 

Two or three plans of the upper and lower Al Midfa mosque were researched by cutting a 
narrow trench, so as not to damage the remaining structures. It is possible to divide the lower 
mosque into two stages, a larger lower mosque and a smaller lower mosque. The smaller lower 
mosque (w3) was built first, and then a larger lower mosque (w2) was built next to it on the same 
beach sand. The upper mosque (w1) was built later over the remains of the larger lower mosque. 

Each rectangular room of (w1, 2, and 3) was built with coral walls, and the upper mosque 
floors were plastered with gypsum. The size of the (w1) mosque walled room size is 7.0m x 10.8m, 
(w2) is 4.6m x ?m and (w3) is 4.9m x 8.1?m. A mihrab was attached to the west side both (w1 and 
w2), in the same position. The mihrab of (w3) is located a little east to the mihrab of (w1 and w2). 
Three gypsum plaster floors were found in both the enclosed and roofed prayer hall and in its 
eastern uncovered court. Several rectangular pillar bases were found on floor 1, where if we were 
to remove floor 1, we should find their foundations. 

Two main section lines were set, and several short and narrow trenches were dug during the 
excavation to find walls and floors. There are 3 floors in the upper mosque. (Floor 1) is the highest 
and seen around terrace. (Floor 2) lays across the prayer hall and terrace. (Floor 3) is the earliest 
in upper mosque and 15cm thick gypsum plastered floor. (Floor 4) belongs to lower mosque. Its 
surface is sand with very thin gypsum partially among sand layers. A thin gypsum layer seemed to 
have fallen down off the plastered wall. There are two or three stages of building of the mosque 
with drains outside having two stages, and there are two or three wells, which might be related.

Progress Of Excavation

Al Midfa Mosque

Al Midfa Mosque

Al Midfa Mosque Floor Levels
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Fig 59 Samples of Khor Fakkan surface collection, which shows 
underground materials and period (from Sasaki 20?).
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Ceramics, glass, beads and cartridge, surface, area 6.

Ceramics, surface, area 7.

Fig 57 Finds from areas 6 and 7, Al Khan 2017.

Ceramics, surface, House 1.

Ceramics, surface, House 1.

Ceramics, surface, House 1.

Coin, surface, House 1.

Ceramics, surface, House 2.

Fig 58 Finds from Houses 1 and 2, Al Khan 2017.
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Ceramics, surface, area 5.

Ceramics, surface, area 5.

Ceramics, surface, area 5.

Fig 55 Finds from area 5, Al Khan 2017. Fig 56 Finds from area 5, Al Khan 2017.

Ceramics, surface, area 5.

Ceramics, surface, area 5.

Ceramics, surface, area 5.Ceramics, incense burner, surface, area 5.
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Ceramics, surface, area 2.

Ceramics, surface, area 2.Ceramics, surface, area 2.

Ceramics, surface, area 2.

Coin, surface, area 2. 10 fils UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 1988.

Fig 53 Finds from area 2, Al Khan 2017.

Ceramics, surface, area 4.

Ceramics, surface, area 4.

Ceramics, surface, area 4.

Fig 54 Finds from area 4, Al Khan 2017.
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Ceramics, surface, inside Sheikh house.

Ceramics, surface, inside Sheikh house.

Ceramics, surface, inside Sheikh house.

Fig 51 Finds from Sheikh house, Al Khan 2017.

Ceramics, inside Sheikh house.

Tannur, inside Sheikh house.

Tannur, inside Sheikh house.

Animal and fish bones, inside Sheikh house.

Fig 52 Finds from Sheikh house, Al Khan 2017.
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Ceramics, surface, inside square tower.

Ceramics, surface, outside square tower.

Ceramics, surface, outside square tower.

Fig 49 Finds from Square tower, Al Khan 2017.

Ceramics, surface, inside Sheikh house.

Ceramics, surface, inside Sheikh house.

Ceramics, surface, inside Sheikh house.

Fig 50 Finds from Sheikh house, Al Khan 2017.
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Ceramics, Level 1, Trench 5.

Ceramics, pit, Level 1, Trench 5.

Ceramics, sand layer, Level 2, Trench 5.

Fig 47 Finds from Trench 5, Al Khan 2017.

Ceramics, Level 1, Trench 6.

Ceramics, Level 2, Trench 6.

Fig 48 Finds from Trench 6, Al Khan 2017.
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Stone mill, 20-30m, Level 2, Trench C.

Ceramics, 30-40m, Level 2, Trench C.

Tannur 2, 20,m Level 2, Trench C.

Fig 45 Finds from Trench C, Al Khan 2017.

Ceramics, glass and shell, Level 2, Trench C.

Coin, 30-40m, Level 2, Trench C.

Akoya pearl shell, near Tannur 3, 10-20m, Level 2,
Trench C.

Coin, 20m, Level 2, near Tannur 2, Trench C. Oman 1/4 
ANNA 1315 AH (1897/98AD).

Fig 46 Finds from Trench C, Al Khan 2017.
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Coin, 60-70m, Level 2, Trench C.Coin, 29m, Level 2, Trench C. 50 fils UNITED ARAB 
EMIRATES 197?.

Coin, Level 2, Trench C. 1 Dirham, 1982.
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Ceramics, 130-140m, Level 2, Trench B.

She;ll, 10-20m, Level 2, Trench B.

Ceramics, 100m, Level 2, Trench B.

Ceramics, 130-140m, Level 2, Trench B.

Shell, Level 2, Trench B.

Ceramics, 55m, Level 2, Trench B.

Fig 43 Finds from Trench B, Al Khan 2017.

Tannur 1, 10-20m, Level 1, Trench C.

Ceramics, 20-30m, Level 2, Trench C.

Ceramics, iron and shell, 10-20m, Level 1/2, Trench C.

Tannur 1, 10-20m, Level 1, Trench C.

Ceramics, shell and iron, fire place, 10-20m, Level 2, 
Trench C.

Fig 44 Finds from Trench C, Al Khan 2017.
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Medal, Level 2, Trench B.

Ceramics, 100m Level 2, Trench B.

Ceramics, 100m, Level 2, Trench B.

Medal, Level 2, Trench B.

Ceramics, 100m, Level 2, Trench B.

Ceramics, 100m, Level 2, Trench B.

Fig 41 Finds from Trench B, Al Khan 2017.

Ceramics, Level 2, Trench B.

Ceramics, 115m, pit, Level 2, Trench B.

Ceramics, 120-125m, Level 2, Trench B.

Ceramics, 110-120m, Level 2, Trench B.

Ceramics, 115m, pit, Level 2, Trench B.

Ceramics, 120-125m, Level 2, Trench B.

Fig 42 Finds from Trench B, Al Khan 2017.
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Coins and beads, Level 1, Trench B. 1 Dirham UNITEDARAB EMIRATES 1973. L. 500 ITALY 1993.

Ceramiks, 120-140m, Level 1, Trench B.

Ceramics and glass bangle, 80m, Level 1/2, Trench B.

Fig 39 Finds from Trench B, Al Khan 2017.

Shell, 80m, Level 1/2, Trench B.

Ceramics, Level 2, Trench B.

Ceramics, 100m, Level 2/3, Trench B.

Shell, 80m, Level 1/2, Trench B.

Ceramics, Level 2, Trench B.

Shell, 100m, Level 2/3, Trench B. Oyster is rare.

Fig 40 Finds from Trench B, Al Khan 2017.
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Ceramics, Iranian and Oman, Level 1, Trench B.

Earthenware, Level 1, Trench B.

Ceramik tiles, Level 1, Trench B.

Fig 37 Finds from Trench B, Al Khan 2017.

Shell and ceramics from 105^110m, Level 1/2, Trench B.Glasses, Level 1, Trench B.

Ceramics, glass and tiles from 10-20m, Level 2, Trench B.

Shell and ceramics from 80m, Level 3, Trench B.

Fig 38 Finds from Trench B, Al Khan 2017.
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Ceramics, 120m, Level 2, Trench A.

Animal bones from 7-10m, Level 1, Trench B

Shell from 70-80m, Level 1, Trench B

Ceramic, glass and shell, 110m, Level 2, Trench A.

Ceramics, 130m, Level 2, Trench A.

Iron objects from 7-10m, Level 1, Trench B

Fig 35 Finds from Trenches A and B, Al Khan 2017. Fig 36 Finds from Trench B, Al Khan 2017.

Ceramics from 80m, Level 1/2, Trench B.

Flower pot, Level 1, Trench B.

Ceramics, Chinese, European and Japanese, Level 1, Trench B.
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Ceramic, glasses, bone and iron, Level 2, Trench A.

Coin, Level 1/2, Trench A. 
5 fils.

Coin, 60m,Level 2, Trench 
A. 5 fils UNITED ARAB 

EMIRATES 1973.

Shell, 55m, Level 2, Trench A.

Ceramic, glasses, bone and iron, Level 2, Trench A.

Ceramics, glass and bone, Level 1/2, Trench A.

Coin, Level 1, Trench A. 10 paisa India 1957.

Fig 33 Finds from Trench A, Al Khan 2017.

Ceramic, glasses, bones and iron, 90m, Level 1, 
Trench A.

Ceramics and bronze, 100m, Level 2, Trench A.

Ceramics and shell, 70m, Level 2, Trench A.

Ceramics and bronze, 100m, Level 2, Trench A.

Ceramics, glasses and squid shell, 100m, Level 2, 
Trench A.

Fig 34 Finds from Trench A, Al Khan 2017.
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Square tower.

Trench 5.

Trench 6.

Square tower in southery area near creek.

Trench 5.

Trench 6.

Fig 31 Photos of Trenches 5-6, Al Khan 2017. Fig 32 Photos of Trenches 5 and 6, Al Khan 2017.

Sheikh house.

Sheikh house.

Sheikh house.

Sheikh house.

Sheikh house.

Tannur, Sheikh house.
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Trench 1, -40m, Trench C extention.

Trench 2, -220m, Trench C extention.

Trench 3a, -260m, Trench C extention.

Trench 1, -40m, Trench C extention. Sweet water
gushes only this trench 1.

Trench 2, -220m, Trench C extention.

Trench 3a, -260m, Trench C extention.

Fig 29 Photos of Trenches 1, 2 and 3, Al Khan 2017. Fig 30 Photos of Trenches 3 and 4, Al Khan 2017.

Trench 3b, -253m, Trench C extention.

Trench 3c, -253, Trench C extention.

Trench 4.

Trench 3b, -253m, Trench C extention.

Trench 3c, -253m, Trench C extention.

Trench 4.
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30-40m, Trench C.

70-80m, Trench C.

100-110m, Trench C.

10m, Trench C.

60-70m, Trench C.

80-90m, Trench C.

Fig 27 Photos of Trench C, Al Khan 2017. Fig 28 Photos of Trench C, Al Khan 2017.

0-110m, Trench C.110-120m, Trench C.

100-110m, Trench C.
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130-140m, Trench B. Tannur 2, Level 2, 20-30m, Trench C.

130-140m, Trench B. Tannur 3, Level 2, 10-20m, Trench C.130-140m, Trench B. 10-20m, Trench C.

130-140m, Trench B. Tannur 1, Level 1, 10-20m, Trench C.

130-140m, Trench B. 20-30m, Trench C.

130-140m, Trench B. 10-20m, Trench C.

Fig 25 Photos of Trench B, Al Khan 2017. Fig 26 Photos of Trench C, Al Khan 2017.
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80-90m, Trench B. 130-140m, Trench B.

110-120m, Trench B. 130-140m, Trench B. 130-140m, Trench B.

70-90m, Trench B. 120-130m, Trench B.

90-100m, Trench B. 130-140m, Trench B.

70-90m, Trench B. 120-130m, Trench B.

Fig 23 Photos of Trench B, Al Khan 2017. Fig 24 Photos of Trench B, Al Khan 2017.
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130-140m, Trench A.

20-30m, Trench B.

60-70m, Trench B.140-150m, Trench A.

120-130m, Trench A. Trench B.

130-140m, Trench A.

20-30m, Trench B.

60-70m, Trench B.

120-130m, Trench A. 0-150m, Trench B.

Fig 21 Photos of Trench A, Al Khan 2017. Fig 22 Photos of Trench B, Al Khan 2017.
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100-110m, Trench A.

100-110m, Trench A.

100-110m, Trench A.

110-120m, Trench A.100-110m, Trench A.

100-110m, Trench A.

110-120m, Trench A.

100-110m, Trench A.

110-120m, Trench A.100-110m, Trench A.

Fig 19 Photos of Trench A, Al Khan 2017. Fig 20 Photos of Trench A, Al Khan 2017.
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20-30m, Trench A.
70-80m, Trench A.

70-80m, Trench A.

80-90m, Trench A.

20-30m, Trench A.

50-60m, Trench A.

20-30m, Trench A.
70-80m, Trench A.

70-80m, Trench A.

80-90m, Trench A.

50-60m, Trench A.

50-60m, Trench A.

50-60m, Trench A.

Fig 17 Photos of Trench A, Al Khan 2017. Fig 18 Photos of Trench A, Al Khan 2017.
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Fig 15 Trenches 1-6, Al Khan.

Fig 16 Photos of Trench A, Al Khan 2017.

Trench A from south.

0-10m, Trench A.

10-20m, Trench A.

0-10m, Trench A.

10-20m, Trench A.

10-20m, Trench A.
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Fig 13 Section of Trench B, Al Khan 2017. Fig 14 Section of Trench C, Al Khan 2017.
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Fig 11 Plan of four Houses, north-west of Trench A, Fig 12 Section of Trench A, Al Khan 2017.
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Fig 9 Three Houses, north-west of Trench A, 12th Sep. 2017. Fig 10 Four Houses, north-west of Trench A, Sep. 2017.
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Fig 5 Al Khan survey area in 2017. Fig 6 Research area of Al Khan. Trenches A, B and C, and spots digging points.
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Fig 3 Al Khan 1968 by Cecilia Green, showing habor and buildings. Fig 4 Houses of Al Khan.Al Khan 1968 Al Khan 2007
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1816/17. Sharga.

1973. Areesh in Al Khan, taken by Peter 
Jackson.

1933. Khan and Layyeh look like an Island.

1820. Khan and Layyeh look like an Island. Made 
by Peter Jackson based on Lt. Cogan Map.

1973. Beech of Al Khan taken by Peter Jackson.

Aerial view taken in 1932 across Sharjah, showing the Creek, Layah, Al Khan in distance,
and Dubai beyond. © Kenneth McKay

Sinus Persicus is a Map of the Gulf made by Carsten 
Niebuhr in 1765, showing Scharedsje as an Island.
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Al Khan in the nineteen seventies full of such palm houses. Fishermen, Sheikh, pearl divers, pearl 
merchants, merchants, traders lived before the 1980’ at this area. Sodom’s apple plants, mountain 
fig trees, palms, sidr, almonds, and enormous samar acacias were there. Beneath acacias was a 
place where men used to congregate, seated on mats and carpets. When this was open land with 
no hotel buildings, sea breezes blew freely and it was cooler.

Lara wrote in her book about the archaeological work. “(page 11) Although most of the build-
ings around here have been torn down or if not, are soon to be torn down, this is one of the few 
houses of Al Khan which is sure to be conserved. Archaeologists have strengthened the founda-
tions. They are carrying out a dig in its vicinity and are uncovering buried fragments of the house 
and the ancient walls of Al Khan. A former resident, a sea merchant, comes by to watch the prog-
ress of the archaeological dig. He tells them what he can remember about the rooms that are 
emerging: there is a big room, a smaller one with a wind tower and a third even smaller with a 
vaulted roof which was used for cooking. (4 page) Archaeologists have restored the tower and are 
keen to discover remains of the wall.” Wall of houses are built of sea stone.

Sharjah on the Arabian Gulf

Fig 1 Location of Al Khan, Layyeh and Heart of Sharjah and visinity of Sharjah.

1703. Island may be Sharjah.
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trade  in  the  Arabian  gulf  and  the  Indian  Ocean.  By  the  trench  survey, especially excavated 
finds, there is no evidence of boat building and international trade.

2017 archaeological survey expresses the simple and scanty life-style on the sand beach. 
Concrete and stone wall buildings were already demolished and surface was levelled in northerly 
area. We called the thin blackened surface as  Level 1. Population might be smaller before the mid-
dle of the 20th century and they lived in areesh in Level 2. Excavated finds were scares from both 
Levels 1 and 2. Level 3 is a natural sand layer and clean sand. Fish bones, fishing hooks and anchors 
are not found in the trenches even the village said to be fishing, pearling and trading village.

Trench survey shows the site has not dense archaeological structures in Level 2. They might 
build areesh every year sparsely in vast area. They did not use mud brick for building houses. Coral 
and stone wall house were built in the 20th century before using concrete blocks. There is no clear 
trace of the 19th  century occupation or buildings in the northerly areas. Sweet water was found 
at trench 1. It may be possible people got drinking water somewhere inside Al Khan. Finds tell us 
Al Khan village is not special but one of the normal and usual coastal village at the time. In this 
point of view, we can say Al Khan was typical type of fishing village in the Gulf. Finds and houses 
did not show any special information of people who live here. They were ordinary people in the 
region. Excavated materials include small numbers of Chinese, Japanese and European ceramics. 
But this is usual in any area even in the deep desert. These materials did not show the existence of 
international trade at Al Khan.

It is not clear that village was extended to north in the 20th century from south core parts, 
or southerly parts was not dense occupation area. It may be the same condition with northerly 
parts. Development of village is unclear due to the sparseness of finds and masonry buildings, and 
due to thinner layers of Level 2. This shows population was not much or may tell us poorness of 
material culture at Al Khan village in previous periods, even compared with the prosperous finds 
from Heart of Sharjah.

It is not easy to find good constructions for preservation in northerly area by the trench sur-
vey. Now demolished and destroyed building’s traces remain sparsely on surface and in Level 1 at 
the northerly area, and post-holes of areesh remain in Level 2. Several good buildings for preserva-
tion work remain in the southerly area of Al Khan, but there becomes a garbage places by heritage 
work now.

The average height of the surface in northerly area is 4m above sea level. Water level in 
trenches are 1.3-1.5m above sea level in September 2017. After 1 m thickness sand will be piled up on 
the current surface, new buildings could be built without giving any damage to the underground 
constructions.

“The territory of Sêr stretches from the coast of Chôrfâkan (Khor Fakkan) to the North to Ras 
Musséndom and inside the Gulf to the west to a small island Scharedsje. The Arabs call this terri-
tory Sêr, after the place of residence of the Shaikh, which is not far from the island, and has a good 
harbour. The Persians call it Jülfâr after Ras Dsjülfâr, where there is a simple village, and for this rea-
son the Arabs of the region are usually called “Arabs of Dsjülfâr” by the Europeans.

These Arabs recognised until a few years ago the rule of the Imam (of Oman), but now they 
are independent and are often at war with their former Rulers. And because they are not strong 
enough on their own to oppose him on land, they live in good relationship with some other small 
independent Shaikhs, especially those of Jâu in the western side of Oman. The Shaikh of Sêr is of 
the tribe Hule and in the year 1765 was called Rashed bin Mattar al Chassemi. Outside Arabia he 
also possesses a part of the island of Qishm and on the Persian coast, Ras al Heti, Linga and Kung. 
His naval power is considerable for this region and the merchant ships of these Arabs carry a fairly 
important trade inside and outside the Gulf.

The remaining area between Bender Abbas and the foothills of Berdistan, which are reason-
ably situated for shipping and fishing belongs to the tribe of Arabs called the Hule. These Arabs 
have no farming, but live mainly from shipping and fishing. They are Sunnis, there are many of 
them, and they are courageous, and could easily be masters of the sea, of the whole of the Persian 
Gulf, if they would have more unity between themselves. But almost each of the small towns has 
got its own Shaikh, and each family rather lives in poverty, but independent, rather than in hope 
to become rich by submitting to a great Shaikh and take part in conquests. Because almost all the 
harbours along the Persian Gulf coast which are in any way easy for to reach by ships belong to 
Arabian tribes, some of who have been living and ruling there for many centuries.

Kunk, Lundsje and Ras Heti, these three places recognise the rule of the Shaikh of Ser or Ds-
julfar,  who,  as  mentioned  before,  descends  from  the  tribe  of  Hule.  The  present inhabitants 
export a little charcoal and firewood.

At the Western side of the Persian Gulf is a small island called Scharedsje, which belongs 
to the Shaikh of Sêr. On an English chart it is named Zare (Sara). Near this island many pearls are 
fished, and the Arabian coast in general from here to Bahrejn are full of pearl banks.”

The size of map is 304mm x 207mm and was published in Philippe’s Atlas, Paris of 1794. 
(Niebuhr, Carsten, 1792, Travels through Arabia, and Other Countries in the East, trans. Robert Her-
on, Edinburgh, R. Morison and Son, 1st ed. in German 1772; reprint, Reading, UK, Garnet Publishing, 
1994, vol. 2). Niebuhr noted in his “Description of Arabia”:

Notes 113

Houses, courtyards, mosques, towers, market, public square where weddings and other pub-
lic events were held), grocer, kiosk for tea, television shop, restaurant, liwan, twenty salt-water 
wells used for washing and irrigation, camel races, boats, were seen in the village in the latter half 
of the 20th century. House roof covered by a tarpaulin.

Women made bread in the open air. Bedouins brought cooking oil, dates, coal, leaving their 
camels on some land left for the purpose. One of the former resident recalls that the water used to 
come up this far, making this a salt-water zone from which building materials were dug. With the 
rebuilding of the sea front various islands disappeared from the creek. It contains several tradition-
al buildings: a palm liwan, fishing tackle and a palm house. There are people who can remember 

Notes 214
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Earthenware bowls and jars are also found. Incense burner is rare. Oil lamp and small dish 
are not found. These combination is popular in many archaeological sites in UAE. Combination of 
ceramics is the most reliable and available material for dating for cultural layers. Most of them 
were photographed and shown in figures. Level 1 is estimated from 1960 to 2000, and Level 2 from 
1900 to 1970.

Less than twenty coins were collected from surface, Levels 1 and 2 at Al Khan. Minted year of 
coins found from trenches are useful for the dating of Levels 1 and 2. Dating of both Levels by coins 
is the 20th century.

L500 coin made in Italy, 1993, was found in Level 1, trench B.

10 fils made in UAE, 1988, was collected from surface of area 2.

1 Dh made in UAE, 1982, was found in Level 2, trench B.

1 Dh coin made in UAE, 1973, was found in Level 1, trench B.

5 fils coin made in UAE, 1973, was found in Level 2, trench A.

50 fils coin made in UAE, 197?, was found in Level 2, trench B.

10 paisa coin made in India, 1957, was found in Level 1, trench A.

1/4 ANNA coin made in Mascat of Oman, 1897/98, was found in Level 2, trench B. This coin 
was found slightly under grey sand layers of Level 2.

Several small coins without dating were also found. They are probably minted in the 19th 
century. If the village was an international trading point, coins should be found more.

Very little fish, goat and camel bones were unearthed from trenches. It is difficult to say Al 
Khan was to be fishing village by excavated finds only. A few ceramics are collected from trenches, 
but its amount is not much compared with the other fishing site such as Khor Fakkan, Dibba and 
Heart of Sharjah, where we had excavations and found so many fish bones together with animal 
and chicken bones.

Level 2 seems a main layer of occupation before the 1960’s. Colour of sand of Level 2 is not dark, 
rather cleaner than the other archaeological sites, such as Heart of Sharjah, Dibba, and Khor Fakkan.

There was no concrete wall house in Level 2, with several coral wall houses spread sparse in 
Level 2. Post-holes for areesh were found at many places in Level 2. Finds are quite rare in  the  north-
erly  area,  or  demolished  with  surface  soil  at  the  time  by  bulldozing. Earthenware sherds and 
fish bones are scares compared with the other fishing villages. Though this might be occurred by 
the bulldozing work in the beginning of the 20th century, population was sparse and they lived with 
scanty daily life materials in areesh in the early half of the 20th century, or lower Level 2 layers. There 
was no clear occupation layer before the 19th  century in the northerly area, because no materials 
before the 19th  century found there. It is difficult to say that the northerly parts of Al Khan were a 
coastal settlement survived on fishing and pearling seen by the finds of trenches.

In the southerly area, masonry buildings of fortifications, tower and mosque are standing on 
the ground. They are built at least in the early half of the 20th century, or probably some of them 
back to the 19th century.

The principal materials used in construction included mat of palm-leaf stitched together and 
areesh, supported on a framework of timber poles, or quartered trunks of date palm. There remain 
many post-holes dug mainly from Level 2 on the trench section. Areesh was the fundamental houses 
in Level 2 or in the early half of 20th  century and maybe in the latter half of 19th  century at Al Khan. 
It is difficult to confirm the date of each post-hole which includes no material inside. Finds from Level 
2 are the 20th century materials with rare exception.

The colonization by the British said to change the life in this area in the 18th century, espe-
cially after the middle of the 18th century by the east Indian company. European ceramics gradually 
increased in this region after the end of 18th century, and their amount surpassed Chinese ceramics 
in the latter half of 19th century in Dibba and Heart of Sharjah. But European ceramics are not much 
at Al Khan, indicating here was not international trade village. Al Khan was a fishing and pearling 
village, and it is without doubts. But there is no archaeological evidence and materials to prove it, 
and it is also difficult to say Al Khan was an international trading village in the Gulf.

The stratigraphic drawings of trench sections give suggestion of population, houses and pe-
riods of the village. Average occupation layers seen from trench section is not thick or deep, or thin 
compared with the other coastal villages. There are several stratigraphic layers which show the exis-
tence of people’s lives at Al Khan in the 20th century, especially in the latter half of the 20th century. 

We set up trenches mainly in the northerly parts or vast flat areas of Al Khan, due to Shu-
rook’s development planning. Al Khan was abandoned once around 1980. We wished to make 
excavation in the southerly parts or the edge of the creek, where Sheikh house stood and close 
to sand beach port area. Sheikh house and square tower were said to be built in the 19th century, 
but this assumption should be confirmed by archaeological survey. Closer parts nearby them were 
expected to have a possibility as the oldest parts of Al Khan village. We made small trenches only 
beside the square tower this time. Archaeological excavations should be done in proper places of 
the sites. It is necessary to compare archaeological data with the other references in the southerly 
parts in near future.

Al Khan is said to have an outstanding universal value for the world heritage, and at the 
same time said to be one of the smaller coastal villages in the coastal region. This village had a 
possibility to have a relationship with those of the world of pearl diving, fishing, boat building  and  

Village of Al Khan seen from the trenches

Problems to be sold out soon

The value and characteristics of Al Khan as an ar-
chaeological site
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The most southerly area, including Sheikh house, mosque with minaret and port, was not 
surveyed this time. This area will be for the future nomination to the world heritage.

Trench A was set along the beach from SW to NE or to the north end, or on the plane area. 
Trench was set over 4m contour line area and length is 150m.

Trench B was set crossing the site from SE or the tower to NW or sea side in the plane area, 
over 4m contour line area. Trench length is 150m. The trench is located on the border of northerly 
and southerly parts, or along the border of demolished buildings.

Trench C was set under 4m contour line area and length is 120m long. It is parallel and apart 
from 60m east side from trench A.

Trench C was extended to SW direction from point BC, and called trench C extension. Sev-
eral short trenches were dug along and near extension line. Trench 1 was set 40m from point BC. 
Trench 2 was set 220m from point BC. Trenches 3a, 3b, 3c were set 260m from point BC and 10m 
apart from trench C extension line to east side. Trench 4 was set 36.8m south-east direction of Pit 
3c, 46.8m apart from trench C extension line. Trenches 5 and 6 were set beside the square tower 
near the creek.

Buildings and bases of wall and floor were demolished already in 2005 around trenches A 
and C. There remained no trace of masonry buildings of Level 1 at these trenches. Level 1 might 
be scraped by bulldozer in 2005. Large rubbish pits with carpets and building materials, and wells 
were dug from Level 1 to water level at least. They might be buried around 2000, when people 
went out from Al Khan. Many post-holes of areesh and several masonry walls were seen on sec-
tions of Level 2 in trenches A and C. Hearths with charcoal and ash on sand also seen in Level 2. 

Level 3 is natural sand layer and not occupation layer. Surface deposits or Level 1, especially 
in trench B, contained building materials, such as concrete blocks walls with cement and cement 
floors, and coral walls with sand and lime mortar. Two layers of deferent stone wall buildings and 
four floors were seen in section of trench B. There were rebuilding inside Level 1.

Level 2 is greyish sand layer and divided into three layers in several places. Top layer included 
chipped charcoal and black/grey sand. Middle layer became clearer layer. Bottom layer is more 
cleaner sand. Pieces of charcoal and pottery sherds were found in some areas. There are many 
post-holes of areesh, which supported on a framework of timber poles, or quartered trunks of date 
palm, and several rubbish pits in Level 2. Small number of hearths and fire places were found in 
Level 2. Eastern parts of trench A sloped down and slightly greyish sand deposited thickly.

Sand of Level 3 looks hard in some parts but easily fragile by finger crush. This clean sand 
deposited thickly in trench B and in some parts of trench A. One layer of 15cm is hard and we could 
call it beach sand/rock. There are several horizontal thinly deposited shell layer inside natural lay-
ers. This beach rock might be used as a same rock from under sea water. Pottery and the other 
artificial finds are little from trenches. We cannot see even fish and animal bones on the surface, 
and they are rare in the deposits of Levels 1 and 2. Level 3 is natural sand layer and no artificial finds 
found from it.

Levels or layers of occupations7

Buildings and bases of wall and floor were demolished already in 2005 around trenches A 
and C. There remained no trace of masonry buildings of Level 1 at these trenches. Level 1 might 
be scraped by bulldozer in 2005. Large rubbish pits with carpets and building materials, and wells 
were dug from Level 1 to water level at least. They might be buried around 2000, when people 
went out from Al Khan. Many post-holes of areesh and several masonry walls were seen on sec-
tions of Level 2 in trenches A and C. Hearths with charcoal and ash on sand also seen in Level 2. 

Level 3 is natural sand layer and not occupation layer. Surface deposits or Level 1, especially 
in trench B, contained building materials, such as concrete blocks walls with cement and cement 
floors, and coral walls with sand and lime mortar. Two layers of deferent stone wall buildings and 
four floors were seen in section of trench B. There were rebuilding inside Level 1.

Level 2 is greyish sand layer and divided into three layers in several places. Top layer included 
chipped charcoal and black/grey sand. Middle layer became clearer layer. Bottom layer is more 
cleaner sand. Pieces of charcoal and pottery sherds were found in some areas. There are many 
post-holes of areesh, which supported on a framework of timber poles, or quartered trunks of date 
palm, and several rubbish pits in Level 2. Small number of hearths and fire places were found in 
Level 2. Eastern parts of trench A sloped down and slightly greyish sand deposited thickly.

Sand of Level 3 looks hard in some parts but easily fragile by finger crush. This clean sand 
deposited thickly in trench B and in some parts of trench A. One layer of 15cm is hard and we could 
call it beach sand/rock. There are several horizontal thinly deposited shell layer inside natural lay-
ers. This beach rock might be used as a same rock from under sea water. Pottery and the other 
artificial finds are little from trenches. We cannot see even fish and animal bones on the surface, 
and they are rare in the deposits of Levels 1 and 2. Level 3 is natural sand layer and no artificial finds 
found from it.

Surface collections of the ruined or demolished villages and towns usually show the periods of 
underground occupation. Khor Fakkan town was demolished the same period of Al Khan. Collected 
materials from surface at Khor Fakkan are the 20th  century and older ones, showing old town was 
surely exist underground. There are 20th century materials at the surface and Level 1 in Al Khan, and 
we cannot find any older materials before 18th century at Al Khan. Majority finds are the latter half 
of 20th century, and some are the early half of 20th century. Some might be the latter half of 19th 
century. This means Al Khan is not old village as people often consider so.

Combination of ceramics are not special but usual. Little Chinese and Japanese porcelain, Eu-
ropean ceramics such as Dutch and England are seen. Iranian pale blue glazed ware with under-
glaze painted black ware, and small number of yellow glazed ware and white glazed ware, which 
are mainly bowls, are seen. Omani brown glazed ware of bowls and small vases are existe in small 
quantity. Earthenware of cooking pots are local made including wadi-Haqil ware of Ras al Khaimah.

Constructions

Finds from trenches and surface collection

8
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1837 (Al Khan)

1908 (Al Khan)

Khan consists of about 200 houses, the majority of stone set in gypsum mortar or mud, 
the rest huts of date branches. The inhabitants are pearl divers and fishermen, owning about 74 
pearl boats, but no other sea-going vessels. Their fishing boats number 40, and they also possess 
some 115 camels, 85 donkeys, 35 cattle and 170 goats. The population of Sharjah was around 15,000. 
(Graham Anderson, 1992, Sharjah, U.A.E.: the urban conservative dilemma. Durham E-Theses) (J. G. 
Lorimer, 1908, Gazeteer of the Persian Gulf, Oman and Central Arabia: Volume 2,).

1917 (Al Khan)

Handbook of Arabia, vol. 1, 1917, tells as follows: Khan, on the N. side of an inlet about 2 miles 
SW. of Sharjah town. About 200 houses, chiefly of stone set in gypsum mortar or mud; inhabitants, 
owning 74 pearl-boats and 40 fishing-boats, with camels, donkeys, cattle, and goats. (page 346)

1932 (Al Khan)

Aerial view taken in 1932 across Sharjah, showing the Creek, Layyeh, Al Khan in distance, and 
Dubai beyond (Kenneth McKay). Sharjah was larger than Al Khan at the time.

1933 (Al Khan, Layyeh and Sharjah)

The British maritime chart showing Al Khan with its date gardens and minaret, which was 
an unusual feature for mosques in the coastal area before 1950, the neighbouring village of Layyeh 
at the opposite eastern end of the sand spit, and Sharjah beyond, 1933.

Sourced from the UK Hydrographic Office (www.ukho.gov.uk).

1939 (Al Khan)

1968 air photo of Al Khan village

Aerial Photograph shows the buildings consist of less than 160 houses, mostly built of stone 
(coated with lime, gypsum or mud mortar). Arish built of date branches are few in this photo.

A short outline of Al Khan history was explained (Lara Almarcegui, 2007 “Guide to Al Khan, 
An empty village in the city of Sharjah” Printed in Amsterdam). “To gather together the history of 
Al Khan we have mainly relied on the memories of its former residents: The first settlers arrived 
from Al Mamzar beach on the other side of the creek around 1820 in search of a better climate 

Al Khan and Layyeh area seemed to be an island seen from the sea. Sharjah was only docu-
mented in the Niebuhr’s 1765 map. 1816/1817 map shows Sharjah was on the coast, and not island. 
1820 British chart is showing there as an island. From these maps, questions occur main parts of 
Sharjah seemed to be an island or not, and it included Al Khan area or not. Their locations are def-
erent now and they are separated villages after 19th century.

There is an oral story in the former Al Khan inhabitants that around 1820, the first settlers of 
Al Khan arrived from Al Mamzar beach, on the other side of the Al Khan creek. They are in search 
of a better climate and fertile land and the inhabitants are pearl divers and fishermen.

Qawasim family’s first capital was in Ras Al Khaimah, and from 1813 it was established in 
Sharjah. The British-Indian fleets attacked on Qawasim properties in 1809 and 1819, and a truce 
signed in 1820. The Qawasim fleets were rebuilt and increased, and the destroyed towns of Sharjah 
and Ras Al Khaimah were reconstructed.

Al Khan is not older than Sharjah, or the region of heart of Sharjah area by the finds of 
excavations (Tatsuo & Hanae Sasaki 2015, Excavation of Heart of Sharjah, Archaeological Bulletin 
Kanazawa University, 36: 103-119). Al Khan and Sharjah had connections each other but they were 
different village/town. Authors estimate Al Khan was not the original village of the premodern 
Sharjah.

The village of Al-Khan area or houses on the sand bar where seemed to be an island, were 
extended  to  north-east  parts  in  the  early  20th   century.  Roundabouts,  streets,  hotels, aquar-
ium, maritime museum, are located now in the south-eastern areas of old Al Khan. 2017 survey 
area is limited and fenced.

In northerly parts is plane where village buildings were already demolished until the begin-
ning of the 21st century. After removing modern mountainous garbage made by heritage work 
on the northerly areas, we have a good foresight for making long trenches. In southerly parts, de-
serted, ruined, preserved and reconstructed houses are standing or collapsed completely. Densely 
built-up houses, building materials for reconstruction and newly construction, and large amount 
of garbage of building materials are fully put on the ground by Sharjah Institute for Heritage. It 
was impossible to set a long trench. There are spaces for making 2x5 m pit diggings outside several 
houses in southerly area.

and better land. They mainly worked on the sea, fishing and trading, making use of Al Khan’s port 
and proximity to the Sharjah–Dubai caravanserai. During the 1980s most of the population moved 
away. They let the empty houses to a new population of expatriated workers who lived there with 
their families. Since their eviction in 2001 the area has remained empty. In 2005 demolition began 
but was halted in December 2006.”. (notes 2).

Ruined buildings in 2007 at Al Khan and former 
residents’ stories

Relation between Al Khan and Sharjah

Excavation 2017 Trench digging at Al Khan 2017

4

5

6
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Excavation at Al Khan
Sharjah - U.A.E. 2017
Tatsuo Sasaki, Japan

Al Khan is known as one of the oldest fishing villages of premodern Sharjah. The other oldest 
parts on the coast in Sharjah are Layyeh and Heart of Sharjah. Heart of Sharjah area became the 
core of Sharjah town in the 19th century, and a part of it, Al Hosn Avenue was excavated by us in 
2012 and 2013. Layyeh has not been excavated archaeologically. Al Khan might have been surveyed 
and excavated several times, but we have no chance to hear its achievement.

Maps and photos concerned with Al Khan and old Sharjah were given by Peter Jackson who 
is an architect advisor, HH the Ruler’s Office in Sharjah government. Eisa Yousef who is a Director 
of excavation and archaeology in SAA, helped us to gather study references.

1587 (Sharjah)

The oldest written historic reference to Sharjah area is from 1587 by Gasparo Balbi, the Vene-
tian traveller in Viaggio dell’Indie Orientali. It contains a list of places between Qatar and Muscat 
where pearls were found and where there were temporary settlements during summer pearling 
season. One of the most important ports and towns on the Musandam west coast were Sirr (also 
known as Sir and Seer) and Julfar.

1756 (Sharjah)

Sharjah’s status as a small but growing trading centre was shown in a Dutch report of 1756, 
written by the Resident Agents in Kharg Island: “Between Kateef [Qatif, Saudi Arabia] and Seer 
(Ras al-Khaymah) there are three places on coast, Seer, Qatar and Sharjah, each of which only 
had a few houses, where from Basrah dates and rice were brought to sell to Arabs of desert or to 
pearl-divers … the residence of Sheik of Qawasim was at Zur, a walled town with stone houses.” Al 
Khan was not mentioned.

1765 map and description by Niebuhr (Sharjah)

Sinus Persicus is a Map of the Gulf made by Carsten Niebuhr in 1765. “Description of Arabia” 
(first German edition, 1772) contains the first information on the Qawasim (Chassemi) and Sharjah 
(Scharedsje) as an island. His map of the Gulf was the most accurate produced until the British-In-
dia Survey of the Gulf 1820-22. But there is no Al Khan on the map. If Sharjah was island, Al Khan 
or Layyeh areas might be included Sharjah for European, or Al Khan was not existed at the time. 
(notes 1).

1822 Al Khan and Sharjah

A hand-drawn maritime chart which shows Al Khan as a village beside Sharjah in 1822 (Lieu-
tenants G.B. Brucks and R. Cogan). Sharjah and Al Khan was deferent village/town in the early 19th 
century. If we cannot find the 18th finds by the trench excavation at Al Khan, Al Khan was not an 
origin of modern Sharjah town.

1831 (Al Khan)

150 Men, 200 women, 400 youths & children, 750 total population. 17 pearl boats. No fishing 
boats, no Buggalows and Buteels for trade. 150 areesh and no stone houses. (Observations on the 
Past Policy of the British Government Towards the Persian Gulf, by Lt. A.B. Kemball, 1844 (re-printed 
in “Arabian Gulf Intelligence” p100-101).

There were plans to nominate old Al-Khan area for the world heritage and to build resort 
hotels at the same area by the different authorities in Sharjah. The planning department were not 
aware of the historical value of Al-Khan, and did not include archaeological research for their plan-
ning procedures. In May 2017, potential archaeological presence was pointed out at the meeting 
by the persons who concerned the world heritage committee. An archaeological excavation was 
planned by Shurooq (Sharjah Investment and Development Authority) in June. It was needed to be 
finished an excavation by the end of September in their plan. Topographic map at a part of the old 
Al-Khan area, where land belongs to Shurooq now, was measured in July, and archaeological survey 
started at the northerly parts of the old Al-Khan in August by Japanese team.

People  say  Al  Khan  is  an  old  village  on  the  coast,  though  we  do  not  have  any archae-
ological data how old Al Khan is. Concrete, stone and coral blocks buildings coated by lime-mortar 
still visible at there. Majority of the buildings belonged to the latter half of the 20th  century, some 
buildings are said to be the 19th  century such as Sheikh house and square tower near port area. We 
have no archaeological evidence underground before starting the trench excavation in 2017.

The purpose of the 2017 trench survey is as follows. What chronological layers were left, how 
the village extended spatially, and what structures and finds will be found below surface. We ex-
pected to get archaeological information on Al Khan village before 20th century. We did not make 
any survey concerning the former marshy zone and port area along the creek. These areas already 
destroyed by former constructions and is not included for our survey areas.

Three long trenches A, B & C, 150m, 150m and 120m respectively, and extension of trench C 
were settled down at the site. Trenches A and B, set up in the higher areas over 4m contour line above 
sea level, and trench C was set up in the lower areas. In the southerly area, short trenches 1-4 were 
set up and dug along the south-west extension of trench C. Trenches 5-6 were dug beside Square 
tower near port area. Excavation was continued until the end of September by the cooperation with 
Japanese team (Tatsuo Sasaki, Hanae Sasaki, Gen Mitsuishi) and SAA (Sharjah Archaeological Au-
thority), supported by Shurooq.

Fishing Village At Al Khan

Historical information of Al Khan and Sharjah

Excavation of Al Khan 2017

1

3

2
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Chinese ceramics (kg, %)

L.1,
1a+1b+
2a+2b

L.2,
1a+1b+2 

a+2b
L.3,

1a+2b
L.4,

1a+2b

Total 
weight, 

kg

種類・器 
種%

種類％ L.1内％ L.2内％ L.3内％ L.4内％

white glaze, jar 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.1

white glaze, jug 0.06 0.06

white glaze, bottle 0.15 0.15

white glaze ware 16.74 5.14 0.72 0.36 22.96 8.38% 9.07% 7.07% 5.86% 7.24%

green glazed, dish 0.01 0.04

enamel ware, bowl 24.86 7.36 1.93 0.19 34.34 12.54% 13.47% 10.12% 15.72% 3.82%

enamel ware, cup 0.09 0.09 0.18

enamel ware, large cup 0.04 0.04

enamel ware, large bowl 0.41 0.41

enamel ware, dish 37.19 10.52 0.69 0.47 48.87 17.84% 20.15% 14.46% 5.62% 9.46%

enamel ware, small dish 0.06 0.06

enamel ware, stamp, dish 0.03 0.03

enamel ware, bowl with handle 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.07

enamel ware, cup with handle 0.35 0.11 0.09 0.55 0.20% 0.19% 0.15% 0.73%

enamel ware, red, dish 0.01 0.01 0.02

enamel ware 63.08 18.11 2.72 0.66 84.57 30.88% 34.17% 25.90% 22.15% 13.28%

brown glazed, bowl 0.05 0.02 0.07

brown glazed, dish 0.01 0.01

brown glazed, vase 0.11 0.04 0.01 0.16

brown glazed 0.17 0.06 0.01 0.24

green & blue glazed, cup 0.02 0.01 0.03

cobalt blue glazed, bowl 0.54 0.54 0.20%

cobalt blue glazed, dish 0.02 0.02

cobalt blue glazed ware 0.56 0.56 0.20% 0.30%

luster brown glazed ware, cup 0.7 0.14 0.01 0.85 0.31% 0.38% 0.19%

luster brown glazed ware, jug 0.35 0.04 0.01 0.4 0.15% 0.19% 0.2

luster brown glazed ware, cup 
with
handle

0.21 7 7.21 2.63% 0.11 9.62

luster brown glazed ware 1.26 7.18 0.01 0.01 8.46 3.09% 0.68% 9.87% 0.20%

white/yellow glazed ware, basn 0.05 0.05

European, others 0.15 0.04 0.05 0.24 1.01

European ceramics, Total kg 109.48 36.96 5.13 1.29 152.16 55.56% 59.95% 50.70% 41.78% 25.96%

Chinese, Japanese and 
European ceramics  (kg, %) 184.61 72.74 12,28 4,97 273,9 100%

Chinese ceramics, Total kg 73.42 35.78 7.15 3.64 119.99 43.81% 39.77% 49.19% 58.22% 73.24%

Japanese ceramics, Total kg 1.71 0 0 0.04 1.75 0.64% 0.93% 0% 0% 0.80%

European ceramics, Total kg 109.48 36.96 5.13 1.29 152.16 55.56% 59.30% 50.81% 41.78% 25.96%
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Table 6 Producing areas of ceramics from AL Hisn Avenue 
excavation, Sharjah (%)

Table 7 Weight of Chinese, Japanese and European ceramics 
from Sharjah excavation

L1 L2 L3 4 % %

Earthenware, UAE or Oman

Earthenware, Iran

58.97% 57.89% 59.72% 52.35% 58.33%
79.14%

24.75% 14.93% 12.16 17.56 20.80%

Pale blue glazed ware, Iran

White glazed ware, Iran

Green glazed ware, Iran

total glazed ware, Iran

9.01% 19.27% 27.26 24.69 13.67%

14.93%

0.69 0.68 1.02 7.36 0.72%

0.79 0.11 4.85 0.29%

9.89 20.93 25.61 1.46

Brown glazed ware, Oman 0.44 0.72 0.67 0.96 0.56% 0.56%

Chinese ceramics

Japanese ceramics

European ceramics

2.33 2.72 1.94 1.13 2.32%

5.32%
3.47 2.81 1.39 0.4 2.96%

Chinese ceramics (kg, %)

L.1,
1a+1b+
2a+2b

L.2,
1a+1b+2 

a+2b
L.3,

1a+2b
L.4,

1a+2b

Total 
weight, 

kg

種類・器 
種%

種類％ L.1内％ L.2内％ L.3内％ L.4内％

blue-and-white, bowl 15.96 13.03 2.78 1.1 32.87 12.00% 8.65% 17.91% 22.64% 22.13%

blue-and-white, dish 17.33 13.15 2.28 1.17 33.93 12.39% 9.39% 18.08% 18.57% 23.54%

blue-and-white, small dish 0.02 0.13 0.15

blue-and-white, cup 0.61 0.21 0.13 0.1 1.05 0.38% 0.33% 0.29% 1.06% 2.01%

blue-and-white, cup with stem 0.02 0.01 0.03

blue-and-white, small jar 0.08 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.17

blue-and-white, jar 0.06 0.02 0.08

blue-and-white, pot 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white, covered box 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white, small 筒形 0.01 0.01

blue-and-white, basn 0.04 0.04

blue-and-white, spoon 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.08

blue-and-white, printed, bowl 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white 34.17 26.65 5.26 2.39 68.47 25.00% 18.51% 36.64% 42.83% 48.09%

white glaze, vase 0.23 0.23

white glaze, bowl 0.33 0.29 0.11 0.22 0.95 0.35% 0.18% 0.40% 0.90% 4.44%

white glaze, dish 1.47 0.16 0.05 0.11 1.79 0.65% 0.80% 0.22% 0.41% 2.22%

white glaze, cup 1.68 0.91 0.24 0.26 3.09 1.11% 0.91% 1.25% 1.95% 5.23%

white glaze, cup with handle 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.09

white glaze, tea pot 0.02 0.02

white glaze, spoon 0.01 0.01

white glaze, small vase 0.04 0.01 0.05

white glaze, figurin 0.01 0.01

white glaze 3.82 1.37 0.43 0.62 6.24 2.28% 2.07% 1.88% 3.50% 12.47%

green painted, vase 0.09 0.09

enamel ware, bowl 7.56 1.93 0.51 0.19 10.19 3.72% 4.10% 2.65% 4.15% 3.82%

enamel ware, dish 7.75 0.85 0.11 0.07 8.78 3.21% 4.20% 1.17% 0.90% 1.41%

enamel ware, cup 18.35 3.87 0.58 0.19 22.99 8.39% 9.94% 5.32% 4.72% 3.82%

enamel ware, mag cup 0.04 0.04 0.08

enamel ware, vase 0.06 0.02 0.08

enamel print ware, dish 0.24 0.02 0.26

enamel ware, small jar 0.12 0.01 0.13

enamel ware, jar 0.04 0.03 0.07

enamel ware, cup with stem 0.02 0.02

enamel ware, tea pot 0.02 0.02

enamel ware, lid 0.04 0.04

enamel ware 34.24 6.77 1.2 0.45 42.66 15.58% 18.55% 9.31% 9.77% 9.05%

brown glaze ware, cup 0.37 0.63 0.19 0.13 1.32 0.48% 0.20% 0.87% 1.55% 2.62%

brown glaze ware, bowl 0.02 0.02 0.04

brown glaze ware 0.37 0.65 0.21 0.13 1.36 0.50% 0.20% 0.89% 1.71% 2.62%

cobalt blue glaze ware, bowl 0.1 0.1

cobalt blue glaze ware, cup 0.2 0.12 0.03 0.05 0.4

cobalt blue glaze ware, dish 0.01 0.14 0.15

cobalt blue glaze ware, small jar 0.03 0.02 0.05

cobalt blue glaze ware 0.34 0.28 0.03 0.05 0.7 0.26% 0.18% 0.38% 0.24% 1.01%

pale green glaze ware, jar 0.02 0.02

brown glaze ware, jar 0.26 0.26

Chinese, others 0.13 0.04 0.02 0.19

Chinese ceramics, Total kg 73.42 35.78 7.15 3.64 119.99 43.81% 39.77% 49.19% 58.22% 73.24%

Chinese ceramics (kg, %)

L.1,
1a+1b+
2a+2b

L.2,
1a+1b+2 

a+2b
L.3,

1a+2b
L.4,

1a+2b

Total 
weight, 

kg

種類・器 
種%

種類％ L.1内％ L.2内％ L.3内％ L.4内％

blue-and-white, bowl 15.96 13.03 2.78 1.1 32.87 12.00% 8.65% 17.91% 22.64% 22.13%

blue-and-white, dish 17.33 13.15 2.28 1.17 33.93 12.39% 9.39% 18.08% 18.57% 23.54%

blue-and-white, small dish 0.02 0.13 0.15

blue-and-white, cup 0.61 0.21 0.13 0.1 1.05 0.38% 0.33% 0.29% 1.06% 2.01%

blue-and-white, cup with stem 0.02 0.01 0.03

blue-and-white, small jar 0.08 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.17

blue-and-white, jar 0.06 0.02 0.08

blue-and-white, pot 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white, covered box 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white, small 筒形 0.01 0.01

blue-and-white, basn 0.04 0.04

blue-and-white, spoon 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.08

blue-and-white, printed, bowl 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white 34.17 26.65 5.26 2.39 68.47 25.00% 18.51% 36.64% 42.83% 48.09%

white glaze, vase 0.23 0.23

white glaze, bowl 0.33 0.29 0.11 0.22 0.95 0.35% 0.18% 0.40% 0.90% 4.44%

white glaze, dish 1.47 0.16 0.05 0.11 1.79 0.65% 0.80% 0.22% 0.41% 2.22%

white glaze, cup 1.68 0.91 0.24 0.26 3.09 1.11% 0.91% 1.25% 1.95% 5.23%

white glaze, cup with handle 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.09

white glaze, tea pot 0.02 0.02

white glaze, spoon 0.01 0.01

white glaze, small vase 0.04 0.01 0.05

white glaze, figurin 0.01 0.01

white glaze 3.82 1.37 0.43 0.62 6.24 2.28% 2.07% 1.88% 3.50% 12.47%

green painted, vase 0.09 0.09

enamel ware, bowl 7.56 1.93 0.51 0.19 10.19 3.72% 4.10% 2.65% 4.15% 3.82%

enamel ware, dish 7.75 0.85 0.11 0.07 8.78 3.21% 4.20% 1.17% 0.90% 1.41%

enamel ware, cup 18.35 3.87 0.58 0.19 22.99 8.39% 9.94% 5.32% 4.72% 3.82%

enamel ware, mag cup 0.04 0.04 0.08

enamel ware, vase 0.06 0.02 0.08

enamel print ware, dish 0.24 0.02 0.26

enamel ware, small jar 0.12 0.01 0.13

enamel ware, jar 0.04 0.03 0.07

enamel ware, cup with stem 0.02 0.02

enamel ware, tea pot 0.02 0.02

enamel ware, lid 0.04 0.04

enamel ware 34.24 6.77 1.2 0.45 42.66 15.58% 18.55% 9.31% 9.77% 9.05%

brown glaze ware, cup 0.37 0.63 0.19 0.13 1.32 0.48% 0.20% 0.87% 1.55% 2.62%

brown glaze ware, bowl 0.02 0.02 0.04

brown glaze ware 0.37 0.65 0.21 0.13 1.36 0.50% 0.20% 0.89% 1.71% 2.62%

cobalt blue glaze ware, bowl 0.1 0.1

cobalt blue glaze ware, cup 0.2 0.12 0.03 0.05 0.4

cobalt blue glaze ware, dish 0.01 0.14 0.15

cobalt blue glaze ware, small jar 0.03 0.02 0.05

cobalt blue glaze ware 0.34 0.28 0.03 0.05 0.7 0.26% 0.18% 0.38% 0.24% 1.01%

pale green glaze ware, jar 0.02 0.02

brown glaze ware, jar 0.26 0.26

Chinese, others 0.13 0.04 0.02 0.19

Chinese ceramics, Total kg 73.42 35.78 7.15 3.64 119.99 43.81% 39.77% 49.19% 58.22% 73.24%

Chinese ceramics (kg, %)

L.1,
1a+1b+
2a+2b

L.2,
1a+1b+2 

a+2b
L.3,

1a+2b
L.4,

1a+2b
Total 種類・器 

種%
種類％ L.1内％ L.2内％ L.3内％ L.4内％

blue-and-white, bowl 15.96 13.03 2.78 1.1 32.87 12.00% 8.65% 17.91% 22.64% 22.13%

blue-and-white, dish 17.33 13.15 2.28 1.17 33.93 12.39% 9.39% 18.08% 18.57% 23.54%

blue-and-white, small dish 0.02 0.13 0.15

blue-and-white, cup 0.61 0.21 0.13 0.1 1.05 0.38% 0.33% 0.29% 1.06% 2.01%

blue-and-white, cup with stem 0.02 0.01 0.03

blue-and-white, small jar 0.08 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.17

blue-and-white, jar 0.06 0.02 0.08

blue-and-white, pot 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white, covered box 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white, small 筒形 0.01 0.01

blue-and-white, basn 0.04 0.04

blue-and-white, spoon 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.08

blue-and-white, printed, bowl 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white 34.17 26.65 5.26 2.39 68.47 25.00% 18.51% 36.64% 42.83% 48.09%

white glaze, vase 0.23 0.23

white glaze, bowl 0.33 0.29 0.11 0.22 0.95 0.35% 0.18% 0.40% 0.90% 4.44%

white glaze, dish 1.47 0.16 0.05 0.11 1.79 0.65% 0.80% 0.22% 0.41% 2.22%

white glaze, cup 1.68 0.91 0.24 0.26 3.09 1.11% 0.91% 1.25% 1.95% 5.23%

white glaze, cup with handle 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.09

white glaze, tea pot 0.02 0.02

white glaze, spoon 0.01 0.01

white glaze, small vase 0.04 0.01 0.05

white glaze, figurin 0.01 0.01

white glaze 3.82 1.37 0.43 0.62 6.24 2.28% 2.07% 1.88% 3.50% 12.47%

green painted, vase 0.09 0.09

enamel ware, bowl 7.56 1.93 0.51 0.19 10.19 3.72% 4.10% 2.65% 4.15% 3.82%

enamel ware, dish 7.75 0.85 0.11 0.07 8.78 3.21% 4.20% 1.17% 0.90% 1.41%

enamel ware, cup 18.35 3.87 0.58 0.19 22.99 8.39% 9.94% 5.32% 4.72% 3.82%

enamel ware, mag cup 0.04 0.04 0.08

enamel ware, vase 0.06 0.02 0.08

enamel print ware, dish 0.24 0.02 0.26

enamel ware, small jar 0.12 0.01 0.13

enamel ware, jar 0.04 0.03 0.07

enamel ware, cup with stem 0.02 0.02

enamel ware, tea pot 0.02 0.02

enamel ware, lid 0.04 0.04

enamel ware 34.24 6.77 1.2 0.45 42.66 15.58% 18.55% 9.31% 9.77% 9.05%

brown glaze ware, cup 0.37 0.63 0.19 0.13 1.32 0.48% 0.20% 0.87% 1.55% 2.62%

brown glaze ware, bowl 0.02 0.02 0.04

brown glaze ware 0.37 0.65 0.21 0.13 1.36 0.50% 0.20% 0.89% 1.71% 2.62%

cobalt blue glaze ware, bowl 0.1 0.1

cobalt blue glaze ware, cup 0.2 0.12 0.03 0.05 0.4

cobalt blue glaze ware, dish 0.01 0.14 0.15

cobalt blue glaze ware, small jar 0.03 0.02 0.05

cobalt blue glaze ware 0.34 0.28 0.03 0.05 0.7 0.26% 0.18% 0.38% 0.24% 1.01%

pale green glaze ware, jar 0.02 0.02

brown glaze ware, jar 0.26 0.26

Chinese, others 0.13 0.04 0.02 0.19

Chinese ceramics, Total kg 73.42 35.78 7.15 3.64 119.99 43.81% 39.77% 49.19% 58.22% 73.24%

Chinese ceramics (kg, %)

L.1,
1a+1b+
2a+2b

L.2,
1a+1b+2 

a+2b
L.3,

1a+2b
L.4,

1a+2b
Total 種類・器 

種%
種類％ L.1内％ L.2内％ L.3内％ L.4内％

blue-and-white, bowl 15.96 13.03 2.78 1.1 32.87 12.00% 8.65% 17.91% 22.64% 22.13%

blue-and-white, dish 17.33 13.15 2.28 1.17 33.93 12.39% 9.39% 18.08% 18.57% 23.54%

blue-and-white, small dish 0.02 0.13 0.15

blue-and-white, cup 0.61 0.21 0.13 0.1 1.05 0.38% 0.33% 0.29% 1.06% 2.01%

blue-and-white, cup with stem 0.02 0.01 0.03

blue-and-white, small jar 0.08 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.17

blue-and-white, jar 0.06 0.02 0.08

blue-and-white, pot 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white, covered box 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white, small 筒形 0.01 0.01

blue-and-white, basn 0.04 0.04

blue-and-white, spoon 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.08

blue-and-white, printed, bowl 0.02 0.02

blue-and-white 34.17 26.65 5.26 2.39 68.47 25.00% 18.51% 36.64% 42.83% 48.09%

white glaze, vase 0.23 0.23

white glaze, bowl 0.33 0.29 0.11 0.22 0.95 0.35% 0.18% 0.40% 0.90% 4.44%

white glaze, dish 1.47 0.16 0.05 0.11 1.79 0.65% 0.80% 0.22% 0.41% 2.22%

white glaze, cup 1.68 0.91 0.24 0.26 3.09 1.11% 0.91% 1.25% 1.95% 5.23%

white glaze, cup with handle 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.09

white glaze, tea pot 0.02 0.02

white glaze, spoon 0.01 0.01

white glaze, small vase 0.04 0.01 0.05

white glaze, figurin 0.01 0.01

white glaze 3.82 1.37 0.43 0.62 6.24 2.28% 2.07% 1.88% 3.50% 12.47%

green painted, vase 0.09 0.09

enamel ware, bowl 7.56 1.93 0.51 0.19 10.19 3.72% 4.10% 2.65% 4.15% 3.82%

enamel ware, dish 7.75 0.85 0.11 0.07 8.78 3.21% 4.20% 1.17% 0.90% 1.41%

enamel ware, cup 18.35 3.87 0.58 0.19 22.99 8.39% 9.94% 5.32% 4.72% 3.82%

enamel ware, mag cup 0.04 0.04 0.08

enamel ware, vase 0.06 0.02 0.08

enamel print ware, dish 0.24 0.02 0.26

enamel ware, small jar 0.12 0.01 0.13

enamel ware, jar 0.04 0.03 0.07

enamel ware, cup with stem 0.02 0.02

enamel ware, tea pot 0.02 0.02

enamel ware, lid 0.04 0.04

enamel ware 34.24 6.77 1.2 0.45 42.66 15.58% 18.55% 9.31% 9.77% 9.05%

brown glaze ware, cup 0.37 0.63 0.19 0.13 1.32 0.48% 0.20% 0.87% 1.55% 2.62%

brown glaze ware, bowl 0.02 0.02 0.04

brown glaze ware 0.37 0.65 0.21 0.13 1.36 0.50% 0.20% 0.89% 1.71% 2.62%

cobalt blue glaze ware, bowl 0.1 0.1

cobalt blue glaze ware, cup 0.2 0.12 0.03 0.05 0.4

cobalt blue glaze ware, dish 0.01 0.14 0.15

cobalt blue glaze ware, small jar 0.03 0.02 0.05

cobalt blue glaze ware 0.34 0.28 0.03 0.05 0.7 0.26% 0.18% 0.38% 0.24% 1.01%

pale green glaze ware, jar 0.02 0.02

brown glaze ware, jar 0.26 0.26

Chinese, others 0.13 0.04 0.02 0.19

Chinese ceramics, Total kg 73.42 35.78 7.15 3.64 119.99 43.81% 39.77% 49.19% 58.22% 73.24%

Chinese ceramics (kg, %)

L.1,
1a+1b+
2a+2b

L.2,
1a+1b+2 

a+2b
L.3,

1a+2b
L.4,

1a+2b
Total weight, kg

種類・器 
種%

種類％ L.1内％ L.2内％ L.3内％ L.4内％

white glaze, cup 0.06 0.06

white glaze, dish 0.02 0.02

blue print, bowl 0.05 0.02 0.07

enamel print ware, dish 1.6 1.6

Japanese ceramics, Total kg 1.71 0.04 1.75 0.64% 0.92 0.80%

European ceramics (kg, %)

L.1,
1a+1b+
2a+2b

L.2,
1a+1b+2 

a+2b
L.3,

1a+2b
L.4,

1a+2b
Total 

weight
種類・器 
種%

種類％ L.1内％ L.2内％ L.3内％ L.4内％

blue print ware, dish 15.1 4.06 1.49 0.12 20.77 7.58% 8.18% 5.58% 12.13% 2.41%

blue print ware, bowl 0.97 0.04 1.01 0.37%

blue print ware, cup 0.01 0.03 0.04

blue print ware 16.08 4.13 1.49 0.12 21.82 7.97% 8.71% 5.68% 12.13% 2.41%

green print ware, dish 1.88 0.8 0.04 2.72 0.99% 1.02% 1.10% 0.80%

green print ware, bowl 0.2 0.02 0.02 0.24

green print ware, cup 0.06 0.02 0.08

green print ware 2.14 0.84 0.02 0.04 3.04 1.11% 1.16% 1.15% 0.16% 0.80%

red print ware, dish 4.89 0.83 0.02 0.01 5.75 2.10% 2.65% 1.14% 0.16% 0.20%

red print ware, bowl 1.3 0.04 1.34 0.22% 0.70%

red print ware, cup 0.01 0.01 0.02

red print ware 6.19 0.88 0.03 0.01 7.11 2.60% 3.35% 1.21% 0.24% 0.20%

black print ware, dish 0.32 0.12 0.01 0.45 0.16% 0.17% 0.16% 0.20%

blue-and-whie, cup 0.02 0.01 0.03

blue-and-white, bowl 0.48 0.17 0.13 0.78 0.28% 0.26% 0.23% 1.06

blue-and-white, dish 1.44 0.24 0.02 1.7 0.62% 0.78% 0.33% 0.40%

blue-and-white, vase with 
handle 0.12 0.12

blue-and-white 2.06 0.42 0.13 0.02 2.63 0.96% 1.12% 0.58% 1.06% 0.40%

print ware, dish 0.65 0.24% 0.35%

white glaze, bowl 8.95 2.43 0.11 0.32 11.81 4.31% 4.85% 3.34% 0.90% 6.44%

white glaze, cup 0.1 0.01 0.11

white glaze, cup with handle 0.11 0.01 0.12

white glaze, cup with stem 0.02 0.02

white glaze, dish 7.31 2.67 0.61 10.59 3.87% 3.96% 3.67% 4.97%

white glaze, jar 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.1

white glaze, jug 0.06 0.06

white glaze, bottle 0.15 0.15

white glaze ware 16.74 5.14 0.72 0.36 22.96 8.38% 9.07% 7.07% 5.86% 7.24%

green glazed, dish 0.01 0.04

enamel ware, bowl 24.86 7.36 1.93 0.19 34.34 12.54% 13.47% 10.12% 15.72% 3.82%

enamel ware, cup 0.09 0.09 0.18

enamel ware, large cup 0.04 0.04

enamel ware, large bowl 0.41 0.41

enamel ware, dish 37.19 10.52 0.69 0.47 48.87 17.84% 20.15% 14.46% 5.62% 9.46%

enamel ware, small dish 0.06 0.06

enamel ware, stamp, dish 0.03 0.03

enamel ware, bowl with handle 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.07

enamel ware, cup with handle 0.35 0.11 0.09 0.55 0.20% 0.19% 0.15% 0.73%

enamel ware, red, dish 0.01 0.01 0.02

enamel ware 63.08 18.11 2.72 0.66 84.57 30.88% 34.17% 25.90% 22.15% 13.28%

brown glazed, bowl 0.05 0.02 0.07

brown glazed, dish 0.01 0.01
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Table 4  Weight of Chinese and European ceramics from Dibba excavation

Chinese and European ceramics from 
Dibba (kg, %)

Surfac 
e L.1 Level 1 Level

2a,2b
L.1+L.
2a,2b

Level
2

Level
2a

Level
2b

Level
2c

Level
2d1

Level
2d2

Level
3

Total
weight kg

%

Chinese ceramics 7.94 56.23

blue-and-white, bowl 0.11 0.08 0.45 0.39 0.11 0.44 0.12 1.7 12.04

blue-and-whte, large bowl 0.08 0.45 0.04 0.57 4.036

blue-and-white, dish 0.05 0.26 0.58 0.47 0.57 0.44 0.01 2.38 16.86

blue-and-white, dish 17th century 0.02 0.02 0.141

blue-and-white, cup 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.566

blue-and-white, small jar 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.354

blue-and-white, spoon 0.01 0.01 0.07

enamel ware, bowl 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.14 0.991

enamel ware, dish 0.17 0.04 0.21 1.487

white glaze, bowl 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.141

white glaze, dish 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.11 0.779

white glaze, cup 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.354

white glaze, cup with handle 0.01 0.01 0.07

white glaze, spoon 0.02 0.02 0.141

green painted, dish 0.01 0.01 0.07

enamel ware, bowl 0.1 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.16 1.133

enamel ware, dish 0.7 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.77 5.453

enamel ware, cup 0.05 0.47 0.38 0.1 0.09 0.26 0.01 1.36 9.631

enamel ware, cup with handle 0.02 0.02 0.141

enamel print ware, bowl 0.02 0.02 0.141

brown glaze ware, cup 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.283

cobalt blue glaze ware, cup 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.09 0.637

cobalt blue glaze ware, small jar 0.01 0.01 0.07

green ware, bowl 0.08 0.08 0.566

green ware, bowl 0.01 0.01 0.07

Japanese ceramics 0.14 0.991

Japan, blue-and-white, print bowl 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.212

Japan, enamel ware, bowl 0.04 0.04 0.283

Japan, white glaze ware, dish 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.354

Japan, white glaze ware, cup & saucer 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.141

European ware 6.04 42.77

blue print ware, bowl 0.08 0.02 0.1 0.708

blue print ware, large bowl 0.15 0.15 1.062

blue print ware, dish 0.15 0.05 0.09 0.24 0.53 3.753

green print ware, bowl 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.212

green print ware, dish 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.212

red print ware, dish 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.13 0.92

blue-and-white, bowl 0.01 0.02 0.11 0.14 0.991

blue-and-white, dish 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.11 0.19 1.345

blue print ware, dish 0.26 0.26 1.841

green stamped ware, dish 0.02 0.02 0.141

white glaze, bowl 0.21 0.21 1.487

white glaze, cup 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.141

white glaze, dish 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.09 0.637

enamel ware, bowl 0.04 0.15 0.32 0.56 0.23 1.26 0.02 2.58 18.27

enamel ware, dish 0.02 0.2 0.31 0.09 0.13 0.51 0.02 1.28 9.065

enamel ware, cup 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.424

enamel ware, stamp, bowl 0.03 0.03 0.212

enamel ware, stamp, dish 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.212

enamel ware, cup with handle 0.08 0.06 0.14 0.991

brown glazed, jarh 0.02 0.02 0.141

Total weight of Chinese,
Japanese and European ceramics 14.12

Table 5  Weight of major Ceramics, glass, iron and bones from AL Hهsn 
Avenue excavation, Sharjah

 - More than 23/ of iron was thrown without weight. Unknown layer of Chinese and European 

ceramics 3.85kg

Ceramics, glass, iron, bones from Sharjah (kg, %) L.1,
1a+1b+2a+2b

L.2,
1a+1b+2a+2b

L.3, 
1a+2b

L.4, 
1a+2b

Total
weight kg

ceramic
weight 

%

Earthenware, red (+black) fabric, coarse, RAK or Oman 1030.96 558 182.64 146.42 1918.02 37.13%

Earthenware, red fabric, painted red, RAK or Oman 40.6 15.23 3.6 2.18 61.61 1.19%

Earthenware, yellow fabric with big black inclusion, UAE or Oman 787.06 189.23 25.41 15.8 1017.5 19.70%

Earthenware, pink/gray/black fabric with big black inclusion, UAE/Oman 2.17 8.63 4.9 15.7 0.30%

Earthenware, sandy yellow fabric (Iran) 8.32 8.32 0.16%

Earthenware, sandy pink fabric 36.77 10.87 1.72 3.5 52.86 1.02%

Earthenware, yellow fabric (Iran) 119.68 54.66 12.35 11.6 198.29 3.84%

Earthenware, yellow fabric, red painted (Iran) 0.05 0.05

Earthenware, pink fabric (Iran) 617.07 130.64 25.27 41.14 814.12 15.76%

Earthenware, pink fabric (Iran) water tabako pipes 0.4 0.4

Earthenware, pink fabric, red painted (Iran) 0.03 0.5 0.53

Pale blue glazed ware, yellow fab.(Iran) 284.33 253.85 88.16 79.32 705.66 13.66%

Pale blue glazed ware, sandy pink fab.(Iran) 0.02 0.02

Pale blue glazed ware, small dotted yellow fab.(Iran) 0.03 0.03

Pale blue glazed ware, red fabric (Iran) 0.02 0.5 0.52

Pale blue glazed ware, black fabric (Iran) 0.02 0.02

White glazed ware, yellow fab. (Iran) 21.78 9.02 3.75 2.37 36.92 0.71%

White glazed ware, white fab. (Iran) 0.01 0.01

Yellow glazed ware, yellow fab. (Iran) 1.86 2.23 1.96 4.41 10.46 0.20%

Green glazed ware, yellow fab. (Iran) 2.72 10.36 0.4 1.56 15.04 0.29%

Green glazed ware, pink fab. (Oman) 0.02 0.03 0.05

Green glazed ware, blue-white fab. 0.01 0.01

Red glazed ware, yellow fab. (Iran) 0.03 0.11 0.12 0.47 0.73

Black glazed ware, yellow fab. (Iran) 1.28 0.01 0.28 1.57

Brown glazed, pink fabric (Oman) 13.83 9.52 2.47 3.1 28.92 0.56%

other glazed ware (RAK) 2.47 2.47

quarz fabric (Iran) 0.1 0.15 0.05 0.3 0.3

Chinese ceramics 73.42 35.78 7.15 3.64 119.99 2.32%

Japanese ceramics 1.71 0.04 1.75

European ceramics 109.48 36.96 5.13 1.29 152.86 2.96%

Ceramics, total weight, kg 3155.73 1317.04 368.82 323.44 5,165.03

Glass, kg 155.69 16.35 1.43 0.25 173.72

Iron (including small quantity of bronze) +?, kg 167.23 129.02 3.25 2.81 302.31

Bones (mix), kg 307.92 43.27 1.39 1.16 353.74

animal bones (goat, etc),kg 15.16 30.4 10.43 14.76 70.75

camel bones, kg 23.74 2.75 1.25 1.95 29.69

turtle bones 1.38 1.38

fish bones, kg 9.84 68.68 17.95 11.14 107.61

cuttlefish shell (bone), kg 0.35 3.96 0 0.14 4.45

bird bones (chicken), kg 10.58 0.46 0.07 0.14 11.25

Shell mix, kg 7485 18960 2342 2792 31579
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Ceramics, glass, iron, bones 
from

Dibba (kg, %)

Surfac 
e+L.1 L.1 L.1+ 

L.2a,b L.2 L2a L2b L.2ab L.2bc L.2c L.2d1 L.2d2 L.3
Total 

weight 
kg %

Earthenware, yellow/gray fabric 
with big black inclusion, local 0.82 7.4 8.22 0.51

Earthenware, pale pink/yellow
fabric with big black inclusion, 
local 0.12 10.2 0.05 0.7 7.28 7.75 0.07 0.12 6.51 0.54 33.36 2.06

Earthenware, gray fabric with 
big black inclusion, local 10.2 0.13 0.37 10.72 6.61

Earthenware, sandy yellow 
fabric 0.3 1.85 0.07 2.22 0.14

Earthenware, sandy yellow/pink
fabric 0.07 0.07 0

Earthenware, sandy pink fabric 0.94 0.25 1.19 0.07

Earthenware, yellow fabric, Iran 0.19 0.15 2.3 2.3 3.03 5.75 0.07 2.73 0.02 2.64 19.18 1.18

Earthenware, yellow fabric
incised, Iran 0.01 2.12 2 8.69 14.1 0.43 27.37 1.69

Earthenware, yellow soft fabric 0.15 0.1 0.06 0.31 0.02

Earthenware, slip, pink fabric, 
Iran 0.26 9.8 20.56 3.36 17.5 0.56 5 24.6 12.07 93.74 5.78

Earthenware, slip, pink fabric, 
moulded decoration, Iran 9.8 5.2 0.26 3.26 18.52 1.14

Earthenware, pink fabric, 
moulded decoration, Iran 0.02 0.02 0.04 0

Earthenware, slip, pink/yellow 
fabric, Iran 1.35 6.75 7.9 7.67 23.67 1.46

Earthenware, slip, pink/black 
fabric, Iran 1.46 0.2 1.66 0.12

Earthenware, without slip, pink 
fabric, Iran 2.1 8.34 10.44 0.64

Pale blue glazed ware, painted 
black, yellow fabric, Iran 0.57 2.35 3.47 0.45 13.2 0.26 1.89 7.81 11.44 41.39 2.55

Pale blue glazed ware, painted 
black, pink fabric, Iran 0.59 0.01 6.78 0.06 7.44 0.46

Pale blue glazed ware, red 
fabric,
Iran

White glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.36 0.52 0.32 0.25 5.03 0.01 0.12 0.6 0.45 7.66 0.47

White glazed ware, hard yellow
fabric, Iran 0.03 0.03 0.06 0

White glazed ware, yellow sand 
fabric, Iran 0.25 0.52 1.1 0.72 0.08 0.98 0.13 3.78 0.23

White glazed ware, painted 
black, pink fabric, Iran 0.03 0.03 0

Yellow glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.1 0.12 0.09 0.2 0.02 0.15 0.08 0.13 4.81 2.38 8.08 0.5

Yellow glazed ware, painted 
black, pink fabric, Iran 0.02 0.2 0.22 0.01

Purple glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.02 0.02 0

Green glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.02 0.1 0.09 0.15 0.02 0.27 0.02 0.08 2.77 0.31 3.83 0.24

Green glazed ware painted 
black, yellow fabric, Iran 0.02 0.02 0

Blue glazed ware, yellow fabric,
Iran 0.03 0.02 0.11 0.04 0.07 0.1 0.01 0.38 0.02

Red glazed ware, yellow fabric,
Iran

Black glazed ware, yellow fabric,
Iran 0.04 0.01 0.05 0

Ceramics, glass, iron, bones 
from

Dibba (kg, %)

Surfac 
e+L.1 L.1 L.1+ 

L.2a,b L.2 L2a L2b L.2ab L.2bc L.2c L.2d1 L.2d2 L.3
Total 

weight 
kg %

Ceramics, glass, iron, bones 
from

Dibba (kg, %)

Surfac 
e+L.1 L.1 L.1+ 

L.2a,b L.2 L2a L2b L.2ab L.2bc L.2c L.2d1 L.2d2 L.3
Total 

weight 
kg %

Black glazed ware, pink fabric,
Iran 3 3 0.19

Black glazed ware, pink/yellow 
fabric, Iran 0.02 3 3.02 0.19

Green glazed ware, hard yellow
fabric 0.05 0.05 0

Green glazed ware, hard pink
fabric 0.1 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.03 0.48 0.03

Green/purple glazed ware, hard 
pink fabric 0.01 0.01 0

Yellow glazed ware, hard pink/
yellow fabric 0.1 0.02 0.12 0.01

Green glazed ware, pink fabric,
sgrafito 0.1 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.14 0.01

Brown glazed, yellow fabric,
Oman 0.53 2.15 2.68 0.17

Brown glazed, yellow/pink 
fabric, Oman 0.05 0.01 0.06 0

Brown glazed, pink/gray fabric,
Oman 0.32 0.17 0.49 0.03

Brown glazed, pink fabric, 
Oman 0.46 0.13 1.33 1.74 1.52 0.01 0.57 3.1 1.18 10.04 0.62

yellow/Brown glazed, pink 
fabric, Oman 0.16 0.02 0.18 0.01

Green glazed, pink fabric, Oman 0.13 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.44 0.34 0.97 0.06

Blue glazed, pink fabric, Oman 0.2 0.16 0.22 0.58 0.04

Black glazed, pink fabric, Oman 0.2 0.16 0.02 0.75 0.58 0.17 2.53 4.41 0.27

quartz fabric (stone paste), Iran 0.01 0.03 0.01 1 0.06 0.15 1.26 0.08

Myanmar green glazed, dish 0.02 0.07 0.1 0.19 0.01

Chinese ceramics 0.32 0.55 0.01 0.43 0.04 1.43 0.02 0.05 0.96 0.16 3.97 0.24

Chinese ceramics  Guanzhou Jar 0.55 0.55 0.03

European ceramics 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.42 0.07 1.4 0.02 0.01 0.13 0.02 2.13 0.13

RAK ceramics 0.16 0.16 0.01

Total weight of ceramics 1620.8 106

Glass 0.91 3.69 0.15 2.9 0.22 2.38 0.01 0.02 0.24 0.98 0.18 11.68

Iron 0.41 3.52 0.38 8.07 0.51 15.7 0.02 2.33 1.9 1.69 34.53

Bronze 0.05 0.7 0.02 0.26 0.04 0.24 0.01 0.23 0.68 2.23

Lead 0.03 0.01 0.04

Bones (mix) 0.25 0.41 0.45 1.71 0.23 3.35 0.08 1.19 4.25 1.83 13.75

Shell 1.94 2.75 8.68 16.52 2.17 36.6 2.4 6.68 34.1 19.69 131.53

Ceramics, glass, iron, bones 
from

Dibba (kg, %)

Surfac 
e+L.1 L.1 L.1+ 

L.2a,b L.2 L2a L2b L.2ab L.2bc L.2c L.2d1 L.2d2 L.3
Total 

weight 
kg %

Earthenware, yellow/gray fabric 
with big black inclusion, local 0.82 7.4 8.22 0.51

Earthenware, pale pink/yellow
fabric with big black inclusion, 
local 0.12 10.2 0.05 0.7 7.28 7.75 0.07 0.12 6.51 0.54 33.36 2.06

Earthenware, gray fabric with 
big black inclusion, local 10.2 0.13 0.37 10.72 6.61

Earthenware, sandy yellow 
fabric 0.3 1.85 0.07 2.22 0.14

Earthenware, sandy yellow/pink
fabric 0.07 0.07 0

Earthenware, sandy pink fabric 0.94 0.25 1.19 0.07

Earthenware, yellow fabric, Iran 0.19 0.15 2.3 2.3 3.03 5.75 0.07 2.73 0.02 2.64 19.18 1.18

Earthenware, yellow fabric
incised, Iran 0.01 2.12 2 8.69 14.1 0.43 27.37 1.69

Earthenware, yellow soft fabric 0.15 0.1 0.06 0.31 0.02

Earthenware, slip, pink fabric, 
Iran 0.26 9.8 20.56 3.36 17.5 0.56 5 24.6 12.07 93.74 5.78

Earthenware, slip, pink fabric, 
moulded decoration, Iran 9.8 5.2 0.26 3.26 18.52 1.14

Earthenware, pink fabric, 
moulded decoration, Iran 0.02 0.02 0.04 0

Earthenware, slip, pink/yellow 
fabric, Iran 1.35 6.75 7.9 7.67 23.67 1.46

Earthenware, slip, pink/black 
fabric, Iran 1.46 0.2 1.66 0.12

Earthenware, without slip, pink 
fabric, Iran 2.1 8.34 10.44 0.64

Pale blue glazed ware, painted 
black, yellow fabric, Iran 0.57 2.35 3.47 0.45 13.2 0.26 1.89 7.81 11.44 41.39 2.55

Pale blue glazed ware, painted 
black, pink fabric, Iran 0.59 0.01 6.78 0.06 7.44 0.46

Pale blue glazed ware, red 
fabric,
Iran

White glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.36 0.52 0.32 0.25 5.03 0.01 0.12 0.6 0.45 7.66 0.47

White glazed ware, hard yellow
fabric, Iran 0.03 0.03 0.06 0

White glazed ware, yellow sand 
fabric, Iran 0.25 0.52 1.1 0.72 0.08 0.98 0.13 3.78 0.23

White glazed ware, painted 
black, pink fabric, Iran 0.03 0.03 0

Yellow glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.1 0.12 0.09 0.2 0.02 0.15 0.08 0.13 4.81 2.38 8.08 0.5

Yellow glazed ware, painted 
black, pink fabric, Iran 0.02 0.2 0.22 0.01

Purple glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.02 0.02 0

Green glazed ware, yellow 
fabric,
Iran

0.02 0.1 0.09 0.15 0.02 0.27 0.02 0.08 2.77 0.31 3.83 0.24

Green glazed ware painted 
black, yellow fabric, Iran 0.02 0.02 0

Blue glazed ware, yellow fabric,
Iran 0.03 0.02 0.11 0.04 0.07 0.1 0.01 0.38 0.02

Red glazed ware, yellow fabric,
Iran

Black glazed ware, yellow fabric,
Iran 0.04 0.01 0.05 0

 - Loca, Iran, Oman and others are estimated producing areas. Local included UAE and Oman. 

Oman included UAE and Saudi Arabia. Bones included goat, camel, fish, cuttlefish shell, and 

chicken.
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Fig 39 Chinese and Iranian ceramics.

Fig 40 26 Coins kept together inside tower wall shelf.

Table 3 Weight of major Ceramics, glass, iron and bones from Dibba

Ceramics, glass, iron, bones from
Dibba (kg, %)

Surfac 
e+L.1 L.1 L.1+ 

L.2a,b L.2 L2a L2b L.2ab L.2bc L.2c L.2d1 L.2d2 L.3
Total 

weight 
kg %

Earthenware, red fabric, coarse,
local 51.5 24.3 113.05 21.6 50.3 15.89 37.4 43.54 357.48 22.1

Earthenware, red fabric, small sand 
inclusion, local 2.97 2.97 0.18

Earthenware, pink fabric, local 0.24 51.5 3.73 103.41 10.35 0.07 0.8 0.52 0.85 171.44 10.6

Earthenware, pink/yellow fabric,
local 0.17 0.17 0.01

Earthenware, pink/gray fabric,
local 14,53 0.07 0.07 0

Earthenware, pink/black fabric,
local 3.45 3.45 0.21

Earthenware, pink/red fabric, local 51.5 0.33 0.3 1.01 53.11 3.28

Earthenware, black fabric, coarse, 
local 1.15 1.74 2.21 4.64 31.45 30.1 1.47 20.2 5.24 98.16 6.06

Earthenware, black/gray fabric, 
coarse, local 2.08 0.1 2.18 0.13

Earthenware, black/red fabric, 
coarse, local 0.7 75.52 32.1 124 5.27 24.55 71.3 27.8 361.44 22.3

Earthenware, yellow fabric, local 0.2 0.02 0.16 0.38 0.02

Earthenware, yellow hard fabric,
Iran 0.02 0.02 0

Earthenware, black fabric, black 
sand inclusion, local 0.46 0.46 0.03

Earthenware, pink fabric, black 
sand inclusion, local 2.15 2.15 0.13

Earthenware, pink fabric, black and 
white sand inclusions, local 0.15 0.15 0.01

Earthenware, black fabric, sandy,
local 0.09 0.09 0.01

Earthenware, pink fabric, sandy,
local 0.09 0.4 0.03 0.52 0.03

Earthenware, pink fabric, red
posished 0.09 0.45 0.54 0.03

Earthenware, black fabric,
polished 0.09 0.01 0.45 0.55 0.03

Earthenware, yellow fabric, local 0.16 0.09 1.17 1.42 0.09

Earthenware, pink fabric, painted 
red, local 8.6 2.3 0.35 0.4 2.22 13.87 0.86

Earthenware, pink/gray fabric, 
painted red, local 0.26 0.26 0.02

Earthenware, red fabric, painted 
red, slip, without slip, local 1.35 1.46 19.53 8.57 9.99 7.35 50.6 4.8 103.64 6.39

Earthenware, red/black fabric, 
painted red, local 6.54 3.37 0.86 10.77 0.66

Earthenware, black fabric, painted 
red, local 0.43 0.23 0.66 0.04

Earthenware, pink fabric, painted 
black on red slip, Pakistan or India 0.26 0.26 0.02

Earthenware, yellow fabric with 
small black inclusion, local 10.2 0.17 10.39 0.64

Earthenware, yellow fabric with big 
red inclusion, local 10.2 0.06 0.17 10.45 0.64

Earthenware, yellow fabric with big 
black inclusion, local 0.8 10.2 4.63 20.76 3.25 10.9 0.3 1.42 2.97 0.29 55.55 3.43
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Fig 35 Earthenware cooking pots.

Fig 36 Earthenware, pink/red fabric, 
white+black+red inclusions, white/ gray 
slip exterior, RAK/Oman, cooking pot lid, 
south house.
Earthenware cooking pot.

Fig 37 Earthenware, pink/red fab., small 
white+black+red inclusions, painted red on 
mouth, RAK, bowl inside fort.
Earthenware.

Fig 34 Earthenware incense burner.
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Fig 26 Green/yellow/brown glazed ware, bowl and vases.

Fig 27 Earthenware vases, Iran.

Fig 28 Green/Earthenware large jars/vases.

Fig 29 Earthenware large jars, south house.

Fig 31 Earthenware jars.

Fig 32 Earthenware jars.

Fig 33 Earthenware vases, UAE/Oman.

Fig 30 Left: Earthenware, yellow fabric with big black inclusion, red slip, UAE/Oman, basin, south house. 
Right: Earthenware,
yellow fabric with big black inclusion, brown slip, UAE/Oman, large basin, inside fort.

Fig 34 Earthenware vases, UAE/Oman.
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Table 2  Ceramic types & producing areas from Fili west fort

Ceramics from Filli fort in al-
Madam

plain (kg, %)
weitht kg weight % produced area weight 

kg weight % 1 piece 
weight

pieces 
x25 pieces pieces %

Earthenware jars, UAE/Oman 51.042 73.04%

Local earthenware 62.952 90.09%

15

5.5

0.25

0.5

1.1

? 4.5

0.32

85

30

67

20

78

1

44

325

64.4%

Earthenware vase, UAE/Oman 6.69 9.57%

Earthenware bowl, UAE/Oman 0.667 0.95%

Earthenware lid of cooking pot,
UAE/Oman

0.401 0.57%

Earthenware cooking pot, UAE/
Oman

3.435 4.92%

Earthenware basin, UAE/Oman 0.159 0.23%

Earthenware incense burner, UAE/
Oman

0.558 0.80%

Earthenware vase, Iran 2.46 3.52% Iranian earthenware 2.46 3.52% 2.25 27 27 5.3%

Pale blue glazed bowl, Iran 0.38 0.54%

Iranian glazed ware 1.274 1.82%

0.5

0.6

? 0.5

? 1.5

0.65

2

? 0.5

? 0.4

19

48 9.5%

Pale blue glazed dish, Iran 0.023 1

White glazed bowl, Iran 0.139 0.20% 7

White glazed vase, Iran 0.061 1

Yellow glazed bowl, Iran 0.262 0.37% 10

Yellow glazed vase, Iran 0.301 0.43% 4

Green glazed bowl, Iran 0.083 0.12% 4

Blue-and-white bowl, Iran 0.025 2

Green/yellow/brown glazed bowl, 
Oman

0.391 0.56%

Omani glazed ware 2.569 3.68%

? 0.8

1.2

0.18

12

43

14

69 13.7%
Green/yellow/brown glazed vase, 
Oman

2.079 2.98%

Black glazed small jar, Oman? 0.099 0.14%

Chinese blue-and-white bowl 0.068

Chinese porcelain 0.146 0.21%

? 0.28

? 0.28

0.057

6

1

29 36 7.1%

Chinese red enamelled bowl 0.011

Chinese porcelain cup 0.067

Japanese, European ceramics 0 ? 0.28 0

White glaze stoneware (modern) 0.3 0.43%

Ceramics, total weight, kg 69.88 505

Fig 25 Yellow glazed, white glazed, green glazed, red glazed and pale blue glazed wares from Iran.
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Table 1  Weight of major Ceramics from Fili west fort

Ceramics from Filli fort in Sharjah Emirates (kg, %) Inside fort 
& nearby

west house, 
outside 

fort
south house, 
outside fort

surface, 
outside

Total weight 
kg weight %

Earthenware, red/black fab., white+black+red inclusions,
white/gray/black slip exterior, UAE/Oman, large Jar/vase 5.8 18.231 24.791 1.35 50.172 71.80%

Earthenware, red fab., white+black+red inclusions, RAK/Oman, jar 0.335 0.067 0.402 0.58%

Earthenware, red fab., small white inclusion, black slip exterior,
UAE/Oman, Jar 0.068 0.068

Earthenware, yellow fabric, white+black inclusions, UAE/Oman, jar 0.4 0.4 0.57%

Earthenware, pink/red fab., white+black+red inclusions, gray slip 
exterior, RAK/Oman, vase/jar 0.123 0.306 3.005 0.274 3.708 5.31%

Earthenware, red fabric, RAK/Oman, vase 0.046 0.033 0.086 0.165 0.24%

Earthenware, red fabric, painted red, RAK/Oman, vase 0.061 0.061

Earthenware, red fabric, painted black on white/gray slip, RAK/Oman, 
vase 0.04 0.04

Earthenware, red fab., white+black+red inclusions, RAK/Oman, vase 0.096 0.091 0.95 1.137 1.63%

Earthenware, red fab., white+black+red inclusions, painted red on
gray slip exterior, incised, RAK/Oman, vase 0.62 0.62 0.89%

Earthenware, red/gray fab., white+black+red inclusions, gray slip
exterior, RAK/Oman, vase 0.047 0.047

Earthenware, pink/red fab., black+red inclusions,  RAK, vase 0.027 0.244 0.271 0.39%

Earthenware, pink fabric, vase 0.036 0.144 0.09 0.27 0.39%

Earthenware, black fab., white+black inclusions, Oman?, vase 0.3 0.071 0.371 0.53%

Earthenware, red fab., RAK/Oman, bowl 0.286 0.286 0.41%

Earthenware, red fab., painted red, RAK/Oman, bowl 0.005 0.005

Earthenware, red fab., painted red on white/gray slip, RAK/Oman, 
bowl 0.25 0.25 0.36%

Earthenware, pink/red fab., small white+black+red inclusions,  
painted red, RAK, bowl 0.126 0.126 0.18%

Earthenware, pink/red fabric, white+black+red inclusions, white/gray 
slip exterior, RAK/Oman, cooking pot lid 0.401 0.401 0.57%

Earthenware, red fab., gray slip exterior, RAK/Oman, cooking pot 0.025 0.129 0.154 0.22%

Earthenware, red fab., fine, Oman?, cooking pot 0.078 0.078 0.11%

Earthenware, red/black fab., white+black+red inclusions, UAE/Oman, 
cooking pot 0.09 0.047 0.305 0.023 0.465 0.67%

Earthenware, red/black fab., RAK/Oman, cooking pot 0.731 0.299 0.568 0.272 1.87 2.68%

Earthenware, red/black fab., black slip exterior, painted red, UAE/
Oman, cooking pot 0.15 0.029 0.179 0.26%

Earthenware, red/black fab., painted red, UAE/Oman, cooking pot 0.071 0.05 0.024 0.145 0.21%

Earthenware, black fab., small white+large black inclusions, painted 
black exterior, Oman?, cooking pot 0.54 0.54 0.77%

Earthenware, red/black fab., black slip exterior, painted black, UAE/
Oman, cooking pot 0.004 0.004

Earthenware, yellow fabric with big black inclusion, brown slip, UAE/
Oman, large basin 0.018 0.104 0.122 0.17%

Earthenware, pink/gray/black fabric with big black inclusion, UAE/
Oman, large basin 0.022 0.022

Ceramics from Filli fort in Sharjah Emirates (kg, %) Inside fort 
& nearby

west house, 
outside 

fort
south house, 
outside fort

surface, 
outside

Total weight 
kg weight %

Earthenware, black fab., white+black inclusion, local/Oman, large 
bowl/basin 0.015 0.015

Earthenware, pink fab., white/yellow slip exterior, UAE/Oman, 
incense burner 0.102 0.102 0.15%

Earthenware, pink fab., white inclusion, local/Oman, incense burner 0.19 0.19 0.27%

Earthenware, black fab., small white inclusion, local/Oman?, incense 
burner 0.266 0.266 0.38%

Earthenware, yellow fabric, Iran, vase 0.007 0.254 0.014 0.275 0.39%

Earthenware, yellow/pink fabric, incised exterior, Iran, vase 0.056 0.013 0.02 0.089 0.13%

Earthenware, yellow/pink fabric, Iran, vase 0.4 0.4 0.57%

Earthenware, pink fabric, white/yellow slip and incised exterior, Iran,
vase 0.204 0.273 1.03 0.113 1.62 2.32%

Earthenware, pink fabric, black slip exterior, vase 0.076 0.076 0.11%

Pale blue glazed ware, yellow fab., painted, Iran, bowl 0.025 0.289 0.066 0.38 0.54%

Pale blue glazed ware, yellow fab., painted, Iran, dish 0.023 0.18 0.203 0.29%

White glazed ware, yellow fab., Iran, bowl 0.084 0.084 0.12%

White glazed ware, yellow fab., red glaze interior and carve design, 
Iran, bowl 0.055 0.055

White glazed ware, yellow fab., Iran, vase 0.061 0.061

Yellow glazed ware, yellow fab., Iran, bowl 0.206 0.014 0.029 0.249 0.36%

Yellow glazed ware, yellow fab., painted black, Iran, bowl 0.013 0.013

Yellow glazed ware, yellow fab., Iran, vase 0.166 0.135 0.301 0.43%

Green glazed ware, yellow fab., painted black, Iran, bowl/large bowl 0.017 0.056 0.073 0.10%

Green glazed ware, yellow fab., Iran, bowl 0.01 0.01

transparent glazed ware, quarz fabric, Iran, blue-and-white bowl 0.025 0.025

Green/yellow glazed ware, pink fab., Oman, bowl 0.019 0.011 0.066 0.096 0.14%

Green/yellow/brown glazed ware, pink/gray fab., Oman, vase 0.061 1.515 0.135 1.711 2.45%

Brown glazed, pink fab., Oman, bowl 0.15 0.045 0.086 0.014 0.295 0.42%

Brown glazed, pink/gray fabric, Oman, vase 0.268 0.013 0.071 0.016 0.368 0.53%

Black glazed ware, black fine fab., small jar 0.087 0.012 0.099 0.14%

Chinese ceramics, blue-and-white, bowl 0.032 0.036 0.068

Chinese ceramics, red enamelled porcelain, bowl 0.011 0.011

Chinese ceramics, white porcelain, cup 0.043 0.043

Chinese ceramics, red glazed porcelain, cup 0.007 0.007

Chinese ceramics, red+blue enamelled porcelain, cup 0.017 0.017

Japanese, European ceramics 0 0 0 0 0

White glaze stoneware (modern) 0.3 0.3 0.43%

Ceramics, total weight, kg 10.154 20.801 36.444 2.482 69.88
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Fig 23 Fili east fort showing a trace of former buliding wall, 2017.

Fig 24 Falaj near Fili east fort, 2017. Surface. Inside. Ceiling.

Fig 21 Falaj changing point from underground tunnel to surface channel. north-west of Fili 
west fort, 2017.

Fig 22 Falaj terminal in the farm at north-west of Fili west fort. This square hole is very deep, 2017.
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Fig 18 Filli west fort from eastside hill, 2017.

Fig 19 Filli west fort from east with Islamic graves 
on the other hill, 2017.

Fig 20 Falaj cutivation farm, north-west of Fili west fort. Surface channels spread in farm until 
quite recently, 2017.
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Fig 12 Filli west fort. left: northwest corner room from west, taken in 2011.
right: view from the roof of the tower from east, 2017.

Fig 13 Gypsum basin outside Fili west fort, 2017.

Fig 14 West house outside Fili west fort, 2017.

Fig 15 South house outside west fort, 2017.

Fig 16 House of western area, outside west fort, 
2017.

Fig 17 House of western area, outside west fort, 
2017.
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Fig 6 Fili west fort, 2017.

Fig 8 Houses outside Fili west fort, 2017.

Fig 9 Three rooms inside Fili west fort, 2017.

Fig 10 Faraj tunnel ventilated at regular intervals by chimneys towards Fili east 
fort from Fili west fort, 2017.

Fig 7 Tower of the Fili west fort, 2017 (left: from east, Right: from west).

Fig 11 Filli west fort. left: souhwest corner room, right: west house outside fort, both photos taken 
from west, 2017.
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Fig 1 Location of Filli in the United Arab Emirates. Fig 2 Location of Filli on the border of Sharjah, 
Ras al Khaimah and Oman.

Fig 3 Fili west fort, 2017

Fig 4 Fili west fort on the rocky hill, surrounding wad and flat area.

Fig 5 Plan of Fili west fort and buildings, 2017.
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a terminal point for one falaj that ran from Fili East fort. Part of the irrigation system and several 
types of falaj remain at the farm near the West fort (Fig. 20-22).

There was a fort, bigger than a watchtower, in almost every village in the Arabian Peninsula. 
Forts were used for the protection of the village, and for caravans that would stay and store goods. 
Forts were built near the falaj and date farms where water is available. Each fort had several tow-
ers, storehouses or madbassas for dates, falaj running through or adjacent to the fort, a water well, 
several rooms for accommodation and storage units for ammunitions. In case of attacks on the 
village, local soldiers and fort guards secured their belongings inside the fort. The local economy 
was based on date farming, rearing of livestock, and regional trade.

It seems no trace remains of the outer enclosure wall around Fili West fort, as seen from 
surface observation. No mosque or settlement related to Fili West forts was found. There remain 
gypsum feed basins for goats and birds, inside and outside the fort. The original floor level was 
removed by excavations and the natural ground exposed around the two gypsum basins. So, we 
were unable to confirm any dates during the fort period or after the fort was ruined. We do not 
know where the houses of the village were built in the 19th  and the early half of the 20th centu-
ries. More studies and related information on Fili village would be needed before we could provide 
a historical interpretation of the excavated ceramics.

Excavated ceramics related to Fili West fort may reflect the general lifestyle of the inland 
fort. It was a fort protecting a small village and a look-out for the security of the falaj system in the 
area. Several people lived in the fort and villagers’ houses might have stood outside the fort. They 
worked on farms and in grazing lands. There is a possibility that the thick walled South house was 
made as a store after the tower collapsed or ceased to be used.

Fili West fort is not special and is badly preserved, but worthwhile to conserve as a local 
monument and as a historic spot in Fili area, and as one of the forts in al-Madam plain.
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The fabrics of large earthenware jars often include white, black and red inclusions. White 
inclusions are large, and it derives from lime, showing it possibly to be a local product. Large jars 
excavated around Khor Fakkan West Fort are few, but they are similarly shaped, but large white 
inclusions are not much found. This indicates that the same type of large jars were probably made 
in different areas. An incense burner with black fabric has small white inclusions, which might 
indicate it was locally made, and not in RAK.

It is usual to be able to collect many ceramic shards from surface of forts, such as at Dibba 
Hisn, Luliya, Khorfakkan, Khor Kalba and Masafi forts. Scattering of materials on the surface are 
rare at Filli West Fort. There is a possibility that a great deal of ceramics was excavated inside the 
fort, but, this is now missing. One blue-and-white bowl, one enameled bowl, one enameled cup, 
two white porcelain cups, one over-glazed cup, two pieces of Chinese bowls and four pieces of 
Chinese cups were found at the South House, around the Fort and outside (Fig 15). Two pieces of 
Iranian blue-and-white bowls were found only at the South House. There were no Chinese ceram-
ics found inside the West Fort. No European and Japanese ware was found at the West Fort and 
houses. Those ceramics were usually found from the 19th-20th century fort sites.

Small earthenware bowls are rare, and no earthenware cups were found. They might have 
used mainly Iranian glazed bowls for drinking goat and camel milk, and for adding these to food. 
Earthenware cups for coffee were not used before the first half of the 20th century. There are no 
small jars and covered boxes. Painted earthenware and incense burners are rare.

The evidences from these ceramics may suggest three possibilities. First: many ceramic 
shards were probably found in the West Fort during the 2011 excavation, but are now lost. There-
fore, we may misunderstand the original quantity of ceramics from the fort. Second: Very few 
guards stayed inside the fort, except at times of strife. They therefore used a small amount of 
ceramics there. Third: Several people lived there because standard types of ceramic combination 
are to be seen. Rare and scarce quantities of ceramics inside the Fort are less due to the finds being 
lost. This third possibility seems the most likely, for our picture of ceramic usage at the West Fort.

There are no ceramics from Filli West Fort before the 18th century. Most of all the ceramics 
belong to the 19th  and 20th  centuries. All the Chinese porcelain coffee cups belong to the 20th 
century. These cups may have been used and thrown away at the South House after the Fort was 
ruined. The combination of glazed ceramics is almost the same as that from Khor Kalba, layer 1 of 
Khorfakkan, layer 1 of Dibba Hisn, and Sharjah Al Hisn Avenue excavations.

26 coins kept together inside a tower wall shelf, were found in 2011 (Fig. 40). All are ONE 
QUATER ANA and the latest is minted in 1889. 4 coins of 1833, East India Company, Bombay. 4 coins 
of 1835, East India Company, Madras. 1 coin of 1853, East India Company. 3 coins of 1858, East India 
Company. 6 coins of 1862, Victoria Queen. 1 coin of 1876, Victoria Queen I. 1 coin of 1877, Victoria 

The Arabian Peninsula is the heart of Islam, but Islamic archaeology has not been the main 
subject of excavation. Pre-Islamic tombs and settlements were excavated abundantly from the 
latter half of the 20th century, while Islamic archaeological data remains scarce.

We conducted excavations for the study of the Indian Ocean trade at Jumeirah, Sharjah, Ju-
lfar, Jazirat al-Hulaylah, Dibba, Luliya, Khorfakkan, Khor Kalba, etc. from the 1980’ onward. These 
sites are located on the coast of the Arabian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman. Excavations of inland Is-
lamic sites are scarcer than in coastal areas. Fili Fort is located inland and gives us rare excavation 
data for comparison between the coastal and inland sites.

The size of the courtyard and the building within the outer walls of Fili West Fort is 23.5m x 
20.0m, 423 square meters. The size of the courtyard and the building within the outer walls of Khor 
Kalba fort is 36.7 x 43.0m, 1,580 square meters. Dibba Fujairah fort is 32 x 37m, 1180 square meters. 
Khorfakkan East hill fort is 22.5 x 20m, 450 square meters. Khor Fakkan West fort, 33.3 x 22.7m, 580 
square meters. Fujairah fort 18.6 x 18.0m, 1,330 square meters. Bithnah fort 16.7 x 13.6m, 227 square 
meters. Masafi fort 13.5 x 16.0m, 216 square meters, respectively. Fili East Fort is 25 x 20m and 500 
square meters.

Al Dhaid Fort with four towers was built in the latter half of the 18th century, and is rectan-
gular, 32 m long x 26 m wide, an area of 780 square meters. Its gate is located at the centre of the 
north façade, facing Al Dhaid falaj and a series of palm tree farms. The mud used for building the 
fort was brought on camelback from Mleiha.

Coastal forts such as Khor Kalba fort and Fujairah fort have larger plan areas, and Khorfak-
kan West fort is larger than Fili West fort. Al Dhaid fort is larger than Fili West fort, and is located 
in a large farmed plane in the desert. Khorfakkan east fort stood on the rocky hill along the coast 
is the same size as Fili West fort. Forts in mountainous area such as Bithna and  Masafi are smaller 
in size than Fili West Fort.

The thickness of the enclosing walls of Fili West fort averages only 50cm and is narrow com-
pared to other forts, with walls over 1m thick. But Fili West Fort wall is very solid. Iron cannon balls 
were excavated from Al Hisn Avenue in Sharjah and Dibba both located on coast, even though 
they were at dwelling sites and not forts. No cannon balls were found at inland Fili. There remain 
narrow gun slots or firing loops in the tower wall. Fighting with nomadic tribesmen or neighbours 
might have occurred at both towers.

Fili East fort was at a junction of two aflaj (Fig. 24) from the East, and the entrance to Fili 
village from the East, the coast of Oman and from oasis in the Hajar mountains. Fili West fort was 

Some Remarks on Ceramics

Dating of Fili West Fort

Some Remarks of Fili West Fort

11

12

13

Empress. 1 coin of 1882, Victoria Empress. 3 coins of 1883, Victoria Empress. 1 of 1884, Victoria Em-
press. 1 of 1889, Victoria Empress. These coins might have been collected in the early 20th century.

There remain no artificial layers below the floor or surface at the time in West Fort. As seen 
from the excavated ceramics, there is no possibility of Fili forts being several hundred years old.
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3: Chinese blue-and-white bowl, 20th century, South house. Base diameter 4.8cm. 

4: Chinese red enameled bowl, 19th century, West/South house. 

5: Chinese red and blue enameled cup, 19-20th centuries, South house. Hight 4.2cm, mouth diam-
eter 5.6cm, base diameter 1.9cm. 

6: Chinese red and white glazed cup, painted gold and silver design on the glaze, 20th century, 
collected outside. Mouth diameter 6.8cm. 

7: Chinese white glazed cup, 19-20th centuries, South house. 

8-10: Chinese white glazed cups, painted a silver bamboo design on the

glaze, 20th century, South house. “中国製造 MADE IN CHINA” is printed in red colour on the bot-
tom. Hight 4.9cm, mouth diameter 6.8cm, base 3.2cm.

11-12: Iranian blue-and-white bowls, stone-paste fabric, South house. 

12: base diameter 8.4cm.

Earthenware jar, large size: 11-20kg. The average weight of large jar is 15kg.

Earthenware cooking pot: 1.75kg, 1.25kg, The average weight of earthenware cooking pot is 1.5kg.

The lid of earthenware cooking pot is 0.5kg. Earthenware red painted larger bowl: 0.5kg. Earthen-
ware red painted small cup: 0.06kg, 0.05kg.

Earthenware cup: 0.06kg. Earthenware smaller bowl: 0.11kg. Earthenware red painted incense 
burner: 0.32kg. Indian earthenware black painted cooking pot: 0.3kg. Earthenware small jar: 
0.18kg.

Earthenware  vase  from  Iran:  2.55kg,  2.2kg,  2.0kg,  the  average  weight  of Iranian earthenware 
vase is 2.25kg.

Earthenware small vase from Iran: 0.43kg. Pale blue glazed bowl: 0.4kg, 0.5kg, 0.5kg. The average 
weight of Iranian pale blue glazed bowl is 0.5kg. Yellow glazed bowl: 0.65kg. Yellow glazed vase: 
2kg. Opaque glazed dish: 0.33kg.

Weight of some pieces stored in Mleiha and nearby, are added as follows. Earthenware jar/vase: 
11kg, 8.5kg, 1.75kg, 0.45kg. The average weight of earthenware jar/vase is 5.4kg.

Earthenware vase: 11.4kg, 8kg, 1.42kg, 1.3kg, 1.3kg, 1.3kg, 1.2kg, 1.2kg, 1.1kg, 1.1kg, 0.4kg.

Earthenware  bowl:  0.28kg, 0.21kg.

Earthenware cooking pot: 3.0kg, 1.22kg, 1.1kg, 1.0kg, 0.8kg, 0.75kg, 0.6kg, 0.6kg, 0.6kg, 0.58kg, 
0.35kg. The average weight of earthenware cooking pot is 0.96kg (I use 1.1kg for a cooking pot 
weight this time). Iranian pale blue glazed dish: 0.6kg. Omani green/yellow/brown glazed dish: 
1.25kg, 1.2kg, 0.84kg. Omani  green/yellow/brown  glazed  vase:  1.5kg,  1.5kg,  0.95kg,  0.85kg.  The 
average of Omani green/yellow/brown glazed vase is 1.2kg. Oman small jar: 0.2kg, 0.15kg. Chinese 
porcelain bowl: 0.282kg. Chinese porcelain cup: 0.071kg, 0.056kg, 0.044kg. The average weight of 
Chinese porcelain cup is 0.057kg.

The number of pieces was estimated using the above data (Table 2). Earthenware basin, pale 
blue glazed dish, white glazed vase, and Chinese red

enameled bowls are  rare. White glazed  bowls, yellow glazed bowls, yellow glazed   vases,   
green   glazed   bowls,   blue-and-white   bowls,   and   Chinese blue-and-white bowls are scarce. 
Earthenware vase, Earthenware cooking pot lids, pale-blue glazed bowls, green/yellow/brown 
glazed bowls, black glazed small jars, and Chinese porcelain cups are common. Earthenware jars, 
earthenware bowls, earthenware cooking pots, and green/yellow/brown glazed vases are abun-
dant.

Earthenware piece percentage is 64.4%, Omani glazed ware is 13.7%, Iranian glazed ware is 
9.5%, Chinese porcelain is 7.1%, and Iranian vase is 5.3%.

We can imagine the usage of the main ceramic types as follows. People in Fili West Fort using 
local large storage jars for keeping seed, local cooking pots to boil water or cook, with Iranian vases 
for keeping water cool; local and Iranian bowls for food; local incense burner for aroma; Omani 
brown glazed vases for storing oil. Earthenware vases and Chinese porcelain follow these types.

Ceramics excavated from the West fort were classified and counted in April 2017. The weight 
of each type of ceramics is shown in (Table 1). Earthenware occupies 93.6% of all ceramics by 
weight percentage. Local earthenware jars for keeping seeds are abundant by their weight per-
centage, but one piece is much heavier than the other wares. Next are local earthenware small 
and medium sized vases for drinking water. Local earthenware cooking pots for daily cooking and 
boiling follow, then Iranian earthenware vases for keeping water cool for drinking.  Local  earthen-
ware  incense  burners  and  basins  occur  in  small quantities.

Glazed ware accounts 5.71% of all ceramics. Omani glazed ware, in particular vases with 
bowls, are 3.68%. Iranian glazed ware, mainly bowls and vases, are 1.82%. Chinese porcelain, in 
particular cups and bowls, are 0.21%. Glazed wares such as bowls, vases and cups constitute only 
a small part of the collection.

Tables of 2 to 5 (Ceramics from Dibba and Al Hisn avenue excavations) are attached to the 
end of the article for reference and comparison by weight with Fili West fort.

Glazed wares from Iran and Oman and earthenware from Iran at Fili West fort are similar to 
the excavated ceramics at Dibba. Local earthenware also has a resemblance to Dibba earthenware, 
though large jars stand out strongly at the West Fort. The weight of each type of ceramics was 
estimated at Dibba as follows (Sasaki T., & Sasaki H., 2015).

Earthenware vase/jar, middle  and  small size: 7.7kg, 6.75kg, 6.25kg, 6.0kg, 5.35kg, 4.9kg, 4.6kg, 
4.1kg, 3.65kg. The average weight of middle and small vase/jar is 5.5kg.

Weight of Ceramics from Fili West Fort

Ratio of Ceramic type

9

10
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Figure 31 Earthenware large bowl and jar

1. Earthenware large bowl, black fabric, big black, white inclusions, UAE/Oman, South house. 
Mouth diameter 29.6cm. 

2. Earthenware jar, black/dark red fabric, small  white,  black  inclusions,  UAE/Oman,  South  
house.  Mouth  diameter 14.2cm.

Figure 32 Earthenware jar

1. Earthenware jar, black/red fabric, white and black inclusions, painted red, black slip exterior, 
UAE/Oman, West house. Mouth diameter 24cm.

Figure 33 Earthenware vases

1. Earthenware vase, pale greenish yellow fabric, UAE/Iran, outside Fort. 

2. Earthenware vase, pale yellow fabric, UAE/Iran, outside Fort.

Figure 34 Earthenware vases

1-3. Earthenware vases with handle, pale red fabric, small white and black inclusions, painted red 
on the white/grey slip, incised and dotted decoration, UAE/Oman,  South  house.  

4:  Earthenware  vases  with  a  spout,  red  fabric, UAE/Oman, inside Fort. 

5-6: Earthenware vases with spout, red fabric, small white and black inclusions, black slip exterior, 
UAE/Oman, South house. 

7: Earthenware vases with a spout, red fabric, white and black inclusions, incised decoration and 
painted red on the white/grey slip exterior, UAE/Oman, South house.

Figure 35 Earthenware cooking pots

1-3: Earthenware cooking pot, dark red fabric, white, red, black inclusions, painted  red  on  mouth  
and  black  slip  on  the  exterior,  RAK/Oman, outside Fort/South   house.   Mouth   diameter   
17.6cm,   base   diameter   11.6cm.   

4: Earthenware cooking pot, black fabric, white and black inclusions, painted red exterior, RAK/
Oman, outside of South house and fort. Mouth diameter 15.2cm.

5: Earthenware cooking pot, black fabric, white and black inclusions, painted black exterior, RAK/
Oman, South house. Mouth diameter 19.6cm. 

6: Earthenware cooking pot, pink fabric, small white, red and black inclusions, painted red exterior 
on the brown slip, UAE/Oman, South house. Mouth diameter 16.5cm. 

7: Earthenware cooking pot, red fabric, small white inclusion, painted red exterior on the brown 
slip, UAE/Oman, South house. Mouth diameter 17.6cm. 

8: Earthenware cooking pot, pale pink fabric, slip?, UAE/Oman, South house. Mouth diameter 
17.5cm. 

9: Earthenware cooking pot, pale pink fabric, with a knob, slip?, UAE/Oman, South house. Mouth 
diameter 21.6cm.

Figure 36 Earthenware cooking pot lid

Earthenware cooking pot lid, pink/red fabric, white black, red inclusions, white/grey slip ex-
terior, RAK/Oman, South house. Diameter 19.2cm.

Figure 37 Earthenware bowl

Earthenware bowl, pink/red fabric, small white, black, red inclusions, painted red on the 
mouth, RAK/Oman, inside Fort. Diameter 12.4cm, height 3.5cm.

Figure 38 Earthenware incense burners

1: Earthenware incense burner, pink fabric, white/yellow slip and incised decoration exterior UAE/
Oman, outside of South house. Estimated diameter 12cm. 

2: Earthenware incense burner, pink fabric, white/yellow slip exterior, UAE/Oman, inside Fort. 
Base diameter 7.2cm. 

3: Earthenware incense burner, pink fabric, white inclusion, local/Oman, outside of Fort/South 
house. Hight 7.5cm, mouth diameter 7.3cm. 

4: Earthenware incense burner, black fabric, much small white inclusion, local/Oman, inside Fort. 
Base diameter 6.6cm. 

1-4; Black charcoal is attached inside.

Figure 39 Chinese ceramics and Iranian blue-and-white

1: Chinese blue-and-white bowls, Fujian province, 19th century, surface collection from outside 
Fort. Base diameter 7.6cm. 

2: Chinese blue-and-white bowls, 19th century, surface collection from   outside Fort.

9392
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15-17: Pale blue glazed bowls, yellow fabric, painted manganese black, Iran. 15; from outside of 
South house/fort. Mouth diameter 11.6cm. 

16: from the south house. Mouth diameter 21.2cm. 

17: from inside Fort. Mouth diameter 23.6cm. 

18: Pale blue glazed bowl, white/gray stone-paste fabric, Iran, surface collection outside Fort. 

19: Pale blue glazed bowl, yellow fabric, painted manganese black and cupper blue, dish, Iran, 
West house. Base diameter 9.2cm.

Figure 26 Green/yellow/brown glazed ware, bowls and vases

1: Brown glazed large bowl, pale pink fabric, one repaired hole, Oman, South house. Mouth diam-
eter 23.6cm. 

2: Green glazed bowl, pale pink fabric, Oman, South house. Base diameter 9.2cm. 

3: Brown glazed bowl, pale pink fabric, Oman, South outside of Fort. 

4: Green glazed vase, pale pink/grey fabric, incised lines exterior, Oman, outside. 

5: Brown glazed vase with a lug, pink fabric, Oman, South house. 

6: Yellow/brown glazed vase, pale pink/grey fabric, Oman, South house. 

7-8: Green/yellow/brown glazed vase, dark pink/grey fabric, Oman, West house. 

8: base diameter 6.8cm. 

9: Black glazed vase, dark grey fabric, small black inclusion, Oman, south-east room inside fort. 

10-11: Yellow/brown glazed vase, pale pink fabric, Oman, South house, interior black. Base diame-
ter 9.2cm.

Figure 27 Earthenware vases, Iran

1: Earthenware vase, pale pink fabric, incised decoration exterior without slip, Iran, 19-20th centu-
ries, South house. Mouth diameter 8.8cm. 

2: Earthenware vase, yellow fabric, white/yellow slip and incised decoration exterior, Iran, West/
South house. 

3: Earthenware vase, yellow/pale pink fabric, white/yellow slip and incised decoration exterior, 
Iran, West/South house. 

4: Earthenware vase, yellow fabric, white/yellow slip and incised decoration exterior, Iran, outside. 

5: Earthenware vase, pale pink fabric, white/yellow slip and incised decoration exterior, Iran, out-
side.

Figure 28 Earthenware large jars/vases

1: Earthenware large vase, dark red fabric with white, black, red inclusions, white/grey slip exteri-
or, lined sequence pressed decoration on the mouth, UAE/Oman, South house. Mouth diameter 
64cm. 

2: Earthenware large vase, dark red/grey fabric with white, black, red inclusions, white/grey slip 
exterior, lined sequence pressed decoration on the mouth, sequence pressed band on the body, 
UAE/Oman, South house. Mouth diameter 60cm. 

3: Earthenware large vase, dark red/grey fabric with white, black, red inclusions, white/grey slip 
exterior, lined sequence pressed decoration on mouth, UAE/Oman, West/South house. Mouth 
diameter 60.5cm. 

4: Earthenware large vase, red fabric with white, black, red inclusions, white/grey slip exterior, 
lined sequence pressed decoration on the mouth, UAE/Oman, South house. Mouth diameter 
64cm. 

5: Earthenware large vase, dark red fabric with white, black, red inclusions, white/grey slip exteri-
or, lined sequence pressed decoration on the body, UAE/Oman, South house. 

6: Earthenware large vase, base, dark grey fabric with white, black, red inclusions, UAE/Oman, 
South house. Base diameter 18cm. 

7: Earthenware large vase, base, dark red fabric with white, black, red inclusions, UAE/Oman, 
South house. Base diameter 22cm. 

8:  Earthenware large vase, base, dark red fabric with white, black, red inclusions, UAE/Oman, 
South house. Base diameter 22cm.

Figure 29 Earthenware large jars

1. Earthenware large jar, pink fabric, red/black and small white inclusions, South house. Mouth 
diameter 22cm.

Figure 30 Earthenware basins

1. Earthenware basin, yellow fabric, big black inclusion, red slip, UAE/Oman, South house. 

2. Earthenware basin, yellow fabric, big black inclusion, brown slip, UAE/Oman, inside Fort. Mouth 
diameter 34cm.
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We visited the fort in 2017 and recorded limited features for the purpose of studying the 
excavated ceramics from the West Fort.

The West fort is a square building attached to a round tower (Fig. 3). The outer length of 
the East and West walls are 22.9m and 24.2m, with an average length of 23.5m. The North-South 
external walls are 20m long. The enclosed area is 423 square meters, including three rooms built 
at the three corners, with no room at the fourth. The entrance to the fort is from the North side, 
facing the wadi, close to the falaj and farm (Fig. 4).

Two rooms at the Northwest and Southeast corners are rectangular; one is 7.4m x 3.7m at 
the outer wall and 14.9 square meters in area. The another is 6.3m x 5.4m and 13.0 square meters 
square. These two rooms were built using the same stones in mud mortar as the outer enclosing 
or fort wall and the thickness of the house walls is similar to the enclosure wall. The walls are 
densely built and strong. The surface of the house walls are finished with mud, not gypsum plas-
ter. The two rooms may have been built at the same time as the enclosing fort wall.

Another room was attached to the Southeast corner, and the corner of room wall is thick, 
with the outer face rounded. The room wall inside however is rectangular, 5.5m x 4.2m, and 13.4 
square meters in area. The thick wall construction is similar to the walls of the South house, so this 
room was probably attached at a later period.

The round tower, originally constructed of mountain stones and mud mortar, has been ren-
ovated with modern cement in some parts. The tower has two floors and a roof. The entrance at 
the ground floor is open to the West, into the courtyard of the fort. The height of the tower is 8.6m 
above the ground level in the fort courtyard. The courtyard is almost flat. The highest point around 
the fort is the top of the wall of the latest building, to the southwest of the fort. We refer to this 
building as the South House (Fig. 5).

The tower stands on the hill, which is 9.7m higher than the plain below the Fort (Fig. 6). The 
top of the tower is 18.3m higher than the plain. The Wadi is 1m below the flat plain.

The diameter of the base of round tower is 6.8m externally and 4.7m internally. Inside, the 
ground floor has an area of 17 square meters. A one-meter diameter central mud and stone pillar 
supports the first floor. The top of the pillar is square. A narrow tunnel-like staircase ascends to 
the first floor within the thickness of the wall. From the first floor, horizontal timber bars, on an 
interior wall provided a ladder access to the uppermost level.

belong to the same period. But the width of walls differs, with those of the South House similar to 
the fort wall. There is another opinion that this house or room might have been the entrance of the 
fort. From its location, a one-meter deep water tank can be seen to have belonged to the West and 
South Houses. There are two gypsum basins. One is inside Fort, and another is near South House. 
These might have been used for feeding goats and chickens.

Building foundations of mud and stone structures were excavated at several parts inside and 
outside of Fili West Fort. The rectangular building was attached to the fort on the west side. The 
external length of the walls of the north room average 5.7m x 3.7m, and the area of this room is 13 
square meters. This building, or the West House, has another South room. Parts of the walls in this 
building share the same orientation as in the South house, and this suggests that they might both 

Black gravel covers the surface of the hill with some large and many cracked small stones. Af-
ter the removal of the black gravel, whitish-yellow mud/clay appeared in the gravel. The Fort foun-
dations and floor level were laid on and in this layer. Bellow the thin mud/clay layer, a weathered 
white soft limestone layer appears in and around the fort. This limestone layer is a natural deposit.

The artificial deposit is thin, having been removed in large areas through incorrect excava-
tion, inside and outside the fort.

There remains nothing on the outside surface of the fort, except a very few small shards of 
earthenware and glazed pottery. We collected two small shards

of 19th century Chinese blue-and-white bowls on the slope surface of the fort. The  excava-
tions conducting during 2014  and  2016,  revealed  nine boxes of ceramics collected through 5m x 
5m squares but with no layers recorded. Nine boxes were reduced to six boxes and stored again at 
the Khorfakkan store in June 2017. We were unable to see any findings from the 2011 season.

Construction of Fili West Fort

Building Outside Fili West Fort

Deposit of Mud/clay layers in and around the Fort

Ceramics from Fili West Fort

5

6

7

8

1-2: Yellow glazed vases, yellow fabric, Iran, west/south house. 

3-7: Yellow glazed vases, yellow fabric, Iran, South house. 

8: Yellow glazed bowl, yellow fabric, Iran, inside Fort. Base diameter 6.5cm. 

9-10: White glazed bowl, yellow fabric, Iran, South house. 

11: Yellow/white glazed vase, yellow fabric, Iran, South house. Base diameter 21.2cm. 

12: White glazed bowl, yellow fabric, Iran, South house. Cross charcoal striped lines were drawn by 
on the bottom. Base diameter 7.6cm. 

13: White glazed large bowl, yellow fabric, red glaze interior and carved design interior, Iran, South 
house. Mouth diameter 27.2cm. 

14: Green glazed bowl, yellow fabric, Iran, South house. 

Figure 25 Yellow glazed, white glazed, green glazed, red glazed and 
pale blue glazed wares from Iran
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Fili Forts in Al-Madam plain
Sharjah - U.A.E.
Tatsuo Sasaki, Hanae Sasaki & Eisa Yousif

There are two forts in old Fili village, to its East and West respectively. Fili West fort is at 
25°00’19.2”N 55°55’24.0”E (25.005341, 55.923333). Fili village is located by the border of Sharjah, Ras 
Al Khaimah and Oman in a flat and arid area, 16km southeast of Mleiha town, with mountains to 
the West and East (Fig.1). The plain between the mountains is about 17km wide, with Fili located 
closeto the higher Hajar mountains to the East, about 200m above sea level (Fig. 2).

We collected ceramic shards in the desert near Fili. Al Madam is 30km south of Mleiha, 
where we found the remains of many camping sites, still with scattered ceramic shards visible 
in the sandy desert (Sasaki, Eisa 2011). At Al Dhaid, Wushah, Khoatom, Tawi Hamda, Khuddairah, 
Tuweila, and Mleiha, shards from the Iron Age to modern are found in the sand dunes. Al-Madam’s 
plain is grazing land, and has provided routes for trade and movement from ancient times.

Only in some parts of Fili is the flat plain cultivated (Fig. 18), and not beyond the village. 
Although there is no water today, the aflaj remain in the village and were used until recent times. 
A falaj from the foothills of the Hajar mountain in the East runs beside two forts, passes directly 
from the East fort to the West fort (Fig. 10). Two aflaj connect at the East fort, with a junction to the 
Fili village falaj. A wadi near Fili West fort runs from West to East, and water from the mountains 
collected underground in the Fili area along its north-south axis. Being the lowest area between 
the two mountains ranges, this would suggest the existence of falaj from earlier periods.

There are natural rocky low hills, arid flat areas and shallow wadis in Fili village and its vi-
cinity. Its population today is less than Mleiha town, with people living only on the flat plain. This 
village is typical local inland villages in this region, along the west edge of the Hajar mountains. 
Grazing of goats and camels, with cultivating of dates and vegetable using the Falaj would have 
provided their main way of life until the 20th century.

Iron Age and Islamic stone-constructed graves are located on several rocky hills near the 
West fort, especially in an area beyond the wadi to the North (Fig. 19). The modern graveyard is 
located on a flat area, 200m southeast of the West fort.

The modern village extends to the South.

The main historical monuments in the vicinity of Fili village are two similar watchtowers or 
forts. Each tower is easily visible from the other. The first was constructed on a hill, and probably 
a house or fort was later attached to this watch tower. We refer to this tower and house as the 
West Fort. The height of the tower is 8.6m from the fort courtyard. Its base stands within the flat 
footprint of the fort, with the fort being 9.7m higher than the flat ground around the fort. The top 
of the tower is 18.3m above the flat plain below, and can be seen from everywhere around. The 
village would have been fully visible from the top of the tower, which meant that the West Fort 
stood at the best location for the security of the village.

The other tower, the East Fort stands on the flat plain, southeast of the West Fort (Fig. 23). A 
building used as a police station was attached to this tower and is still standing. The trace of building 
wall foundation can be seen on the surface, inside the enclosure wall of the former police station. 
There is a possibility that an older wall remains under the newly gypsum plastered wall. To the north-
west of the tower one or two Rooms were attached to it. Two shards of pale blue glazed bowls and 
one white stoneware shard were collected during surface cleaning of the wall. These shards are very 
small, the largest being 3cm long, and are of the same period as the west tower finds.

The distance between the two towers is 875m. A so-called old souq, a flat-roofed building 
with four rooms, stands 240m away to the southeast of the east tower.

A falaj running from the southeast, passes near the souq towards the east tower and in the 
direction of the West tower (Fig. 10).

No archaeological excavation has been conducted at the historical buildings in the Fili area, 
except at Fili West Fort.

The West Fort was built on a natural 10m high rocky hill ridge along the southwest side  of  
the  wadi.  A  small,  shallow  wadi  runs northwest to  the southeast, the wadi bed being 1m lower 
than the flat areas around it.

The West Fort was but we were unable to refer to it. Other conducted excavations during 
2014 and 2016. A small quantity of ceramics was found inside the fort, and we were able to study 
these. During the previous excavation, much more might have been excavated. SIH seems to have 
excavated mainly under the floor or natural layer. The fort floor is damaged and the tower has 
been reconstructed using new materials. On the photo, the grinding stone was set at the East 
outside of the fort. This demonstrates that people used to live in the fort.

The local people believe that the West Fort buildings had three chronological stages. The 
round tower (burj) was constructed as a watchtower on the hill, some 500 years ago according to 
local memory. The square fort or house was added to the tower 200 years ago. The small south-
west house was built last. Two rooms of this house are very small, with very thick walls. It is un-
usual, and some people suggested it had been a jail, but we found no evidence to support this.

The location of Fili

Environment: Arid Plain,
Underground Water, Wadi, and Hills

Historical Monuments

Fili West Fort Excavations

1

2
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Fig 9 Fragment of an Early Bronze Age stone vessel with incised decoration.
(Photo: M. Börner/OREA)

Fig 11 Selection of diagnostic Early Bronze Age pottery. (Photo: M. Börner/OREA)

Fig 10 Selection of diagnostic Iron Age pottery. (Photo: M. Börner/OREA)
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Fig 5 Western part of trench E1 with defined features. (Photo: M. Börner/OREA)

Fig 6 Fireplace and pit situated in the south-western area of the trench E1.
(Photo: M. Börner/OREA)

Fig 7 Mud brick wall section outside the Early Bronze Age retaining wall.
(Photo: M. Börner/OREA)

Fig 8 Deep excavation outside the Early Bronze Age retaining wall.
(Photo: M. Börner/OREA)
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Fig 1 Topographical map of the site based on aerial photographs.
(Map: M. Börner/OREA; Aerial Photo: M. Kamyab/SAA)

Fig 2 Plan including the recorded architectural remains, the preliminary 
results of georadar and the location of trench E1.
(Map: M. Börner/OREA; Data: C. Meyer/Eastern Atlas)

Fig 3 Areas with conducted magnetic measurements.
(Map: M. Börner/OREA; Data: C. Meyer/Eastern Atlas; Aerial Photo: M. 
Kamyab/SAA)

Fig 4 Areas with conducted georadar measurements.
(Map: M. Börner/OREA; Data: C. Meyer/Eastern Atlas; Aerial Photo: M. 
Kamyab/SAA)
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site participating in interregional trade networks (cf. Eddisford & Phillips 2009, 108-109).

Regarding the pottery assemblage, the majority of the pottery from the uppermost mixed 
layers can be associated with the Iron Age. This period is represented by distinct types, for instance 
fragments of storage jars with criss-cross incised lines, a fragment with snake appliqué decoration 
and fragments of a possible bridge-spouted vessel (Fig. 10). Comparative examples are known 
from the recent excavations of Saruq al-Hadid in the Emirate of Dubai (cf. Weeks et al. 2017, 44-47, 
Figs. 13a, 14b, 16).

Furthermore, the Early Bronze Age sherds found during the excavations are decorated with 
different dark-brown to black linear motives and hatched ornaments, which have been excavated 
in different contexts (Fig. 11). They can be compared with the local pottery of Kalba K4 already pub-
lished by Phillips (cf. Eddisford & Phillips 2009, 105-106, Fig. 9-12), dating to the 3rd millennium BC.

was directly built upon the deep, slightly sloping Early Bronze Age retaining wall (SU 7), covering 
a filling (SU 6) underneath the remains of the dried and stamped clay (SU 5). This layer (SU 6) has 
also been traced underneath the current top level of the retaining wall (SU 7) in the west and 
south of the trench. Therefore, the filling (SU 6) most likely represents a levelling layer, formed in 
the course of the construction of the retaining wall (SU 7) or even older sediments. After removing 
the filling, structures were discovered in the southwestern area of the trench (Fig. 6). A partially 
preserved circular stone-clay-construction (SU 8) together with a stone concentration (SU 9) was 
situated on a burned sandy layer containing high amounts of charcoal (SU 10), as a result of which 
this structure could be interpreted as the remains of a fireplace placed upon an occupation layer 
(SU 13). This assumption is supported by a shallow pit (SU 11; IF: SU 12), found about 20 cm to the 
northwest of the fireplace.

In the area outside the Early Bronze Age retaining wall (SU 7) a massive filling (SU 3) has 
been attested. The filling covers two mud brick wall sections (SU 14-15) situated on a surface level 
(SU 16) in the north-eastern part of the trench (Fig. 7). Underneath this horizon, a levelling layer 
(SU 17) has been partially excavated. In the southeastern area of trench E1 a deep excavation was 
conducted with the aim to reach the bottom of the Early Bronze Age retaining wall (Fig. 8). Within 
the excavation season, the surface level upon which this monumental construction was built has 
not yet been detected and this part of the trench is still covered with parts of the backfill of earlier 
excavations. Nevertheless, we could uncover the steep wall to a height of 3.35 m with an angle of 
ca. 56°.

After finishing the excavations, the trenches as well as selected architecture, which was 
been cleaned and documented, were covered with tarpaulin for protection.

So far only a small number of finds, mainly pottery (186 sherds) and molluscs/bones have 
been excavated.

Most of the material derives from the mixed surface layer (SU 2): 56 characteristic sherds of 
96 in total, 3 fragments of metal slag, 1 fragment of a crucible, 1 ceramic disc, 1 fragment of a stone 
vessel and fragments of burned clay.

Only 22 sherds, including 13 characteristic pieces, together with fragments of burned clay 
were recorded from the Early Bronze Age filling layer SU 6. One small decorated wall fragment 
was found inside the fireplace (SU 10). This surprisingly small amount of Early Bronze Age material 
chimes with the evidence provided by Phillips who noted that ‘[a] relatively small assemblages of 
pottery was recovered from the sealed third-millennium deposits’ (Eddisford & Phillips 2009, 105). 
From the presumably post-Early Bronze Age features (SU 3) outside the retaining wall 67 sherds 
(including 23 characteristic pieces) have been unearthed.

A highlight was the discovery of a stone vessel fragment (Fig. 9), dating to the 3rd millen-
nium BC (cf. David et al. 1990, Fig. 1b, 2b). This piece was found during the deep excavation in the 
area of the retaining wall, but, unfortunately, it was associated with the backfill of the earlier ex-
cavations. Nevertheless, the stone vessel fragment supports the assumption that Kalba K4 was a 
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Sharjah - U.A.E. 2019
Austrian Fieldwork at Kalba
Christoph Schwall, Mario Börner, Cornelius Meyer

In 2019, the first season of the joint field investigations between the Institute of Oriental 
and European Archaeology (OREA) of the Austrian Academy of Sciences (AAS) and the Sharjah Ar-
chaeology Authority (SAA) at Kalba site 4 (Emirate of Sharjah, UAE) has been conducted between 
15 January and 7 February 2019.

The aim of this one-month pilot study was to establish a basis for future research. In this 
context, systematic and detailed topographical documentation of the site was performed via ae-
rial photography and its visible structural architectural remains were recorded. Nowadays, sed-
iments cover large parts of the site and the former extension of the settlement is completely 
unclear. To clarify the size of the settlement area a combination of geophysical analyses (magnetic 
& georadar) was applied, conducted by the company Eastern Atlas. Based on these results, a small-
scale trial excavation (Trench E1: 7 x 7 m) in the east of the site, inside a former trench excavated 
by C. Phillips, started to reveal more insights into the Early Bronze Age occupation at the site Kalba 
(K4). For information about earlier research at Kalba site 4 see: Phillips & Mosseri-Marlio 2002; 
Eddisford & Phillips 2009; Lindauer et al. 2017.

At the beginning of the field investigations, large parts of the fenced area were cleaned and 
the vegetation was cut down to provide optimal conditions for the geophysics, aerial photography 
as well as the documentation of architectural remains.

Geophysical surveys at the site of Kalba were performed by the company Eastern Atlas. 

During a 3-days survey the LEA MAX magnetic gradiometer array with seven fluxgate gradi-
ometer probes was used to investigate a total surface of approximately 2.4 ha in the surroundings of 
the site. Additionally, the GPR system SIR-3000 from GSSI with a 400-MHz antenna was used for GPR 
measurements on selected areas inside and outside the fenced area, with a total of 460 m2. Both, 
magnetic data and GPR data show indications of the existence of buried constructions related to the 
Bronze Age and Iron Age settlements.

The magnetic data (Fig. 3) also allow for an estimation of the total size of the settlement. Thus 
occupation remains may be apparent up to approximately 60 metres around the site. Nevertheless, 
due to the high amount of sediments covering the whole area, it remains uncertain if, nowadays, 
there are structures hidden at a depth which cannot be recorded by the devices. Outside the fenced 
area, no indications of a continuation of the settlement have been found, except structures possibly 
belonging to an Islamic graveyard. In general, the magnetic data are characterised by high ampli-
tudes of the magnetic gradient due to the magmatic ophiolite stones, used as construction material. 
The strong dipole anomalies dominate the data, so that only the localisation of stone constructions 
was possible. Negative structures such as pits and ditches were not recognisable in the data. 

Due to the bumpy terrain targeted GPR measurements (Fig. 4) could be executed only in a 
few areas of the site. The results largely confirm the conclusions drawn from the magnetic data, and 
reflect details of the concentrically arranged potential fortifications and adjacent walls. Based on the 
GPR measurements, more information about the expected course of the Late Bronze Age fortifica-
tion wall (Fig. 2) were gathered. Additionally, strips inside the selected excavation area of trench E1 
provide preliminary information about hidden structures in the ground.

In the east of the site an area measuring 7 x 7 m (E1; Fig 2) was opened inside a former trench 
excavated by C. Phillips in order to reveal more information about the Early Bronze Age occupation 
layers in this area. The trench is divided by an Early Bronze Age retaining wall (‘wall feature 2’ refer-
ring to Phillips; see Eddisford & Phillips 2009, 104, Fig. 7) following a curvilinear course, and offers 
the opportunity to excavate the inner and outer part of this massive structure.

At first, the material of the partially collapsed former trench borders was removed to pre-
pare the entire area and the mixed surface layer (SU 2) was excavated. Underneath this material 
a curvilinear wall section (SU 4) with remains of dried and stamped clay (SU 5) in the inner part 
of this structure became visible (Fig. 5). It turned out that the preserved curvilinear wall section 

For a detailed topographical documentation of Kalba, aerial photographs of the site and its 
environment were taken with the help of a drone (DJI Phantom 4 Pro; provided by the SAA and 
operated by K. Kamyab). The obtained data were processed by image-based modelling, the so 
called ‘Structure from Motion technique’ (SfM) for gaining a ‘Digital Elevation Model’ (DEM) of the 
current topographical situation (Fig. 1). This DEM is mandatory for all further analyses and research 
with the help of ‘Geographic Information Systems’ (GIS). Complementary to the DEM, the already 
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excavated architectural remains of the different periods (Early Bronze Age, Late Bronze Age and 
Iron Age) were surveyed, cleaned and documented in detail by SfM in order to map them onto the 
topographical plan together with the results of the geophysical survey (Fig. 2).
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collect them at al points of the main canal and at the entrance of the secondary channels in the 
enlargements T-V. In this area of the falaj, we also find ever more shells of Truncatella marginata, 
a terrestrial gastropod that would have had its living space in non irrigated or partially abandoned 
areas. The third mollusc we find and have collected in this campaign more than before, is Telebralia 
palustris, a mangrove shell that is very common at the coastal sites of the Oman peninsula in all 
periods, but is only found inland during the Iron Age. All samples have been added to our data base 
and are being studied by the archaeozoologists of our team.

The samples of mites have been taken in one of the sectors where the stratigraphic sequence 
was more important: the filling of the western profile of the falaj in the ICNA Eastern Limit and 
the channels that got covered by the fossil dune. The taxonomic diversity of the mites points to an 
enormous biological diversity. They are a key factor for the soil creation, due to their important role 
breaking down and recycling the organic matter. We have mites that live in freshwater, saltwater, 
among a certain type of cultivated plants or on particular animals. They are excellent biological 
indicators of the paleoenvironment. The mites we had gathered in small samples in 2015 were 
oribatida, gamasina and uropodina. The oribatida can say us, if there was humid or even flooded 
soil, very dry soil or cultivated fields and they can even suggest us what kind of plants covered the 
soil. Gamasina and uropodina allow to document domestic animals at the site, even if there are no 
bones found. The samples were very small, but they proved, the mites were preserved and opened 
for us a new possibility of research. Therefore, this season we have collected ten samples of 1 kg 
each. These samples are now being examined.

These are all the areas, where we have advanced in our work this season. We also opened 
an investigation line inspired by the work on a Master project (academic term 2016-2017) in which 
three of our team members at the site in 2018 were involved. The project Paleodemographic ap-
proach to the Iron Age populations of the Oman Peninsula (Aproximaciones paleodemográficas 
a las poblaciones de la Edad del Hierro de la Peninsula de Oman) had been presented by Carlos 
Fernández Rodríguez and co-directed by Armando González Martín and Carmen del Cerro Linares. 
Its results were shown at the Archaeology Conference/18, celebrated in al Ain (Abu Dhabi) during 
our stay in the Emirates. This newly opened investigation line will study the Iron Age in the al 
Madam region also from the paleodemographic point of view, a science that has not yet been 
thoroughly used in the region and demanded the presence of an anthropologist at the site during 
this season.

We want to thank M.A. Hervás Herrera for his work on the plans drawn by the draftsman of 
our team, M.A. Nuñez Villanueva, so that they could be included in this report and once again, the 
SAA for their kind help, the Fundación Palarq for its support, the UAM for its interest and Dr. Joa-
quín María Córdoba Zoilo for opening the way, that we try to follow as best as we can.
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forms and shapes, with no parallels in the previously excavated sectors.

On the other side, the regularity of the abandonment level is evident. The pond and channels 
show a filling of eolic sand with a few gravel intrusions, that only show up near the walls of the 
ponds (due to the crumbling of these walls) or in channels, where the slope is so important, that a 
decantation pool is needed where the gravel would accumulate. The whole facility was abandoned 
and probably underwent an attempt to reactivate it, as shows the lowering of the ground in pond 
Po16 and channel Ch84, that was left unfinished. On the other side, sectors T, U and V are not so 
explicit about this as the rest of sectors of the ICNA, where channels and ponds showed a clear 
attempt to lower the structures.

The pottery found in sectors T-V is the most abundant of all the facility and is found used as 
floodstones or pipes and sometime as both, like in the accumulation at the drainage of the ponds 
Po16 and Po18. All the pottery belongs to the Iron Age II of the peninsula (1000 - 600 b.C), what fits 
well into the chronology we had obtained with C14 from the remains of Terebralia palustris found 
in the ICNA Core, that, after calibration with the marine calibration curve “marin09.14c” permits 
us to date1 the structure with 95% probability between 1065 and 800 b.C.

- The cultivated area begins in the sector we had called Sounding 15, 200 m from the point 
where the underground gallery reaches the surface, at the place, where the artificial mounds ap-
peared and 300 m away from the ICNA Core.

1. Several examples of Terebralia palustris could be used to date the structure thanks to the kindness of Dr.
2. H.P. Ürpmann and Dr. B. Kromer, who examined the samples at the University of Tübingen and dated this remains using the parti-

cle accelerator in Mannheim. The date obtained has the reference “Labor-Nr. MAMS-14003: Radiocarbon-Datum 3337+/-27 bp”. We 
wish to thank Dr. H.P. Ürpmann for his kindness and his continued help for more than twenty years.

Fig 37 Sectors excavated of the water collecting gallery (ghaili falaj) found at 
al Madam 2, depicted on a sketch by M.A Nuñez Villanueva (2016)

The excavation of 2017 had already allowed us to establish the limit of this area, but it did 
not permit us to decide, if an enormous “mud brick mass”, located at the point where the first 
secondary channels and ponds appeared, west of the falaj, could have had any structural function 
(Fig. 37), for example to establish an apparent boundary at the eastern end of the pal grove, that 
was nearest to the water source. The 2018 campaign leads us to the conclusion, that it is an enor-
mous fossilized dune, without any connection with the falaj, but according to its position we have 
been able to identify the subsequent periods of construction, use and abandonment. The eastern 
limit of the cultivated area allows us to see the first construction phase of this hydraulic network, 
that showed at this point two ponds Po9 and Po10, one of them with two pools (Po9A and Po9B) 
separated by a limestone floodstone. There were also three channels, Ch35, Ch68 and Ch36, all 
dug into the natural bedrock, like the rest of the facility. The channels and the falaj were all 0,80 m 
deep and the water simply flowed into the ponds by gravity. The only two channels that we have 
excavated, Ch35 and Ch36, are 1,86 and 1,80 m long, respectively and between 0, 20 and 0,40 m 
wide. They end in a pool that would hold the water coming from the falaj. Once inside the ponds, 
it would have watered four big trees, most probably palms, inside pond Po9 and three inside pond 
Po10. This last pond had an internal canalization system made up of channels Ch 73 and Ch 90, that 
carried the water from one pit to the next. This type of irrigation system inside a pond is found for 
the first time here, in the big hydraulic system of al Madam.

All these structures were silted in a natural process and filled with eolic sand, the falaj as 
well as the ponds and the channels. The experience of our team, that has been working in the area 
for more than two decades, allows us to state that there would have been not much time needed 
for the structures being buried, as a strong sand storm can achieve it in a single afternoon. Upon 
this filling there settled a dune that eventually fossilized and covered pool B of pond Po9, part of 
channel Ch35, the whole channel Ch68 and 4 m of the water collecting gallery or falaj. It was so 
hard, that at first we thought it was a mass of mud bricks, artificially built there to mark the limit 
of the cultivated area or a sort of bridge over the canal. A sort of putlog holes in the walls of the 
falaj, at the level of the “mass” supported our theory, but when excavating it, it proved to be a 
completely natural deposit.

When the inhabitants of al Madam decided to reactivate the system, they had to empty the 
main canal cutting through this fossil dune. At that point, it was impossible to remove the dune 
and empty all the related structures, as the drought that has been documented in the whole re-
gion some time at a not yet established moment of the Iron Age, would have forced to lower all of 
them to their whole extension and the crops would have been located too deep. The only part of 
the hydraulic system that was lowered, is the main canal, that abandoned its sloping shape and 
wich depth pased from 0,80 m to 2,30 m, what matches the second phase of the falaj found during 
previous seasons. We do not yet know if there actually flowed any water in the falaj during this 
second phase, but we can assure, that if it did, it only flowed through the main canal.

The rest of the facilities of the ICNA Eastern Limit were never used again.

In a second drought phase, the gallery was also silted and was never reactivated.

The fresh water molluscs, Melanoides tuberculata are common in the whole hydraulic facil-
ity but appear for the first time in the ICNA Eastern Limit. They are much more numerous in the 
center and northeast of the system, increase as the force of the water flow diminishes and we can 
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Fig 35 Rock shelter or possible, partially collapsed, funerary structure.

Fig 36 Rock shelter or possible funerary structure with the remains of a fox.

The results of this survey were immediately shared with the (SAA), which Director of Excava-
tion and Archaeological Sites, (Mr. Eisa A. Yousif), accompanied us on a second visit to the area and 
could himself verify its potential.

Conclusions

The March 2018 season at alMadam, has seen once more at Sharjah an interdisciplinary 
Spanish team of the UAM, this time supported by the Fundación Palarq. This team has been formed 
by archaeologists and biologists that normally work together in two investigation teams at the 
UAM: Cultures, technologies and environment of Near- eastern societies (Culturas, tecnologías y 
medio ambiente de las sociedades del Oriente Próximo, HUM F-057) and Archaeozoological Labo-
ratory LAZ-UAM (Laboratorio de Arqueozoología LAZ-UAM EXP, C-065), the first one directed by Dr. 
Joaquín Córdoba Zoilo and the second one by Dr. Arturo Morales Muñiz.

The object we have been studying for several years, is the irrigation system that permitted 
the establishment of an artificial palm grove at the beginning of the I Millennium B.C. on the plain 
of al Madam (sector 2). This palm grove was the result of an excellent management of the water 
brought by a water collecting gallery or falaj (ghaili falaj) and an enormous amount of facilities 
connected to this gallery as it surfaced and ran through the plain. Once we had documented this 
fact and showed it to the public the first time in 2016 in Spain on an exhibition at the National 
Archaeological Museum in Madrid (MAN) called At the ends of the Orient. The modern discovery 
of the Land of Magan.Twenty years research by the Department of Antiquities, the international 
scientific community and the Spanish team in Sharjah (United Arab Emirates), as well as in the 
catalogue accompanying this exhibition, there still remained many questions to solve. During this 
season, we have mainly put four:

1. How does the water collecting gallery evolve as it leaves behind its source and runs trough 
the plain?

2. Where does the agricultural area begin? Was its limit demarcated in a special way or did the 
secondary channels just start, without clearly marking the point? Does the eastern limit of 
the cultivated area also show an unfinished attempt to reactivate it?

3. How do we explain the presence of fresh water molluscs, as well as terrestrial molluscs all 
over the facility?

4. What can biological micro indicators like the mites tell us about the paleoenvironment of the 
oasis?

- The water collecting gallery follows its north-northeast course at least 51 m more, as we 
have been able to follow it along soundings T, U and V. It is very possible, that the main canal goes 
on to the end of the plain. This plain had been artificially built in the Iron Age, so that the water 
could be easier diverted. Its end lies about 300 m from our excavation, at the hills that resulted 
from leveling the ground in Antiquity. Although we have not found the end of the main canal (this 
will be the aim of our future campaigns), we have documented how the channels, ponds and tree-
pits, that make up the Irrigation Channel Network Area in this sector, differ significantly from each 
other. The regularity we had supposed during the first years we excavated this hydraulic system, 
has disappeared. Now ponds and channels do not seem any more to follow a preset pattern. Each 
pond has surprised us with a different way of distributing the water. They showed different num-
bers of channels and the gaps the water had to bridge, were also varying. They also had different 
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Fig 31 Already excavated funerary structure on the northern slope of the Jebel Fayah.

The survey of the Jebel al Buhais on March the 20th, 2018, began at tombs BHS 61 and BHS 
62 (Fig. 32), that have a chronology going back to the late Bronze Age. From this perspective (to-
wards the Southwest) we distinguished a large crevice that ran parallel to the ridge of the Jebel 
(Fig. 33). The way some stones were placed and the sediment visible, hinted at a continuous line of 
possible funerary structures. In fact, its parallels with other rock shelters in this very same Jebel, as 
well with those already excavated as with those who still remain untouched, lead us to think, that 
this crevice could have been used by people. If we follow this parallels, we could propose, that this 
crevices could have been used as burials for individuals of the Iron Age.

Fig 32 Satellite plan showing the area surveyed and its connection to BHS 61.
The stars indicate the photographs included in this report, from right 
to left (A. González Martín).

Fig 33 Continuos line of possible funerary structures or rock shelters seen from the East.

The continued survey of all the hillside, from east to west, allowed the team to distinguish 
several structures that were not only outlined by the rocky wall, but also by stones placed to close 
those possible funerary structures, forming a small, semicircular wall, similar to those already 
found by the team of the SAA in the valleys located in the center of the Jebel, like tombs BHS 30 
and BHS 36 (S. Abboud Jasim, The Necropolis of Jebel al Buhais, Sharjah, 2012, pp. 99-100 and 115-
116). In the sediment of very fine sand inside two of the structures, we found the remains of a fox 
and an ovicaprid, that were taken to the house of the expedition to be included in the reference 
collection of the archaeozoological team.

Fig 34 Rock shelter or possible, partially collapsed, funerary structure.
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The 2018 season of the environmental archaeology unit from Universidad Autónoma de Ma-
drid’s Spanish Archaeological Mission in the UAE included one week of zooarchaeological work 
on the laboratory and field sampling on the Iron Age complex from the al Madam Oasis region 
(Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; 1,300-300 BCE). Specifically, the tasks carried out by the specialists 
included curation of vertebrate and mollusc remains from previous campaigns on this site and 
organization and preliminary analyses on some of the new zooarchaeological samples from this 
campaign. The materials from previous campaigns were those that remained in the storage rooms 
at Mleiha. As such, these materials were not included in the interim reports that were delivered to 
Sharjah’s Directorate of Antiquities and Heritage upon arrival on March 15th, 2018 [i.e. LAZ-UAM 
technical reports nos. 2016/01 (molluscs), 2017/01 (mammals), 2017/02 (mites; Acari) and 2017/04 
(fishes)(González Ibañez et al., 2017; Liesau von Lettow Vorbeck et al., 2017; Roselló Izquierdo et al., 
2017; Vázquez Sánchez & Rosales Tham, 2016)]. These collections were mostly constituted by mol-
luscs and mammals from the AM1 and AM2 sectors, corresponding to the settlement and Falaj 
areas of Al Madam and are now incorporated to the faunal databases of our research group.

In addition to the reviewing and updating of the Al Madam faunal collections, the faunal 
analysts carried out systematic samplings of archaeological Acari and fish and gathered modern 
reference specimens from these two faunal groups. The preliminary report on the Acari from 6 
sedimentary test samples (i.e. approximately 35 mg per sample), taken at Al Madam in 2013 made 
it clear that the preservation of these high-quality bioindicators was quite acceptable in the falaj 
structures (González et al. 2017, LAZ-UAM technical report 2017/02). Given the paleo-environmental 
information that these faunas provide, a far more systematic collection of sediments on strategic 
locations of the falaj was collected. This included different stratigraphic levels on both the primary 
channel (FJ1) and the secondary channels Ch36 and Ch68 (Table 1). This sampling was carried out 
from bottom to upper levels in each structure after a meticulous cleaning of the profile to avoid 
modern contamination of samples. Two 500 g samples were taken at the centre of each level to 
eliminate potential contamination problems due to mixing of the sedimentary matrix with over-
lying and underlying levels. The sampling was carried out with gloves and the extraction tools 
pre-cleaned at each successive extraction episode in order to avoid modern and inter-level con-
tamination.

Archaeofaunistical studies in the Water Collecting 
Gallery (falaj) at al Madam

4

Table 1. Archaeological structures and levels sampled for archaeo
- acarological purposes during the 2018 field season at Al Madam
(A. Morales Muñiz and L. Llorente Rodriguez)

Table 2. Specificities of samples of modern reference specimens
collected for archaeo-acarological purposes during the 2018 field 
season at Al-Madam.

Sector Structure Levels

AM2

FJ1 13047, 13046, 13045, 13044, 13040, 13039, 13030

CH36 13052, 13051

CH65 13049

An equally relevant sampling was to collect modern samples of these micro-arthropods from 
selected micro-environments. The purpose here is one of building up a reliable reference collection 
of specimens from the region as this proves essential to correctly identify and interpret the archae-
ological collections of mites and provide reliable paleo- environmental interpretations. This sam-
pling followed the recommendations of our specialist (Dr. A. González Ibáñez; see Appendix). These 
samples only require a few milligrams of sediment or organic material to be collected in order to 
yield reliable data. A total of 5 modern samples were collected for referential purposes (Table 2).

Micro-environment Sample Location

Umbrella Thron Acacia (Vachellia 
tortilis

(Forssk.) Galasso & Banfi)
Superficial soil sample & fallen leaves AM2-Tuqeibah

Cornulaca monacantha Delile, 1813 Superficial soil sample & dead leaves AM2-Tuqeibah

Prosopis juliflora (Sw.) DC. Superficial soil sample & dead leaves AM2-Tuqeibah

Modern sediment sample from 
the falaj Sediment sample of the present-day soil AM2, FJ1,

Superficial level

Phoenix dactylifera L. Superficial soil sample Al Madam

Physical anthropology studies at al Madam.
S rve  an  n in

On March the 19th and 20th, the anthropologist Prof. Dr. Armando Gonzalez Martín and PhD. 
Student Carlos Fernandez Rodríguez of the Autónoma University, Madrid, carried out a wide survey 
in several areas of the Jebel Fayah an the Jebel al Buhais.

These surveys were intended to better understand these mountains (their orography, the al-
ready excavated tombs, the possibility of new findings, the surface material that could eventually 
be found …. ) and their relationship with the surrounding landscape, particularly with the al Mad-
am-Mleiha plain. The study of the population living there in the Iron Age, carried out during all this 
years by the archaeological team, would be considerably enriched, if we better understood the fu-
nerary culture of the region during this period. Our final aim is to increase our knowledge about both 
spheres of the Iron Age of al Madam: the one of the living and the one of the dead, and to do this as 
well from an archaeological point of view as from an anthropological one.

On March the 19th, 2018, the team parted, together with one of the guards the SAA keeps in 
this area full of archaeological remains, towards the northern slopes of the mountain, where the 
guard showed us some graves excavated in the last years. They immediately aroused our interest by 
their typology, as we connected them with the Iron Age.

The survey of the northern slopes of the Jebel yielded very few potentially interesting archae-
ological sites, except some tombs already excavated by the SAA, that judging by their aspect (and 
without information about the burial goods they contained) could belong to the Iron Age (Fig. 31).

5
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The compact sand mass UE 13048 formed after pond Po9 and the corresponding channels 
Ch35 and Ch68 were completely silted, as it lies on their filling, but before the attempt to reacti-
vate the system, as the overburden excavation of the main canal cuts through it.

As we have already remarked, the stratigraphic position of this element has been determin-
ing to identify the existence of two different moments in which the system was abandoned and to 
determine which fillings belong to the first abandonment and which ones to the second.

The second construction phase of the system consists of the deepening of the main canal, and can 
be inferred by several data consistent with each other:

- The present floor of the main canal lies between 1,20 and 1,30 m under the floor of the second-
ary channels Ch35, Ch36 and Ch68, what would have prevented any water to flow from the falaj 
into these channels.

- The upper third of the main canal has sloping walls, while the two other thirds have clearly ver-
tical ones; the change in the wall coincides with the height of the secondary channels, proving 
there were two phases in the excavation of the present section of the main canal.

- The deepened canal cross-cuts the compact sand mass UE 13048, that lies itself on the last 
filling caused by the abandonment of pond Po9, what shows that this cut happened after the 
abandonment and silting of this pond. So the main canal must have been excavated at least on 
two different occasions.

Anyhow, this second constructive phase was a failed attempt to reactivate the system, as the 
new height of the main canal is too low to allow the water to flow into ponds Po9 and Po10. An 
eventual deepening of these two ponds until reaching the new level of the main canal, would 
have located the crops at an excessive depth, incompatible with the corresponding biological 
processes and the agricultural work (Fig.30). On the other side, the deepening of the main canal 
itself remained unfinished in some sections, as could be seen during previous excavation sea-
sons in the area of the ICNA Core.

The failure of the second construction phase led to the abandonment of the facility and to 
the subsequent silting of the newly excavated sections of the main canal with new fillings of sand 
of eolic origin. It was at this moment, when levels UEs 13047, 13046, 13045, 13044, 13040, 13039, 
13030 and 13034 (numbered from the oldest to the most recent one) formed.

The traces left by the tools during the excavation of the second phase of the falaj are much 
more visible and allow us to see much better how this was performed, as we have already re-
marked. They also show us, that the same pick was used as the one that left its traces in the gallery 

The Formation of the Compact Mass UE 13048

Second Construction Phase

Second Abandonment Period

3.5.6

3.5.7

3.5.8

of the falaj and in the well in the village of al Madam, as well as the same adze as in the Mud-Brick 
Working Area of the village (MWA1).

This season´s work has yielded us for the first time in the ICNA Eastern Limit, stone tools 
(flint) and potsherds belonging beyond doubt to Iron Age II, as the rest of the ceramic materials 
of the facility. Actually there are several potsherds of red to brown common ware, with red and 
black slip and decorated in relief (cord). We have also found mollusks as Terebralia palustris and 
Melanoides tuberculata, that are also found in the rest of the facility.

Fig 30 Sketch of the elevation of the western wall of the main canal (M.A. Hervás Herrera).

Fig 29 Sketch of the plan of the sector excavated in the ICNA Eastern Limit (M.A. Hervás Herrera).
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It was identified and excavated during the 2017 season. It runs from east to west through 
the excavated area, over the silt filling the system after its first abandonment, actually over UE 
13050 (that completed the silting of pond Po9) and UE 13049 (that completely silted the secondary 
channel Ch68). But it is transversally cut by the main canal (Fig.29). This proves, that this canal 
had two constructive phases: an initial one and a reactivation through an overburden excavation 
after a first abandonment of the whole system. Ponds Po9 and Po10 and all related structures, 
remained in disuse in spite of this attempt to reactivate the system, as they do not show any 
evidence of deepening, their channels were clearly left out of reach of the water collected by the 
main canal at its new height and they are partially covered by the compact sand mass preserved 
in situ (Fig.30). To understand the nature of this compact sand mass, during the 2018 season we 
thoroughly cleaned its southern and northern side, completed the excavation of its southern front, 
west of the main canal and emptied again the Sounding 7 to lay free its northern front. Finally 
there has not been found any evidence that would suggest that this mass had been intentionally 
built, as it is not formed by any blocks and does not show any tamping either. Furthermore, it 
shows veins of loose gravel on the northern and southern front and the verticality of these fronts 
is due only to our own work during previous seasons. All suggests, that it is in fact a sedimentary 
deposit, compacted in consequence of a natural process.

In any case its position in the stratigraphic sequence of the excavated area, has been de-
terminant to identify the existence of two different construction phases of the irrigation system, 
followed by another two phases of abandonment.

The stratigraphic sequence documented in the area excavated in 2018 in the ICNA Eastern 
Limit has permitted the identification of a first general constructive phase of the system, followed 
by a first occupation period, during which the facility was used, a first period of abandonment, a 
second constructive phase that affected only the main canal and a second and definitive abandon-
ment after the failure of the attempt to reactivate the system.

To this phase belong the following structures:

- The main canal or falaj in its first shape (fj1A) with sloping walls and about 0,80 m depth.

- Ponds Po9 and Po10 and the secondary channels that feed them (Ch35, Ch36 and Ch68).

- Tree-pits Tp81, Tp84 and Tp87 and the secondary channels Ch73 and Ch90, all inside pond Po10.

The Compact Sand Mass (UE 13048)

General Interpretation

First Construction Phase

3.4

3.5

3.5.1

First Occupation Period

First Abandonment

First Silting

Second Silting

To this phase belong the following structures and stratigraphic units:

- The fillings of agricultural soil UE 13063 (inside tree-pit Tp81), UE 13077 (inside tree-pit Tp84), UE 
13069 (inside tree-pit Tp85), UEs 13067 and 13076 (inside pond Po9A) and UEs 13068 and 13075 
(inside pond Po9B).

- The limestone flagstone used as a floodstone, that was found inside the filling UE 13068, by the 
gap that allowed the water to flow from pool Po9A into pool Po9B.

- Tree-pits Tp82 and Tp85 (inside pond Po9B, dug into the previous agriculture soil fillings UEs 
13068 and 13075) and tree-pits Tp83 and Tp86 (inside pond Po9A, dug into the previous agricul-
ture soil fillings UEs 13067and 13076)

- The remains of root balls that decayed in situ UE 13062 (inside tree-pit Tp81) and UE 13073 (in-
side tree-pit Tp86).

In this phase, there can be distinguished two different moments, when the system was silt-
ed by sand of eolic origin.

To this moment belong the following stratigraphic units:

- Fillings UEs 13052, 13058, 13059, 13066, 13071 and 13072, formed inside the structures of pond 
Po10 and inside the channel that feeds it.

- Fillings UE 13054 (inside pond Po9B) and UE 13060 (inside pond Po9A).

To this moment belong the following stratigraphic units:

- The general silting caused by the abandonment (UE 13050) inside pond Po9 over fillings UEs 
13054 and 13060.

- The silting caused by the abandonment (UE 13055) inside the secondary channel Ch35 that 
feeds pond Po9.

- The general silting caused by the abandonment (UE 13056) inside pond Po10.

- The silting caused by the abandonment (UE 13051) inside the secondary channel Ch36, that 
feeds pond Po10.

- The silting caused by the abandonment (UE 13049) inside the secondary channel Ch68.

3.5.2

3.5.3

3.5.4

3.5.5
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It lies in the southwestern quadrant of the excavated area. It got its water directly from the 
main canal through the secondary channel Ch36, that enters the pond at the center of its eastern 
end (Fig. 27). This channel is 1,80 m long and between 0,22 and 0,26 m wide and has a depth of 0,68 
m. At its mouth, there has been carved a more or less semicircular pool, that would have retained 
the water before entering the pond.

To the West, pond Po10 gets out of the limits of the excavated area. In fact it is quite proba-
ble, that it reaches the base of the mounds that fringe the irrigated area in the West, as happened 
with other ponds excavated during previous campaigns. We have uncovered all its width in a 8,00 
m long section of its eastern end. It is elongated and runs from east to west, but turning consid-
erably to the Northwest. It is dug into the geological substratum. Its breadth lies between 2,05m 
and 1, 94 m and it reaches a depth of 0,54 and 0,34m (not including tree-pits and inner channels). 
Inside, it shows an irrigation subsystem made up by three tree-pits (Tp81, Tp84 and Tp87) and two 
inner channels (Ch73 and Ch90) disposed in a line (Fig. 26).

The tree-pit Tp81 occupies the eastern end of the pond and received directly the water com-
ing from the channel that fed the pond (Ch36). The surplus water was caught by the secondary 
channel Ch37 (that runs from east to west inside the pond along the base of the southern wall) 
and led to tree-pit Tp84. The remaining water, was now caught by the secondary channel Ch90 
and led to the West to feed tree-pit Tp87, that was found at the western end of the excavated area.

All these elements are dug into the geological substratum. Some of them (Tp81 and Tp84) 
have retained inside remains of the agricultural soil (UEs 13063 and 13077) composed, as in the 
case of the pools Po9A and Po9B inside pond Po9, of compact gravel mixed with a small propor-
tion of sand. Tree-pit Tp81 yielded also the remains of the decomposition in situ of the root ball 
of the plant it contained (Fig.28). These fillings belong to the first period of the system. Filling UE 
13077, inside tree-pit Tp84, was not excavated and was left as an archaeological reserve. Fillings 
UEs 13063 and 13064, inside Tp81, were sampled in order to later test them for mites and polen.

After the first abandonment of the system, pond Po10 and all its structures were naturally 
silted by sediments of sand of eolic origin (first UEs 13058, 13059, 13066, 13071 and 13072 and then 
UE 13056).

Pond Po 103.3.2

Fig 26-27 General view of pond Po10 taken from the West (left) and from the East (right).

Fig 28 Tree-pit Tp81 seen from the South, with the section of agricultural filling UE 13063.
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north of the compact mass UE 13048, is the northern limit of this very pond Po9, although this hy-
pothesis could only be verified in future campaigns, when we will be able to remove the compact 
sand mass UE 13048 from this area. If it is correct, channel Ch68, that is located along all its course 
under the compact mass UE 13048 and is only visible on the western wall of the main canal, would 
have brought water also to pond Po9. This pond has a depth between 1,34 and 1,20 m.

Inside pond Po9 we have identified four tree-pits used for planting palm trees or other trees 
or big sized plants. Two were in the northern part P09B (Tp82 and Tp85) and two more were in the 
southern part Po9A (Tp83 and Tp86) (Figs. 24-25). Two of these tree-pits (Tp85 in Po9B and Tp86 in 
Po9A) still held inside remains of the decomposition in situ of the root ball of the vegetable ele-
ment they contained (respectively, UEs 13069 and 13073). Here also, samples were taken to test for 
mites and polen.

After the first abandonment of the system, the interior of Po9 was filled with sediments of 
sand of eolic origin (UEs 13054 and 13060 at first and later UEs 13050 and 13055). After the pond 
was completely silted, the compact sand mass UE 13048 formed over its northeastern side.

Fig 23 General view of pond Po9, taken from the Southwest.

The pond is divided inside in two pools (the southern one, Po9A and the northern one Po9B) 
separated by a 10 m thick and 0,45 m high partition wall, carved into the geological substratum. At 
the eastern end, this partition wall has been lowered, leaving a 0,32 m wide gap that functioned 
as a sluice gate to let the water pass from the southern pool (Po9A) to the northern one (Po9B). 
At this gap appeared a limestone flagstone, fallen to the North, that would have functioned as a 
floodstone to regulate the water flow (Fig. 23).

Both pools of pond Po9 have preserved an important part of their original fillings of agricul-
tural soil (UEs 13076 and 13067 in Po9A; and UEs 13075 and 13068 in Po9B). They are compact fillings 
made up of dark grey gravel mixed with a small portion of sand. Both fillings are stratigraphically 
older than the tree-pits found inside each pool, as these pits were dug into those fillings, cutting 
through them. This confirms, that these fillings belong to the first period of the system. Therefore 
two of them (UEs 13067 and 13068), were sampled in order to carry out a lab test to find mites and 
polen.

Fig 24 Tree-pit Tp83 in pond Po9A

Fig 25 Tree-pit Tp86 in pond Po9A
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brates in general and for mites in particular. This fauna can give us important information about 
the ancient environment, the chronology of the use and abandonment of the structures, as well 
as about the health of the ancient populations and their livestock. The results allowed us to know, 
that although we were in a very hot and dry region and the samples were very small, the mites 
were preserved. Therefore this season we have taken ten samples of 1 kg each of the filling of the 
canal, and this will no doubt permit us to obtain results related to the premises mentioned before.

Once the canal was emptied, we examined the tool-marks that appeared on its walls and on 
its floor (carved into the geological substratum), which allowed us to get some data about the con-
struction process followed during its second phase or reactivation. The immense majority of the 
marks observed belong to the point of a pick made of metal, but we have also seen some marks of 
a lighter tool (maybe an axe or adze, also made of metal) used to refine the initial work done when 
opening the canal (Figs. 21-22).

We have seen that, at intervals of 3,5 m, the pick-marks alternatively change direction (up-
stream or downstream) and that at the point where this change takes place, the floor of the canal 
is a bit elevated. This circumstance suggests, that during the second construction phase of the 
canal, it was deepened by well coordinated groups of workers, distributed, more or less, every 7 m. 
These working-groups excavated the canal starting at a certain point and going 3,5 m upstream 
and the same distance downstream, until meeting the adjoining groups at both ends. The material 
extracted was taken out at those meeting points, that were the last to be removed, so that the 
worker, who raised the material, could do this until the last moment from a higher point and so 
save a considerable effort.

At this section, the main canal has a maximum depth of 2,30 m and is 0,90 m wide at the 
upper part and 0,46 m at the floor. It is completely dug into the geological substratum (Figs. 21-22).

As it is proved by the stratigraphical sequence documented, the main canal shows two con-
struction phases with a period of abandonment in between. In the beginning, the floor of the 
canal would have been located at a similar depth as the secondary channels Ch35, Ch36 and Ch68, 
as otherwise these would not have been able to receive its water. In this first construction phase, 
the main canal had sloping walls, reached a maximum depth of 0,80 m and fed the secondary 
channels Ch35, Ch36 and Ch68 by gravity.

After a first phase of abandonment of the system, that caused the complete silting of its 
structures, first there formed the compact sand mass UE 13048, and later, there was an attempt to 
reactivate the main canal digging it deeper, probably trying to get to the water table at a deeper 
level.

This caused a cross-cutting of the former compact sand mass (UE 13048), the removal of all 
the material filling up the main canal and its deepening until reaching its current depth of 2,30 
m. Nevertheless, ponds Po9 and Po10 and all structures related to them remained silted and out 
of work, as is proven by the fact that they have reached the present time partially covered by the 
compact sand mass UE 13048. In fact we know, that the reactivation of the canal was not complet-
ed, as our work at the central sector of the ICNA (ICNA Core) during previous seasons, showed us 
some sections, where the ancient excavation had not been finished.

The abandonment of this attempt to reactivate the system, caused the canal to silt again. It 
was during this phase, that the sediments that we found in this sector during the 2017 and 2018 
seasons formed (UEs 13047, 13046, 13045, 13044, 13040, 13039, 13030 and 13034).

Fig 21-22 View of the main canal after its excavation

Excavation of the agricultural structures

Pond Po 9

The archaeological excavation of the zone of ponds Po9 and Po10, that were included in the 
excavated area, and of the channels that fed them (Ch35 and Ch36) was concluded.

This pond lies in the southwestern quadrant of the excavated area. It got water directly from 
the main canal through the secondary channel Ch35, that enters the pond at its southeastern cor-
ner. This channel is 1,86 m long and 0,44 to 0,30 m wide and has a maximum depth of 0,74 m. At 
its mouth, there has been carved a more or less semicircular pool, that would have retained the 
water before entering the pond (Fig. 23).

To the West, it gets out of the limits of the excavated area and its northern sector is hidden 
by the compact sand mass documented in this zone (UE 13048), so that we do not know its com-
plete dimensions and its shape. We have brought to light a 5,26 m long (east to west) and 3,72m 
wide (north to south) section. It is very probable that the limit of a pond that appears immediately 

3.3

3.3.1
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The initial excavation area of 14 x 11m (154 m2) was expanded on three different occasions:

- A first enlargement of 2 x 5, 50 m (11, 00 m2) to the South, west of the main canal, with the aim 
of excavating the southern limit of pond Po9, that had remained outside the area excavated in 
2017.

- A second enlargement of 2,50 x 6 m (15, 00 m2) to the West, north of the compact sand mass, 
in order to get more information about the internal structure of pond Po10, that is particularly 
complex at this point.

- A third and last enlargement of 3,20 x 5 m (16, 00m2) in the eastern third of Sounding 7, imme-
diately to the north of the compact sand mass, with the aim of clarifying its nature.

In the end we excavated an area of 196, 00 m2 and accomplished all the objectives we had initially 
set (Fig.20).

Fig 19 Excavation inside pond Po9. Picture taken northeastward

Fig 20 Aerial Photography of the area excavated, taken from the Southwest.

Excavation of the main canal

The archaeological excavation of the section of the main canal or falaj ( fj1) included in the 
area, was completed. We identified seven subsequent fillings inside, from the most ancient one to 
the most recent: UE (Excavation Unit, in Spanish Unidad de Excavación) 13047, 13046, 13045, 13044, 
13040, 13039 and 13030. They had all been already identified and partially excavated during the 
2017 season (some along 7,00 m, others along 3,50 m). The filling UE 13034, that completes the silt-
ing of the canal in the upper part of its section (at the point where it cuts through the superficial 
sand layer), had also been identified in 2017, but on that occasion it had been completely removed 
from the excavated area, so that it has not been excavated in 2018.

The sedimental layer that fills this part of the canal is formed by a sequence of sandy fillings 
of eolic origin. It is later than the moment the canal was deepened in an attempt to reactivate the 
system after its first abandonment. So the sediments we excavated inside the main canal in 2018, 
belong to a second abandonment of the irrigation system that had made it possible to create an 
oasis at al Madam during the Iron Age.

The fillings inside this main canal were studied by our team of biologists and tested for 
mites, continuing this way the analysis begun in 2015 at the point where the canal reaches the 
surface (see below). In 2015 we had collected six samples of 35 mg each to test for micro-inverte-

3.2
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Fig 18

Final photography of
enlargements T-V, ICNA Core. 
Picture taken looking north-
westward

Fig 16

General map of
enlargements T-V, ICNA Core 
during the 2018 season (M.A 
Nuñez Villanueva)

Fig 17

Final photography of
enlargements T-V, ICNA Core. 
Picture taken looking south-
eastward

All of them have different shapes and sizes, but follow the gradient that allows the water coming 
from the falaj to flow into them. But two of the channels, Ch71 and Ch76, must overcome a gap 
with the help of a potsherd put there to that purpose or thanks to limestone floodstones.

During previous campaigns, we were bothered by the lack of pottery in the whole facility, 
but the excavation of the ICNA permits us finding an ever higher amount of ceramic, as we ap-
proach the end of the main canal. The pottery matches the results obtained by C14 during previous 
seasons, establishing that the facility was in use during Iron Age II. All the pottery found is being 
studied and drawn, but there is no doubt about its chronology.

As in all previously excavated sectors, Melanoides tuberculata, a fresh water mollusc, ap-
pears all over the whole facility, specially in the main canal and near the mouths of the secondary 
channels. The ever more abundant appearance of another mollusc, Truncatella marginata, that is, 
a terrestrial gastropod, would suggest that part of the facility would have been abandoned during 
an unknown period, before the definitive abandonment of the whole structure. Eleven samples of 
Terebralia palustris, a mangrove gastropod, a marine species that is very abundant at the site of 
al Madam, hint again at the Iron Age, when this mollusc was first consumed in the interior of the 
Oman Peninsula.

The Water Collecting Gallery (falaj) at al Madam 2. 

Aims

Eastern Sector (ICNA Eastern Limit)

Fieldwork during the 2018 season at al Madam, sector 2 (AM2) in the area called Irrigation 
Channel Network Area, Eastern Limit (ICNA-E. Limit) took place from Sunday, March the 18th to 
Thursday, April the 12th, 2018, involving six workers of the Sharjah Archaeology Authority (SAA), 
as well as one archaeologist and one assistant of the team of the Universidad Autónoma, Madrid 
(Fig.19).

Work focused on the area already excavated during the 2017 season, formed by the union of 
the previous mechanical soundings, Sounding 7 and Sounding 15, in the area called ICNA-Eastern 
Limit, inside sector 2 of the site of al Madam. During the 2018 season, this area suffered enlarge-
ments at several points, to the East as well as to the South and to the West.

In order to begin the archaeological excavation, it was necessary to first remove the sand 
and the synthetic meshes covering the zone since the end of the 2017 season. We also had to clean 
the area, which we did manually with some mechanical aid. This initial phase of the work took 
place on March the 18th, 19th and 20th.

The proper archaeological excavation was carried out from March the 21st to April the 12th, 
and made up a total of seventeen working days of seven hours duration each.

The aims regarding the area ICNA Eastern Limit, with which we started the 2018 season, 
were the following ones:

1. Completing the archaeological excavation of the section of the main canal or falaj (fj 1) included 
in the area, that was 14 m long and that had remained unfinished at the end of the 2017 cam-
paign

2. To carry out the archaeological excavation of ponds Po9 and Po10 and of the channels feeding 
them (Ch35 and Ch36, respectively). At the end of the 2017 season, we had only been able to 
define their shape.

3. Clarifying the nature of the mass of compact sand, which ran from east to west and that we 
had documented in the central sector of this area in 2017.

4. To identify the profile of the different layers that form the filling of the main canal (fj 1) and of 
the secondary channels Ch35, Ch36 and Ch68 and to obtain samples of non polluted earth of 
each of them in order to carry out laboratory tests to find evidence about the flora and fauna, 
that could give us, among others, new data about the chronology of these fillings, the quality 
of the water collected by the system at that time and the type of crops cultivated in that area.

3

3.1
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Fig 13 Pond Po18. Final Photography. Picture taken looking eastward

The third sector of the enlargement V, V3 (Fig. 14) is maybe the most complex one, because 
inside a section of only 7 m length, we documented four channels and two ponds (Po19 and Po20).

Pond Po19 has a rounded shape (Fig. 15) and is fed by two channels that are very close to 
each other and run almost parallel from the main canal to the pond (Ch92 and Ch93). It is a small 
pond, if we consider its breadth, 2 m, but we do not know yet its length. At the end of the season, 
we had only been able to excavate a 0,20 m level of very fine eolic sand, with no other material, in 
order to define its outline.

Only 0,30 m north of it, pond Po20 shows an irregular form (Fig. 15) and is fed by two chan-
nels, Ch94 and Ch 95. It is located in the northwestern corner of the sounding. At the end of the 
season, we had not been able to confirm what the aerial photography seems to suggest, that this 
pond was probably formed by several tree-pits with irregular shapes and unknown dimensions. 
We only excavated this pond 0,20 m deep, in order to define its shape, as the season was reaching 
its end, removing a 0,20 m level of very fine eolic sand. In the northwestern corner of the pond, we 
found a fragment of a limestone floodstone.

After the March-April season 2018, we have uncovered 51 m of the main canal or falaj and 
opened an area of 274 m2, following its course beyond Enlargements R-S, that had been excavated 
in 2017 and Enlargements A-Q (campaigns 2013-2015, under the direction of Dr. Joaquín Mª Córdoba 
Zoilo). Thanks to this last campaign, the archaeological team of the UAM has completely excavated 
210 m of the main canal and all its structures associated with the large hydraulic system construct-
ed at al Madam 2 at the beginning of the I Millennium BC. (Fig. 16).

After this season, having found seven ponds (Po13 and Po15-20), two tree-pits (Tp79 and 
Tp80) and twenty six channels (Ch69-Ch72, Ch74—Ch89 and Ch91-Ch97), we can state again, that 
the Irrigation Channel Network Area found at sector 2 of the site of al Madam, consists of a main 
canal (Ch6) that comes from the falaj- fj 1 (that is the falaj itself) and that would have been the 
main axis of the cultivation area. On both sides of the canal, it is, of the continuation of the Water 
Collecting Gallery, we have documented at least twenty ponds of varying shapes and sizes, nine-
ty-seven secondary channels, two decantation pools and eighty-seven tree-pits.

The regular structure the Irrigation Zone showed during the first years of our excavation 
(sectors A-Q), with parallel, elongated ponds, fed by one single channel each and with parallel, 
secondary channels bringing at the same time water to the tree-pits, following an established pat-
tern, had been already broken during the excavation in 2017, (sectors R and S), when ponds began 
to be more separated, but grew larger and received water from several secondary channels.

The 2018 season has removed any pattern in the form of the ponds and channels, as in the 
enlargements T-V, we found the largest pond of all seen in the hydraulic network, Po13, with 10,30 
m, but also the smallest one, Po19, with only 2 m. The pattern in the number of channels feeding 
each pond has also been broken. There is only one in the case of ponds Po15 and Po17, two in the 
case of ponds Po16, Po19 and Po20, three in the case of pond Po18 and four in the case of pond Po13. 

Ponds Po 19 and Po 20

General Interpretation

2.4.2

2.5

Fig 15 Pond Po 9 and Po20 and their connections to the main canal or falaj at the end of the season.
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Fig 11 Enlargement V1 (M.A. Nuñez Villanueva)

This is the last enlargement of this season. It follows again the course of the falaj, that turns 
once more to the East, what obliges us to open a sounding of 37 x 4 m, 3,5 m northeast of Enlarge-
ment U. Because of its dimensions, we divided it into three sections: V1, V2 and V3.

We uncover the falaj along this 37 m. The canal remains in the centre of the sounding but 
turns to the East after 16 m. It approaches the eastern profile until it penetrates its northeastern 
corner and we lose it again.

As in enlargements R, S, T and U, the falaj is a 0,25 - 0,30 m broad and 0,10 m deep canal, 
that continues to provide water to a complex system of channels and ponds. East of its axis, we 
document five secondary channels, from south to north, Ch97, Ch81, Ch87 and Ch96, as well as a 
single pond, Po17, that lies more or less inside the corner formed by Enlargements U and V1, so that 
it was not possible to examine it.

Also in this case, the most complex part of the sounding appears to the west of the main 
canal. We document eight channels. Of one of them, Ch85, (Enlargement V1) (Fig.11) we do not 
know where it leads to any pond or tree-pit, but it shows a potsherd in the profile of the sounding, 
a place where the floodstones, that give access to ponds, usually appear. It is a 0,20 m broad and 
0,80 m long channel, with a depth of 0,20 m, located south of the enlargement, in a zone with 
relatively few structures.

Enlargement V2.4 Pond Po 18

In the subdivision called V2 (Fig. 12), the falaj brings water to a middle-sized pond (5 m broad) 
located westward. At the end of the season we had not yet been able to reach its bottom and 
know its actual depth. Three secondary channels flow into pond Po18: Ch79, Ch91 and Ch86 (Fig. 
13). The pond was filled with very fine and loose eolic sand, without any gravel and there was a 
floodstone located at the mouth of channel Ch79. It is a big sherd of a jar without any neck, a Hole 
Mouth Jar with Overhanging Rim (0,35 m diameter at its mouth), that is typical of the Iron Age II 
and III villages in the Oman Peninsula. Its paste is beige and its slip is black, and it is very eroded 
due to the effect of the water.

2.4.1

Fig 12 Enlargement V2 (M.A. Nuñez Villanueva)

Fig 14 Enlargement V3 (M.A. Nuñez Villanueva)
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Immediately to the northwest of the pond Po15, we find the pond Po16 (0,65 m deep), with an 
irregular form that had not been found until now in the ICNA. It gets water from two channels, Ch78 
and Ch83. Channel Ch83 shows a fragment of a limestone floodstone and, at its mouth, an accumu-
lation of potsherds, that is maybe the most abundant one of the whole excavation (Fig. 8). Therefore, 
we decided to excavate the whole filling of this pond that lay inside the enlargement and we found 
an attempt made in Antiquity, to lower the whole structure, an attempt that had not been completed.

The pottery can be found near both channels. It is Iron AgeI I Common Ware, with red, red-
dish-pink and beige ware, with or without slip. There is one big potsherd of Red Ware with big white 
mineral temper and red slip and a potsherd of beige, sandy ware of the Rumeilah Ancient Ware type. 
There are the following shapes (all are incomplete): big jars with a cord decoration or with decoration 
of cords and diagonal cross hatching, two handles and part of the body of a middle-sized pot; a jug (0,15 
m mouth) without neck, with incised waves on its shoulder and a Common Beige Sandy Ware bowl, 
slightly polished, with black slip and a substance of some kind attached to its rim, maybe some type of 
black pigment.

Pond Po 162.3.2

Fig 8 Pond Po16 during the excavation and before removing the pottery found at the mouth of chan-
nel Ch78 and the level of gravel and sand that filled the pond.
Picture taken looking eastward

Once we had removed the pottery, the flagstone fragment and the filling both of the chan-
nel and of the pond at the mouth of the channel, we found a small decantation pool (Bs64) at the 
point where Ch78 reaches the pond (Fig.10).

Fig 9 Ponds Po 15 and Po16 at the end of the excavation and before removing the 
ceramic inside channel Ch78 and the limestone floodstone in channel Ch76. 
Picture taken looking eastward

Fig 10 Ponds Po15 and Po16 after excavation. Picture taken looking south

4746
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The only channel included in Enlargement 
T, that does not head towards the pond, is chan-
nel Ch72, which would have been part of one of 
the tree-pit lines, that are characteristic of this ir-
rigation zone. It is an unusually winding channel, 
2,16 m long, 0,13 to 0,24 m deep and with a breadth 
that varies between 0,50 and 0,34 m. It is filled with 
eolic sand and gravel and leads to the only tree-pit 
that has been documented in this enlargement. 
This tree-pit Tp79 (0,90 m x 1,63 m) is 0,13 m deep. 
The root ball left an additional hole, so that its total 
depth, after excavating, was 0,53 m. So this tree-pit 
is smaller than the ones found during previous sea-
sons (Fig. 5).

Fig 5 Channel Ch72 and its tree-pit Tp79.
Picture taken looking westward

As the falaj turns slightly to the East, so that it disappears into the profile, the excavation 
had to adapt itself to this fact and Enlargement U (10 x 5,5 m) was located on the axis of the En-
largement R of 2017, 3,5 m to the East of enlargements S (2017) and T (2018), where the canal took 
again the direction we documented during previous campaigns.

Enlargement U2.3

Fig 6 Enlargement U (M.A. Nuñez Villanueva)

Enlargement U allows us to fol-
low the main canal along its whole 
length and document a complex sys-
tem of channels and pools (Fig. 6). To 
the east of the falaj, there are three 
channels, Ch75, Ch77 and Ch82. Out 
of this three, only Ch75 permits us to 
see part of its mouth, where it dis-
charges into what could possibly be 
a pond, where there is a big potsherd 
used as a floodstone. The channel is 
0,30 m wide and 0,14 m deep. At its 
mouth, it broadens to 0,42 m. It was 
filled with eolic sand. The potsherd, 
located at its end, was very worn and 
had been the base and part of the 
body of a big jar of Common Red Coarse ware, with some remains of black slip on its outer part. 
On its body, it showed a decoration in relief, that is typical for Iron Age II in the area of al Madam 
(Fig. 7).

To the west of the main canal, the network of smaller channels gets more complicated. 
South of enlargement U we have documented a curved channel, Ch74, that runs parallel to chan-
nel Ch72,-that is also slightly curved- and that shows a very small tree-pit, Tp80 (0,20 x 0,30 m and 
0,20 m depth). This tree-pit is the only one we have documented in this enlargement and it was 
filled with eolic sand. At the point where the secondary channel Ch74 joins the falaj, we have three 
small holes forming a line (Ho 12- 14), that could be the remains of a putlog or some other system 
to stop the water and divert it inside the main canal (Fig. 6).

In the centre and in the northern part of enlargement U, we find two ponds of different form 
and size, that are watered by three channels.

Fig 7 Detail of the potsherd that functioned as a 
floodstone in channel Ch75

Pond Po 15

Pond Po15 is watered by a single channel, Ch76, and its shape, elongated and narrower than 
the others (3 m), reminds us of the first ponds excavated in the ICNA Core (ponds Po1-6) and of the 
ones found during this campaign in the ICNA Eastern Limit sector (see below). The filling of the 
pond consisted of very fine sand and some gravel. It has not been completely emptied, so that we 
do not know its depth. The channel that discharges its water into this pond, Ch76, has the form 
of a double funnel and at its narrowest point, there is preserved a complete floodstone made of 
limestone and horizontally placed. Along the part that goes from the falaj to the floodstone, the 
channel is 0,20 m deep, from the floodstone to the mouth of the pond, 0,46 m. The limestone flag-
stone, which dimensions are 0,31 m length, 0,60 m breadth and 0,2 m height, would have bridged 
a slope of 0,26 m inside the channel (Fig. 9).

2.3.1
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in the whole hydraulic facility since the first year of our excavations) and five secondary channels 
to the West of the main canal (Ch69, Ch70, Ch71, Ch72 y Ch80). From these channels, four lead to 
the large pond and only one, channel Ch 72, connects the main canal with a line of tree-pits, but 
yet we can only see tree-pit Tp79, that is located north of the enlargement. To the East of the falaj, 
we have only documented one single channel, CH 84, that had not been completed, as it does not 
lead to any tree-pit, pond or any other structure, leaving a most unusual open space in this part 
of the ICNA.

Fig 1 Enlargement T (M.A. Nuñez Villanueva)

Fig 2 General view of Enlargement T from the South, from the water source.

4342

Pond Po 13

Pond Po 13, located west of the falaj, was only excavated to the bottom at its southern side in 
order to be able to establish its depth at this part of the structure. At this point the pond is 0,60 m 
deep. We know its width, 10,30 m, but not its length, as this pond penetrates the western profile of 
the sounding. The filling of this pond consisted mostly of eolic sand, that was mixed with gravel at 
the mouth of the channel Ch79, which is possibly the most striking point of the structure, because 
this channel Ch79, which is only 0,80 m long and 0, 50 m wide and has a slope of just 0,10 m, must 
overcome a drop of 1 m from its mouth to the bottom of the pond. The solution given, was to place 
a tubular pottery vase inside the channel, that would not only act as a floodstone, as we are used 
to see in the rest of the ICNA Core, but also as a pipe that reinforces this section (Fig. 3). 

Nevertheless the 0,55 m drop until reaching the highest part of the pond, is still considerable 
and 0,40 m from the base of the channel, there has been dug a small pool or decantation pit, Bs63, 
with a diameter of 0,20 m (Fig. 4).

Out of the four channels that deliver water to this enormous pond, only channel Ch71 seems 
to have needed this solution, as (save the channel located more to the South, Ch80, that has been 
severely altered by a root), both channels that discharge water into the pond to the North, are two 
or even three times longer than channel Ch71, what allows the water to flow along the natural 
gradient until discharging into the pond.

2.2.1

Fig 3 Tubular pottery located in channel 
Ch71.

Fig 4 Section of enlargement T from the main canal 
or falaj to the bottom of pond Po13. There can 
be seen the pottery reinforcing channel Ch71 
and the decantation pool Bs63. Picture taken 
looking eastward
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In accordance with the work plan proposed, the Archaeological Team of the Universidad 
Autónoma, Madrid, working at Sharjah, has carried out a new excavation season at al Madam 
(Sharjah, United Arab Emirates). The scientific director of this campaign has been Prof. Dr. Car-
men del Cerro Linares of the Universidad Autónoma, Madrid. This 2018 campaign has been pos-
sible thanks to the support of the Fundación Palarq1 and of the Vice-Rectorate of Research of the 
Autónoma University of Madrid2, and, once in the Emirate, to the kind and most valuable help of 
the Sharjah Archaeology Authority (SAA)3.The team in charge of the fieldwork comprised the fol-
lowing researchers:

- Prof. Dr. Carmen del Cerro Linares, Professor at the UAM University. Director.

- Prof. Dr. Arturo Morales Muñiz, Full Professor at the UAM University. Archeozoologist.

- Prof. Dr. Laura Llorente Rodríguez, Professor at Leiden University, Archeozoologist.

- Prof. Dr. Armando González Martín, Professor at the UAM University. Anthropologist.

- Dr. Miguel Angel Hervás Herrera. Archaeologist

- Graduate Mr. Miguel Angel Nuñez Villanueva, SAA. Restorer, artist and archaeologist.

- PhD. Student Carlos Fernández Rodríguez, UAM

- PhD. Student Sara López Garrido, UAM

The archaeological team has been working in two areas at the site of al Madam 2, while the 
team of biologists has been carrying out surveys in the mountains of al Buhais and Fayah and in 
Sectors 1 and 2 of al Madam. They have also been working in the laboratory and enlarging their 
reference collection.

Introduction

The Water Collecting Gallery (falaj) at al Madam 2. 

Central Sector (ICNA Core)

The field work of the 2018 archaeological season at al Madam, Sector 2, (AM2) in the area 
called Irrigation Channel Network Area (ICNA Core, Enlargements T, U and V) was carried out from 
Sunday, March the 18th to Thursday, April the 12th, 2018, with the participation of eight workers of 

1

2

the Sharjah Archaeology Authority (SAA), a technical draftsman of the SAA and two members of 
the research team of the Autónoma University, Madrid.

In order to begin the archaeological excavation, we first had to remove the sand and the 
synthetic mesh placed at the end of last season, in March 2017. This was made by hand, with some 
mechanical assistance. This first phase of our work took place during March the 18th and 19th. 
Proper archaeological work was carried out between March the 20th and April the 12th, amount-
ing to eighteen working sessions of seven hours each.

Aims

Enlargement T

a. Extension of the excavation of the Water Collecting Gallery (falaj) towards the Northwest, in 
order to find its end. We intended to follow the course of the falaj along the enlargements as far 
as possible during our stay at the site, continuing the 70 m long extensions R and S belonging 
to the year 2017.

b. Examination of the structure of the Irrigation Channel Network Area (ICNA) from its core (ICNA 
Core) to its northwestern limit, where the falaj is likely to end.

c. Gathering of sufficient material to corroborate that the pottery belongs to the same cultural 
horizon as the village located in Sector al Madam 1-Thuqeibah.

The excavation area, we had initially determined on the first day of our campaign,

-Enlargement T, with an extension of 11 x 9m (99m2) - would be later extended on two different 
occasions:

a. A first enlargement, Enlargement U, of 10 x 5,5 m (55 m2) to the Northeast, following the main 
channel or falaj.

b. A second enlargement, Enlargement V of 30 x 4 m, (120 m2) also to the Northeast,

following again the main channel or falaj. Because of its extension, this enlargement was divided 
into three sections, V1 (10 x 4 m), V2 (10 x 4 m) and V3 (7 x 4 m).

Finally we worked in an excavation area of 274 m2 surface. All proposed objectives were fulfilled, 
except finding the final section of the falaj. This section has still not been excavated and will be 
one of the goals of next season.

The 2017 season had allowed us to open an enormous sounding of 60 x 6 m (Enlargement R). 
Later we had added a second enlargement of 18 x 6 m (Enlargement S) uncovering a total of 360 
m2. Following the northwestern profile of the excavation of last year with the idea of document-
ing the main channel and its joined facilities, we first opened an enlargement (Enlargement T, 11 x 
9 m) (Fig. 1), where there has been documented the continuation of the falaj, that is now a canal 
of about 10 cm depth and a breadth that varies between 25 and 30 cm (Fig. 2). Alongside this canal 
we found a large basin or pond, Po13, that is 10,30 m wide (it is the broadest pond we have found 

2.1

2.2
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The production technique of the bowl provides further links with the other Mleiha bowls. 
The central part is thicker than the wall and it has centre points on the in- and outside, an indica-
tion that it was shaped on a lathe like other decorated bowls found at Mleiha, ed-Dur and Bahrain 
(Overlaet, De Prez & Pincé 2018; on the lathe technique, see Maryon 1949: 101-102, fig. 14). The dec-
orations are hammered from the back with additional working from the front. Fig. 21 shows the 
back and front of the same part of the bowl. Even the circles that delineate the registers were first 
heightened from the back and then accentuated by punching small circles from the front. The legs 
of the camels were also punched and hammered from the back and then further detailed from 
the front. 

Fig 21 Front and back of a decorated part of the bowl. To facilitate comparison, the backside is a
mirror image.

Final remarks on the 2017 excavations

The discovery of two graves immediately to the south of the monumental tombs of Area 
FA confirmed the spatial pattern familiar from other locations of the Mleiha graveyard. Pit graves 
without any significant superstructures are located around the monumental tombs. Tomb FG-1 
had been plundered and was later used as a pit to discard plaster surplus. This happened when it 
had already largely silted up and thus probably dates from the time of the reuse of monumental 
tombs F2 and F5. Both these tombs were reused after a c. 80 cm thick fill layer was formed in their 
underground tomb chambers. The passage to the south chamber of tomb FA-5 was bricked up with 
lime bricks on top of this silted up layer, and this included a fragment of a crenellation and the 
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large monumental funerary inscription block of 87 x 52 x 16 cm. Since this lime brick building ma-
terial seems to be exclusively used in the construction of monumental funerary superstructures, 
this suggests that these monuments may already have been in a state of decay, probably as a 
result of the earlier plundering. Furthermore, the reuse as a building block of the large inscription, 
which must originally have been part of a wall or facade, points to a break in the family lineage. Its 
removal and reuse - upside down with the text towards the wall - must have been a desecration of 
the tomb and speaks against a family or tribal connection between the original occupants of the 
tomb and the secondary users.  

Tomb FG-2 was also plundered but does not show signs of reuse. Its construction and the 
remaining burial goods display a mixture of characteristics of tombs and burial goods of PIR A/B 
and C phases, which suggests a dating around the beginning of our era.

The remainder of the trenches to the South of FA show that the graveyard extended at least 
another 300 m to the South and South-West. Two of the trenches revealed large pits that may 
have been used to extract material for the lime brick or plaster production but their shape sug-
gests that they may also be unfinished tombs. 
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Fig 19 The bowl fragment from trench FK.
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Hardly anything remains of the third figurative band, again separated by a line of small 
punched circles. The top of the palm trees would have divided the band in two halves. Some slen-
der legs with hoofs can still be seen, however, suggesting a third band with animals was present. 

Several elements link the bowl’s decoration to another one found at the monumental graves 
of area FA and to a bowl from al-Fuwaydah in Oman. The FA bowl was found by the French excava-
tors in 1988, just to the north of tomb FA-2 in what seemed to be a robbers’ pit filled with debris. 
Whereas it seems safe to associate it with one of the monumental tombs, dating it is more diffi-
cult since these monumental tombs were reused. However, in view of its similarities with a bowl 
from tomb FA-5, a 3rd-2nd century BCE date seems reasonable. The 1988 bowl is now on display 
in the Sharjah Archaeological Museum (inv. SM.1988-52). It has a comparable rosette and it has 3 
palm trees (but without climbers) that divide the 2nd and 3rd band in 3 equal sections. The bowl 
from al-Fuwaydah has two palm trees, exactly like the FK bowl, each time with a person at their 
foot starting to climb it (inv. DA13363, see Yule 2001b; 2001a: 267, 280-281, fig. 6; 2016: 43-44, fig. 
6). The bowl was found in a tomb that was labelled as “Late North Pre-Islamic Culture”, an assem-
blage that is now reclassified by the excavator as PIR (Yule & Pariselle 2016: 161). There are more 
similarities in the style of execution and the iconography that suggest not only a common cultural 
provenance, but also a common story or meaning behind its iconography. Like the FK bowl, the 
2nd register has e.g. 4 camels walking towards the tree, and another 4 animals (although only one 
camel) on the opposite side. 

Fig 20 Bowls with palm trees across the two outer figurative registers. Detail of the FK bowl (top right); 
rim fragment from Mleiha, surface find (top left); bowl from the monumental tombs area FA at 
Mleiha (bottom left) and bowl from al-Fuwaydah in Oman with fruit bearing date palm (bottom 
right). (Mleiha bowls left:  screenshots of 3D models with radiance scaling filter of Meshlab 
v2016.12; al-Fuwaydah bowl: photo P. Yule)

Palm trees across two of the figurative bands must have been a recurrent pattern on PIR 
bowls. Another rim fragment from Mleiha, a surface find by Eisa Yousif of the SAA, shows a palm 
treetop in the top register (Fig. 20, top left). It is, however, something that was not exclusive to PIR 
bowls. Several 8th-7th century BCE Levantine bowls, which are at the origin of our tradition of dec-
orated bronze bowls with circular bands, already display this same characteristic (Markoe  1985).
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Trench FJ

Trench FK

Trench FJ is located 75m to the SW of tomb FA-5 (Fig. 1). A 15 m2 trench (3 by 5 meter) was set 
out where the GPR had indicated an anomaly. Because of soil colour marks at the NE corner, the 
area was extended with another 13m!. Part of a large pit, some smaller pits and a 14.5 cm wide, 5 
to 6 cm deep and 2.07 m long channel were discovered, all dug out in the marl. The absence of ce-
ramics or any other finds is remarkable. The small channel-like feature first suggested that it was 
related to water management but this seems unlikely since it is only 2.07 m long and does not ex-
tend beyond the trench. The meaning of the large, roughly rectangular 79 cm deep pit is puzzling. 
It may have been an area where marl was dug to make the lime bricks used in the construction 
of the monumental tombs; it might also be an unfinished tomb. A similar sized pit was made for 
grave FG-2 (see Fig. 10) before the slightly smaller burial chamber was dug out at the centre. 

Trench FK is situated outside the 2017 GPR, at c. 115 m to the SW of tomb FA-5 at the edge of 
a slightly more elevated area with trees. The location of monumental tombs is often marked in the 
landscape by such elevated areas. The trench was positioned to explore the eventual presence of 
monumental tombs without necessitating the removal of trees. The original East-West oriented 
trench of 1.5 on 10 m was expanded when soil marks became visible below the top 40 cm of sand. 
At the West end, a large and completely empty pit was found, very similar in size and depth to the 
one in trench FJ. At the Eastern end of the trench some remains of mud brick were encountered 
and the trench was expanded with an additional 10 m2. As the 2017 field campaign was coming to 
an end, only the topsoil was removed and further excavation is scheduled in the coming season. 
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Fig 17 Trench FJ with large oval pit and 2.07 m long “channel” on the left.

No diagnostic pottery was found but 4 cowry shells with cut-off dorsum and a fragment of a dec-
orated bowl were found in the topsoil.

Since the bowl fragment showed obvious traces of decoration, it was X-rayed by Sharjah 
Archaeology Authority and treated by Miguel Angel Nuñez of the SAA. The pattern is familiar from 
contemporary bowls: a central rosette with three circular bands. The central disc of the bowl is a 
variant on the Hellenistic acanthus pattern in the shape of an 8 pointed star. Unusual are the top 
leafs which are not drawn as individual leafs but are interconnected as if they were one single 4 
pointed leaf. A ring of small punched circles separates it from a procession of 9 birds walking to 
the left. It is problematic to speculate on the species with such small representations, particularly 
since the artist also had to fit them within the confines of a circular band. The beak, however, is 
not hooked which rules out a predator bird. The prominently stacked tail feathers could point to

 ostriches but it may also refer to the characteristic courtship display of the houbara bustard, 
a much valued but now endangered local game bird. The next band is partially lost but its imagery 
can be reconstructed. The well preserved right half on Fig. 19 shows three (originally 4) camels 
walking towards a person climbing a palm tree (to collect seed, fertilize flowers or pick dates?). 
Only the lower half of the climber and part of the characteristic palm tree trunk is preserved. The 
left half of this band is almost completely lost but 2 camels can still be recognised and their po-
sitioning suggest the scene was a mirror image of the one on the right with four camels walking 
toward another tree with a climber. Nothing is left of the tree but one foot of the climber is still 
preserved. 

Some of the characteristics of these camels, like the short legs and the long hump, strongly 
suggest that these images represent camel hybrids (Camelus dromedarius x Camelus bactrianus), 
locally known as bukhti. Such cross-breeds were valued in antiquity because they could carry 
heavier loads than the indigenous dromedary. Uerpmann reported on the presence of 7 bukhti 
burials among the Mleiha camel graves, testifying to the importance and value of this cross-breed 
(Uerpmann 1999; Jasim, Uerpmann & Uerpmann 2016: 121-123).  

Fig 18 Trench FK with a large pit and mud brick remains (bottom).
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Falcata fragments are documented from various tombs at Mleiha (PIR A & B: Mouton 2008: 
49-50, 72-73, fig. 22 n° 4-6, 41 n° 4-7) and a close variant (without the concave part near the hilt) 
is reported from Oman where it is also dated to the 3rd-1st century BCE (Yule 2001c: Pl. 303, 476). 
Mouton noted reducing numbers of single edged blades at Mleiha from PIR A to PIR B (Mouton 
2008: 73, 106-107) and since they are completely absent at ed-Dur in PIR C, it seems the type fell 
out of favour towards the end of the 1st century BCE.

Fig 15 Bronze spouts from tomb FG-2 and drawing of a similar horse spout on its bowl from ed-Dur 
(after Haerinck 2001).

There must have been a considerable number of sheet bronze vessels among the burial 
goods in FG-2. Many sheet metal fragments were collected as well as two cast bronze spouts, one 
in the shape of a bull’s head, the other in the shape of a horse protome straddling a conical tube 
(Fig. 15). Such spouts are well known from the Oman peninsula; they have been excavated at Mlei-
ha and ed-Dur in the UAE (Jasim 1999: 83-85, 92, fig. 33; Mouton 2008: fig. 91; Haerinck 2001: pl. 93, 
116 & 117) and in Oman at al-Rustaq, Samad, Sama’il/al-Baruni and Sumhuram (Yule 2001c: Taf. 240, 
447, 533 & 534; Avanzini 2007: fig. 5). They are usually made of bronze but one of the Mleiha spec-

imens is made of gilded silver. The spouts were mounted on the side of shallow bowls that were 
part of three-piece wine sets with a sieve or strainer and a ladle. Strainers with a broad flat rim, to 
be able to rest it on the opening of a vessel, were found at ed-Dur (Haerinck 2001: pl. 93, 116 & 117). 
The fragment of a sheet metal bowl with a similar c. 1 cm flat rim from tomb FG-2 is probably part 
of such a strainer (FG.F.050). These figurative spouts are usually embellished with engraved details 
but restoration and cleaning are needed to bring out this decoration.

Dating a plundered tomb relying on the remaining burial goods is a speculative undertak-
ing since we know several tombs were reused and have mixed contents. However, there are no 
indications for a reuse in this case. The Spanish amphora provides a good chronological marker; it 
was produced in the later 1st century BCE or early 1st century CE. The bronze spouts are well docu-
mented from PIR C tombs at ed-Dur, but their presence in earlier phases is not to be excluded. The 
glazed amphorae and the iron weaponry, however, rather point to the 2nd-1st century BCE tombs 
at Mleiha, as does the architecture. Tomb FG-2 shares distinct architectural characteristics with 
Mleiha’s PIR A and B monumental tombs in the use of floor-pits for storage vessels and its mas-
sive mud brick cover, but it seems to have lacked the square shaped top structure. The evidence 
remains limited but FG-2 could be a tomb that illustrates the transition between the PIR B and C 
phases, dating from around the beginning of the Christian era. If so, it might be more or less con-
temporary to the reuse phase of the adjacent FA monumental tombs.

Trench FH

Trench FH is located 50m to the SW of tomb FA-5 (Fig. 1). A trench of 3 by 5 meter was set out 
where the GPR had indicated an anomaly. A small rectangular grave pit measuring 1.24 by 0.62m 
with what seems to be a small step to gain access was found in the NW corner of the trench. The 
only item that remained in the burial pit was a small soft stone spindle with a bronze alloy pin 
in the perforation. It was produced on a lathe; the turning traces are still visible. Such spindles 
are very common and many identical ones are reported from Mleiha and ed-Dur (Haerinck et al. 
Forthcoming: pl. 49).
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Fig 16 Trench FH. Bottom left: trench with location of the tomb visible in the top right corner. Right: 
the grave pit after excavation. Top left: soft stone spindle whorl found on the floor of the tomb.
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Fig 13 Selection of the more than 110 arrowheads from tomb FG-2.
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A large quantity of iron weaponry was found, it includes several swords and short blades 
(knives or spears?) and arrowheads. The arrowheads were found dispersed, sometimes corroded 
together in bundles which suggest they were either bound together or placed in a quiver (Fig. 13). 
Since many are fragmentary and incomplete, the exact number is impossible to determine but 
there were at least 110 arrowheads present in tomb FG-2. Although arrowheads are common in the 
Mleiha tombs, this is an unusually large number. The types are well known from other PIR tombs 
and although there may be some chronological preference for specific types, the typology does not 
provide a secure or precise chronology. They belong to Mouton’s types B, C and D, which are the 
dominant type from the 2nd century BCE to the second century CE (Mouton 1990). 

Much of the armament was deliberately destroyed; the breaks are not the result of corro-
sion. Some fragments were found in the fill, others were found in groups on the floor of the tomb 
chamber. They are not complete, however, and although some fragments fit together, many are 
missing. Fig. 14 shows a selection of the material. There were at least 6 double edged swords or 
daggers with pin-shaped tangs as core of the handle (probably made of wood or some other per-
ishable material) (compare PIR A & B swords: Mouton 2008: 49-50, 72-73, fig. 22, 40). The end of 
the tang has a knob or a small disk (Fig. 14 top right). Several scabbard tips were found, some with 
the tip of a blade still in place (Fig. 14). They are tapered folded sheets of iron (in one case covered 
with another thin silver sheet) that end in a massive globular knob. Such scabbard tips are report-
ed from many of the Mleiha tombs (Mouton 2008: fig. 40), as well as from a communal tomb at 
Dibba (Jasim & Yousif 2014: fig. 43 n° 33).

Fragments of at least three single edged forward-curving blades were found in tomb FG-2 
(Fig. 14 bottom). Although sometimes described as “scimitars”, a general term given to all curved 
oriental swords, they are more specifically a local variant on the Greek kopis or the Spanish falcata. 
The type must undoubtedly have been adopted from the Greek Hellenistic troops.  The falcata is a 
heavy slashing weapon that is concave near the hilt and convex near the tip. The cutting edge on 
the inside of the forward-curving blade distinguishes it from the “scimitar”. The grip of the falcata 
is typically hook-shaped. The tip is more slender than that of the double edged swords and fits in 
the narrow scabbard tips ending in a ball (Fig. 14 top right). One of the falcatas on fig. 14 (bottom 
right) still has part of such a scabbard tip corroded onto the blade.      

Fig 14 Weapons from tomb FG-2. 
Top left: double edged straight blades; Bottom: local falcata, swords with forward curving 
single edged blades; Top right: central tangs of the hilt of the double edged blades,
attachment ring and scabbard tips of the falcata. 
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Fig 11 Amphora from tomb FG-2 (FG.P.025), probably of Spanish 
origin, traditionally used for fish sauce.
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Trench FE

Comparable pits are present in 4 of the 5 monumental tombs of Area F and in similar tombs 
at Mleiha 5, 7 and area AV(Z). Their purpose was made clear by the discovery of a Rhodian amphora 
in situ (Overlaet, De Prez & Pincé, 2018: Fig. 9). 

Although the tomb had been plundered, an interesting selection of finds was still present. A 
complete amphora was found upside down leaning against the North-Eastern corner (H. 77.5 cm; 
Diam. 33 cm). Although its origin still remains puzzling, the typology and the fabric seem to point 
to a prototype of South Spanish amphora (coastline of ancient Baetica). This type of amphora can 
be dated in the late 1st century BCE or early 1st century CE and was presumably used for the trade 
in garum, a fermented fish sauce that was considered a Roman delicatesse (pers. comm. P. Mon-
sieur). Like todays mehyawa in the Gulf, it was a valued trade product. The opening of the amphora 
was positioned at -161Cm, i.e. 52 cm above the floor of the tomb. Its upside down position seems 
odd and suggests that it was emptied and put aside when the tomb was plundered, possibly on 
top of some of the debris from braking through the mud brick cover of the burial chamber. 

A large number of finds were found in the last 20 cm fill of the burial chamber, including 
pottery, iron weaponry and bronze vessels and ornaments (Fig. 12-15).  Noteworthy are two large 
glazed vessels with decorative handles (FG.P.044 and 45), the sherds of which were scattered over 
the tomb chamber’s floor. The type is well known from many 2nd – 1st century BCE tombs at 
Mleiha and in Oman. Because only a few fragments were present among the many thousands of 
sherds that were registered at ed-Dur, it can be supposed that its popularity had passed in the 1st 
century CE (Overlaet et al 2016a: 33-34, fig. 7). With its approximate height of 52 cm and diameter 
of 39 cm; FG.P.045 is the largest of the known Mleiha examples. Fig. 12 shows only a few of the 
sherds, the vessel is nearly complete but needs further restoration. These vessels were probably 
imported from South Mesopotamia, as was most of the glazed ware found at both Mleiha and 
ed-Dur (Haerinck & Overlaet 2016: 52, Pl. 9 nr 9). Up to now, only one example of this vessel type 
is known from outside the Oman peninsula. It is a miniature vessel found at Tello in modern Iraq 
in the 1930’s and now on display in the Louvre, Paris.

9

Fig 12 Southwest end of the FG-2 burial chamber with sherds of glazed amphora 
(bottom) and a selection of the fragments from vessels 44 and 45 (top). The com-
plete vessel is a miniature of the same type discovered at Tello in Iraq.
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Fig 9 Tomb FG-1 during the excavations, fragments of a storage jar (FG.P-022) and a glass banded 
bead (FG.F-038). A layer of plaster waste covering a sand cone in the NE corner sealed the 
finds.
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At some moment in time when the plundered pit was still open, the already partially silted 
up pit was apparently used to dump plaster waste. It ran down and solidified on top of a sand cone 
in the NE corner of the pit, thus sealing part of the fill with the bead and the sherds (Fig. 9). 

Tomb FG-2

Is a larger and more complex construction. The grave pit measures at floor level c. 2.5 by 1.5 
meter and slightly widens towards the upper part. The grave pit is dug c. 1.10 m into the marl; the 
upper part of the constuction consisted of 4 layers of mud brick. What remains of these mud brick 
layers now very much looks like “walls” along the rim of the pit. However, some of the mud bricks 
on the North side would have been largely above the grave pit which shows that these are the 
remains of layers that covered the tomb chamber. 

Burial chambers were closed with wooden beams (in the case of small tomb pits, sometimes 
merely branches) covered with matting, topped by a plaster mixture and/or layers of mud brick. 
This is well documented at Mleiha but although we found no traces of the beams, the positioning 
of the broken away mud bricks shows that the burial chamber was covered by at least 4 layers of 
mud brick set in mortar. 

Similar thick layers of bricks sealed monumental tombs in Mleiha’s graveyard areas FA, AV, C, 
5 and 7. In these cases the brick layers also acted as a floor for a monument above the pit. Although 
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there are no indications for the presence of a superstructure in the case of FG-2, this may be mis-
leading. The use of the area as a palm garden involved bulldozing of the area and a superstructure 
may simply have been destroyed.An additional parallel with the adjacent monumental FA tombs 
are the two, more or less (Fig. 8). 

shaped pits that were dug in the floor of the burial chamber; measuring c. 100 by 45 and 90 
by 35 cm. Each of these was meant to hold two storage vessels next to one another.

Fig 10 Trench FG and details of tomb FG-2: plan, section and 
close-up of the Northern mud brick construction.
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Pending triangles are considered to be characteristic for the PIR A phase and are absent from 
the PIR C repertoire (Mouton 2008: 42, fig. 11 nr. 14-20; Haerinck & Overlaet 2016: 52, pl. 8). A later 
variant of the pending triangle motif appears in the PIR D phase but its triangles are combined 
with scrolls (the so-called “Late Mleiha ware”, see Benoist, Mouton & Schietecatte 2003: 65-66, fig. 
8 nr 7; Attaelmanan & Yousif 2012).

Two more fragments (FE.P.014 and 017) seem to belong to one and the same vessel, possibly 
similar in shape as the painted one. It was not necessarily painted, however, such grooves are also 
familiar from plain PIR A common ware vessels (see Mouton 2008: 44, Fig. 16, 6-7). 

The ceramic ensemble thus points to a PIR A date for Tomb FE-1, although a slightly later PIR 
B date cannot be excluded since this ceramic phase remains problematic to define (Haerinck & 
Overlaet 2016: 42). Further excavations in this area, the most southern part of area F, are needed 
to narrow down the exact time frame when this part of Mleiha was used as a graveyard.  

Fig 7 Trench FG between the monumental tomb FA-5 (left) and the 2016 trench FC, seen from the 
West. Graves FG-1 is seen on the left; FG-2 (not fully excavated yet) on the right.
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Trench FG

Trench FG is located just to the South of the group of 5 monumental tombs. The GPR had 
indicated several anomalies and since more graves were to be expected near such monumental 
tombs, a trench of 3 by 10 meter was opened, later extended to cover 62m!. Two tombs were dis-
covered, tomb FG-1 is a relatively small and simple tomb, and tomb FG-2 was a larger more com-
plicated construction. 
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Tomb FG-1

Is a rectangular North-South oriented pit of c. 2.10 by 1.20 meter. The tomb had been plundered 
and only some sherds, iron fragments and a glass bead were still present. The robbers’ entry from 
the surface can be clearly seen in the profile on Fig. 8. Probably the burial chamber was originally 
closed with wooden beams resting on c610 (Fig. 8). It seems the tomb had been plundered and 
then left open for some time during which sand and debris accumulated in the tomb. In the lower 
part of the tomb’s fill, fragments of a large common ware storage jar were found (FG.P-021) and a 
glass biconical banded bead (FG.F-038) (Fig. 9). The bead compares to a similar natron soda-lime 
bead from a tomb at Samad al Shan in Oman (Yule 2001c: 231, Pl. 26). Furthermore several iron 
arrowheads and blade fragments were found in the fill. 

7

Fig 8 West-East sections of the tomb FG-1 (trench FG).
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Fig 5 Trench FE with tomb FE-1 after excavations. Remains of wooden 
beams covering the burial pit are visible on the South rim of the 
pit (top photo).

Fig 6 Ceramics from trench FE (photo FE.P.013 by K. Kamyab, SAA).  
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Trench FE Pottery

Trench FE is located 280 m to the SW of tomb FA, next to one of the few remaining palm 
gardens. The excavation started in 2016 and a single tomb was found; its excavation was resumed 
in 2017 (Fig. 5). 

The tomb is relatively small; the depth of the burial pit was c. 80cm, its size c. 1.25 by 1.75 m. 
Several fragments of the wooden beams that covered the pit were still preserved. The area above 
and around the pit was severely disturbed and nothing more can unfortunately be said about 
what was on top of the beams. Several stones and mud brick fragments were present in the fill 
and the area above the burial chamber but they cannot be associated as such with the tomb con-
struction. Some ceramics were found, mostly sherds but also one complete (broken) painted vessel 
(Fig. 6). Part of the vessel was found along the rim of the grave pit, the remainder on the floor of 
the burial pit, in all probability it was broken during the plundering. 

Pottery was found in the fill of the looters’ pit, above the actual burial chamber. The as-
sociation with this specific grave is therefore uncertain since they may have landed in the pit at 
any given moment when it had already been partially silted up. They may still provide, however, 
a rough chronological indication for the use of this area as a whole. The first is a fragment of a 
handle of a Rhodian amphora, unfortunately not stamped (FE.P.011). Rhodian amphora dating from 
the late 4th/early 3rd century BCE to the first half of the 1st century BCE are documented at Mleiha 
(Monsieur et al. 2013; Haerinck & Overlaet 2016: 52-53, pl. 12). In general terms, Rhodian amphora 
at Mleiha point to a 3rd-1st century BCE or PIR A/B date. 

The second fragment is a large sherd of vase, that has a dark grey-black slip on the outside, 
irregularly running through on the inside of the vessel. Comparable common ware ceramics were 
found at the PIR A level of settlement area AI at Mleiha (Haerinck & Overlaet 2016: 52, pl. 7). They 
seem to represent a local continuation of Iron Age ceramic traditions (Mouton 2008: 45-46). Its 
ribbed neck links it to the painted vessel (Fig. 6).

The painted vessel is closely related to a red slipped PIR A vessel from Mleiha with ribbed 
neck and a painted figurative scene with horsemen on a yellowish buff band (Mouton 2008: 45, 
fig. 17:1, pl. 7). The triangles fit into a local tradition that is already found in the Iron Age. The 15 
pending triangles have horizontal striations and 8 of them also have one to four dots inside.
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The wall on top of this sediment was constructed with 11 rows of lime-bricks that were ap-
parently recuperated from above ground funerary structures. Up to now, the use of lime bricks at 
Mleiha has only been attested in funerary monuments, all other permanent constructions were 
built in less durable mud brick. The lime bricks included square bricks for the lower layers (35/39 
x 35/39 x 10/12 cm) and half-sized rectangular bricks and fragmentary crenelations for the top 
rows (see Fig. 2 top left). The Late 3rd century BC bilingual inscription was originally part of this 
wall and was placed upside down with its text facing the bricks on the North side. The inscription 
(and the crenelations) clearly demonstrate that the building material was retrieved from funerary 
monuments. It raises questions on the condition of the above ground monuments at the time of 
their reuse in the PIR C phase. It suggests the above ground monument may already have been in 
a state of decay.  

Fig 2 Aerial photograph of the monumental tomb FA-5 after the 2017 excavations. The 11 layers of 
lime bricks that blocked the passage between the burial chambers are visible on the left (the 
inscription block that was also part of this wall has been scaled and added on the photo).

The lavishly decorated bronze bowl of 2016 was discovered on the original floor of the burial 
chamber (see Overlaet, De Prez & Pincé, 2018: fig. 12, 16-24), covered by the sediment underneath 
the lime brick wall. As such, it is thought to belong to the burial goods of the original 3rd century 
BCE interment. A second bowl had been lying upside down just next to it, as evidenced by the 
preserved rim fragment uncovered this year (Fig. 2). It has a decorated band with dot-circle orna-
mentation along the outside but no other recognisable decoration.  

The black glazed amphora from the Southern FA-5 burial chamber has further been cleaned 
and restored since the 2016 preliminary report and this revealed some unexpected details (Fig. 4). 
A triangle on the body is not glazed, leaving the original ceramic surface exposed. Some horizontal 
lines from the turning of the vessel can be seen and continue underneath the glaze, leaving a faint 
relief mark. Exposing this triangle must have been done by scraping away the dried glaze before 
the vessel was put in the oven since the glaze layer thins towards the edges of the triangle. There 
are no thick glaze run-offs as on the top of the handles and on the rim, something which would 
have been present if the triangular area had been shielded from the glaze by covering it before the 
glaze was applied. Near the base of the amphora are three large oval marks in the glaze. These are 
spur marks, left where the amphora rested on the refractory supports in the oven during the glaze 
firing. Furthermore it is now visible that the tip was removed after the amphora was glazed. Chisel 
traces are visible on one side and reveal where force was applied to break away the (glazed) spike 
from the rounded amphora base. This supports the idea that the spike may have been removed at 
Mleiha since it was done after the glazing (compare Overlaet, De Prez & Pincé 2018: fig. 9).  

Fig 4 The black glazed Rhodian amphora and details of its base with the spur marks 
and the removed spike (left) and the unglazed triangle on the body (right).

Fig 3 Fig. 3. Fragment of a decorated 
bowl (floor level, passage 
between burial chambers) and 
general plan of monumental 
tomb FA-5.
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1. The expedition of the Royal Museums of Art and History, Brussels, works in close collaboration with Dr. Sabah Jasim and Eisa Abbas 
Yousif of the Sharjah Archaeology Authority. Trench FE was excavated during the 8th and 9th campaigns (2016 and 17), trenches FG, 
FH, FJ and FK in 2017. The expedition was made possible by the generous support of the Sharjah Archaeology Authority and fund-
ing by the Belgian IAP VII Belspo program “Greater Mesopotamia: Reconstruction of its Environment and History” (2016) and the 
Research Foundation - Flanders (FWO) (2017).

Fig 1 View from the East towards the Southern part of Area F at Mleiha. FA (monumental tomb), FE, 
FG, FH, FJ and FK were excavated during the 2017 excavation campaign. Trenches FB and FC were 
excavated in 2016. FE and FK are located outside the zone covered by the GPR.

Tomb FA-5

The excavation of tomb FA-5 had been nearly completed in 2016 and has been extensively 
discussed in the 2016 report (see Overlaet, De Prez & Pincé, 2018). 

The separation wall between the two underground chambers was removed during the 2017 
campaign and the complete burial chambers are thus excavated. The top wall stood on a layer of 
sediment of about 80 cm that accumulated after the tomb was looted for the first time. The wall 
on top of this sediment was constructed with 11 rows of lime-bricks that were apparently recu-
perated from above ground funerary structures. Up to now, the use of lime bricks at Mleiha has 
only been attested in funerary monuments, all other permanent constructions were built in less 
durable mud brick. The lime bricks included square bricks for the lower layers (35/39 x 35/39 x 10/12 
cm) and half-sized rectangular bricks and fragmentary crenelations for the top rows (see Fig. 2 top 
left). The Late 3rd century BC bilingual inscription was originally part of this wall and was placed 
upside down with its text facing the bricks on the North side. The inscription (and the crenelations) 
clearly demonstrate that the building material was retrieved from funerary monuments. It raises 
questions on the condition of the above ground monuments at the time of their reuse in the PIR C 
phase. It suggests the above ground monument may already have been in a state of decay.   

The excavation of tomb FA-5 had been nearly completed in 2016 and has been extensively 
discussed in the 2016 report (see Overlaet, De Prez & Pincé, 2018). 

The separation wall between the two underground chambers was removed during the 2017 
campaign and the complete burial chambers are thus excavated. The top wall stood on a layer of 
sediment of about 80 cm that accumulated after the tomb was looted for the first time.

The 2017 Belgian Excavations at Mleiha F,
Sharjah, UAE.

Abstract

Introduction

 The Belgian excavations in the fall of 2017 focused on the Area F graveyard at Mleiha. The 
excavation of the late 3rd century BCE monumental tomb (FA-5) and a PIR A tomb (trench FE) which 
had started in respectively 2015 and 2016, were concluded in 2017. Four more trenches were opened 
to gain insight into the development of the graveyard area. Of special interest are the discovery of 
a 1st century Spanish amphora in a tomb adjacent to FA-5 and a bronze decorated bowl fragment 
with camel representations.     

Keywords: Mleiha, UAE, PIR, tomb, graveyard, amphora, bronze bowl

The 2015 and 2016 excavation campaigns in Mleiha Area F were focused on the monu-
mental tomb FA-5 and a number of survey trenches to explore its immediate surroundings 
(Overlaet, Macdonald & Stein 2016; Overlaet et al. 2016b; Overlaet, De Prez & Pincé 2018)1. 
There are no visual traces of tombs in the immediate vicinity, due to extensive bulldozing of 
the landscape for its use as palm garden, but in analogy to the graveyard areas to the east of 
the al-Madam/Dhaid road that cuts the site in half, more modest and smaller tombs are ex-
pected to surround the cluster of monumental area F tombs. A large oval (empty) pit in the NE 
corner of the French excavation plot of 1986 and 1988-89 was interpreted by the excavators as 
such a plundered tomb. Another empty pit of a size that suggests it may also have been a tomb 
was discovered in 2016 in trench FC (Overlaet, De Prez & Pincé 2018).

An extensive Ground Penetrating Radar survey covering some 7 hectares around the exca-
vated monumental tombs was executed on behalf of the Sharjah Archaeology Authority in May 
2017. The GPR by the Berlin-based company “Eastern Atlas” used a high-resolution multi-anten-
na-array DXF1820 3D-radar of the NTNU (University Museum of the Norwegian University of 
Science and Technology) in Trondheim. This survey revealed extensive anomalies in the areas 
to the North and South of the tombs, possibly settlements as well as tombs. The 2017 research 
was focused on the area South of Tomb FA-5. Four additional trenches were opened, three of 
these included anomalies indicated by the GPR survey.  Furthermore, the excavations of tomb 
FA-5 and trench FE were concluded.

1

2 3

Field Report of Season 2018
Belgian Archaeological Misson
B. Overlaet, B. De Prez, K. Couchez,
L. Massagé, A. Van Ham-Meert
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Seven (7) sedimentary samples were collected from the Southern (North-facing) exposed 
section of Trench 39 at FAY-NE1 (Table 2). In addition to one modern control sample labelled

‘C1’ and derived from the exposed surface of the shelter, six sediment samples were selected 
as representative of the archaeological horizons II and III of the Fayah Shelter sequence (Figure 5).

Table 1. Sediment samples collected for sedaDNA analyses at 
Sampling Site A, FAY-NE1.

Sample provenienceSample numberSample sets

Site surface (‘modern’) sampleC1

Control samples: Underlying ‘sandy’ hiatus layerC2

Below ‘sandy’ hiatus layerC3

From above ‘target’ samplesC4

SedaDNA sample (North)S1

SedaDNA samples:

SedaDNA sampleS2

SedaDNA sampleS3

SedaDNA sampleS4

SedaDNA sampleS5

SedaDNA sampleS6

SedaDNA sampleS7

SedaDNA sampleS8

SedaDNA sampleS9

SedaDNA sample (South)S10
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Table 2. Sediment samples collected for sedaDNA analyses at
Sampling Site B, FAY-NE1.

Sample provenienceSample numberSample sets

Site surface (‘modern’) sampleC1Control samples:

Blue level sedaDNA samples

S1

SedaDNA samples:

S2

S3

Green level sedaDNA samples

S4

S5

S6

Fig 4 Sediment sampling locations at Sampling Site A, FAY-NE1. Target samples are indicated in  
red (S1 to S10) and control samples in blue (C1 to C4).

All sedaDNA samples were shipped 
to Germany and will from there be 
shipped to Denmark. All pre-PCR ampli!-
cation steps will be carried out in dedi-
cated ancient DNA clean laboratories at 
the Centre for GeoGenetics, University of 
Copenhagen applying strict aDNA prac-
tices and protocols.

This sedaDNA work is one of the 
first tests if ancient DNA can be recovered 
from sediments in desert environments.

Fig 5 Sediment sampling locations at Sampling 
Site B, FAY-NE1. Target samples are indicated 
in red (S1 to S6) and control samples in blue 
(C1).
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Radiometric dating

Ancient DNA from sediment

The younger part of the Paleolithic se-
quence at Fayah is still not radiometrically dat-
ed. Together with Frank Preusser, Gerwin Wulf 
and Kira Dähling, we collected three samples 
for OSL dating from the southern profile of 
the eastern extension of trench 37. The upper-
most sample is from AH II, the middle sample 
will date AH IIa, while the lower one will date 
AH III. Since the degree of cementation is too 
high here, we could not use the standard tube 
method but had to sample after sunset us-
ing hammer and chisels to extract loose sed-
iments. The loose sediments were collected in 
black bags to protect the sediments from sun-
light. All OSL samples were shipped to Germa-
ny to be analyzed in the lab of Frank Preusser 
at the University of Freiburg.

Given the lack of organic preservation at site FAY-NE, our interpretations of past climat-
ic conditions and paleoenvironmental context depends on grain size analysis and geochemistry. 
Phytolithis have been studied too by our colleague Adrian Parker. However, these are few and 
also difficult to interpret. To gain more detailed knowledge about past environments we initiated 
collaboration with Simon Underdown and Riaan Rifkin to test sediments from Jebel Fayah with 
regard of the preservation of ancient DNA (aDNA).

In general, sedimentary ancient DNA (sedaDNA) represents a viable alternative source of 
insight into ancient human ecology. Ancient sediments comprise a rich source of aDNA derived 
from eukaryotic organic sources (i.e. mammalian, avian and reptilian skin, urine, faeces, blood 
etc., arthropod chitin, intestinal parasites and fungal and botanical materials), prokaryotes (i.e. 
microscopic single-celled organisms including bacteria) and viruses (obligate intracellular para-
sites). Since previous studies have focused largely on temperate environments, with permafrost 
sediments comprising the most frequently studied material, we aim to explore the feasibility of 
extracting viable ancient DNA (aDNA) from warmer environments.

On 14 and 15 March 2018, sediment samples were collected from the Early Holocene levels of 
FAY- NE1, Sharjah, UAE, specifically for the purpose of sedaDNA analyses. To negate the influence of 
contamination by modern DNA on ancient samples, a custom-developed sample contamination- 
prevention protocol was followed during sampling activities. This entailed the use of two pairs 
of medical gloves (nitrile over latex), surgical (FFP-3-rated) respirators, a face- mask or visor, clean 
shoe-covers and biologically-impervious full-body suites (Tyvek overalls).

Soil samples were retrieved via sterile (DNA- and RNA-free) 15 ml centrifuge tubes (Grein-
er Bio-OneGmbH) from 1 cm to 4 cm inside vertically exposed stratigraphic sections in Trench 
4 (Sampling Site A) and Trench 37 (Sampling Site B). Sediment samples were extracted from re-
spective stratigraphic units in situ (i.e. by inserting the sampling tube into the cored cylindrical 
cavity), immediately sealed and subsequently frozen. Samples were taken from the bottom of the 
cleared trench towards the uppermost units as this limits contamination (by falling sediment) 
from younger sediments. All sampling equipment (stainless steel picks and spatulas) was routinely 
decontaminated with ethanol swabs and DNA Away®.

In total, fourteen sedimentary samples were collected from the Eastern (West-facing) ex-
posed section of Trench 4 at FAY-NE1 (Table 1). Ten sediment samples were collected as representa-
tive of the Early Holocene levels of FAY-NE1. Labelled ‘S1’ to ‘S10’, these were collected sequentially 
(horizontally) from within 5 cm to 10 cm above the fine-to medium-grained sedimentary layer 
representing a hiatus in human occupation at the site. In addition, four control samples were also 
acquired. Labelled ‘C1’ to ‘C4’, these comprise one ‘modern’ control (derived from the exposed sur-
face of the shelter) and three additional controls derived from the archaeological layers directly 
above and below the targeted Early Holocene levels (Figure 4).

5

6

Fig 2 (Paleoenvironmental sampling. Left) (north of Jebel Aqabah, right) at site FAY-NE1.

Fig 3 Location of OSL samples in the south-
ern profile of trench 37 in site FAY-NE1.
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Introduction

 e  or

Archaeological sampling

In our last season in 2017 we finished excavations at site FAY-NE1. In more than 10 campaigns 
the German Mission, first under the direction of Hans-Peter Uerpmann, later directed by the au-
thor, has excavated an area of about 240 m! to a maximum depth of 4.50 m. All parts of the site 
such as the terrace, the rock shelter as well as lateral parts have been excavated. The recovered 
seven archaeological horizons provide good overview of the occupation history of the site through 
time. The remaining intact sediment blocks will be left unexcavated to allow re- excavations in the 
future.

While excavations and sampling of archaeological material has finished, there are still open 
questions regarding the chronology of the archaeological sequence, the site’s taphonomy as well 
as the paleoenvironmental context of the human occupations. The latter is of particular impor-
tance but difficult to study at Fayah given the lack of organic preservation at the site. 

The 2018 campaign was therefore aimed at collecting samples from the still open profiles to 
work on the chronology and the paleoenvironmental context.

A second goal of the 2018 seasons was to increase the collection of finds from Suhailah. 
During our systematic surveys in October 2017 were able to document 37 lithic scatters over an 
area of about 60 ha. Surprisingly, these surface scatters feature a broad range of typo-technolog-
ical characteristics, including variants that have not been observed in the Jebel Fayah archaeolog-
ical sequence. The Suhailah finds thus likely provide evidence for a more intensive occupation of 
the region compared to what we know from Jebel Fayah.

In 2018 we brought together an interdisciplinary team consisting of specialists from the field 
of Stone Age archaeology (author), radiometric dating (Prof. Frank Preusser, University of Freiburg), 
geographic information systems (Dr. Gerwin Wulf, University of Freiburg) and ancient sediment 
DNA (Dr. Simon Underdown, Oxforf Brooks University, Dr. Riaan Rifkin, University of Pretoria) as 
well as a doctoral student (Kira Dähling, Oxford Brooks University) working on the reconstruction 
of the paleoenvironment. Archaeological sampling at Suhailah and geosampling at FAY-NE1 and in 
profiles located in Wadi Yuddayah took place between 3.3. and 16.3. 2018.

In 2018 we brought together an interdisciplinary team consisting of specialists from the field 
of Stone Age archaeology (author), radiometric dating (Prof. Frank Preusser, University of Freiburg), 
geographic information systems (Dr. Gerwin Wulf, University of Freiburg) and ancient sediment 
DNA (Dr. Simon Underdown, Oxforf Brooks University, Dr. Riaan Rifkin, University of Pretoria) as 
well as a doctoral student (Kira Dähling, Oxford Brooks University) working on the reconstruction 
of the paleoenvironment. Archaeological sampling at Suhailah and geosampling at FAY-NE1 and in 
profiles located in Wadi Yuddayah took place between 3.3. and 16.3. 2018.

1
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3

Fig 1 Example of lithic collection from Suhailah.
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Paleoenvironmental sampling

With the help of the author, Kira Dähling sampled during six days at five profiles along Wadi 
Yuddayah and at the southern profile of trench 37 at FAY-NE1 (Fig. 2). The sampling in Wadi Yud-
dayah included columns of sediment samples for geochemical, grainsize and ancient DNA analysis 
in addition to OSL samples for dating the sediments. In total 55 sediment samples, 11

OSL and four sediment samples for ancient DNA analysis were collected. At FAY-NE1 Kira Däh-
ling took 72 samples for studying grain size and geochemistry to identify paleoclimatic conditions 
during the younger human occupation phases in AHs III to II. All samples were exported to the UK 
to be studied in the lab of Kira’s supervisor Prof. Adrian Parker at Oxford Brooks University.

4

Knut Bretzke: University of T�bingen, Dep. of Early Prehistory and Quaternary Ecology,
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Introduction

This new issue of the Sharjah Archaeology journal has come out while the world still lives an 
exceptional atmosphere due to the pandemic coronavirus that casts a dark shadow on every place. 
Despite this, the beginning of the year 2020 witnessed some archaeological activities in the field 
of excavation, exploration, scientific research and academic activities represented by organizing 
Several lectures and seminars discussing the results of archaeological excavations and the future 
related projects.

Despite the implementation of the remote work system as a precautionary measure, the 
Sharjah Archaeology Authority has continued its archaeological excavations on a limited scale, 
taking into consideration the preventive measures and safety standards. In this context, we refer 
to the resumption of excavations at the site of Mleiha (10), locates in the eastern sector of Mleiha, 
in which architectural remains were previously uncovered together with a wealth of interesting 
archaeological finds more of which have emerged recently.

The (SAA) has also launched a new campaign in the western sector, which we called Mleiha 
(11), and the initial results indicated various essential findings, which will undoubtedly contribute 
to enhancing our information on this excellent site in general. This excavation continues in these 
two sites according to the program prepared in this regard.

The (SAA) has also formed a special team to register and document the sites of rock carvings 
in Kalba and Khor Fakkan, and to record the tombs scattered along the eastern coast. Besides, it 
undertook the excavation work in the Al-Heera suburb of the Emirate of Sharjah, where architec-
tural features belonging to an old mosque were revealed, including foundations for the walls of 
the rooms and the mosque’s marinate.

Some foreign archaeological teams have also conducted excavations at some archaeological 
sites. The results of their work are going to published in the upcoming issues of the magazine ac-
cording to the dates of their receipt.

 The current issue contains six reports that show the results of Archaeological excavations 
carried out by various archaeological teams in several archaeological sites in the emirate of Shar-
jah. These resulted in numerous finds and important archaeological discoveries that shed new 
light on the manifestations of ancient history and cultural periods over time stages.

The first report addresses the results of the work of the German archaeological team from 
the University of Tübingen, which took place during the season of 2018. Actions focused on two 
areas; the Jabal al-Faya site, where previous excavations revealed essential and significant discov-
eries and the location of Suhailah to collect and document a large number of ancient stone tools 
scattered over a large area that provides evidence of human settlement during the Stone Age.

The next report provided by the Belgian Archaeological mission from the Royal Museums of 
Art and History in Brussels. It demonstrates details of its work in the year 2017 at the site of area 
(F) in Mleiha. The excavations of the magnificent subterranean tomb completed. This tomb discov-
ered in late 2015 revealed significant finds, including a stone slab bearing text in two languages. 

South Arabian and Aramaic dated to the end of 3rd century BC, indicates that it belongs to “Amud 
bin Jar bin Ali” an Adviser to the King of Oman. The team successfully uncovered more other large 
graves near the one mentioned above.

As for the third report, dedicated to presenting the results of the 2018 archaeological excava-
tion season carried out by the Spanish team at the Iron Age site of Thuqeibah in al-Madam Plain, 
the Spanish mission has made fundamental discoveries in the past two years. Of particular inter-
est is the discovery of an ancient underground water system “Falaj” and the mud-bricks workshop 
producing this material for house constructions at the site. 

From the central region, we head to the East Coast, where the Austrian Archaeological mis-
sion from the Institute of Eastern and European Archaeology at the Academy of Sciences in Vienna 
joined the convoy of foreign archaeological missions operating in the Emirate of Sharjah and chose 
the city of Kalba to be the venue of their archaeological activities. The first season started on Janu-
ary 2019, confined to Conduct a package of geophysical analyzes and aerial photography to clarify 
the size of the settlement with the opening of a small test trench to obtain information about the 
settlement layers in the Bronze Age phase.

The following three reports were devoted to presenting the results of excavations of the 
Japanese archaeological mission from Kanazawa University, in several heritage sites in the emir-
ate of Sharjah. These excavations conducted in the place of Filli at al-Madam Plain, the al-Khan 
Village overlooking the western coast and at al-Madfae and Banyan Store adjacent to al-Arsa Suq 
in Sharjah.

In conclusion, Sharjah Archaeology Authority would like to extend its thanks and apprecia-
tion for the valuable efforts made by all foreign archaeological excavation teams, and their valu-
able contribution in revealing more details that contribute to the acquisition of new information, 
related to the ancient history and culture in this vital part of the United Arab Emirates.

Dr. Sabah Abboud Jasim
Director General

Sharjah Archaeology Authority
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